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If our Constitution is to continue “evolving and adapting in line with people’s expectations              

and needs” the case for Proportional Representation must be given full and fair consideration 

 
Dear Mr Skidmore, 

Congratulations on your appointment as Minister for the Constitution. Now more than ever, 

stewardship of the UK’s constitution and democratic processes is a crucial role. We therefore 

welcome your commitment to “see our democracy grow in strength and that everyone can have their 

voice heard ” , and we wish you every success in the job. 1

It is difficult, however, to see how our democracy can grow in strength or how everyone can have 

their voice heard without addressing the failures of the UK’s primary democratic process: the election 

of MPs to the House of Commons through our First Past the Post (FPTP) electoral system. 

In May 2015, one quarter (24.4%) of votes went to the candidates and manifestos of the Green Party, 

the Liberal Democrats or UK Independence Party. But FPTP delivered a parliament in which these 

parties share  ten seats (1.5% of 650 Commons seats). This cannot be said to be a parliament in which 

“everyone can have their voice heard”. On the contrary, it is a parliament from which the voices of 7.5 

million voters are all but excluded. 

If our democracy is to grow in strength, it is incumbent upon us to ensure that every vote carries 

equal weight. Yet this is not presently the case, as highlighted by the current Secretary of State for 

1 www.chrisskidmore.com/news/new-government-job-chris-skidmore-mp 



International Trade at the time of the EU Referendum, who said, “The beauty of a referendum, is that 

every voter has an equal voice, every vote carries equal weight ” . Mr Fox’s implication that this is not 2

the case in our General Elections is correct. In the 2015 election , one party needed 23,000 votes to 

win a single seat, while another needed almost four million. This cannot be called a strong democracy, 

if it can be called democracy at all. 

We believe these issues would be solved by the use of a system of Proportional Representation (PR), 

versions of which are tried-and-tested by their use in over 80% of OECD countries. But you need not 

be convinced of this in order to see great value in giving full, fair and open consideration to the 

proportional alternatives to FPTP, and in testing the level of public support for these alternatives.  

In your ministerial maiden speech, you praised the British tradition of a constitution that, “has 

delivered a stable democracy by progressively adapting to changing realities ...evolving and adapting in 

line with people’s expectations and needs, ” whose arrangements, “enable agility and responsiveness 

to the wishes of our citizens ” . But our Constitution can only evolve and adapt to changing realities, 3

wishes and needs when its guardians - the government (and in particular, you) - fully and fairly 

consider what those realities, wishes and needs are, and what adaptations may be required in order 

to answer them. 

It is over a year since the most disproportionate General Election in British history, yet the 

government has so far published no assessment of the continuing suitability of FPTP in the face of this 

changed reality, and undertaken no consultation with the public to discover their wishes and needs in 

the context of poor representation for millions of people. This is despite a petition of half a million 

signatories calling for PR, and every poll  on the issue conducted over the same timeframe identifying 4

overwhelming support for the principle of a proportional voting system. 

And while we are grateful for your reply to our open letter to your predecessor, we respectfully note 

that it does not address the issues raised above. The Alternative Vote system offered in the 2011 

Referendum is not a proportional electoral system and could therefore not have addressed the issues 

of disproportionality set out above. There was an amendment put forward to include proportional 

options in the question of the Referendum, but it was voted down by MPs - with you, John Penrose, 

and the current Prime Minister all voting against . Surely the British people cannot have had their say 5

2 www.theyworkforyou.com/debates/?id=2016-06-08a.1180.5#g1188.2 
3 www.theyworkforyou.com/whall/?id=2016-07-20b.381.0#g399.0 
4 www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/public-on-reform 
5 www.publicwhip.org.uk/division.php?date=2010-10-19&number=85&display=allvotes 



on PR in the AV Referendum when PR was explicitly kept off the ballot papers, and when a central 

part of the campaign against AV was that it is not more proportional than FPTP.  

If the government’s focus is, as you say, “on making sure that the UK’s constitutional arrangements 

work for all our citizens, in a Union based on fairness ,” there could be no better way to demonstrate it 

than to commit the tiny fraction of resources that are available to make a full and fair assessment of 

the continuing suitability or otherwise of our electoral system, in consultation with the citizens in 

whose interests you work. Indeed, this seems a basic requirement if you are to deliver on the 

priorities you yourself have set out: a democracy growing in strength in which everyone can have 

their voices heard. 

We invite you to meet with Make Votes Matter and other representatives of the movement for a 

better democracy to discuss how these priorities may be realised. 

Yours sincerely, 

 Make Votes Matter 
 

 
William Abbiss  

Daniel Abbott  

Mary Abbott I want PR because "First Past the Post" is not democratic. Simple as that. Voting in the present 
system does not represent the will of the people. 

Michael Abbott  

Glenn Abbott If the current system is democratic then I am Mahatma Ghandi. 

Tamsin Abbott  

Jenny Abbott The essence of Democracy - PR. 

Hooda Abdullah  

Robert Abel We really need to change to a system where every vote counts. 

Max Abendstern  

Ian Aberdeen  

Alan Abhaya Please, let's create a democracy that our children deserve. 

J Ablett Your party talks about fairness; this is fairness across the country and across the political 
spectrum! 

Melissa Abraham  

Vivien Abrahams  

Joanna Abram  

Juan Acevedo  

 



Denis Ackerley
Pat Ackred
Harry Adam Our democracy is clearly broken with fptp and few marginal constituencies. This leaves many feeling 

disenfranchised and disengaged with politics.

Gordon Adam The result is foregone unless I'm in a marginal constituency I want my vote to count

Raymond Adams Voting reform is of the utmost importance.  FPTP is a disaster for Britain.

Colin Adams
Andrew Adams Every vote must count and every voice must be heard our voting system is outdated and undemorcratic change 

must happen before 2020.

Bob Adams We talk with pride about 'British Democracy' and the 'Mother of Parliaments', but without PR these are just 
hollow claims.  It's time to show real leadership and introduce true democracy.

Carolyn Adams
Christopher Adams
John Adams
David Adams
Fran Adams
Henry Adams
Judy Adams
Jill Adams My vote has counted for nothing for the last 25 years and yet I always vote.  PR would make my vote meaningful 

and fair.

Jill Adams This is the only way to cure people's disillusionment with politics and politicians.

Jonathan Adams
Les Adams
Nicholas Adams
Patrick Adams
Philip Adams Adams PR is a fair electoral system which allows most people to be represented i parliament.

Terence Adams No more 'SAFE' seats!

Michelle Adams The current voting system does not represent the population fairly, I ask for proportional representation to give 
honesty to our democrats beliefs.

Will Adams I haven't 'got the answer right' and voted for the winning party for many years, so am disenfranchised and 
unrepresented in central government.

Ken Adams We need to get away from party politics which has and is damaging our town of Abergavenny.

Andrew Adamson
Jack Adamson AV is not a form of proportional representation! Why are you against the Greens and UKIP having MPs?!!?

MIKE ADAMSON
Peter Adamson Our obsolete first past the post system can only continue to suck the dissafected towards extremism by denying 

legimate hope to a growing minority risking strife.

Pam Adcock Please make PR a reality

Roger Adcock Make our Government more representative of the views of the people that it is supposed to represent!

Alex Addams
Barbara Adderley Proportional representation is the only way which truly reflects people's political choice and is truly democratic. 

It is also the only way forward  as the present system has only alienated the voters.

Crystal Addey
jane addey
Richard Addicott In a true democracy every person's vote should count for something. Currently millions of people know that 

their votes are meaningless.

janet addison
David Addy I have lived in a constituency for 40 years which has always elected the same one party - one which I would 

not/do not support. I always vote but am now intending to deliberately spoil my vote because it seems the only 
action I can take. .

Ayo Adebiyi The electorate has evolved beyond its electoral system.

Susan Adelaja I would like my vote to count. I no longer wish to have to vote for a party I do not support in order to try to 'keep 
out' another party I support even less.

Naomi Adelson
Chris Ades
Rukshana Afia



Ardavan Afshar
Shahista Aftab
Sally Agombar
Paul Ahdal
Jeff Aherne
David Aindow Proportional representation is the only way to make each vote count,  the current system is grossly 

undemocratic

David Ainsworth
Aileen Aitken
B Aitken
Fiona Aitken More people would use their vote if they knew it would be effective

Christopher Aitken In Chichester you could dress a dog in blue and it would win. Voting is a waste of time.

Saleem Akbar
Edward Akehurst
Martin Akerman
Mick Akers 1st past the post' is a pervasion of democracy, akin to the tail wagging the dog.

Helen Albans
Catherine Albert
Simon Albert FPTP is outdated and cannot form part of a true modern democracy. Each individual should be trusted to have a 

voice.

Joshua Alby
James Alcorn Please give us a democracy that is authentic

Malcolm Charles Aldcroft AV is not Proportional. Proper PR will give a chance for power to be shared.

Stephen Alder
Nicholas Alderton Britain needs a democracy that reflects the will of its people, not those of political parties or special interest 

groups.

Richard Alderton
Joanna Aldhous The voting system needs to work for all, rather than slicing and dicing seats to suit the ruling majority!

Tony Aldous
Billy Aldridge
John Aldridge
Lucy Aldridge
Michael Aldridge it is logical to have votes translated into seats which some form of proportional representation will achieve.

Neil Aldridge
Matt Alecock 1st past the post is undemocratic as it does not provide a representative parliament.

Julian Alessandrini
Ianthe Alexander Our present system isn't democracy

June Alexander The current system is unfair and undemocratic. In Scotland we have a single party state because of it. 
Dangerous!

Michael Alexander
Sam Alexander
Sylvia Alexander
William Alexander
Tristan Alexander-Watts
Penelope Alford
Claire Algar-Blofield Our voting system is not democratic. It is weighted to make it near on impossible for anyone but the two main 

parties win, which is not really much of a choice, especially when David Cameron and Tony Blair looked to be cut 
from the same cloth. The system should be transparent and fair so that like in the referendum, the whole 
country has a say in who can lead the country. PS I have always voted Labour but I would definitely vote for 
Theresa May, as long as she continues to be open strong and honest.

Bilal Ali
Hayley Ali
David Allan Do it

Mike Allan
Ray Allan We want a fair and democratic electoral voting system



Crispin Allard FPTP means most people are powerless to affect how they are governed - we saw the consequences of the 
resulting disaffection on 23 June.

Paul Allard
William Allbrook The current 'equalisation' of Parliamentary constituency boundaries is just tinkering with an out of date system 

that is no longer fir for purpose. True Parliamentary representation which is demonstrative of the way in which 
people voted can only be achieved by some form of PR. The old first past the post system is no longer tenable. 
Witness the amount of people at the last election who voted Green and for UKIP but only resulted in two MPs in 
Westminster.

George Allcock Every vote cast should be represented in Parliament. A sensible form of PR is the obvious answer. The last 
proposal was daft - one suspects purposefully so to ensure that it would fail.

Geoffrey Allen PR Represents Fairness and Democracy, Pure and Simple.

Augusta Allen
Claire Allen
DAVID ALLEN
Dean Allen The existing system is not fit for purpose and discourages voters from participating.

D Allen
frank allen
Geoff Allen
Hubert Allen AV is no more proportional than 1PP; and technology has simplified and speeded STV. So let us join the civilised 

world.

Will Allen
James Allen I want my vote to count, it was wasted last time!

John-Mark Allen
Collette Allen The current system does not reflect votes cast for all parties equally.

Nicola Allen
Adele Allen
Mark Allen The current British voting system is patently unfair and undemocratic. Please give the people back the ability to 

appoint their MPs without the apalling skewing that results in one third of the electorate ending ip with a single 
MP.

ray allen after the fiasco of the european referendum, its about time the voting system was updated and brought into 
the twenty-first century.

Roy Allen
Sam Allen
Sheila Allen Real PR (not Alternative Vote) means that, no matter where boundaries are, no-one feels disenfranchised, 

which many do now.

Stephen Allen
Tony Allen
Tim Allen We need a system that fairly represents the views of the whole electorate.

Steve Allison
Valerie Allison
Stuart Allison Democracy is being undermined by our current system. Lack of true representation is turning people away from 

politics. We need real change, now!

John Allison-Walsh
Liz Allmark We need a system of voting which works for each and every one of us and allows our voice and vote to be 

reflected proportionately  in Parliament.

Catherine Allott
Helen CHRISTINE Allott
Robert allott like many who are desperate for fair representation and proportionality, I didn't vote for either FPTP or AV in 

the previous referendum, we are desperate for a fair proportional system. Constitution politics belongs in thr 
19th century.

Angela Allport
Imogen Allsopp If it was possible to conduct the referendum on the basis on 1 vote per person, I don't see why this can't be 

applied to elections which are surely far more important?

Dan Alsop
Chris Alton



John Alton The Av referendum was like offering someone a sausage roll when they had wanted to choose between a 
vanilla or strawberry ice cream.  It did not offer a reasonable system of PR so it is no wonder it was rejected by 
both those for and against PR.  A rather cynical political move and one which only generates further discontent.

Jane Altounyan First past the post cannot be true democracy as it results in a minority government as it has this time.  How can it 
be right that 100% of citizens are governed by a party that garnered only 37% of the vote.

Tom Alves THe current system protects the establishment & doesn't allow for democratic politcal change

Hazel Amati
Richard Ambrose
Christine Ambrose I have been resident in this constituency for 40 years but never do I think that my vote represents my politics.  

Along with the rest of this household and amongst our local friendship group we have been obliged to opt for 
strategic voting - which can have really disastrous results.  Surely we need to move on to a more representative 
democracy.

Robert Amerigo
Grahame Amey What other excuse is there for persisting with and promoting  the present system other than the self interes of 

the present major parties?

Chris Amos Democracy must offer fair votes for everyone

Linda Amos
Liam Ande
Nikolas Andersen Votes should count equally. These questions *have not* been answered by the AC referendum or other 

government. Please answer!

D Anderson
David Anderson
Barbara Anderson
Beth Anderson
Duncan Anderson
Graham Anderson
Ian Anderson The present system of voting is making a mockery of our so called democracy. The Green party situation is a 

classic example of a very unfair system.

Mr M. Anderson Corruption Starts in Downing Street and Parliament!!! Give us PR and prove to Us that you want it STOPPED!!!

Matt Anderson Theresa, you said you wanted to focus on inequality: how about making everyone's vote count?

michael anderson it is not democracy as it should be

neil anderson
Nick Anderson The current system is archaic and biassed in favour of the two party carve up. 1.3m people voted Green = 1MP. 

Same for other parties but not Tory or Labour.

Steve Anderson At the absolute minimum: replace House of Lords with a senate elected by PR to ensure fair ratifying of 
legislation.

Jan Andersson
Phillip Anderton Our voting system is hopelessly flawed - we DEMAND change!

Rosemary Andoh Millions of votes don't count with the first past the post system, and many voters are disaffected.

Nicholas Andreas
Lena Andrew Everyone in our very broken society needs to be given the option of making their voice heard and their votes 

matter.

Colin Andrews PR gives incentive to vote. With  FPTP 'safe' seat, individuals may think their vote makes no difference to 
outcome.

Christopher Andrews In the interest of promoting adversarial politics the Media had deliberately conflated approval of the proposal 
with an implied personal approval of Nick Clegg who at the time was being unfairly targeted as having betrayed 
the students

Monica Andrews
Bill Andrews I live in a safe seat for Plaid Cymru so my vote does not have any value.  In effect I am disenfranchised.

Luke Angel We have such low voter turnout in the country because people think their vote will not make a difference with 
FPTP. That is not democracy. I did not agree with the referendum but at least is was democratic (apart from the 
misinformation). We need PR so people can feel their voices are being hear. When people are not allowed to 
feel that way it can have devestating effects both politically and socially. You have a moral duty to address the 
democratic defecit. It is also time to scrap the House of Lords, an unelectable body made of croonies who have 
funded poltical parties and then have the power to decide law. In any of other country (particularly the majority 
world) that would be described as corruption.

John Angeletta Let's have a free and fair rather than a 'bad tempered and ill-informed debate'!



Andrea Anguera FPTP does not represent the real choices of the whole population and prevents the dialogue and compromise 
that should exist on a stable democracy.

Shaun Ankers
Paul Annoot
Mark Anstee Our politicians should more accurately represent the voting behaviour of the electorate.

Kathy Anstey
Helen Anthony
David Mark Anthony
M. Anthony
Rei Anthony Votes need to matter in a truly democratic society.

Nik Antoniades
Anne & Michael Antram
Aeddan ap Garth
Alan Aplin
Eric Appleby
Gary Appleton 3rd most votes =1 seat. 5th most votes =56 seats. That's not democracy. That's just sick.

Gordina Appleton
Peter Appleton
Chris Appleyard
M. Arce
Mrs Archer
Martin Archer FPTP fails too many people who have the misfortune to live in a "safe seat" constituency.

Sandra Archer ONLY A SYSTEM THAT COUNTS EVERY VOTE, SO PARTY LISTING OR ADDITIONAL MEMBER, IS TRUELY DEMOCRATIC.
ÏŔ

Paul Arestides As a true democracy we need to show a fair representation in the Houses of Parliament. It is my belief that this 
can only be achieved through proportional representation. Electoral reform must happen.

Dr Peter Argyle
Sarajane Aris
Graham Armfield
Ray Armishaw it is time for parliament to listen to the people that put them in ower, and make votes count.

Helen Armitage
Alan Armstrong By making it virtually impossible for a variety of views to be represented in Parliament, the present sytem risks 

permanently fracturing social cohesion.

Andrew Armstrong neither Bournemouth MP received 50% of vote in last election

David Armstrong
claire armstrong
darrell armstrong I want my vote to count!

Jim Armstrong Like the referendum each vote should count. If proportional representation is. Good for Scotland, NI and Wales 
why not the UK?

John Armstrong
Kate Armstrong
Lynne Armstrong There can never be real democracy unless each vote has equal value. Politics in the UK is dangerously skewed 

by the fact that the only votes which really count are those of swing voters in marginal seats. PR is essential, AV 
is not PR.

Matthew Armstrong The current system encourages stagnant politics and does not give a fair voice to millions of voters.

Andrew Armstrong
Neil Armstrong
Pat Armstrong We don't want democracy to fail - we need to Make Votes Matter!

darrell armstrong
Stephanie Armstrong We should be leading the world in democracy, show the world we are people of fairness.

Stephen Armstrong
Susanne Armstrong
Arthur Arnold It grossly distorts the will of the voting population

Emmanuelle ARNOLD
Malcolm ARNOLD



Valerie Arnold I vote Labour.  I have  lived for 66 years in safe Tory seats.  What is the point  in voting?

Gillian Aronstam I actually want my vote to count ,that's why we need a PR system

David Arthur a good PR system (eg STV) gives more say to voters and less to political parties

Christine Artus Please let my vote count towwards an MP

Diana Arundale The present sysytem is totally undemocratic.

Robert Ashby The current system is not representative of the real opinion of the population.

Peter Ashcroft
Patrick James Ashcroft
Jon Ashelford
Guy Ashley The current system isn't working for me or for the greater good of the country. It needs changing urgently!

Peter Ashley Proportional representation may encourage even those who don't vote into the election booths!

Nicholas Ashman
Robert Ashman In our current system millions of voters have no representations,  and as a result many people no longer see any 

point in voting.

Madeline Ashmore
John Ashmore
Cynthia Ashton We need a fairer voting system where every vote counts.  Maybe then a much higher percentage turnout would 

be achieved.

Chris Ashton
Sybil Ashton Why are we called citizens when we are only subjects?

anne ashurst
Michael Ashwin
Christopher Ashworth
Clive Ashworth
David Ashworth
Ian-Paul Ashworth British democracy is broken. Please do your bit to fix it.

Rosemary Ashworth First past the post only works fairly in a two horse race.

Roy Ashworth Please show that you are a democrat by fairly considering the alternatives to what we've currrently got.

Renate Aspden
Conrad Astill
Ralph Astley True democracy requires the electorate to be engaged by politics and this only happens when people feel their 

vote can make a difference.

Guy Aston
Jane Aston This letter sets out exactly what is required to make the UK's electoral system fully democratic: please give it 

serious consideration.

Terry Aston
Daniel Atchison
Alex Atkin
Andrew Atkins Current system is not fair as millions of voters disenfranchised. PR would mean everyone's vote counts.

Christopher Atkins
Maggie Atkins
Chris Atkins
Jasmin Atkins
Julie Atkins It doesn't accurately reflect the electorate and/or what they've voted for.

Richard Atkins
Terence Atkins A system where a party can win all the seats with just over 30% of the vote cannot be fair.

Neil Atkinson
Charles Atkinson
Jean Atkinson
Judy Atkinson The Boundary changes are not bringing fairness to our electoral system, far from it they are not taking account of 

the numbers in the local population relying solely on an outdated figure of registered voters.  Let's really make 
individuals votes count with PR.

keith atkinson it is my right to have my vote considered and not just cast aside.

Paul Atkinson
michelle atkinson it is time we have a true democracy in this country, because at the moment few people are truly represented.



Wendy Atkinson I think PR would encourage politicians to work together rather than point scoring and enable considered 
discussion of issues.

michael atlee After the farce of last years general election result, enough is enough. It's time for real electoral reform.

Andy Attenborough
Phil Attwell Please give a vote that counts .i have always voted for 40 years but always for a losing party please give me a 

voice and a vote in england like the rest of the UK. other ukparts of the UK have it .I had it in the EU and lost it

Terry Attwood
Rosamund Aubrey
Michael Auerbach
George Aungier
Adam Auskerin
Thomas Austin
William Austin Our voting system and therefore democracy is broken - it needs PR so that all votes count.

David Austin
Michel Austin If a party gets e.g. 20% or 30% of votes it should have 20% or 30% of seats. Is this illogical?

Pippa Austin
Rosalind Austin Fairness

Richard Averill
eve avery getting rid of first past the post is the only way of convincing people that their votes count and persuading them 

to vote in every election - the proof is in the much larger number of people who vote in referendoms

Chris Avery
Mark Avery Our democracy should truly represent the wishes of the public.It does not do so at present,as any reasonable 

minded person can see.Where as PR would obviously do that,by virtue of votes counted.

Mike Avery Because of our antiquated FPTP system, our democracy is descending into ptretence and has been stolen by 
corporate power. We ALL need a voice toarrest this, otherwise  life will not be worth living.

RICHARD AVIS The current system leads to governance by political dogma not consensus. It needs to go.

Carole Avison
James Avison
June Avison
John Avison
Peter Aviss
Hilary Axelrod
Gerti Axtmann First past the post is old fashioned, citizen want all their parties fairly presented.

Daniel Aycinena
Janet Ayers Let's have a system that is more democratic that what we currently have. Please!

Peter Aylett
Chris Ayliffe In a democracy every vote should count I think PR is most democratic way of voting

Monica Ayliffe We had biggest turn out in Eu ref.-every vote counted, do same at elections I want PR!

Jackie Ayling
David Ayre
Francis Ayre
Jane Ayres
Nina Ayres It is only democratic that all parties have an equal chance,  not just the two main parties.  That way the result 

will be truly representative of the electorate's wishes.

Lorna Ayrton It is time give this country a fair and democratic voting system - a  PR system. Proper Information for the public 
not spin!

mark ayrton We need a royal commission to independantly look into the best PR for the UK and then act upon it

Tin-Tin Azure
Jane B. This would be an ideal time to make things fairer. Many people cast a vote and have no chance of a fair 

representation.

Michael Babcock Tories Out . Corbyn In .

Sheila Babington
René Bach Stop wasting votes. And make every vote matter

Theodore Bacon
John Bacon



Geoff Badcoe
Jonathan Badger
K Badlan A fair, proportionate voting system is well overdue in UK

Claire Badsey I demand change!!

Gael Bage The present system is broken, unrepresentative, and we end up with a government who does not have public 
support

Grant Bage The current unfair and outdated voting system is alienating democratic government from the people it exists to 
represent

Susan Bagheri The alternative voting system is not the only, or necessarily the best form of proportional representation. PR 
works very well in many Europeon countries,and gives more representative government than we have in the 
UK.

Beverley I Bagnall
Jan Bagshaw
Robin Bagust
Freya Bailes
Alison Bailey I do not feel represented under  the current electoral system. First past the post is outdated  and the cause of 

voters' disenchantment with government.

Alan B Bailey First Past The Post is plainly and simply undemocratic. PR is the only satisfactory method. AV is NOT.

John Bailey
Carol Bailey The AV as offered was not a satisfactory system. Had we been given a true choice, ie including PR on the 

referendum, I feel the result would have been different.

Cecilia Bailey
Christopher Bailey Only with PR will we get a Parliament that reflects public opinion. First Past the Post in a multi-party system is 

not democracy, it is an increasingly random lottery.

Craig Bailey So that my vote means something if I disagree with those in an enforced boundary!

Eleanor Bailey
Helen Bailey The current system is not democratic. It does not accurately represent the votes cast. Scotland and Wales have 

different systems.

Jean Bailey PR would help voters in different parts of the UK to have their voices heard equally.

colette bailey
Richard Bailey Proportional representation is a more democratic way of electing Governments, it ensures that most opinions 

have a voice.

Michael Bailey
Michael Bailey
Roger Bailey
Sam Bailey
Simon Bailey
Phil Bailey
Josephine Bailey Proportional representation is the single biggest issue for us in politics.    The first past the post system is unfair 

to the point of being barely democratic and no longer fit for purpose. People feel there is no point in engaging 
with politics or even voting because the two main parties do not represent them.This has to change or there will 
be seriousness social upheaval.

Martin Bailey
Bob . Bailey. You have made a good start, now please carry it on and give us a true democracy.

Mair Bain
Colette Bain
John Bainbridge PR gives a voice to all people in an area not just the majority in the party

Lyn Bainbridge
Alison Bainbridge
Debra Baines Every UK vote cast should hold equal value, not be diluted or magnified by virtue of a postcode.

DAVID A BAINES The whole population or all the eligible members can participate can transform Britain into a Caring Society.

Stephen Baines
William Aaron Baker
Adrian Baker
Arron Baker In order to be truly representative of the electorate we need PR

Peter Baker



nigel baker
Tim Baker The AV vote in 2011 was not a Vote 'For' FPTP. But a Vote 'Against' a poor alternative when PR is a viable option.

Susan Baker Each vote should count. Please bring in Proprtional Representation.

Edward Baker
Elizabeth Baker Too many people feel ignore, not represented in parliament. Fair representation  necessary for cohesion of 

society & safeguard against extremism

Felicity Baker
Jacqueline Baker
Janet Baker There was a much higher turn out at the referendum when everyone knew that their vote DID count.

J Baker
John Baker The current 'first past the post' voting system has reduced democracy to entrenched candidatures with fewer 

and fewer marginals (in which votes actually matter)

Lucas Baker
Lyndon Baker We did not reject all proportional representation in the referendum, we rejected the form offered.

David Baker
Marion Baker It is untenable that the votes of so many UK citizens are wasted votes. I'm embarrassed that we claim to be a 

democracy. I campaigned for the AV referendum, as a small, first step to a more equitable voting system.  When 
I talked to people in the street and explained what it was, people genuinely thought it was better than what we 
currently have.  However, they were also nervous about changing the status quo.  We need the more 
independently minded of our current batch of MPs to campaign for a better system, and put the country first, 
not their party.

Michael Baker Proportional representation is a mature form of democracy that is approprieate for "The Mother of all 
parliaments\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\2

Neil Baker AV is not PR. What objections are there to one person one vote..

Oliver Baker
Sharon Baker The current system is simply not fair, you can help to make the changes, please help.

Jon & Sally Baker
Anthony Baker People are losing faith in politics. That will not end well.

A C Baker
Edwin Baker PLease consider the Single Transferable Vote system- this appears to be the best.

Andrew Baker-Davies PR is a fairer system in that it allows people to make their preferences fully known unlike the present system 
which gives only one choice and no opportuntiy to express their true opposition to their least preferred party.

Robert Baker-Glenn
Ruchika Bakshi
Philip Baldock
Neil Baldwin I feel the present system doesn't fairly represent the views of the voters.

Roberta Balfour The number of votes for the Green Party and UKIP should have given them more MPs in the last election.

Rob Ball
Donald Ball
Graham Ball
James Ball The current voting system was always unfair but this has increased as we move further away from two party 

politics.

Margaret - Marie Ball
Nick Ballantine-Drake
David Ballard Democracy should be an ever evolving process and in the digital age we can all partsipate, unfortunatly 

parliament has not kept up time for change is now

Mark Ballard Politically active, 33, never elected an MP to Parliament

J Ballard
Judith Ballard I feel disenfranchised with the current system - I'd like to feel that my voice has an impact

M Paul Bamber
John Bamford It isn't possible to claim we have a democracy until all parties have proper represrentation

Antony Bamford
Jeremy Bampton
Wayne Bampton
Strahinja Banasevic
Fiona Banatvala



David Baness
Darrin Banfield
Carol Banham I agreed with PR when Liberals advocated it long before they became Lib Dems. Every vote should really count.

Fiona Banham Every voter has the right to be fairly represented by a Proportional Representation voting system

Ann Banister
Henry Bankes Because my vote doesn't matter in stoke newington north. Whom ever I vote for the same person will get in. 

Diane Abbott and omg she's a terrible representative.

Kath Banks In the internet age we can find a way to make democracy work to allow everyone's voices to be heard and 
create a decisive government. Let's make it happen.

Michaela Banks
Edward Bannell Irrespective of which political stripe you follow, everyone's votes should count equal. Anything else is 

undemocratic.

Stuart Bannerman
Neil Bannigan
Colin Bannister One word FAIRNESS

Valerie Bannister
Jay Bansal
Alastair Banton
David Baptist It is a fairer and more democratic way of voting.

Ana Barandalla
Robert Barbato
Edward Barber I want every vote to count

Jo Barber
james barber More democratic.

John Barber Without PR  we are playing at demockracy .

Sam Barber A "majority government" supported by about 30% of the population. What a joke!

Neal Bardell
Neal Bardell
Paula Bardell-Hedley
David Bargery
Gillian Bargery Because it is imperative that people feel represented and that their votes matter. The present situation is 

unhealthy.

Rob Barham
Andrew Barker Governments that are not coalitions no longer reflect the hopes and aspirations of the voters. First past the post 

disenfranchises the majority in most constituencies.proportional representation is necessary to unite the 
country.

Iain Barker
Neil Barker PR is a fairer voting system and more representative of the electorate's view in a democracy.

Claire Barker
James Barker
Lesley Barker It's undemocratic and unfair

Roland Barker Scottish parliament and European parliament elections  already use PR. It should now be extended to all 
elections in a democracy..

Gerard Barker
Timothy Barker
paul barker
John Barkham
Alison Barkshire Instead of further reducing democracy by introducing boundary changes based on very inaccurate electoral 2015 

rolls, PLEASE , support democracy and introduce PR. It is totally unacceptable that  only votes in marginal seats 
matter, and that a minority of voters are sufficient to elect a party to power who then claim they have a 
mandate to do whatever they want.

Alan Barkway
James Barling On becoming Prime Minister, you vowed to make a society for everyone. Proportional representation will help 

to achieve that.

Alison Barlow I live in a "safe seat" constituency but do not support the party of the sitting MP and therefore feel 
unrespresented in the present first past the post system.



Gill Barn
Steve Barnard
brenda barnard PR is an essential element for a democratic society to survive. It cannot be possibly equitable when one party 

attains power over the wishes of the electorate

John Barnard In an age when most parties are splitting because of fractious views, the centre is where the consensus is to be 
found

Kay Barnard There is no reason why we cannot have proportional representation in UK-wide elections or local elections 
when our devolved governments already use PR.  It ishypocritical to maintain oterwise.

Nick Barnard
Michael Barnbrook
Alexandra Barnes The referendum on AV does not represent a rejection of PR, being a very different system. We need PR.

Alma Barnes Approaching 81st year, still wishing for my vote to matter.

Robert Barnes
S Barnes
Douglas Barnes
Gina Barnes Please get rid of the Rotten Votes system as was done to the Rotten Buroughs system. Unfair and unfit for the 

21st century!

Joanna Barnes I'm sick my my vote not counting because I live in a dense Tory area

Jo Barnes My vote has been a 'wasted' vote for decades because of the current system.  FPTP would never be considered 
the fairest system if we were setting a democracy up from scratch now. We have lived with an unfair system 
which arose from corrupt historical roots for long enough. If you sincerely want a fairer society in this country, 
you couldn't find a better way to start.

Mark Barnes The present system does not represent the people. We want PR

Sharon Barnes
Stephen Barnes The present system of voting does not accurately the wishes of all voters.

Toby Barnes How can it be democratic when the vast majority of the electorate always get a government they didn't vote 
for?

Tony Barnes The responsibility of effective government/administration needs to be shared by all.

David Barnett
Elaine Barnett the present system is unfair as it results in us having a government only voted for  a minority as when the votes 

not for the winning party are counted and set against the votes for all other parties it is obvious that more 
people vote against the winners than for them I am 72 now and have observes this since I was a teenager,we 
have changed so many injustices and bigotries,it is time to change this onefor a fairer and morejust country. .

Kayleigh Barnett
Nicholas Barnett
Ann Barnett
David Barnshaw Dear Mrs.May and Mr.Skidmore,I really do believe that this request is a very important one as it is a more fairer 

way of voting,I do hope that you will give the subject a 'pass' ,many thanks for your time in reading this note. 
Yours sincerely,David Barnshaw.

Jerry Barr
Mervyn Barr
Roosje Barr
Stephen barr
Aglaia Barraclough We recognise that we are a diverse multi-cultural society and yet our parliament does not reflect this in any 

way.  The current system might be easier to administrate and have historical roots, but surely our political 
system needs to be representative of the nation we are now and what we want to become in the future.

j barraclough
Roderick Barrand
Roderick Barrand
Deborah Barrass
David Barratt
Colin Barratt
Tony Barratt PR is not the same as AV, PR is the fairest, most representative voting system a multi party democracy.

Andrew Barrell First past the post is aggressive, uncooperative,. unfair and ensures many feel they are not heard.

Alan Barrett
John Barrett
Carmen Barrett Governing for the greater good can only be achieved by representation of the greater number.



Cathryn Barrett
Mike Barrett Minority government and oppostional politics do not serve democracy. Many people feel that voting for their 

political preference has no effect, leading to a 'democratic deficit'. PR is the only solution to the lack of public 
involvement.

Suzanne Barrett
T Barrett
Stephen Barrington
DAVID BARROW I BELIEVE WE SHOULD HAVE A FAIRER VOTING SYSTEM TO BE MORE DEMOCRATIC.

DOROTHY BARROW PR IS A MUCH MORE DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM OF VOTING .

Ryan Barrow I have no faith in labour or conservative, yet with the current system, any vote not for them is pretty much 
wasted

Penny Barrow
Chris Barry Mr Skidmore, are you David Skidmore the surgeon's son?  He was my supervisor at Cambridge - & I saw you as a 

small boy!

Robin Barry PR is not too complicated with modern technology. It's big advantage is fairness,

Patrick barry The current system encourages and perpetuates the implementation of policies that are unpopular with 70% of 
the voters... This implies governments and parties do not need to provide manifestos that are truly endorsed by 
the majority of voters

Antony Barson
Dr Timothy Bartel
Carol Bartholomew My votes over 45 years have meant nothing because I live in a 'safe seat' constituency.

Philip Bartle
Jamie Bartleet Because High Peak currently has a largeish Conservative majority my vote, whatever my preference, is 

essentially unimportant.  I have a friend in Manchester whose constituency hasn't changed hands since the 
Second World War - his vote counts for virtually nothing.  Only votes in marginal constituencies make a 
difference, meaning they are much more important. Tinkering with boundaries will not alter this fact.  The only 
way to make everyone's vote count is to use a PR system.  AV is not PR; nobody really wanted it but it was all 
that was offered.

John Bartlett
Colin Bartlett I have been voting , ever since I was given the 'choice' and 'right' to do so. My vote has only recently been 

included, counted. For # "Brexit". Yes I can finally declare publicly I voted to Exit....Did I do the right thing, it 
seems not, was I wrong to stand by my decision. Yes...Time to accept PR, and make major changes to the voting 
system. Avoid a Revolution in the country.

Pippa Bartolotti
Dinah Barton
Danielle Barton
Hugo Barton
Duncan Barton
Helen Barton
John Barton Lack of voter participation due to MP's not adhering to what the majority of constituants want is the reason, 

more than any other, whyn turn outs in General Elections is low. Why bother voting when your MP is 
rubberstamped by a majortiy, sometimes as low as 100 where only 18% vote for the winner.

Lesley Barton
Margaret Barton
Stephen Barton Democracy isn't best served by the loudest, best funded, least representative party wielding majority power. PR 

at least allows other voices to be heard

Helen Barton
Stuart Barton We need true democracy, and onlt PR delivera that.

Bruno Barton-Singer
Michael Basil
stephen baskerville make voting compulsory and representative and maybe referendums will work properly

Derek Baskett
Paul Bason
John Bastick If you are serious about helping ordinary people Then give us a fairer democracy with PR to elect members of 

parliament

Aileen Bastow
Stephen Batcup



Steven Batcup
Chris Bate
Jane Bateman We need to reform the voting system which does not reflect modern thinking.

Richard Bateman This imbalance is clearly unjust

Bob Bater Mrs. May, if your mind is open even to the tiniest degree, you will consider this option. It's an important way to 
achieve what you said you wanted - to build a society where everyone benefits.

David Bates My vote is worthless!

David Bates A third of eligible people didn't vote in the last election. Taking this int account only about a quarter of voters 
voted for the winning party. This just goes to show that people feel  disenfranchised and disengaged from the 
political process. what is the point of voting if your vote counts for nothing and a government is voted in that 
three quarters of the electorate didn't vote for?

Joe Bates
Ken Bates I live in a constituency which is a 'safe' seat.  My vote is irrelevant.  Democracy?

Christine Bates We dont have a true democracy without PR

Tim Bates
tom bates
Valerie Bates It seems to right time for our country to change to PR now.

Clive Bateson PR means more voter responsibility and involvent which is good for democracy

Richard Batsford
Charles Batten FPTP system IS illegitimate and should be changed for one where there is EQUALITY for EVERY voter.

les batty Get rid of this unfair method as it isnt working and isnt the true voice opf the poulus

Mark Bauer
William Baugh
Alethea Baumgartner
Diana Baur The current system is not democratic by any stretch of the imagination

Diana Baur In the present climate this re-inforces the perception that we are "being managed" by those in power

Ray Bavin It is very important that everyone's Vote counts. When 4 million people voted for Ukip and only 1 seat!?

james bavin This needs doing NOW

Steve Bavin Please refrain from repeating the lie that rejection of AV has any bearing on PR.

David Baxendale It is time that all parties were fairly represented in the Commons. The current electoral system is very biased.

Elizabeth Jane Baxter I have always thought proportional representation the only fair system

Jo Baxter
Ken Baxter
Keith Baxter
Lisa Baxter The Conservative party do not represent the views of the majority of voters. We would like to be able to vote 

for the party we choose regardless of where we live. The only way we can do this is via PR

Jane Baxter
Alison Baycock We have a multi-party state and a two-party electoral system. It needs to change.

Christine Bayes
Marilyn Bayes
Philip Bayes
Philip Bayes
Philip Bayes
Philip Bayes
Philip Bayes
Chris Bayley The current system may have been acceptable in days of yore, but the modern political world deserves and 

needs a fairer voting system, where every voters opinion is relevent to the result..

James Bayley
monica bayley
Tom Bayley
Nicholas Baylis PR gives all voters a voice - closer to actual democracy than FPTP. The AV referendum wasn't on the best option 

so the PR issue is still important.

nick baylis
Patricia Baylis
Mary Bayliss I want an incentive for all adults to vote. PR is fairer and would make MPs and electorate more accountable



Nigel Bayly
David Beacham You are supposed to represent the people not yourselves and big business!

Karen Beal
Penny Beale
David Beales A true democracy is one where everyone's vote counts, PR offers that. People vote for parties not local MP's.

Elizabeth Beales
James Beals
Mary Beaman
Peter Beanland I want my vote to count

Laurence Beard
Marcus Beard
Mel Beard
Tom Beard The system simply isn't fair

Alun Beard FPTP effectively disenfranchises millions, and guarantees power for a select few. Unfair and undemocratic.

John Beardmore
John Bearpark
Bob Beattie When the current voting system was introduced, there were only two major parties, so it was appropriate for 

each constituancy to have an MP elected by a simple majority. Times have changed; we live in a multi-party 
society.  I want a parliament where the number of MPs is directly related to the number of votes cast for each 
party, and if I have a problem. I want to discuss it with a local member of the party I voted for.

barbara beaumont the only fair way to go

Melanie Beaumont
Sandra Beaumont Tweaking electoral boundaries sounds awfully like vote rigging to me. PR is the only fair way to go.

Dan Beckett
Steve Beckett
Marjorie Beebee I'm 78, have always voted, yet have never felt my vote made any difference, because locally I 'don't fit'. So many 

people never vote for this very reason. This is not  Democracy.

Mick Beeby The continuing response that we had a referendum on AV is not valid. We are asking for PR, not an alternative 
FPTP system.

Chris Beecham
Andrew Beecroft FPTP means millions of people's vote are meaningless

Nicky Beele A democracy is not a democracy without Proportional Representation.

Martyn Beer
paul beer
Michael Beere
Mark Beesley The upcoming refurbishment of the Houses of Parliament also gives us a golden opportunity to refurbish our 

democracy.  Build a new parliament building - preferably in the centre of the UK - with a circular chamber and 
full PR.

Paul Beevers The 2011 referendun was not democratic. 2 main parties with 66% of the vote were asked to support the 2 party 
vested interest and prevent 33% from having a say and a vote that counted.

Joseph Begg
Leonard Beighton 51.7% voted against you in 2015. If we have to accept the result of the referendum, what right have you to be an 

MP?

Kerry Bekker
John Bekker
James Bell Change the boundaries and voting system at the same time, we want fair and proportional representation.

David Bell
Jsmes Bell
Jan Bell
Jon Bell
keith bell
Damian Bell The idea of "all being in this together" is commendable but can not happen with the current UK voting system.

Martin Bell Please don't insult our intellect by saying the historic rejection of AV is a rejection of change.

Pauline Bell The current system does not accurately assess the true views and opinions of voters.

Ruth Bell For the UK to be truly democratic, peoples' votes must be truly reflected through proportional representation.

Virginia Bell



malcolm bellamy
Caroline Bellamy
Heather Belleguelle
Jayne Bellenie
Peter Bellingham
Glyndwr Lewis Belmont Politics is simply not delivering on it;s Democratic writ, it is for the Rich alone, disgusting.

Fiona Belton
Chris Benbow
Sarah Bender
Fadila Bendriss
Chris Beney In Bushey for 50 years and whilst I have worked with my MPs: from Gilbert Longden on, my vote has had zero 

impact on the make-up of Parliament.

andrew benfield
Margaret Benfield
Sophie Benger I want to feel like my vote has the potential to make a difference.

Fernando Benito
George Benn
Geoff Benn PR will encourage more involvement in democracy.

Sandy Benn
Sandy Benn If you have nothing to fear then go with it!

Angela Bennett For there to be confidence in the system every vote should count.

Geoffrey Bennett
Caroline Bennett
David Bennett
Pamela Bennett Every vote must matter.

G Bennett The Brexit Referendum campaign and result shows how great a disconnect there is between an enormous 
swathe of the electorate and the MPs and government in Parliament. The country's constitutional system is 
broken and not fit for purpose in the 21st century. Your government lacks a genuine democratic mandate.

Graham Bennett The current system means that a small number of key seats need to be won in some areas in order to elect a 
government

H Bennett
Ian Bennett
John Bennett Time for change

Joan Bennett
Keith Bennett
Benoit Bennett
David Bennett First Past The Post Doesn't Count! It is not democratic. Never was, never will be.

Steve Bennett
Christopher Bennett
Tim Bennett
Tim Benson
Judy Benson I want my vote to count

Lesley Benson To ensure an engaged, voting, electorate we need PR. Our current system effectively disenfranchises many 
people every election. PR, PLEASE.

Ray Benson
Brenda Benstead
Angie Bentinck The First past the Post system is undemocratic.

Aidan Bentley I want a parliament that accurately represents voters' views. Current system fails to do so. AV was not a good 
enough alternative as it excluded parties through rounds ofVot

Ken Bentley
Marcus Bentley It is unacceptable that my vote is meaningless, due to overwhelming support for a single party in my 

constituency.

Michael Bentman
Carla Benton
Mark Beresford-Peirse No system is perfect, but please promote discussions on seeking a more democratic representation.



Pauline Bergin We need a much fairer democracy. One that will include all citizens of the U.K. in the voting system.

Henrietta Bergman-Janes
Nicholas Bergstrom-
Allen

I think the First Past The Post system is deeply unfair. I was born in Sweden, so I grew up with Proportional 
Representation.

Rose Berl It is dangerous when people feel that their voices are ignored apart from being unjust.

Alexander Berland
Kim Bernard
Helen Berrieman
Rodney Berrieman UK elections bring dramatic change and short-termism, hampering progress.  PR countries' governments evolve, 

supporting long-termism and progress.

Susan Berrieman The number of MPs must be proprtionate to votes cast.

Celia Berry Because every vote should matter.

David Berry
Geoff Berry The current system does not represent the overall view of the voters and therefore does not produce true 

democracy

Lee Berry Proportional Representation is the only fair & intelligent way to proceed.

Neil Berry
Peter Berry At 32 years I don't feel like my voice has ever been heard in the safe seats I've lived in.

Scott BERRY This is about making all MPS accountable by abolishing safe seats.

Bernni Bertola The people should get the government they voted for not the party who happens to get the biggest minority 
vote.

Janet Bertola I have to vote tactically and not for my party of choice.

Lynne Beshir
James Bessant
David Bessick Our current voting system is an unrepresentative, antiquated joke. If we want to become a modern democracy 

we need PR.

Carolyn Beswick This ways of voting is the fairest way.

Rowan Beton FPTP fails to represent true democracy in action. Have the courage to embrace PR - the future!

Philip Bett
nicholas bettridge
Richard Betts We live in a constiuency where the MP has a "safe seat". There is no point in us voting. This is not democracy.

David bevan UKIP would have had 81 MPS under the Pr system at the last general election.  We only had one due to the 
present system. This is wrong!!!

George Bevan
Philippa Bevan
Philip Beverley If we accept that democracy must work by degree, let it be highest degree-highest representation.

Ian Beverley Anyone living in a 'safe seat' area for any party is a wasted vote if they do not support that party.

Colin Bex - President 
Wessex Regiionalists

To claim FPTP provides proportionally representative democracy, is as dishonest as the Pope denying the earth 
orbits the sun. SHAME ON YOU.....

Chris Bhamra
Anthony Bibb
John Bibby First-Past-The-Post is blatantly unfair and leads in each election to a majority of voters being overruled by a 

minority.  The Alternative Vote referendum was designed to be lost by David Cameron by not giving proper 
proportional representation as an option, just a mishmash proposal intended to be neither one thing nor the 
other and therefore easy to attack by the sectional interests defending the ludicrous status qo.

Edwin Bibby Because I want my vote to count..... with the FPTP system a LOT of our votes don't

Nick Bicat
Pete Bicheno It would be nice to have someone to represent me rather than someone who represents their big party.

James Bickerton A government should be fully representative of all the people, not just a quarter of them.  In the 21st century 
we can and must do better than what we have currently.

Karl Bickerton
Lorraine Bickle
Alex Bicknell Make every vote count, to get people engaged in politics

Alan Biddle
Dave Biddles While removing some Gerrymandering by realigning constituency boundaries, please Introduce the more 

democratic 'Transferable Vote' system to allow representation of the majority.



darrell biddulph
Callum Bigden
Jeff Biggin Let's take the opportunity to remove the idea of 'safe seats' and introduce a fairer system with PR.

Adrian Biggs
Rachel Biggs
Sarah Biglin
Sue Bignal
Celia Billau The previous referendum on the AV system was a fob off to the Lib Dems who supported the coalition. It needs 

a group of intelligent thinkers to devise a fair PR system that will produce a higher turnout at every election, not 
just an EU referendum.

Mark Billing Fairness means every vote should count equally

Malka Billing Make votes matter!

Louise Billingham
chris billings
Sharon Billings
Richard Billington
david bills
christine Bilsland
Nicola Bindon I think a voting system that better reflects the diversity of views of British voters is needed. I want my vote to 

count!

Matthew Bingham
Georgi Bion
Janet Birbeck I want a fair electoral system where I know my vote will carry an equal weight with everyone else's.

Antony Birch
Charles Birch P. R's time has come. Please make it happen.

Ian Birch
Phil Birch
Rosalynne Birch First past the post is not a fair representation of the electorates wishes.

alan birchall this has got to happen for democracy

Elizabeth Birchall Because my vote, like many others, is ueless in this constituency.

Anthony Birchall
Anne Bird
Jon Bird
Anne Bird The current system is unfair to a large number of voters, it is time for an overhaul when Scotland can have so 

many MPs in Parliament with less votes than UKIP who only had 1 MP

Helen Birkbeck The two-party system has clearly failed now so we need something different, fairer and more representative of 
how people feel.

Michael Birkett-Jones For a more democratic representation of the views of the population at large, please consider the merits of the 
Alternative Vote Plus (AV+) for elections to the Westminster Parliament.

Noah Birksted-Breen Briti

Amy Birrell PR is needed. It is long overdue. No need to explain as very clear why.

Paul Birrell I live in a strong labour seat. Anyone who wants to vote against them, well their voice is really going to struggle 
to be heard. Why should their vote not count as much as someone who lives in Nuneaton?

Brian Birtle
Jan Birtwell
Derek Birtwistle It is my belief that the Alternative Vote Referendum was a poor choice and did not represent the best way 

forward.

Adam Biscoe
Benjamin Bishop
Dorothy Bishop 2011 referendum involved 2  options to 1, against reform and/or against proposed voting method v existing 

method. Democracy means my vote should count.

Elaine Bishop
Patricia Bishop Takes into account the diverse aspects of our complex world and society so that we do not become dogmatists.

Thomas Bishop FPTP is crushing democratic engagement. PR would stop the rot.

Marjory BIsset FPTP is not only blatantly undemocratic, it also leads to voter apathy, further compoundign the problem.



A Biswas I cannot see how a representative democracy is even possible without proportional representation. In an 
intelligent system all the information pertaining to it (in this case the views of the people) is essential if an 
intelligent response is to even be possible. This is part of what in political speak has been referred to as 'joined 
up thinking'.  Of course the commitment to such 'intelligence' integrity that would make a leadership legitimate 
is sorely missing because it exposes deficits in the political system. PR is a vital step in reversing this most 
undemocratic bureaucracy that passes for legitimate politics today.

Marianna Bjerglys
ernest blaber John Stuart Mill's Essay - 1861 -Consideration on Representative Government demonstrates what is wrong with 

Plurality/Majoritarian  The Single Transferable Vote is simple to understand and increases voter turn out 
because it reduces the 'idea' of a wasted vote.

David Black
Thomas Black
Dave Black This is the opportunity for you, The Government to show you commitment to the electorate and desire to 

evolve democracy and undertake a proper in-depth reassessment of the effectiveness of one of our 
constitutional pillars and not hide behind semi-truths (the rejection of AV  was not a rejection of PR).

Martin Black
Alexander Blackburn
Caro Blackett Let's help people think that it's worth voting!

Cynthia Blackhurst Making new boundaries is likely to reduce the chances of the majority of voters actually being represented in 
parliament. The AV referendum was carried out in haste with not enough discussion to allow full understanding 
of the implications. The Torres realised that under AV or Pr they would be unlikely to get a majority government 
again.

Peter Blacklock
Clive Blackman
Elaine Blackman
Colin Blackmore First past the post system no longer fit for purpose.

Christopher Blackmore AV is not a proportional system; we were cheated out of voting for real PR.

Jordan Blackwell
Cathy Blair
Charlotte Blair
Eric Blair
Tom Blair
Sandy Blake Under the current system a lot of people don't vote because the feel that it makes no difference to the overall 

result.  At least with PR every vote is counted and hopefully we would get the government we actually voted for 
instead of having to vote strategically just to make sure someone who wasn't wanted didn't get in.

Sean Blake
david blakeley
June Blakelock People who vote for unsuccessful politicians do not have any representation in Parliament

Deirdre Blakemore Because PR is the only system that is truly democratic.

Judith Blaker
Darren Blance
Nigel Blanchet
Harold Bland
Jen Bland
Alan Blandford
mike Blatch PR is very different to AV. PR means my vote counts immediately and my vote counts. AV is a fudged concept 

that still doesn't ensure everyone's vote counts. We're a democracy and as such need a fair system that allows 
everyone's vote to count.

peter blay
Sophie Bleasdale
Paul Blecker I would really like to believe that everybody who votes is important and should be represented.

Mitch Bligh
Aaron Bliss Please make democracy a tangible reality rather than an expedient slogan

Jeannie Blizzard
Greg Blom
Matthew Bloomer
Alistair Bloomfield A fair system of PR in UK elections is long overdue to help restore faith in British politics



Maximillian Bloomfield I want to be able to vote with my conscience not tactically

Maximilian Bloomfield
Kerry Bloor Proportional Representation is fair. All other systems of voting are not.

Louise Bloxham The current system is undemocratic and people in many constituencies rightly feel that their vote does not 
count.  PR would change this and engage more people in the democratic process.

Derek Bloyce
jenny blue I feel that the choices offered to people in 2011 were to complex, too complicated and so people were turrned 

off by any change. I think however that now people would like change to a fairer and proportional 
representation of their votes. This will engage more people in the political process and be truly democratic, 
something that the FPTP system can never be. !

Beryl Bluemel Would be fairer.

Neil Blues
Charle bluglass We need an electoral system that more accurately reflects the way people vote. Gerrymandering won't solve 

the problem.  Many people across the political divides agree that the redrawing of political boundaries will not 
solve this problem.

Steve Blum
David Blundell AV is not PR. With more parties than ever to choose from, FPTP is a relic. It is telling that new democratic 

institutions do not use it.

Simon Blunden Adjusting constituency boundaries makes no difference to the degree of representation in our voting system if 
we still retain the First Past The Post system.

Stephen Blythe We need an end to the two party cartel, and a truly representative democracy!

Cecily Blyther I am virtually disenfranchised, living in North Devon, where only Conservatives and Liberal Demoratics get 
voted in.  I want to vote for people and values I believe in, so I need a PR voting system.

Jo BN16GJ
norman board
Carl Boardman
Jane Boardman The present system is patently not working. Funny how we the electorate are promised the moon and given 

slurry when anyone is elected. I am old, have enough to see me out and utterly despise what is being done. Do 
none of you have any shame?

Dan Boatright
Jack Bocking
Jodie Boddice Simply put, the only people benefiting from this are those in power. We do not want an oligarchy.

Philip Bodey
Derek Bodey PR is essential when there are more than 2 parties.  The current position is dangerous, with Westminster being 

regarded as remote and out of touch

Hugh Bodey Voters engaged with the referendum because every vote counted. The same involvement is essential if 
democratic national government.is to be trusted.

Anna Boermel
Roy Boffy
Chris Boggon
Franciscus Bohncke
Marion Boice
Pamela Bolch I wholeheartedly agree with the open letter and would like to see a fairer voting system implemented.

Gail Bolger
Stephen Bolter
Laura Bolton
Robert Bolton King
Alison Bomber We didn't reject PR.  We have never been offered PR.  The new boundaries won't create votes of equal worth.  

Only PR will do that.  I have no representation in government and never have had.  My constituency MP believes 
the opposite of almost everything I believe, and under FPTP, my voice is utterly silenced.

Grazyna Bonati
Brian Bond I voted against AV because it is not PR. We need PR so that parliament is representative of what the voters want 

and get away from a system where a few marginal seats decides who is in goverment no matter where you live 
your vote should matter.

Jean bond
James Bond Fairness for all.

Peter Bond PR can lead to a coalition government, but you party showed it could cope well with that in 2010.



Steve Bond
Timothy Bond
Zak Bond
Barbara Bone
Carol Bone
David Boniface In a democracy, the government should reflect the wishes of the entire population, not a minority that just 

happen to live in a district, town or borough, etc., where MP's are elected on fewer votes than MP's in other 
areas.  Each polling area should have exactly the same number of voters, or MP's should be elected on PR and 
NOT the claimed democratic system that we have now.

Tom Bonny
Richard Bonshek
Christine Boocock The people's vote counts at a GE, yet under the current system the People are not fairly represented. .

Gerhard Boomgaarden First past the post is shockingly unrepresentative and out of date democratic tool.

Michael Boon
Christopher Boosey
Sarah Boote
Alison Booth
Emma Booth
Katie Booth
Ian Boothman
Ian Boothroyd Greater fairness is in the best long term interests of the nation, and also of your own party.

Martyn Boothroyd
Rachael Borek
Alan Borgars Proportional representation is needed for votes to be really fair for everyone.

Andy Borrows
Max Borton
Brian Bosomworth
Chris Bostock
Nick Bostock
annemarie bostyn I totally agree with this letter - please change the system so that people feel their vote is important

Andrew Boswell
Gwyneth Boswell
Chris Botham We need a system where all votes are meaningful!

Julie Botham
Carl Bothamley
Thomas Botley
Billy Bottle
Pam Bottomley
Keith Boughton Let's really enter the 21st Century!

Bruce Bould
Theresa Bould
Alex Boulter
Tim Boura
Francesca Bourne
Rachel Bourne Because the colour of government we get is reliant on the votes of a few people in marginal seats.

Anne Bovett
Chris Bovey We need our votes to count, not a rigged system that allows to Tories to win on a minority share of the vote. 

More people vote for other parties than the Tories so it is most unfair they have a Commons majority.

Gary Bovey
Heather Bovill I feel I am not really represented and that my vote does not count.

John Bovill Give us a proper referendum on PR. AV is NOT a form of PR and is useless.

Steven Bowater
Michael Bowden FPP works with 2 parties, with more it fails the electorate. STV works well e.g N Ireland and is more equitable. 

AV is less direct in constiuencies.

Alexander Bowen



Beryl Bowen
Grattan Bowen
Peter Bowen
Darrelle Bower
Peter Bower support  open letter as it stands

Ian Bowers
Jon Bowers for too long the voting system had been stuck in the middle ages.If 10 seats equate to 10 poeple,and 1 seat Has 

100 people as our syatem today had,it is past time the true majority was reflected in the election results.

Wendy Bowers Ever since I have lived in New Forest West my vote hasnt had any impact as the Tories always get in with a huge 
majority

Elliot Bowker
Jeremy Bowler every significant viewpoint in a democracy should be represented in parliament - proportionately seems fairest 

to me!

Roger Bowler
frank Bowles Surely in a democracy all votes should have some real meaning. Make votes couint.

Ian Bowley
Edward Bowman First past the post is no longer fit for purpose PR better reflects a modern UK & as proven in Scotland can still 

produce majority government

Gary Bowman
Hilarie Bowman As a member of the green party I would like more representation in parliament, at least the EU voting system 

used PR but now we are exiting!

Lisa Bowman
Pam Bowman Mr Skidmore - proportional representation is the only fair way to decide what voters want. The previous offer 

we were allowed to vote for was flawed which is why it failed.

Terence Bowman
paul bowness Because the existing system is NOT a fair representation of ever single Voter !

Sue Bowness
Andii Bowsher The further irony of continued refusal of PR is that various forms of it have been chosen for the Scottish 

parliament, Welsh Senedd and Stormont for reasons n of inclusive governance. The British government was also 
intrumental in setting up a PR system for Eire and Germany after WW2. We KNOW that the constituency link 
does not exclude proportionality from these experiences.

Paul Bowsher This is hugely important. We must ensure people's voices are heard, even if we don't like what they're saying.

Gavin Bowtell My vote should count. I want an end to tactical voting and increased representation.

Andrea Bowyer
Nigel Bowyer
Derek Box
Jessica Box
Pauline Box
Barry Boxall Being a non-Conservative living in a Conservative stronghold, though always voting over 47 years, my vote has 

always been utterly worthless.

Mike Boxall Every voter should have equal power.

Beryl Boyce Moving the boundaries in the hope that Tories will get more votes just isn't going to happen anymore. Leave 
them alone and admit defeat. It's also very confusing for elderly voters as well as Mentally challenged voters. 
Plus of course you're going to lose voters too

Nicola Boyd The turnout in the EU referendum was high because everyone knew their vote really counted. This is never the 
case in general elections under the first past the post system.  People want a system that works for everyone 
equally.

Amy Boyd
Donald Boyd Its only fair that every vote counts! And must be the basis of any attempt to (re-)engage people with politics in 

the UK.

leo boyd
Patrick Boyd A fairer system that reflects the way the people vote.

Colin Boyle
Francis Boyle
John Boyle
Richard Boyle If we had previously we wouldn't need these petitions. Give us democracy where our votes matter.

Eileen Braben I want true democracy not token



Keith Brace-John for a fairer representation of the electorate

Sharon Bracher The current system does not represent the opinions of the majority of voters and is out of date for the modern 
world.

Sharon Bracher The opinions of many voters, myself included, are not fairly represented in Parliament by the present system.  
At present, a minority view is determining the fate of the majority without their consent.

Stuart Bradbrook
Lisa Bradbury We had a referendum on the alternative voting system not PR, when we had the referendum to change the 

electoral system, we were not given the option to vote on PR. PR would help to make sure that all views are 
represented .

Annette Bradder
Grenville Bradder
Bill Braddick
bill braddick
John brade Its only me do i count

Paul Brading A system where everyone's vote counts equally is sine qua non for a healthy democracy

Anne Bradley We will never have fair representation of all the people until we have proportional representation.  AV was not 
good enough

Carole Bradley Referendum proves that people vote if their vote counts, unlike First Past The Post.

Kay Bradley Too many people are disenfranchised under the current system - in safe seats if you don't support the 
incumbent you might as well not bother to vote. How is this representative?

Jon Bradley Please can we have a government that actually reflects the number of votes each party receives?  Now I would 
call that democracy...

Stephanie Bradley The main message you should take from the Brexit vote is that disenfranchisement has dangerous 
consequences

Lavina Bradley I have voted all my life and not ONCE has the person I voted for been elected and in most cases living in several 
shire counties it will never happen unless we have PR

Vivien Bradley
Steve Bradshaw
Paul Bradshaw The time has come, FPTP can no longer be considered reasonable nor democratic. A fair and representative 

system must be delivered.

Godfrey Bradshaw To be a true democracy, FPTP must be replaced by PR.

laura bradshaw
Norma Bradshaw
Malcolm Bradstock
Nicholas Brady
Deborah Brady I do believe it will encourage more voters to engage if we felt that our vote REALLY did count

Elisa Brady there needs to be a review of the entire franchise of the First Past the Post voting system, from the voting age 
right through to the electoral system...I really wish they [during the 2011 AV Referendum] had picked a better 
system to campaign for - perhaps the STV or AM/AV+ systems to preserve the constituency link."

Sandra Brady Please make my vote matter - I have and will always vote for the Green party but it is wrong that we do not get 
full representation in parliament.

Ben Braid
Mary Braid
J L Brain The EU referendum debacle has exposed many of our supposed top politicians as 'not up to the job' , ill 

prepared for the opposing demands on our nation in terms of domestic and global. Our archaic FPTP system is 
no longer fit for purpose, we need our political leaders to not only be able to serve the public and the country 
honestly but also confident in the knowledge they have the support of the people. No current British leader  
has that in any great degree because we are unable to vote in the people better qualified. We need parity and 
equality, which FPTP and indeed the poorly conceived AV cannot give us.

Sandra Brain
Anne Braithwaite It's the nearest we'll get to fair representation though initially may lead to hung Parliaments. Needed even 

more with Constituency changes.

Rowan Braithwaite
Joseph Bramah-Taylor
Rosemary Brambley with the current system my views are not represented

Lorna Bramley After voting for 49 years, I still wait for PR, the fairer democratic system.

Martin Brampton Talk of democracy is meaningless while a majority of voters don't get what they want.



Ron Brand
Charles Brand
John Brand Let us have democracy.

Thomas Brand
alex brandsen
Ruthi Brandt
Julie Brandwood I want PR so that the voting system is fair and all votes count for political parties .

Jeff Brane Fairness, Fairness and Fairness!!

Callum Branfoot
Paul Brangwyn
Philip Brannan We need to make every vote cast relevant and important. Only with PR can we have this. The vote in 2011, 

didn't give us a proper choice and "true PR" was not included. Now is the time to change as the numbers voting 
for a

D Brannon i dont suppose our political masters would ever vote to loose their power they have had it easy for to long.they 
call our system democratic what a laugh

Dave Brannon
Julian Branston
Martin Brant
Catherine Braun I feel that everyone's voice should count - not just key marginal constituencies.

Belinda Bray
samual bray
owen brazell
David Brazendale Alternative vote and party lists are NOT proportional representation we need STV

Peter Breakey
Carole Breakspear
Priscilla Annie 
Breakspear It's time votes meant votes

Cllr Fabian Breckels The last election was the most disproportional on record.  The current boundary review will be seen as 
gerrymandering to make things even worse by some.  However, if you went for 400 constituencies and 200 seats 
on regional lists (AMS) you could solve the problem and reduce the size of the House of Commons as promised 
in your manifesto.  A smaller, elected replacement for the Lords should also be considered, we only need 350-
400 people in the upper house.

Alan Bremner
Iain Bremner
Paul Brennan We need proportional representation.

Helen Brent Parliament does not represent our modern society. By staying with the present system, it does not promote 
"British values", fairness, diversity, respect and co-operation. We need effective parliamentarians who 
represent our diverse Britain and the broad spectrum of viewpoints that we now have. Our future generations 
need to see Parliament debating and working together, for their benefit.

Janice Brent
Alan Brenton The Brexit division showed that democracy in the UK is in stress.

Liz Brereton
Jennie Brereton
Blair Breton With so many politcal parties FPTP will from now on be frequently a minority vote. A minority govening the 

majority. We do not want that.

Kerry Brett
Paul Brett
Violet Brett
Kerry Bretter
Mr. Paul Brewer fairer representation

David Brewer There is nothing so right as an idea whose timer has come......... Be a statesman, not just another 'yes man' 
poitician; do the right thing....

John Brewer Proportional representation is long overdue

Rosalind Brewer I want my vote to matter so please introduce proportional representation.

Patricia Brewster
Dave Briant



David Brice I consider my political views are NOT being represented.

Thomas Bricklebank Fair representation

D E Bridge 25% currently dictate to remainder. AV is not a genuine PR system.

ian bridge I have, at the age of 67, never had a constuency MP represent my opinion. PR is essential for a healthy 
democracy

Rachel Bridgeland Since the same party always gets in with a large majority where I live there seems no point in voting.  Please 
encourage democracy by bringing in proportional representation

Mandy Bridger
Wendy Bridger I'm signing this because I really would like to see my vote matter and feel I have a voice.

Alan Bridges Let's make it fair .

Zoë Bridges
Janet Bridgewater I want PR so everyone's vote will count thus encouraging more voters.

Karen Bridgman Because our current system is undemocratic.

Rolfe Bridson I believe true democracy requires that each person's vote has equal value in electing our representatives.

Valerie Briginshaw
jerry Brimson
Peter Brimson PR will deliver representation that fully represents votes cast. FTPT fails to do this.

Graham Brinksman
Paul Brinkworth
Greg Briscoe
Jamie Bristoll
Ashley Bristow It's time everybody's vote counted!

Robert Bristow
John Britton In over 40 years of voting, my vote has never had any prospect of making a difference, except in referendums.

Jackie Britton I would like a system where my choice of place to live does not affect my ability to influence the outcome of an 
election.

Kevin Britton The figures related to the last General Election speak for themselves - FPTP no longer produces a government 
that reflects people it is supposed to serve and represent.

Michael Broadhurst
Simon Broadley
Mark Broadmore AV is not PR.  Brexit was in part due to Westminster ignoring people for years, which they could only do under 

FPP

Angelo Brocca
D Brock
Pauline Brocklehurst It will encourage more people to use their vote if they think it matters.

Helen Brockman I want to see proper proportional representation of what the British people want in the House of Commons

NJ Brockway FPTP is a corruption of democracy and an insult to all the british families who fought so hard for independance 
and freedom. We demand PR now.

Janet Broderick My vote does not count as one party always has a huge majority. How do I get my view across?

Ian Brodie How can we justify a system which  has for years permitted a single party to govern when attracting barely a 
third of votes cast?

Chris Brody
Anthony Brogan Fair representation. That's all that needs to be said surely?

John Broggio
Tarin Brokenshire
David Bromwich
Peter Brook What I see in our Parliament is often game-playing. Improve our democracy please!

Robert Brook
Tim Brook I still vote even after 30+ years of voting for unelected candidates.  Am I stupid or unrepresented?

M Brooke We need PR not AVR so that young people especially do not become more and more alienated and disillusioned

Richard Brooke-Powell
Graham Brooker I have voted in all elections for 50 years. My vote has never counted.

Tina Brooker Time to make the system fairer now there are new emerging political parties who are disadvantaged by this 
system.  If people think their vote can truly make a difference they will re-engage with voting.



Clive Brookes I'm British, over sixty and my vote has never counted. You have never listened to me. I shall die knowing that I 
didn't count unless you change this.

Dave Brookes
John Brookes Come on ,play fair

paula brookes
Abigail Brooks
Ben Brooks
Karen Brooks
Chris Brooks FPTP doesnt fairly represent peoples votes. Fair representation is even more important in the face of Brexit.

Gary Brooks 1.1 million votes for the Greens = 1 seat. 1.4 million for the SNP = 56 seats. The system is broken.

Lorna Brooks
Matt Brooks The British people rejected AV because we wanted PR. Long overdue.

Patricia Brooks
Paul Brooks
Zoe Brooks
Bryan Broom It is not democratic at the moment

John Brooman It is time all votes carried the same weight. At present there are too many constituencies  where the result of an 
election is a foregone conclusion. That is not democracy.

Neil Broomfield
David Brothers
Terry Brough Democracy isn't served by first-past-the-post. PR is democratic!

Geoffrey Broughton
Kenneth H Broughton
Peter Broughton The present system clearly does not represent the country as the present party received less then 40% of the 

vote as has been the case for at least the last 30 years which cannot under any understanding of the words give 
the country what it wants.

Sylvia Broughton
Adrian Brown
Alan W Brown
Alix Brown All votes should count, otherwise it makes a nonsense of democracy

Andrew Brown The proposed boundary changes will increase the inequalities inherent in the "first past the post" electoral 
system - the UK needs Proportional Representation now!

barbara brown
Anne Brown
B. Brown Continued disenfranchisement that you claim to oppose will be cemented until voting systems change.

Linda Brown its the correct and fair way

David Brown PR will reduce the increasing partisanship in UK political life and lead to a more representative government

Douglas Brown Parliament should represent the people. Currently, it doesn't. PR is the way forward for a modern democracy.

Angela Brown I feel that voting for my preffered candidate will not result in them being elected, it is demoralising and 
effectively a disenfranchiement of many who hold views other than those of the existing government.

Anthony Brown The electorate need to see that they are fairly represented. Not have a minority agenda thrust on them.

Cedric Brown People need to feel their votes matter. The present system doesn't allow this.

David Brown
David Brown
David Brown
David Brown
Dean Brown
Stephen Brown Every vote should count should be the bedrock of a democratic society

Claire Brown
Geoff Brown
Gillian Brown
Gill Brown
Henry Brown Where 37% elect a government whom 63% positively don't want, it is sheer hypocrisy to call that a democratic 

mandate.



Hester Brown I believe a PR voting system will make people feel that their vote counts more and they can change the way the 
country is run. The '2 party system' doesn't represent who we are any more, we are diverse, and it would be 
good to see smaller parties like the Greens with more represesntation. I know that means the potential for 
more extreme parties to get in too, but that might warp the system less than making big parties lurch to the 
right or left. I would like to see parties collaborating rather than having to artificially oppose policies.

Ian Brown In all the years I have voted in elections my vote has never counted; with PR it would.

Jackie Brown I live in a constituency where my vote, in effect, doesn't count. There is a huge majority for a party I don' 
support. With P R there would be someone who would represent my point of view.

James Brown You have nothing to fear from listening to voters.

Joanna and Bernard 
Brown Quite clearly it is a more accurate/truthful representation of the country's wishes

Jenny Brown
Jonathan Brown I have been completely disenfranchised by first past the post My vote in local and national elections counts for 

nothing as I never vote for the party that wins every election That cannot be fair or just

Julian Brown
Julie Brown
K Brown
Katrina Brown We need genuine representation of what's important to ordinary people's lives - not game-playing.

Kenneth Brown It must be right to have representation in proportion to votes cast, fptp ossifies decision making and entrenches 
vested interests.

Ken Brown
Kevin Brown
Kim Brown The discrepancy between votes and actual influence on the parliament is so great now . It needs addressing!

Kevin Brown
Lawrence Brown
Marian Brown
Nichola Brown PR would increase confidence in our democracy and motivate more people to vote, knowing their vote would 

count

N bROWN
Jonathan Brown It's so obvious - millions of Britons are effectivly disenfranchised. We need PR, or better yet, STV which keeps 

all the benefits of FPTP with almost none of the drawbacks.

Oliver Brown
Paul Brown FPTP voters choose the LEAST WORST candidate. STV voting enables electors to vote for the candidate they 

WANT to support.

Peter Brown There is no real democracy on this country today. My vote is totally wasted if I vote for the Green Party, Ukip, or 
Libdem, because we never get truly represented in yhe government. Shame on you for ignoring the people. The 
AV poll was so badly presented, but then as a true politician you will realise that we really need a total shake up 
of our antiquated voting system.

peter Brown Government needs to represent more than 50% of voters, which under the present system it never does/

philip brown
Rosemary Brown
Kevin Brown
Rob Brown In a nutshell FPTP is not meaningfully democratic - it is a system in which only one vote counts, once a majoity is 

achieved all other votes are meaningless. That is why I support more democracy with PR voting systems that 
reflects society as it is, rather than how it's supposed to be.

Anne Brown
Roger Brown
Susan Brown
Sean Brown
Simon Brown
Stephen Brown Changing boundaries won't make the system fairer it will exacerbate the problems, we need PR now because 

that is the only way every vote will matter!

Timothy Brown FPTP is fundamentally unfair. We need a system where as many voters as possible can be happy with the 
candidate selected. PR has worked for elections to the devolved governments in Scotland and Wales, why 
should it not work in a General Election?

terry brown
Tim Brown Why would people vote when they don't feel their vote matters?



Timothy Brown We need votes to match the seats, ie proportional representation.

Tom Brown Current system makes people feel disenfranchised. Boundary changes cynical and will further alienate.

Hilary Browne
sandra Browne
David Browne A modern democracy needs proportional representation. AV was not PR that's why the refewrendum failed. 

The present FTP system is so rotten it stinks!

Patricia Browne Our current first past the post can no longer be seen as democratic. It leads to people being elected with more 
votes cast against them, this cannot be fair or right.

Edward Browning
Vida Browning PR would mean ending of voting strategically 'keeping another party out'. Voting will be from people's beliefs 

with a feeling of being heard.

Peter Browning PR is essential for true democracy and to make every vote count - they do not in most constituencies just now

Mike Brownlow We need a more precise measurement of voters' wishes: PR is that system.

Anthea Brownrigg There should be a Member of Parliament for each Party according to the number of votes cast. In other words, 
as an example, if there are 16 million votes cast overall and 4 million are for UKIP they should get 25% of the 
seats.

Bobby Bruce
Mike Bruce
Peter Bruce We need every vote to count rather than just the marginal constituency ones.

Stephanie Bruce-Riseam
Carolina Bruil
Vivian Brumpton
Felix Brunner
Dr John Brunton Most votes are wasted. General Elections totally fail to reflect the electorate's real views.

Thomas Bryan FPTP is no longer representative government

Marion Bryans
June Bryant It is a travesty that, in a so called democratic society, the current voting system allows a party who received only 

one third of the total votes to gain power over the rest of our community.  Proportional Representation would 
make every vote matter, so a party with over 1,000,000 votes (The Green Party) would end up with the 
appropriate number of MPs and not the current 'one' they have now.

John Bryant Where I live it is not worth walking to the polling station because it is an ultra-safe Conservative seat.  Because I 
am not a Conservative my vote is wasted.   I want my opinion to count!

Steve Bryanton
Allan Bryce We need to have an elected parliament that truly represents the wishes of the electorate.

Heather Bryden
Bernadette bryne
Colin Bryson I am not in favour of AV but PR because it closer relates to the wish of all the people.

Pauline Bryson I voted UKIP,as did 4 million other people in the U.K.yet only one M.P.in parliament?

Gary Buchan
june buchan
P M Buchan
sean Buchan If we had to start from scratch right now, we would never choose FPTP. There are fairer alternatives.

Johannah Buchan
John BuchananSou PR ges rid of the uncertainity first past the post causes Labour my choice will be unelectable That's democracy

Josephine Buckingham
Julia Buckingham I live in a very safe ward so it feels like my vote doesn't count.

Laurence Buckingham The number of votes cast for each party should used to determine the will of the people.

Roy Buckland
Alan Buckle
Francis Buckle
Andy Buckley
John Buckley
Phil Buckley
Vanessa Lesslie Buckley I would like for you to very much consider PR as it would be much more reflective as to peoples actual votes and 

would encourage more people to vote if they actually thought their votes mattered

Peter Buckley



denis buckley In my 'safe' seat, my vote counts for NOTHING!

Keith Bucknall Ever since I first voted, over four decades ago, I have been conscious that the first past the post system of 
election does not fully represent the wishes of the electorate. Even when I have voted for a winning candidate I 
have been aware of the unfairness of the system. Proportional representation is used effectively for the 
assemblies of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, why not then use it for the UK Parliament?

Michael Buckton
Anthony Budd Keep First Past the Post, but introduce proportional voting in the House - each MP a weighted vote.

Marie-Therese Budd THIS REALLY MATTERS

Jennifer Budden While we had a vote on AV this is not a truly proportional system. The current system doesn't serve what people 
feel should constitute democracy in the 21st century. The taking back control message from the electorate in 
the Brexit vote reflects this. People these days want to be treated as individuals. They no longer vote en bloc. 
The current system which means that politicians inevitably tailoer their policies towards the undecided vote in 
marginal seats exacerbates people's disenchantment with politics. We need to change to safeguard our 
democracy.

Su Budge We should have a fairer voting systems where all votes matter.

Salima Budhani
James Bugg
Andrew Buglass PR is the only true form of democracy under the current problems the UK faces.

Ernst Buhrs Every vote should count. PR now!

Kieran Buj-Coleman
Andrew Bull The FPTP system disenfranchises two thirds of the British electorate, benefiting no one except the 2 main 

parties. Binary politics is out-dated

Joe Bull I have been disenfranchised for most of my life, my vote never counts because of the constituency I live in. How 
can this be democratic?

Michael Bull Democracy means govt by minority.50%+1vote.Here govts are elected on under40%.That's not democracy!

Catherine Bunce Please make my vote matter and consider PR to enable true democracy which First Past the Post isn't.

Janet Bungay The EU Referendum proved that government policy was not representative of the majority view of the 
population who were conned into joining the EU by calling it the Common Market, with no indication that our 
own laws and cultural identity would eventually be dictated to by the EU.   The strutting, arrogant behaviour of 
those who somehow feel they are an entitled elite and the only ones capable of governing the UK, was just the 
last straw.  The U.K. Is supposed to be a democracy but it is far from that.  If you don't have the people's 
mandate to govern then you should not be governing this country.  Simple as that!

Paul Bunting Along with getting rid of the Rottenboroughs in 1832, boundary changes to equalise the number of electors is a 
distraction from the real problem which is that where we have five or more candidates as we do now, first past 
the post discriminates against possibly the majority of the electors by just awarding the seat to the single 
candidate with most votes when more votes may have been cast for the total of other candidates. The 
Alternative Vote system which was the subject of a referendum does not solve this problem. A proportional 
representation system such a first transferable vote would allow seats for candidate in order of electors 
preferences and any candidate collecting more than the minimum threshold of votes for election would be 
eligible for a seat in the democratic chamber so that most electors would be represented.

Peter Bunyan
Laura Buonocore
Margaret Burbidge There are several PR systems and all are fairer than first past the post. First past the post certainly does not give 

a fair result now that there are more than two parties standing.

William Burchell
Roger Burchell
Steve Burdekin Surely with all this constituency boundary changing we should be modernising the whole voting process? In the 

EU elections, NI GE, Scottish & Welsh, Mayoral elections we don't use the FPTP system. We are the only country 
in Europe using the archaic FPTP system. And surely we should be getting rid of the house of Lords too? Surely 
this is true democracy?

Sophie Burdess
Claire Burdett This is an undemocratic move that will not represent the majority of teh population.

Simon Burdis
William Burford
Andy Burgerseed
Dave Burges
Andrew Burgess
Annette Burgess I want a system where I feel my vote will count.

Keith Burgess



Matt Burgess I can't understand how anyone wouldn't want political representation to be proportional to support... And AV 
was in no way PR!

Roddie Burgess The argument for Proportional Representation is strong, and now is the time to give this proper consideration.

Frank Burgin FPTP allows a small number of people to have maximum influence on the outcome.  We need a more equitable 
system where all votes count equally.

Christopher Burke The current system where 23% of the total electorate determine 100% of the power is completely undemocratic 
and brings UK politics into further disrepute.

Tracey Burke
Kieran Burke
Laura Burke
Patrick Burke
Adrian Burks
Elisabeth Burleigh
Anne Burley
Sue Burlinson
Lionel Burman
Ross Burman I didn't vote for Brexit, but the PR style vote felt as if I had been heard.  More so than any previous election.

Glenn Burnard
Margaret Burnett Be remembered as the Minister who introduced the fair voting system.

Fiona Burnett If we have referanda as a political process, then ipso fact we should have PR as our parliamentary voting system. 
It is an illogical nonsense not to.

David Burnham The German lower house is both proportional and has consytiuency MPs

Oliver Burnham
Peter Burnham Existing system is encouraging tactical voting rather than people voting in the way they would prefer.

Fred Burns
Anne Burns
sheila burns
GARY BURNS
Philip Burns In a true democracy all votes should be equal.

Matthew Burns A system that benefits everybody!

Tina Burns FPTP means that my vote has never counted.  This broken system needs mending

Paul Burns
Alister Burr The disconnect between our political class and the majority of the electorate that was so obvious in the EU 

referendum result must surely be related to the fact that for the vast majority of people their vote makes no 
difference at all.  We need to change this to revitalise our democracy!

John Burr
John Burr
Mark Burr
Richard Burr Please do the right thing and act from a position of strength, not for party political gain.

Christine Burridge
Janet Burridge
Elizabeth Burroughs
Jeremy Burrows I have voted in every general election for the past 42 years and NOT ONE vote has ever affected Westminster.

Judith Burrows Poportional reperesemtation is the only fair way forward  to a far electoral process.

mark burrows
Peter Burrows A proper form of PR gives validation to each vote cast, will help prevent disenfranchisement, and ultimately 

strengthen democracy.

Peter Burrows No more safe seats please! Let the other voters have some representation

Estelle Burrows
Ivan Burrows
Ben Burt
Mike Burt In the EU referendum every vote counted. Why not in parlaimentery elections as well?

Michael Burt If something is not Done to make our voting Fairer I can foresee Civil Unrest as people are more & more 
excluded from wealth & opportunity

Eleanor Burton For a truly democratic Great Britain, we need PR. First Past the Post is intrinsically unfair.



graeme burton
Jennifer Burton
Michael Burton
Rita Burton
Robert Burton
steven burton If one system is proven to be ineffective, or, failing, then is the time to at least make an attempt to solve the 

situation for the benefit of all, not a select few.

Claire Burton I want my vote to be counted. In the area I live it won't make a difference, but I don't want to try to vote 
strategically.

Jan Burtonwood
Peter Burtt-Jones
Martin Burville
Ryan Bury
Mrs Busby I don't think politicians want to know what we their people want. They just want their own brand of dogma. 

Revolution is coming if things remain this way

Rachel Bush I want PR becasue our voting system is not democratic and is quite frankly archaic, politics has grown and 
changed so much over the years and FPTP just doesn't represent our country anymore.

Jenny Bushell Theresa May says she wants a fairer Britain and we should reform our first past the post voting system so more 
people may take part in our democracy.

Martin Butcher We need a fair voting system which values all votes equally.

Jane Butcher
Andrew Butler
Si Butler
Christopher Butler PR is the only democratic way forward

DANIEL BUTLER
Eamonn Butler
Ernest Butler
George Butler
Marie Butler
Nicholas Butler
PHIL BUtler
Rob Butler My own vote to the Green Party is one of millions of voices not being heard and represented

Sue Butler
sue butler
Colin Butler MBE Every vote should have equal value but in our system many votes have no effect at all on the outcome.

I Butlin
Kathleen Butlin Everyone's vote should count. Why can't we have a system like the. Referendum, the votes could be counted 

fairly.

Bernard Butt
Stephen Butt
Caroline BUTTER
Alan Butterworth
David Butterworth The accompanying letter says it all. The present system is unrepresentative and flawed.

G Butterworth
jacqui butterworth PR will make voting fairer

Joe Butterworth We have forms of PR in London and the devolved administrations - why not for the UK Parliament?

Libby Butterworth
Richard Butterworth I live in Tower Hamlets. Voting is essentially pointless for myself and my wife

b.p. buttigieg
Colin Buttle
Cliff Buxton 4 Million Ukip voters and  2-3 Million Green voters have no say at all. They have 1 or 2 seats, but have 6- 7 million 

voters. We need PR for fair reprensation.

Michael Buxton The current system does not properly reflect the views of the majority of voters. Parties are often elected to 
power despite the majority voting against them! PR would ensure a more representative parliament.

Fiona Byatt



T. Jack Bye
John Byford Thus is the only fair way

John Byford It is not fair

DEREK BYRNE
Daniel Byrne
Mark Byrne Proportional representation is the first step towards becoming a true democracy. The corrupt "honours" system 

must be the next to go.

John Byrne
Tara Byrne Great Britain needs fairness and true democracy, neither of which is facilitated by the current system.

Jill Byron In 2015, I felt completely disenfranchised . UKIP had almost 4,000,000 votes and only one seat whereas the SNP 
had 1.5 million votes and have 56 seats. This is utterly wrong. We desperately need PR now.

A C Let's make this fair and give voters what they think they already have

J C
Phil C
G C Article 50 now no more dithering the people of Britain have spoken

Sabine C
S C People were mislead about PR before the referendum; we need a proposal for a better system producing a true 

democracy.

Miguel Caamano
Judith Cable
Lloyd Caddick
Matthew Caddis The current first past the post favours the two party system and will favour the Conservatives more

Joyce Caddy I support PR as it would produce a fairer and more democratic result.

Tariq Cader
Sally Cadge PR is a FAIR way to elect our representatives - long overdue. It will end the confrontational form of government 

and ensure all parties work together.

Ben Cadwallader
bryan cadwallen
Stephen Caffrey
Dale Caffull
Nial Cain I want my voice to matter. At the moment it doesn't, so please change how our electoral system works.

Steve Caine It best reflects 'the will of the people'

Daniel Caines PR is well overdue

Brian Cairnie Our voting system is broken and we need to fix it now.

Jacqueline Cairns
jim cairns
Paul Cairns The United Kingdom is no longer a functional democracy.  Coupled with changes in voting patteerns, the 

ineffectiveness of our "first past the post" system in general elections has turned the nation into a de facto one-
party state   The only possible way forward for 'the mother of democracy' is to modernise our voting system for 
general elections to an appropriate form of proportional representation.

Howard Calcutt Too many people in the UK are disenfranchised by the FPTP system

c caldeira
Steven CALDER
Louise Caldicott We need a fair PR voting system where every individual has an equal vote.  The current system is very unfair.

Hugh Caldin
Michael Caldow Proportional Representation is needed to restore faith in British democracy and make us a leader in democracy 

again.

David Caldwell
Sandra Caldwell
Linda Callcut If we claim to be a democracy then all votes should count, which they do not at the moment, which is why lots 

of people don't bother to vote - we need to make votes count

TC Callis
Terry Callladine The politicians can no longer ignore this anti democratic obscenity  the referendum  was conducyed on  every 

vote counts , And  our system now of multiple parties their is no excuse for keeping this unfair status quo.

David Callow Alternative vote wasn't PR and so, was obviously rejected by the electorate.



Steve Calver The current system does not reflect accurately the votes cast by the public and thus does not allow votes to be 
counted in the current system of first past the post or to return that member to take a seat in parliament to 
represent our views.  PR may not be perfect but it is more perfect than the current system but then we live in an 
imperfect world.  This would go some way to enabling more people to engage in politics and voting,  one of the 
reasons I see that many people do not vote is because they think their views will not be represented by their 
vote so why bother to vote?

Kate Calvert Problems including the surge in extremist politics plus first past the post elections are not delivering the 
centrist governments the UK majority want.

Stephen Calvert
Meriel Camara Until PR is brought in, the vote I cast in Bournemouth East will have no impact whatsoever on what happens in 

Westminster. This is not democracy.

Jon Camden Our elections are decided by a few thousand swing voters in 100 or so marginal seats. This is not democracy.

Alasdair Cameron Our democracy is in trouble - PR will help.

Alistair Cameron
ian cameron
Darran Cameron
Duncan Cameron In 2011 the public rejected AV. They were not even allowed to vote on any genuine form of PR. The 2011 

refendum was David Cameron's devious ploy to deceive the elctorate, discredit PR, and scupper any challenge 
to FPTP.

Fiona Cameron
Ian Cameron FPTP does not reflect the true wishes of the electorate. PR is a better system.

John Cameron The demographic of particular constituencies weans that a certain percentage of voters will always be 
disenfranchised - what use is a Labour voter in true-blue parts of Buckinghamshire? PR would better represent 
the views of the who;e country.

Joy Cameron The Scottish Parliament and local elections have shown that, while not perfect, the PR system gives a better 
representation of the public's desire.

Linda Cameron When there are more than two options, "first past the post" is not good enough. It should only stand if the 
winner gains more than 50% of the vote. Another issue is turnout. A referendum of the magnitude of "in/out" of 
the EU should not stand when only just over a third of the electorate voted for it!

Michael Cameron
Neil Cameron The current system is anti-democratic. I does not adequately reflect the views of the British people

Peter Cameron
Gabriel Cameron-Higgs
JULIE CAMP
Alison Campbell
Ryan Campbell
Christopher Campbell It is time to make every vote matter.

David Campbell
Emma Campbell I live in a safe seat where my voice will never be heard. I want to make a difference.

Catharine Campbell
Janet Campbell Because it is a more democratic system!

Maggie Campbell To ensure we engage and re-engage all people eligible to vote - we need proportional representation

Rachael Campbell
Rachael Campbell
Sally Campbell Please make every vote count. How can democracy work if it does not reflect voting patterns truthfully?

Ian Campion-Smith I support PR because FPTP gives more weight to the votes in ca. 100 marginal seats than to the rest of us.

Rachel Canavan
Sarah Candler
Laura Candy
Vince Cane I've been voting for over 30 years and the last general election felt the least democratic of all - it's time the 

process was changed!

Nick Canever
Dan Caney
Raymond Cann
Audrey Cannon How could David Cameron claim 'a clear mandate to govern' when only one thinrd of the electorate voted 

Conservative? The rest?

Barbara Cannon It is blatantly obvious that our voting system at tha moment is monumentally unfair.



David Cannon
Elizabeth Cannon
Daphne Cansdale As a citizen who has nearly always supported one of the smaller political parties & has always voted in every 

general election in the last 60 years I have felt frustrated & let down by the current system & long for a fairer 
system - PR. Many would by now have stopped bothering to vote & I fear this is one reason why numbers 
turning out to vote in General Elections have fallen over the years & why many young people do not vote, 
feeling their views will not make a difference. Please for the sake of our treasured democracy initiate a serious 
discussion in Parliament & in the country on this issue. The Referendum on AV was about a system that is not  
PR.

Graham Cansdale
Barrie Cansfield
Oliver Cant Politics of the modern have become too centralised, placing power with the elite few. Therefore, we must 

endeavour to de-centralise the system as much as possible.  Proportional Representation can do that.

Peter Canter
Cathy Cantwell I am 59 years old, live in the south-east, and only EVER had the chance to elect an MEP - I have no voice at 

national or local level, and now the only representative I had is to be taken away.  Isn't it time for me to have 
representation in UK?

Alan Canvess The Alternative Vote Refererendum was a sham with leaflets containing incorrect information provided by the 
Conservative Party.

Jon Cape
Clifford Nigel Derek 
Capel The current system is crude.

Jon Capistrano
richard carder our out of date voting system produces too much conflict and opposition, instead of co-operation

Anne Cardew I agree with everything said in the letter.  For years I have felt that my vote has been wasted.

Sarah Cardwell Davies
John Carless With FPTP my voice is heard for the election then silenced; with PR my voice continues to be heard ...

Nigel Carlisle This box needs 2000 words space to show the corruption of the present system, perpetuated by those with a 
delfish interest in maintaining it.

Liz Carlton If we have 10 candidates standing the chances are that 90% of the people will have voted against the winner

Karen Carmichael-
Timson

I want a government that truly represents all the people of the UK and only a proportionally elected one can do 
that. It works in Wales and Scotland so why not the whole of the UK? It stops any extreme government as 
everything has to be negotiated which might finally force MPs to act like adults in the Commons.

Clive Carmody Un democratic

Chris Carnall
David Olof Carney
Sherri Carnson Proportional Representation is long overdue. We all need to have our votes count in general elections.

Heather Carolan
Rob Carolan
Amy Caroline
Julie Carpenter I just want my vote to count, not to be fixed, by boundary changes, to make the voting system even more unfair.  

A coalition government where everyone's views are represented to some degree would be much, much fairer.  
How much longer have the electorate, who are most affected by this, going to have to wait for a PR type system.

Michael Carr
Keith Carr
Susan Carr
Gordon Carroll
Cliff Carruthers At the 2015 election, UKIP polled just over 12% of the votes cast, and were rewarded with one seat. Meanwhile, 

the DUP gained 8 seats with 0.6% of the vote. The Government cannot credibly maintain that the status quo is 
acceptable and that it results in representative government. We have a discredited voting system.

David Carslake FPTP amounts to a stitch-up by the major parties and is stifling our democracy.

Ewart Carson
Rowland Carson Alternative Vote is not the only PR system. Please let's have a proper debate on our voting system.

Andrew Carter
Alistair Carter Democracy is an empty phrase when the will of two parties has prevented it reflecting the will of the 

electorate.

Lynne Carter I want there to be mature debate between more than two big parties in our parliament



David Carter A PR system enables a wider range of views to be represented and discussed, and encourages more people to 
vote

Chris Carter Proposed changes represent a flagrant attempt to rig the electoral map in the Conservative Party's favour.

Eric Carter
Andrew Carter
E. Carter
Beth Carter
Michael Carter
Moragh Carter We need to have a fair and truly representative voting system in this country.

Neil Carter
Stephen Carter If Brexit was about taking back control, the current system is indefensible.

David Carter
Raymond Carter FPTP is no longer fit for purpose. The democratic deficit threatens to undermine the very concept of democracy 

and is a threat to social cohesion.

Rich Carter
Shirley Carter Theresa May and Chris Skidmore, if you want the Conservatives to look as if they care about democracy, please 

stop this plan.  It looks like a ploy to  skew the system in your favour

Terence Carter
Piers Carter
Lloyd Cartey Our dying democracy needs a new direction and a fairer one man one vote system is ugently needed.

Anthony Cartmell I live in a "safe seat" so my vote is wasted however I vote. This is not democracy!

Steven Carton
Lesley Cartwright
Anthony Cartwright
peter cartwright
Roger Cartwright I find the present system unfair and for most of my life I have had to put up with a government I did not want 

and considered damaging to our long term interests. Successive governments have ignored strong protests by 
large sections of the population, ranging from hunting to the Iraq War.

Terry Cartwright
Ruth Carver We need a new voting system to bring fairness to a new political landscape with more than two parties.

Anthony Carver I am fed up with governments supported by less than half the people who voted and an even lower proportion 
of the total electorate.

VERNON CASEY
Barry Cash Democracy should be about having your say not having your way, First past the post means those with the most 

money get the most say.

Kaolin Cash It is abvolutely vital we have proportional representation in our elections, so that our government can more 
accurately reflect our true values.

emma cashdan
Corry Cashman
Peter Casinhas
Susan Cason Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.

Joe Cassels We need a more representative parliament. FPTP or AV are not the answer

Eileen Cassidy, snd
John Castle
Robin Castley
Keith Catchpole My vote is never represented by my MP. AV is nothing like PR - I spoilt my ballot paper in the referendum 

because PR was not an option.

William Catchpool Until we have Proportional Representation, Parliament will remain unrepresentative of the voters and our 
democracy will remain broken.

TOM CATHER
Mark Catlin
Margaret Catlow I feel disenfranchised. The present system enables a small majority government to ignore the wishes of the 

majority to their own ends

Paul Caudwell Stop denying us democracy!

Genevieve Caulfield FPTP is no longer viable for a parliamentary system with more than two prominent parties

Ann Caunce It is time we had a fair election procedure in this country and make votes count



Alan Cavadino
Mario Cavalli It is manifestly unfair and I democratic that a party commanding a mere 24% of the electorate, as did the 

Conservatives at the 2015 General Election, had sole jurisdiction over the remaking 76%. Government must be 
representative of all voices, not just one commanding a spurious Parliamentary majority.

Kerry Cavanagh
Roger Cavanagh My vote does not matter in the constituency in which live. This is not right.

John Cave I believe a fairer voting system would address the issue that a large number of people are disillusioned with the 
current method and either don't vote or feel they are just going through the motions if they live in a 'safe' 
constituency.

Richard Caveney
patrick cawley
John Cawley
Elizabeth Cawood It is time to make everyone feel that their vote will make a difference!

Matthew Cawson Without PR I may stop voting. My vote has never been represented in parliament and I'm 34 years old. That to 
me make a mockery of the claims that we live in a democracy. I'm currently considering re-locating to a country 
with PR.

Roger Cawte I would like to think that next time my vote will matter, at present it does not.

Monika Cenarska
Peter Chadwick
Kevin Chaffey
Christine Chaffey
Benjamin Challands
Ellie Challans
Rob Challen
James Challis
Sara Challoner
Will Chalmers It works in Scotland!

Jacqueline Chaloner In order to have a true democracy in the UK we need PR rather than AV which restricts choice of representation.

Mark Chamberlain
Ryan Chamberlain
Richard Chamberlain
edward chamberlain
John Chambers So many people are not voting in elections because they know their vote will not really count.

malcolm chambers
Ewan Chamings
Matt Chamings
Brian Champion
John Chance
Derek Chandler
Phil Chandler
Jane Chandler I don't feel that my voice is being heard because my vote, one way or the other, does not appear to matter in 

the grand scheme of things!  PR would allow me to have my say, whreas FPTP does not!

Kerry Channing
Louise Channon
Michal Chantkowski It is plainly wrong that an outdated voting system makes it possible for 1 million votes to translate into 1 MP.

Andrew Chaplin We need this to move forward as a fairer society.

Juliet Chaplin FPTP led to the apartheid system in South Africa!

Jonathan Chaplin The party that has the courage and commitment to fairness to act against its own clear vested interests in 
maintaining FPTP will win the respect of voters.

Paul Chaplin
Nick Chaplin I live in a lib/dem area, is the conservative mp going to lisen to me, I don`t think so.

Carolyn Chapman
Anna Chapman It's just not a fair system at the moment.

Anne Chapman FPTP means too many people end up voting against what they want rather than for what they want.

Anthony Chapman



Alan Chapman FPTP has outlived its purpose, PR is more democratic,show the world again how forward thinking GB is. Change 
now.

Carol Chapman
Michael Chapman
Elaine Chapman
Roger Chapman I have been a member of the Labour party since 1981 and the only time my votes have counted have been in the 

Euripean elections, which are run under PR - although I shall lose this IF we leave the EU.

Derek Chapman
John Chapman
Gary Chapman PR is absolutely essential to the democratic process.  Altering constituency boundaries does NOT address the 

core inadequacies of FPTP.

Graham Chapman Isn't it about time we lived in a democracy where every person counted? A huge percentage of Britain is 
unrepresented. Others get representation out of all proportion with their tiny percentage of votes. Ruled by the 
minority to the detriment of the majority!

Vicki Chapman I voted against AV because it isn't proportional, not because I want to keep FPTP. Please give us real choice.

Graham Chapman
Ian Chapman
Janet Chapman PR is the only really fair system. People are currently disenchanted with Westminster as they feel their votes do 

not count

Jill Chapman Real democracy is where everyone is represented - only proportional representation does this. Your unfair 
system is failing Britain and democracy.

John Chapman I want my vote to count and my voice to be heard. FPTP does not follow this. PR will.

Keith Chapman "First past the post" is a seriously flawed & undemocratic method of electing MPs to Westminster. If PR is 
acceptable and indeed far preferable to FPTP for elections in Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and for the 
election of British MEPs, then the same principle should apply to Westminster elections.

Kevin Chapman
Malcolm Chapman Unless Democracy becomes more direct, disaffection with our politics will become so widespread that uglier 

forces will prevail.

Philip Chapman Time for Parliament to represent the people.

Pat Chapman
Russell Chapman To enthuse people to vote we need PR

Sandy Chapman
Susan Chapman PR is a fairer system and Mrs May wants to end inequalities.

George Chapman PR is the ultimate cure for voter apathy.

Tom Chapman
Sally Chapman
ANDREW CHAPPELL
Heather Chappell
Gavin Chappell-Bates
rose chapple
Alex Chapple-Hyam
nick charles I want a new political voting system that reflects the nation - Proportional Representation

Nickie Charles
Olivia Charlesworth
Olwen Charlton
G Chass Fair is fair - all rules and methods used to count votes should be identical for all elections, referendums, etc.

Caspar Chater
Beryl Chatt
Priyanaz Chatterji
Christopher Cheatle National Integrity and quality of life are founded on sound Democracy. FPtP does not deliver that. PR will.

Mark Cheesbrough
Mark Cheeseborough
Colin Cheesman At every election that I have taken part in for the last 25 years has been unrecognised and wasted by First Past 

the Post.It's time democracy meant that every vote counts.

rob chegwidden
Jacqueline Chelin This is such an important issue for democracy.



Linda Chen We need to make every vote count so the proportions of MPs in parties in parliament represent that of actual 
votes cast.

Surrinder Chera I think this is an essential component in creating a more fair society in the UK.

Carol Cherry Please help to unite the country by ensuring that all voices, in the North or the South, are heard equally and 
represented.

Martine Cherry
peter cherry The current system is very unfair, and only helps the larger parties

Martin Cheshire
Phil Chessman Make my vote count please................

Philip Chessman Please make my vote count!

Daniel Chester
Simon Chesters
Tom Chesters
Miles Cheverton without PR, we have no democracy.

Doug Cheyne
Hilary Cheyne We can never have true democracy until we have PR. The current system favours the 2 big parties, and Tories in 

particular. Please be fair!

Brian Chick
Paul Chilcott We need to restore democracy to the UK !

Paul Chilcott We must restore democracy to the UK`s electoral system.

Peter Child
Rik Child Things have changed significantly since the AV referendum with the increasing fragmentation of British opinion.  

So much so that elections now do not confer democratic legitimacy as they once did and without a new voting 
system we will enter a time where many citizens will become unrepresented.

Susan Child I've voted in every election for over 40years - my vote has never counted - I live in a safe Devon Conservative 
seat

Martin Childs At the last election five parties stood in most constituencies in England, this is unlikely to change, therefore 
FPTP is now unfit for purpose. PR is required.

Paul Chilton
Wei Chin
Wei Chin
Carlo Chinca
Mark Chinca
terence chinn
Michael Chippington
Margaret Chirgwin
Georgina Chisholm I would like to be represented in Parliament, under the current system I'm not and I never have been!

Heather Chisholm The EU referendum engaged the nation in a way never seen before in British politics because every vote 
counted  equally.

simon chislett the voting system is inherently unfair and unequal, that is not a democracy that goes with the values of the UK.

Harry Christian
Susan Christian I want my vote to count.  At present it doesn't because I'm in a constituency where the sitting MP has a large 

majority.  Larger constituencies with real proportional representation would help make all votes count.

Marie-Jeanne Christie
Wesley Christie
Janine Christley I think carefully about which party to vote for each time, however it counts for very little under the current 

system.

David Christopher Scotland - 2.5million people - 56 SNP MPs. UKIP 4million votes and lucky to get one MP. Tail wagging the dog?

Christopher Church
Charles Church A one party state is a failed state, as people lose faith in politicions and  it destroys democracy.

Pamela Church
Don Church
Frances Church A one party state is unacceptable and brings politicians, elected on a minority vote, into direpute.

Leslie Church
Rob Church
Sue Churcher Nothing in changes is fair otherwise all parties would be treated equally.



Alex Churchill
Steve Churchill The voting system is no longer fit for purpose, radical updating is needed urgently.

Steve Churchill
Robert Chuter
Giovanni Ciampa
Helena Cilliers
David Clancey its time that each individual vote counts!

James Clancey I think the boundary changes are undemocratic and sneaky.

Bridget Clare As we purport to be a democracy surely each persons vote should count!

Paul Clare
Roger Clare When people know each vote carries the same weight they will be more engaged with the political process

Simon Clare
Michael Clareboets
April Clark My (Tory) MP does not represent me or my views in parliament. He doesn't respond to my letters or emails, and 

nor does he need to because my vote doesn't matter to him. How can we expect people to feel listened to and 
to engage in politics if this is the status quo?

david clark
Sandy Clark
Jim Clark
Elizabeth Clark
Mike Clark 17.4 million voters made a choice 2 months ago. Yet last year nearly 4 million voted for a main political party, yet 

only returned ONE MP. This cannot be right, fair or democratic.

Marion Clark FPTP is no longer democratic - every vote should count..

Martin Clark
Mia Clark The current system is as unrepresentative as Rotten Boroughs were.

Colin Clark
Richard Clark I want fair equality in our democratic system, not an ongoing rule by elites that are difficult to break into.

Rebecca Clark FPTP is incredibly disproportionate, so the people are not accurately represented in Parliament. This is a failure 
of UK democracy which could be solved by introducing PR.

roy clark
Jonathan Clark
Will Clark
Adele Clarke
Alison Clarke With the current system my vote doesn't count as I live in a constituency that always votes for the Conservative 

candidate. I accept that a Conservative may still be one of the representatives under PR (that's fair enough) but 
at least my vote for the Green Party would also count. As a result, the system would then reflect the true 
intentions of all of us in this constituency, not just a few.

Basil Clarke It's simply a matter of fairness and fair play.

Barbara Clarke
Brian Clarke
Colin Clarke
Daphne Clarke
Desmond Clarke A form of PR is by far a more democratic voting system than first past the post. This outdated first past the post 

voting system that we have now is so unfair and undemocratic.

graham clarke
Jane Clarke
Janet Clarke
John Clarke
Kevin Clarke
Lro Clarke
Lindsay Clarke
Malcolm Clarke We need a system which more fairly represents the entire electorate.

Matt Clarke
Malcolm Clarke
Neil Clarke



Patrick Clarke Every vote should count and millions do not under the current system.

Paul clarke
Roland Clarke
Sue Clarke
Anthony Clarke
Benjamin Clarkson
Lee Clarkson Millions of voters are ignored under FPTP

Anne Clauton
Marion clawson
Russell Clayden
graham claydon PR values the individual more

Anthony Claydon
Adrian Clayton
Andrew Clayton 80% of seats are 'safe'. Voting makes NO differance. That's not democray!

James Clayton
Malcolm Clayton
Shirley Clayton
Mike Clayton We the people are not represented, much like those colonists in America weren't in the past we know what 

happened then.

Jean Cleare The range of opinions in the UK are not represented by the two party system, and changing the way we vote 
could give a much more nuanced outcome.

Patrick Cleary In a multi-party parliament, first past the post elections are an anachronism and must be replaced by PR to be 
truly democratic.

Nicholas Cleary Make voting fairer.

Patrick Cleary If democracy is to function properly there should be no safe seats.

Gillian Cleave The UK will not be truly democratic until we have a fairer voting system. We need PR now!

Tony Clee Democracy would be strengthened and made fairer by adopting PR

Christopher Clegg
Harry Clegg
Jimmy Clegg More gerrymandering to suit the greedy not the needy

newton cleghorn Our present system is unrepresentative.  We need PR to remedy this.

John Cleland Democracy needs to represent the views of all , a decent coalition could , hopefully ,  work towards that .

Ruth Clemens
cecilia clementel jones
Keith Clements
Frank Clements The current first past the post is an old fashioned system, while today is full of technology. The modern system 

is PR where we all get to vote who think will represent us the best. We need it!!!

Terry Clements
Lyndon Clements
Robert Clenshaw
Mike Cleverly
Adam Clifford The more who can have their views heard and acted on,the healthier and more representative the democracy.

Ann Clifford
Astrid Clifford
Christopher Clifton The current system is clearly broken when we end up with a government that less than a quarter of the 

electorate actively voted for. Then when said government claims that this is a popular mandate to enact their 
extreme ideology it's not merely farce, it's dangerous lunacy!

John Clifton
Joanna Clifton The percentage of Parliamentary seats awarded to each party should reflect the total percentage of votes each 

party receives.  Otherwise there is no democracy.

Rodney Clifton
Tom Climpson
David Clinton
Eleanor Clooney
Sam Close For anyone who cares about fair representation, PR is the way forward.



Andrew Clothier
Chris Clothier
Richard Clothier our current system is not democratic we need a fairer system

Lily Clough The first past the post system is unfair & undemocratic ~ the only truly democratic system is PR !

Elaine Clough PR is the only fair voting system.

Alan Clucas
Ernest Clutterbuck
Cheynella Clynch
Jess Clynewood
a Coates If I don't vote for the winning party in my constiuency my choice is never heard as a positive and effective vote 

for a different candidate, that isn' t fair

Colin Coates Living in East Anglia unless I vote Conserative my vote is "lost".

Dudley Coates
Derek Coates We do not need these changes, absolutely disgraceful.

Mark Coates My vote used to count, when I lived in a marginal seat. Now I live in a seat that last changed hands in 1935, so it 
doesn't count in the slightest

Andy Coats
C Coats
David Cobb More than one way to improve FPTP - keep an Open Mind!!

Michelle Cobbin
Jane Cobblah
Andrew Cochran I want a fairer country, and that means having a fairer method of selecting representatives.

Adam Cockayne 100,0000's of voters don't support either Labour or Conservatives and feel voting to be unrepresentative un-
democratic and utterly pointless

Shelley Cockayne AV is not PR. Make our electoral system fair and engaging. Support PR for the next General Election.

Michael Cockburn I want proportional representation because every vote should count!

John Cockcroft
Steven Cocker The current system is not representative of the peoples wishes resulting in an undemocratic system. It is high 

time for our parliamentary system to be revised and move in line with the rest of Europe.

Peter Cockersell When people feel their votes count - like in the recent referendums - they vote. People don't participate in 
parliamentary elections because their votes don't count.

Pete Cockle Fairness, our system is rotten to the core, we need people who will represent the people, NOT themselves

katy cockram I believe First Past the Post does not reflect the British people's choice. Proportional representation would 
reflect it as did the Referendum about staying or leaving the E U. The result of the referendum made it clear 
how many people felt about the Conservative Government, who have not kept the ordianary people's best 
interests as a priority and created a huge gap between the oligarchs and working people. Resulting in a selfish 
society and blaming foreigners for the problems in the UK.

Kev Cockroft Proper PR gives every voter a genuine voice. With FPTP, governments are effectively elected by a few voters in 
swing constituencies.

David Cocks
Colin Cockshaw First-past-the-post will never enable all voices to be heard.

Brian Cocozza You'd be blind not to notice Britain's evolving political landscape. What else could 'changing realities and 
necessities' possibly mean, exactly...?

Richard Codling AV was a terrible compromise, PR has been shown to work well.  Change is needed!

Michael Cody
Barry Cohen
Shoshanah Cohen Our current system is not representative of the majority.  We didn't want AV; we do want another form of PR.

James Coin
Richard Coker
Gary Colbourne
douglas colby only with PR will every vote count

Fr Graham Colby
Adam Colclough Signing on behalf of North Staffs Green Prty

Harri Coldray
Jennie Cole
Darren Cole



Graham Cole PR is Democratic unlike FPTP which gives us a government with only a third of the vote! Hardly a mandate. Time 
for REAL REPRESENTATION

Graeme Cole
Simon Cole
Michael Cole This would make our voting system much more fair than the current system.Take the last election as an example 

and see how many people voted for UKIP. The MP elected for UKIP under the present system was totally unfair

James Cole I believe that this will prompt MPs to work harder for our trust.

Leighton Colegrave The current UK voting system is completely unfair and unrepresentative. If you include those who did not vote, 
this government was elected by just 24.4% of the electorate. This is completely ridiculous, especially when the 
government act as if they were elected by a majority!

Ben Coleman
Carolyn Coleman A party could get 49% of the vote, but come 2nd to other parties in each constituency and get no MPs. This 

cannot be fair.

George Coleman Even AV would be fairer than FPTP. If the AV referendum were held again today, the results would be different.

Professor James 
Coleman

The proposed changes to parliamentary constituencies make it even more imperative that a proper system of 
proportional representation must be introduced.

Pat Coleman
Peter Coleman
Anna Coles Please consider Proportional Representation as a truly fair selection process, and impose a nationwide duty to 

vote.

Brendan Coles For what it's worth.

Sylvia Coles
Celia Collett Having served as an Independent councillor in local government for nearly 30 years I know how important it is 

for people to feel that their representatives are really listening and representing them. I think the only way we 
can ensure this happens is to have a fairer electoral system. We need to ensure that people feel it is worth 
voting and their vote counts.

James Mark Collett Democracy should be based on representation, accountability and transparency; none of which are present in 
FPTP!

Marie Collett .It is just so much fairer.  That's that!

Daniel Collier Our voting system is broken and unfair. It needs PR. It needs fixing.

Rosalind Collier
Leanne Collier-Wilson
Richard Collingridge We really do need democracy!

David Collington Movement towards a fairer society cannot be acheived with an electoral system that disenfranchises a majority 
of the electorate.

John Collingwood
Anthony Collins Every vote should count, just like in the Referendum.

David Collins
Emma Collins I am outraged at the undemocratic proposals to change constituency boundaries- we want a fairer political 

system where votes count

Steven Collins
Jenny Collins In a fair system the make-up of the Government would properly reflect the number of votes cast.

Mark Collins If confidence in democracy is ever to be recovered in our country, our electoral system must start to truly 
represent the diverse views of our people.  The current system does not.

Mollie Collins Safe seats remain the same century after century. Rather like the 'Rotten Boroughs' this system disenfranchises 
millions. With the Internet a larger area or regional connection is mor democratic.

Denise Collins
Rosie Collins PP is the fairest way for democracy to work, I am fed p with having no real vote as I live in a town that has been 

conservative for so long

Alan Collins Pérez de 
Baños

Darren Collinson
HARRY COLLINSON
Mike Collis FPTP is the main reason for voter alienation as their votes do not matter in most constituencies. I have never 

elected an MP in over 40 years but still vote anyway. Many give up in frustration. The AV referendum was not a 
fair indication of how people feel as voters were misled by most of the press and both main parties opposing 
change. It would be good to have a government elected by more than a quarter of the electorate who then 
claim a mandate for those voters alone ignoring those who disagree.



Simon Collison
Kath Collman I am tired of being represented by an MP for whom I did not vote and who does not respond to my concerns

Gordon Collyer FPTP is outdated and does not truly reflect the voting preferences of the electorate. The number of seats the 
SNP, UKIP and Green Party received at the last General Election proves this.

Mal Colman
Jo Colquhoun The current system does not reflect the views of the voters accurately.  It's not good enough!

Will Columbine
Mike Colvin Look how many more people voted in the EU referendum when we all new that our vote would count.

Melusine Colwell
Danny Colyer
Chris Combes
Margaret Combey
Eleanor Combley We urgently need votes that matter because people are so disillusioned with our democracy

Alexander Comer FPTP is an absurd anachronism, supported only by beneficiaries of the status quo. It needs to be changed!

dan commons
Rebecca Commons
John Compton
Tony Compton
Jean Compton I want to live in a true Democracy not in a country where many voters have no voice.

George Coney
Richard Congreve
Stuart Conheady
Matt Connaire All voices should be heard

Damian Connaughton
thomas conneely I have been a reserve officer of the RAF, community volunteer and am now a chartered professional. I have 

voted every possible time I can. NEVER has my vote counted for anything. I feel completely disenfranchised 
without proportional representation.

Gillian Connell Our present system is undemocratic and the proposed boundary changes can only make it more so - PR 
essential.

Brian Connolly
Brian Connolly Get people voting please

Frank Connolly Please can we have a Parliament that truly reflects the electorate?

Amada Connolly We need a more reflective parliamentary system, the gap is too large.

Ashley Connor My vote in the EU referendum counted. All elections should be like this.

Hugh Connor I do not feel represented in Westminster.  Proportional representation would fix that problem.

John Connor PR would simply more accurately reflect peoples wishes and preferences as to their chosen democratic 
representatives and significantly increase the validity and relevance of their representatives views expressed in 
parliament.

Paul Connor It will bring trust back into politics

Zak Connor
Rupert Connor
Owen Conroy
Anne Conway
Sheila Conway Only PR can give people an equal say in government. Having MPs represent a local area (constituency) is 

antiquated. People whose views are different from those of their 'elected representative' are not represented 
at all.

Chris Conway
Robyn Conway
Christine Conway
Caroline Conway
James Conway In the referendum It is clear what the majority wanted and make each vote count is true democracy

Pol Conway
Andrew Conway Morris We urgently need an electoral system which represents the electorate.

Kathryn Cook
George Cook THE BRITISH PUBLIC WANT AND DESERVE,A PR SYSTEM WHERE EVERY VOTE COUNTS AND EQUALITY AND 

COMMON SENSE PREVAIL.



william cook
Janice Cook Undemocratic that any party can form a government when they  have fewer votes than the opposition. With 

FPTP some voters will never have their voices heard

James Cook
John Cook First past the post disenfranchises millions of people in the UK, PRnow.

Michael Cook
Peter Cook Stop fiddling the books please I pay my taxes the same as everyone else in this country!

steve cook improved voter participation and democracy  require  votes that matter -this needs proportional representation

Timothy Cook PR to rejuvenate UK politics!

Toby Cook
Bill Cooke I want PR because it is the only true way to produce a representative democracy.

Garry Cooke
Paul Cooke
John Cooke
Phil Cooke
Steve Cooke FPTP allowed a party who lost the popular vote by a significant margin form a majority government and 

implement apartheid in South Africa. South Africa now used PR. FPTP was not fit for purpose then and there and 
now and here.

susan cooke
Andrew Cooley Look again at the 2015 voting.  If you still believe parliament represents the people, do nothing. Otherwise give 

us PR now!

Dave Cooling
Karen Coombes
Heather Coombes
David Coombes If people feel that their vote will count, then they will vote. Evidence? The EU Referendum - 72%.

Ben Cooney
Liam Cooney
George Cooney The present system actively discourages citizens from voting as their vote is unlikely to be significant unless 

they live in a "swing" constituency. A system which encourages interest and participation is badly needed.

Geri Coop I would like an MP who represents me. There's no chance with FPTP.

Anne Cooper
Barbara Cooper Everyone's vote counts with PR. In my constituency it's not worth voting against the huge majority.

Christine Cooper PR is a fairer and more representative system .

Charles Cooper First Past the Post is for a 2 horse race system and as NO part in modern politics, its an out dated system and 
Goverment and Local elections must be changed to a democratic systen

Graham Cooper Every vote must count if we are to have a truly representative parliament so bring in PR.

Mark Cooper
Daniel Cooper FPTP reduces choice to Conservative or Labour. There is no point in voting for anyone who does not support 

these parties.

David Cooper
Felix Cooper
Gavin Cooper
jenny cooper
John Cooper
J Cooper
Julian Cooper Fairer representation

Kelvin Cooper
Martin Cooper Simply FPTP doesn't work. Tories getting 36% of popular vote with a maj in the commons isn't a representative 

democracy in action.

Sheila Cooper The number of MPs does not reflect the number of votes cast for each party.

tom cooperTQ9 5PT
Martyn Copcutt Lets have some real democracy, where everybody's vote counts

Janet Cope
Peter Copestake Many MPsand councillors win less than helf the votes cast so they cannot truly be said to be representative.

Jenny Coppard



Tim Copping Time for a democratically elected government.

Leila Coppock British people are completely disillusioned about politics, & feel ignored - the current system is undemocratic. 
We want our views to be heard, & to count for something, since this is supposed to be a democracy.

allen copsey
Jonathan Copus
Iain Coram
Ronald Corbin
Alice Cordell
Christine Cordery
Joanna Corless Depriving people from representation cannot be sustainable in the long term, and isn't good for faith in politics. 

These things seem to be consistent with the logic Theresa May has used with regards to reducing immigration.

Linda Cornall
Stephen Corne
Christine Cornelius
Raymond Corness It is unconstitutional for a vote of 33% of the population to give a government such power.

Alan Cornhill It cannot be fair or equitable that the current government was elected on the votes of less than a quarter of the 
electorate (those entitled to vote) - this is not a mandate at all much less a sizable one. Without a sizable 
mandate to govern any administration will find it difficult. Its time to abandon FPTP as a sensible form of 
democratic election as it disenfranchises people who just happen to live in a "safe seat" (for whichever party).

Roger Cornish
Sheila Cornish The present system is way out of date and not appropriate for these enlightend days.

Mark Cornthwaite Election voting must be fair.

Deborah Cornwall
John Cornwell
Antonia Corr
Barbara Corr
Anne Corris
Immi Corry The current voting system does not accurately represent the voters voice in parliament and fundamental issues 

are being ignored. Please change the system.

Robert Corry Now that Britain has voted to Leave the European Union, it's vital that we have a more robust democratic system 
so that politicians are held more to account since there will not be a European Parliament or Count to hold them 
to account.

Rachel Corson The current system of voting does not take into account true democracy leaving people at the ballot box 
frustrated with abismal choices leading to tactical voting or spoiling their ballot paper. Our voices should be 
politically represented,

Mario Cosco
Christina Cosgrove More people would vote if they thought their vote would actually make a difference, at the moment too many 

people think their vote won't really make a difference anyway so there's no point in voting, or people are 
forced to tactically vote for a party they don't really want.

David Cosgrove
Phil Cosgrove
Andrew Cosham
Shaun Coster No to AV is not Yes to First Past the Post.

Thomas Costick
Graham Cotgreave
Jon Cotterell
Sandra Cotterell It is a much fairer system

Richard Cotterill PR will restore faith in British democracy, my faith and others!

Dave Cottingham Britain can only be a true democracy when it adopts proportional representation.

Jan Cottrell
Roger Cottrell
Alexander Coudijzer
Chris Coughlan The present electoral system is no longer fit for purpose and needs fixing so it actually represents the voting of 

the electorate.  When millions of voters are as disenfranchised as the opposition in a dictatorship how can we 
even claim to have a democracy?

Frank Couling
nick coull



Elof Coulsen As Brexit showed, the people want to decide for themselves

David Coulstock My MP, Andrew Selous, was not elected by me and therefore does not truly represent me.

Callum Coultish In a legitimatedemocratic system the percentage of vote should match the percentage of seats

Andrew Coulton
DEB COUNLEY
Fabienne Coupe
Robert Coupee
Paul Coupland
Hugh Courage We need more accurate representation of the wishes of the electorate in Westminster.

Alex Courtley Over 60% of voters did not choose a conservative government, it's unacceptable that a party that received only 
37% of the vote has majority in parliament.

Robert Courtney You were not elected.

Robert Courtney Unless we move away from FPTP we will not have a fair voting system

Harriet Courtney
Laura Cousins
Kathy Coutanche
Malcolm Coutts
william cowan Every vote must matter or whats the point of voting.

Philip Coward
Arthur Cowburn Is it a surprise that young people are rejecting the chance to vote when their votes do not count?

Geoff Cowden
Ken Cowell
Adrian Cowie I firmly believe that proportional representation is the fairest form of democracy.

George Cowie The current system of first past the post is totally unfair. Many votes cast do not contribute to the result. A 
Proportional Representation system will encourage more people to vote because it is a fairer system.

Robin Cowie
Peter Cowper It would be refreshing to feel that a broad selection of views were being taken into account.

Rosie Cowper-Beale No MP should claim s/he supports democracy if s/he does not accept that a form of PR is vital to give the 
electorate a meaningful vote.

Adam Cox
Alan Cox All sections of society should be represented in Parliament. FPTP engenders tactical, rather than true, honest 

voting; it is undemocratic.

Anton Cox



Emma Cox ar Mr Skidmore, The FPTP was introduced as the electoral system of choice many decades ago when the UK 
society was very different to the way it is now.  The FPTP did create governments in a reasonably democratic 
way at that time, although it could be argued that the swinging back and forth between governments of very 
opposing ideologies was not conducive to consistent policy making or stability.  However, it seems clear to me 
that the FPTP is now totally inappropriate for contemporary Britain. We have a hugely diverse population with 
people of many different incomes, lifestyles, religions, beliefs and the FPTP is not designed to allow 
representation of many different groups in parliament. Furthermore, although the current Conservative Party 
managed to win sufficient seats at the last election,  to return to government, that outcome occurred from 
receiving only 36% of the vote and the support of only 24% of the electorate.  To put it another way, the 
Conservatives are now in power when approximately 75% of the electorate did NOT vote for them. This is 
clearly undemocratic. In addition, the slim majority of seats that the Conservatives gained, certainly does not 
give the Party a real mandate to continue with policies to which the electorate is totally opposed. For example, 
survey after survey reveal that 80% of people in the UK wish for the NHS to remain a wholly public institution, 
and yet, the current government is continuing with plans to completely privatise the NHS and create a system 
very like the extremely inefficient US healthcare system. The government has no mandate to do so.  I feel that I 
need to remind you that as a government it is your duty to attempt to meet the needs of all of the UK's citizens. 
To continue with privatisation of the NHS, for example, is clearly in contravention of the government's 
democratic duties. In terms of FPTP, I feel that the system should be replaced by PR. Certainly not AV because 
this is not very much proportional than FPTP.  It is possible to create a fully proportional PR system, which also 
contains the much liked constituency link, in a more democratic way than AV.  If the government feels that a 
further referendum should be taken on this issue, then it is the duty of all politicians, to behave in a mature and 
honest way, to properly educate and inform the public on the different pros and cons of a PR system. Hopefully, 
the government has learned from the EU referendum outcome, that basing a campaign on misinformation, 
deceipt, bigotry and mendacity, can lead to disastrous outcomes. It is politicians and the media's duty to fully 
inform UK citizens of issues prior to any referendum so that they can vote with full understanding of the facts 
and so that they are able to make an intelligent and informed choice before they vote.  PR would also 
encourage the growth of small parties representing the many different groups in our diverse society, many of 
whom currently have no voice in the political shpere. De

Geoff Cox Propportional representation is the fairest method. It does what is says!

Lindsay Cox
Mike Llywelyn Cox
Mike Cox If you were at all serious about creating a meritocracy then you would state with a fair voting system

Jason Cox With the boundary changes happening this PR id the only democratic way forwards and deserves serious 
consideration and debate in parliament.

Martin Cox
Sarah Cox
Sian Cox Our majoritarian first-past-the-post system of voting leads to local and national governance that is completely 

unrepresentative of the views and wishes of the electorate. This has led to the lamentable loss of interest in 
and knowledge about politics that pervades the UK electorate. Two inevitable consequences of majoritarian 
voting systems - wasted votes, and the discomfort of tactical voting - mean that huge numbers of people vote 
for what they want but don't get it, and huge numbers of other people vote for the person or party they dislike 
least rather than the one they believe in, support, and want. It is a simple democratic principle that the amount 
of influence enjoyed by a politician and by a political party should be commensurate with the level of voter 
support obtained by that politician or that party. When this doesn't happen, when a majority of the population, 
election after election, over decades, is ruled by parties and represented by politicians that that majority 
doesn't believe and and did not vote for, those voters become disaffected, disenfranchised and disinterested. It 
is a system that serves the interests of the minority at the expense of the majority. It is patently, obviously 
undemocratic. It is  ludicrous. Were it not the cause of so much injustice and abuse of power, it would be risible.

Simon Cox
Stephen Cox
Stephen Cox I'm 75. I've voted in every election. Each time my vote was wasted. PR will make it count.

Tim Cox
Tim Cox
Clare Coyle The current electoral system does not fairly reflect the views of the people & leaves many disengaged.

Donna Coyle
Hugh Coyle
Mhairi Coyle
Caroline Cozens We need fair democracy- Now!

James Cracknell
Matthew Cracknell
Pete Cracknell



Roger Cracknell I am 52. I have noted every since I could. The party I voted for has never been elected. I cannot see how a 
lifetime of not having my views represented is democratic. I am not alone. Far too many people believe "there's 
no point in voting - it won't change anytrhing" :-(

Chris Cracknell MAke it so that each vote counts as much as the next.

Kevin Craddock
frank james cragg
William Cragg
David Crago It is a popular view amongst the electorate that MPs dont represent the people. It is hardly surprising when so 

many feel they didn't get the person they voted for and the winner was elected by a minority.

Anne Craig every vote should count and be worth every voter turning out and voting for what they really believe in

Darren Craig
Lucy Craig I'd like to vote for the 1st time in almost 50 years of voting, for a party I really believe in.

Peter Craig
sue craig
James Craig-Gray I am in my seventies and have always lived in safe seats (of various parties) so MY VOTE HAS NEVER COUNTED. It 

is not democratic when the government of the country is decided by the 10% of swing voters in the 10% of 
unsafe seats. So only 1% of voters decide who rules.

Richard Craik The UK electoral system is broken and no longer fit for purpose- it's undemocratic.

Richard Craik FPTP only works when there are 2 parties- the present system ensures a minority always wins- undemocratic.

John Crane
rick Crane
Ross Cranham
Geoffrey Cranwell
Antonia Craven
ELAINE CRAVEN
Thomas Craven The FPTP electoral system does not treat all votes equally.

Peter Craven
Craig Crawford
Elspeth Crawford What we actually efel is unrepresented by the first past the post voting system. AV did not address the need for 

reform, so many felt unable to vote for it. Some did not vote at all, not beacuse they were uncaring but because 
they could not answer either Yes or No to the question asked.  .

Andrew Frank Crawford
Paul Crawford
Yolene Crawfurd
Timothy Crawley
Richard Crawshaw
Brian Crayford
Elaine Crayton Parliament should represent the views of the electorate, the current model doesn't and PR is the answer.

James Crayton In the 21st century a democratic body such as parliament should accurately reflect the views of it's citizens. That 
means PR as the current model doesn't work (percentage that voted Green, percentage that voted UKIP etc).

John Creaser Representative democracy should be representative. Ours manifestly isn't.

Brenda Creed
Liam Creighton
Suzanne Creighton-Kelly I want all votes to matter.  At present my vote is irrelevant, but in the referendum it counted.  My vote should 

always matter.

andrew cressey The current voting system is unfair.  At the last election UKIP gained a large percentage of the vote yet only 
ended up with one MP which is very undemocratic.  Every vote should count as it did in the EU referendum.  
That way a Prime Minister would be elected by a true majority not a minority as it was in the last election, and 
all preveious elections.

Keith Creswell
René Crevel
Harry Cripps
Steve Cripps
Michael crisp
Andy Critchell
John Crocker



Jasmin Crockett
Ian Crockford
Cassandra Croft After the way the conservatives and labour have ruined Britain and given away my country I'm no longer a 

conservative voter I shall never vote Tory again and as for labour, your a laughing stock

Valerie Crofts First past the post does not represent the way that people vote.

Deborah Croker
Mike Croker I want politicians to work for the voters, not the party!

Sheila Crollie
Teresa cronin first past the post cannot be fair with more than 2 political  parties

Peter Crook PR means we can vote for what they believe. Germany is successful, and Germany has PR.

Martina Cropper
Carolyn Crosby
Malcolm Crosby An increasing number of constituencies never change party no matter what the voters do, that is not democracy 

and allows the MP to effectively ignore voters.

Thomas Crosier
Brian Cross
Rachel Cross
John Cross To truly represent the electorates vote, PR is the only fair way to do this. Any other is number massaging.

Kevin Cross
Catherine Cross
Andrew Cross Please end this current self-serving arrangement and make PR a reality!

Robert Cross
Sue Cross The way the last referendum on our electoral system was worded did not give us a proper choice.

Leo Crossfield Until we join the 83% of developed democracies which use some form of Proportional Representation, 
Parliament will remain unrepresentative of the voters and our democracy will remain broken. Why would a 
legitimate Government want this and manipulate constituency boundaries (gerrymandering) unless it furthers 
their own personal goals despite the discontent of the populace that they are there to serve.

Barry Crossland Present system does not take into account the views of significant minorities.

Pam Crossland When a party can win more than 50% of MPs with less than 40% of vote, we have the majority represented by 
the minority. FPTP doesn't work with more than two parties.

David Crossley FPTP means that many votes have no value at all.  Some form of PR is essential will help remedy this.

J Crowe AV represented an unacceptable alternative to FPTP. I spoiled my ballot paper as a positive action. We need 
another choice.

Richard Crowe
Jamie Crowther Minority parties and their supporters are disenfranchised by FPTP.

Mel Crowther
Andrew Crowther
Ann Cruickshank
Ros Cruickshank
Pamela Crummay We know, and you definitely know, that our present system is completely unfair and undemocratic. By 

repeating your argument that any other system would "destroy your relationship with your constituents" is 
clap-trap! The electorate is far too well informed to be fobbed-off by such rhetoric.

Raymond Crump
Tina Cryer
Patricia Cuba
Russell Culf We the people know we do not have a democracy where our voice will be heard.  The political con of AV was 

not a voice for all, it is a manipulated device to keep the main parties in power.r

Ann Cullen The current voting system does not truly reflect the electorate, the votes cast are ignored because of the way 
the current system works. If as you state the Britain should be more united, then this needs addressing as a 
matter of urgency.

Haydn Cullen-Jones
Sid Cullum For the whole of my life I've wanted one simple thing, a fair voting system!

Elizabeth Culpeper It looks as if the UK is heading towards being a OneParty State . Are people aware of this ?

Tom Culver This idea is unfair as it is proposed to be executed and is unlikely to either save money or encourage voters,

Alan Culverwell At the moment my vote does not matter.

Sid Cumberland



Mairi Cumming The current system is not sustainable. PR is the way forward.

Douglas Cummings
Leonard Cummings
Ciaran Cummins
Monica Cumpstey
Sarah Cunningham
Jane Cunningham
Penny Cunningham A first past the post system for a more than 2 party race leaves a majority of citizens unrepresented. It is unjust 

and we need to change the voting system.

Phil Cunningham
Richard Cunningham I want my vote to count, in my voting life it has never counted, apart from the leave vote!

Craig Cunningham
Stuart Cunningham I've always lived in a safe seat, so my vote has never mattered. That's not democracy.

Lesley Curbishley The UK will not be able to claim that it is a democracy until all the votes of all its citizens count.  The only way to 
ensure this is through proportional representation.

Brian Curnew Under FPTP, don't even know voters' real preferences - so many feel need to vote tactically for other than 
preferred candidate.

ALUN CURNOCK Our Democracy simply is no longer fit for purpose. we HAVE to have reform.

Alun Curnock This reform is the most important change we can make to re-engage the British electorate in our democracy

James Curran
Laura Curran
C J Currell Without PR we have an elected dictatorship

Ian Currie
John and Clare Currie The results of the last general election revealed once again how undemocfratic the present voting system is. 

This must be a factor in the present general contempt for our politicians and for our unrepresentative 
parliamentary system. To continue to ignore this disdain is becoming increasingly dangerous.

Lorna Currie
Ian Currie
Crawford Currie
Derek Curry We do not want a political elite that 'knows best' because that is undemocratic.  I hope the government learned 

from the Brexit vote that people will have their say one way or another.

Mark Curry With so many political parties with different points of view, fptp is no longer fit for purpose.

Brian Curson
Charles Curtis
Ruby Curtis
Harvey Curtis I don't believe that changing the constituency boundaries is what is needed. In order to reform the voting 

system we need proportional representation which will create a fair voting system.

Jacqui Curtis
Kendrick Curtis
Lynnette Curtis My vote on June 23rd was the first to actually count in 25 years of voting.

Pamela Dorothea Curtis We are fed up with given them our money  get,on with coming out

Sarah Curtis
Kyle Curtis
simon curwood
Elizabeth Curzon-Howe I was one of the 3.9 million who voted for UKIP and I am represented by only one M.P. so my vote does not 

count.

Martin Cusack There are now more safe seats then ever so more people's votes will not count.

Mark Cushing
Mike Cushman I live in  safe constituencies and my vote has never affected anyhing - I want to have a meaningful vote and a 

voice

Michael Cuthbert
Alastair Cuthbertson AV wasn't a good choice of alternative system. Young people are especially put off by the archaic version of 

parliamentary democracy we currently have.

David Cutler
Peta Cuttell
Peter Cutter



David Cutting The AV referendum was not about PR and it was five years ago. Our current voting system produces highly 
distorted and extremely unjust outcomes. If you want greater engagement by the electorate you must 
introduce a voting system in which expresses the will and diversity of the entire electorate.

Loretta D
Thomas D'Costa
charles Dacres-Dixon I have lived in an area where the Party I want to vote for would never have an elected MP so ifeel 

unrepresented in Westminster.The local opinions can be represented by councillors. I also think many more 
people would vote as they do in referendums if they felt their vote counted. We also need to look at the 
unelected house of Lords

Steven Dadds
Adam Dadeby
Julia Daffern
Andrew Daggett
jack dagnall you're afraid to allow the public to pass judgement on your entrenched privileges and biased legislation.

Kristian Dainton
Mary Dainton
David Dakin Time to have P.R. get rid of the out dated First Past The Post Eelections.  P.R. is a much more sensible way of 

getting what % of voters to the prorata of elected M.P's.

L A DALBY
Chris Dale Proportionality delivers stability and strength of government in many countries (e.g. Germany). Why not here?

Eileen Dale The current system is not truly democratic. People need to know their vote counts.

Pamela Dale PR was demonstrated when every vote counted in the referendum.  FPTP is not democratic and is outdated.

Tor Daleboe
Krystal Dales
daniel dalgleish
Raymond Dalgleish
Geoffrey J Dalley
Jane Dalton Scots have PR - works much better

Dominic Dalton AV was no better than FPTP. We want PR - a system representative of the country when not tactically divided by 
arbritrary boundaries. Please change this now.

Lee Dalton It makes democratic sense to make each vote equal, proper PR is the only way

Robert Walsingham 
Dalton

Kenrick Dance PR is simply a more democratic system

N Dando PR is the fairest voting system.

Stephen Dando The current FPTP means people are ignored by the major parties as their votes don't matter. This is bad for 
democracy.

Ian Dane Give the people what they want.

Colin Daniel If we wish to see fair democracy and surely that is the essence of democracy, then all votes should count.

Andrew Daniel PR is the only fair and representative way for every voter to have their vote counted.

Lizz Daniel
Richard Daniel Our voting system creates a government that does not reflects the votes cast. This is not right. It means that 

many people are no longer engaged in politics, which in a democracy it vital, and that cynicism and mistrust of 
politicians is all too common.

Jennifer Daniel-Johnson
Abbi Daniell
Patricia Daniels
Roger Daniels all governments tweak the boundaries to suit their own ends, if we had true PR it wouldn't matter what 

happens to the boundaries.

Valerie Daniels
Paul Danks The current voting system is leading to widespread apathy amongst voters and potential voters who know they 

cannot elect a representative that they want.

Paul Dann
Richard Darcy
Jane Dards PR is the only solution to an electorate that feels disenfranchised - and that is going to get very upset about 

boundary changes.



Andrew Darley It can't be right that increasingly huge constituencies of people are denied a voice in parliamentary debate and 
decision making.

Clive Darling
Clive Darlow
Anya-Nicola Darr For too long too many people ahve not had their vocie heard or their vote count. Let's make this a real 

democracy not a sham!

joanne Darrant I would like to see proportional representation introduced as it is a much fairer system, this means that the 
majority would vote in the government which is not what happens at the moment.

Nicholas Darsley
duncan dartnaill
Jane Darwent
MINAKETANARAMA 
DASA

Chris Date I've had 40 years of worthless voting in "safe seats". Please make my votes count!

Ian Date Do the right thing, work for the prople of the UK not for the political system

Jack Davenport
Paul Davenport I want every vote to have representation and count towards the eventual result.

Alex Davey
Steven Davey
Geofffrey Davey We are a coalition democracy of many races and creeds, we therefore require a coalition government.

Keith Davey To start to improve our poor democracy weer need proportional representation.

Ryan Davey
Stephen Davey Pr is the only fair voting system first past the the post is so unfair giving false voting results .

Teresa Davey If you want fairness proportional representation is the only option. Make every vote count.

Jordan David The voices of minority parties should have the strength of their share of the vote

Mark David
Helene Davidian
Alan Davidson I want mine and averybody's vote to influence directly the result.

Andrew Davidson EU referendum shows why we need PR!

Anne Davidson People need to understand what PR means. Explain, and show it is a fairer system.

Claire Davidson
Peter Davidson The UK now exhibits an established multi-party environment - in 2016 FPTP is no longer fit for purpose - reform 

is long overdue

Hazel Davidson There is growing anger and frustration in "Safe seat" areas, this situation must not be allowed to continue.

Heidi Davidson
John Davidson
Isabel Davidson We need a correct and true system and I feel proportional representation is the right way forward.

lynne davidson
Martin Davidson We also need to drastically reduce the right-wing control of nearly all the media (including the BBC).

Sylvia Davidson
Tony & Caroline 
Davidson-Brewer

Tammy Davied The current AV system does not represent the people's choices and does not work

Alison Davies
Alun Davies Having worked with P.R. in Australia I believe it is the fairest means of electing or M.P's as first past the post 

does not take into account for the views of the electorate as for instance in a seat that had 3 or 4 people 
standing for election perhaps 60% of the vote would be split over say 3 of the parties and just the remaining 30% 
could end up electing a party that the majority did not want and so would have in my home towns case  a safe 
seat for labour. So please consider the change to P.R.  alternative vote is no where near the same system so the 
discousion on a.v should not be considered in relation to this point.   Thank you.    Alun

Elizabeth Davies I consider our current electoral system 'not fit for purpose' and undemocratic, as it does not give a voice to a 
wide enough demographic.  Proportional representation would go a long way towards remedying this.

Christopher Davies
Cerys Davies
Dai Davies The AV option proposed in the 2011 referendum does NOT give Proportional Representation!

Blaize Davies Equal votes in practice? - make a full, fair and public assessment of our electoral system and the need for PR.



David Davies
David Davies A man who steals land is put in prison. If he steals ALL the land, he's made King. DISHONEST SYSTEM!

Keith Davies
Ro Davies Join the rest of Europe in the 21st century instead of languishing in the 19TH century. However I realise it's not 

in the Tory party interest to change the system.

Dewi Davies present system is obviously unfair nand not representative off a true d3emocracy

Gillian Davies
Diana Davies Times change and we must too.   People voted in the Brexit referendum because they realised their vote would 

count.   FPTP does not give this assurance.

Colin Davies We need a fairer electoral system. so that all  fair-minded people feel that voting is worthwhile

Huw Davies The current system is not helping people engage in democracy as people feel unrepresented. People feel their 
vote is discarded if their candidate doesn't win

Ian Davies
Ieuan Davies Laws which are passed by governments elected by a minority of voters are not laws which the majority of the 

country want.  One of the first principles of passing laws is that they are agreeable to the people who after to 
obey them.  First Past the Post delivers such minority governments and as such have no popular mandate.  Is it 
any wonder politicians are held in such low esteem?

John Davies
James Davies In a Conservative loyal area I feel I have no voice or representation at all! I see that PR could cost a large amount 

more but surely it is worth the price if people feel they are finally represented.

Jnny Davies
Joanna Davies Proportional representation is a basic for a civilised democracy. 'One Man One Vote' was a right demanded for 

Apartheid South Africa, thirty years ago. It's about time the British people had the same right.

Kathleen Davies The current voting system is unfair and unrepresentative of who the electorate votes for, it needs changing to 
Proportional Representation

ken davies Ours is such a safe cons. seat that our votes never count.thats why our m.p. is never brought to task

Kim Davies With the redrawn constituency boundaries, PR is needed more than ever.

Lesley Davies
Vanessa Davies
Norman Davies The present system gives no opportunity for smaller parties to gain representation. It constantly reinforces the 

two party system

neil davies
Patricia Davies EVERY VOTE MUST HAVE A VALUE.   PR ASAP !!!!!

Paul Davies
Richard Davies
Richard Davies
Stu Davies This is clearly aimed at scalping out non Tory seats like Green Brighton.

Shawn Davies To bring our nation together again it is necessary that every one is heard and feels that their choice is listened 
too.

Henry Davies Conservatives must eventually acknowledge that FPTP as a 21st century electoral system is as dead as the Monty 
Python parrot.

Stephen Davies
Susan Davies
Tom Davies
Valerie Davies
Victor Davies
Wendy Davies
Natasha Davies
Lorraine Davies-Smith
Alison Davis My constituency seat has not changed hands between parties since the 1950s - arguably a recipe for stagnation 

and complacency.

Anthony Davis
Carl Davis
Carole Davis It just seems fair and I think we would all like 'fair' for a change!

Caroline Davis
Paul Davis



Wendy Davis The results of the current voting system do not represent the voters' wishes - this must change!

Andrew Davis I want my vote to count. I don't vote for the major three parties. The party in government never get there having 
a majority of voters - 60-70% vote against them

David Davis
Gerry Davis Unless all votes count there is no political legitimacy.

Hilton Davis
Jocelyn Davis
John Davis Too many people are disenfranchised by FPTP.  This will ultimately lead to serious civil unrest.

Jon Davis
Mike Davis
KEVIN davis one person one vote should be law in a truly democratic society

Peter Davis I want to see a fully democratic country with the fairest and most logical system of representation through 
proportional representation

Peter Davis
Colin Davis
JOHN DAVIS Small majorities make for poor democracy

Alec Davison Any proposal for AVP must be put to the public in a form which is clear, simple, truthful and unambiguous

ian davison
Ian Davison
Peter Davison
Simon Davison
Tad Davison PR isn't just the fairest way, it is the only way to have proper representation of the people

trisha davison
Marguerite Daw Many of us feel voiceless and our votes worthless under the current system.  All our recent governments have 

been ruling our country even though a minority of our electorate have voted them into power.  PR would 
ensure all of us are properly represented when policymaking becomes law.

Michael Daw
Adam Dawkins True PR properly represents the views of the people.

geoff dawson
Christine Jane Dawson
Margaret Dawson
Alan Day PR represents the fairest way of giving every voter equal weight and importance in elections.

Barry Day
christopher day currently i must vote to keep a party OUT. transferable votes would let me vote for my 1st choice.

Chris Day
G Day
Jenny Day One person one vote that counts all the way through. This should be the outcome of selecting political parties. 

It promotes fairness, allows the people to speak with their vote. It enables every vote to count

Keith Day If you are sincere about giving all votes equal weight the answer is a PR system.

Sue Day
Norman Day
Shirley Day We must have real proportional representation making every vote count, abolishing 'safe' seats and useless 

'majorities'.

Thomas Day
John DAY It is a fairer system than the present one but we do want boundary change as well.

Esther Dazley We need a fair voting system, some media responsibility for using misleading scare tactics and a basic 
knowledge of politics in school.

Graham De 
Baerdemaecker

Christophe de Bezenac
Anne de Boisgelin
John de Carteret I vote Green in a seat. which swings between Labour and Conservative. My vote is effectively wasted.

lotus De Cort
Dineke de Jong The current system does not deliver a parliament that represents how people have voted. The argument that 

people want to know their MP doesn't hold as most people do not know who their MP is.

KIRSTEN DE KEYSER With just 34% of the vote Government has no democratic mandate. We need PR now and AV is not PR



Kirsten de Keyser We live in a democracy, in theory at least. FPTP does not give a democratic outcome when voting more than two 
parties participate. Either admit to this dishonesty or change the system.

dominic De Marco
M Dolores E de Ozamiz 
Leston

Jonathan de Rennes
Rebecca de Saintonge People felt empowered in the recent referndum because they knew their vote mattered. PR will encourage 

political engagement. That's important.

Tom de Simone
Andrew De Smet
Lieke de Swaan
Paul De Villiers The current undemocratic voting system favours and is protected by the two biggest parties and powerful 

individuals who benefit from it.

toby de vine
Karin de Vries With proportional representation my Green vote will matter. Now I have to vote Red or Yellow for tactical 

reasons.

Paul De'Ath
Andrew Deacon
Judi Deakin PR is the only way to make everyone's vote count so we become a fully inclusive political democracy.

Rik Deakin
John Dean
Judith Dean
June Dean
Michael Dean
Paul Dean I live in a safe Labour seat and, as a non-Labour voter, do not consider that my vote is worthwhile in General 

Elections. The Boundary Reform proposals would move me into a different constituency, but one which would 
also be a safe Labour seat. Successive governments have talked about voter engagement, but it is hard to feel 
engaged when my vote is worthless.

Rachael Dean
Roger Dean
stephen dean
Christopher Deans That one party can achieve a majority government with some 35% of the vote is not democracy.

Dannielle Deans
Eliza Dear I am pleased to say my father stood for Proportional Representation in the 1945 election. Since then I have 

learned how important it is to have it for a  fair voting system. Which here in the UK we still havn't got.

Julian Dearlove If you are taking fairness in our electoral system seriously then parliament must look at changing away from the 
FFP towards a PR system

Anna Dearman
Margaret Dearman
Kaleb Debbage
Alan Debenham The AV Referendum was, as everybody knew, only a half way house to proper PR and it was very much 

scuppered in the last few weeks - as was the EU Referendum - by the 'No' side putting out a big false 
propaganda leaflet to every household financed by big Conservative grandee donors, backed by TV advert, 
which harped on the falsehood of how AV could make the 'first' in each constituency with the most votes come 
last  ( in fact this was a lie and AV generally could only have material affect in those where first and second were 
relatively close  in percentage terms  ).   Apart from PR we need radical constitutional reform which also looks at 
introducing a written constitution, an elected head of state and second chamber, more regulated and controlled 
party funding and election expenses and parliamentary lobbying,  plus public financing of parties in relation to 
their proven electoral support.

Alan Debes PR means that every voter's vote counts - as it did in the referendum. Re-drawing constituency boundaries like 
this raises the suspicion that it is being done to ensure that theTory party will have a parliamentary majority for 
a long time. Coalitions make MPs think, instead of just following the government/ministerial  line.

patricia dee
Polly Dee Link Boundary changes to Electoral reform or we struggle forever under a corrupted 'democracy'

Derek Deedman
Lauren Deegan
alan deeley
ivor deering the boundaries have been fiddled to affect the results.



Peter Deffee I am one of the currently disenfranchised voters. The present system does not work & must be changed to give 
me a voice.

Angela Deghen
melvyn deighton
Ann Deighton I believe that fair representation has to be carried ourt in order that we have a democratic society to live in. In a 

fair society people's views are listened to and actioned. Please make this happen.

Annette Deighton-
Haywood

Susan dellet living in a democracy also includes voting fairly and equally which PR will deliver then we trully become fulky 
democratic

Paul Dembina We need a fairer system that more accurately reflects the will of public

Daniel Demmel
Howard Denby Clearly not all votes are equal when the party with the third largest vote of over 4Million votes only gained one 

MP.

Michael Deneys
Jill Denham
Neil Denham Its surely time to end the obvious injustice caused by FPtP. Too many people are left unrepresented and lose 

interest in an ineffecient electoral sysyem

Thomas Denhof The voting system in its current form is not a very democratic tool and needs urgent upgrading. There's more to 
a democracy than keeping the status quo for those in power and wealth!

Mary Denis
matt denison
Stuart Denison
Graham Denman
Paul Denner
Philip Denner
Christine Dennis I want my vote to count and it never does as I live in the safest of Tory constituencies. I always vote, but frankly I 

know that it's a waste of time.

ROBERT DENNIS
Michael Dennison
Robert Dennison It is an inadequate voting system that results in Parliaments where a party’s share of the seats bears little 

relationship to the number of votes received.

John Denny
George Dent
Ian Dent
Rosie Dent We need a representative voting system, then people will vote.

Patrick Dent
Sara Dentith It may seem complicated, but it's not and it gives a fairer voice to the electorate.

Brian Denton
Lindsay Denton First past the post is antiquated and unrepresentative -why does Britain cling to this outdated and istist format?

John Denton
Cllr Carla Denyer
Jan Deplae
Nigel Depledge For Britain to be a 21st-century democracy, we need an electoral system whereby every vote matters.

Judith Derbyshire The number of parties has increased, and to keep people engaged with politics we need a better way than 'First 
Past the Post' to represent people's views.

Judith Derbyshire The world is changing and the old electoral system of '1st past the post' does not suit our needs now.

Lynda Dermody
Ian Dermott Hope this works !

Collin Deurance We need the fairer and more democratic proportional representation voting system, not the FPTP current 
system.

Alice Devaney
Michael Deverell
Anne Devine Although we are lead to believe that we live in a democracy,  in actual fact we don't because we all have to vote 

in constituencies which can be rigged. The only way to true democracy is for proportional representation.

John Devine only the very rich have reason to fear Proportional Representation. Is that why you fear it ?



Sandra Devine I want PR to make everyones vote count fairly.

Nadia Devine
Pat Devine
Rebecca Devitt
Luc Devries
Hilary Dewar AV is not a form of PR,we still need to address this question!

William Dewar-Roberts
Alastair Dewberry
John Dewey Fiddling around with constituency boundaries does not make an unrepresentative system really any more 

democratic. Proportional representation is the only answer.

Gillian Dewey-Nager A fair vote for all, for each party

Neil Dewhurst A PR system will make each vote far more important and politics much more relevant.

Antonia Dewhurst Please give me and all eligible voters a vote that counts every time and ensures that the makeup of parliament 
represents, proportionately, the wishes of the British people.

barry dews
dh dh
Manni Dheensa
Phil Di Palma FPTP is unfair and undemocratic - we need to truly make each vote count equally.

Natalie Di Tullio
Peter Dicken with proportional representation, constituents  will have a better opportunity to see the value of their votes

Catherine Dickenson
irene dickenson i want my vote to matter,

Paul Dickerson Voters are not voting because their vote does not count in the current first past the post system. This we can see 
in the reduction of votes each general and local elections. In order for this trend to change and a more 
democratic and reflective decision by each voter then PR is the way we must develop forwards to be an even 
better democracy and fair country.

Andrew Dickie I'm tired of a system in which each vote is not of equal worth, and urgently look forward to the adoption of PR

Anthea Dickie I am a left-of centre voter living in a 'safe' Conservative constituency. I only bother to vote in order to help 
expose the unfairness inherent in FPTP.

David Dickie This is evidently a proposal to fix the Conservative v Labour challenge not the every vote counts vision.

Tom Dickins
Stephen Dickinson
C. Luke Dickinson
Keith Dickinson
Ian Dicks The amazing turnout of  the EU Referendum has shown that, where the public feel they can make a difference 

political involvement is there.  Under the current FPTP system the only effort applied by the two major political 
parties is to marginal seats. The rest of us are simply ignored. AV is just another form of FPTP.

Bruce Dickson PR to reverse the burgeoning populist hatred of all those who bend our system, then lie about it,

Harriet Dickson We need proportional representation in parliament to reinvigorate democracy and make all votes count.

Susanna Diegel The present system is a representation of what the main political parties want, and not a representation of the 
wish of the people. And political consistency is achieved through PR. A prime example is provided by the 
comparison of outcomes of the German (or Swiss) vs. British education systems.

Nic Digby-Rogers Obviously you want FPTP because your party can get complete power without much of the popular vote. 
Obviously this isn't representative of what the people want, PR is.

peter diggens
Paul Diggett
Michael Digney I have lost faith in the electoral system, it is blatently unfair and does not give the result which reflects the will 

of the people, which is what democracy is supposed to be about.

Mike Digwood
Athene Dilke
Alexi Dimond In my constituency Labour got 55% of the vote. My vote does not count, until we get PR, I may as well not 

bother!

Liz Dimond itis really important for democracy that every vote countsso please can you ensure this can happen. Liz

david dines to create a fairer voting system for all

John Dines
Hazel Dinleyici



Pamela Disley Every vote should count. That is true democracy!

Antony DiSotto
Grace Distill If we'd voted for AV, they'd now say 'but we changed it for you already'. They have effectively muted us.

Roger Distill
David Ditchfield
Rosamund DITCHFIELD present system does not give everyone a chance to vote exactly who they want

Margaret Dittmer
colin dixon
patricia Dixon It is vital that the new Government deal with matters fairly, honestly and sensibly and in the best interests of 

the residents of the United Kingdon

Jan Dixon
Maria Dixon Every vote made must be counted.  This could lead to more people engaging with the voting system too.

Max Dixon First Past The Post is a broken system that risks handing power to narrow obsessives. AV was not PR so we need 
a new Referendum.

Neil Dixon
Owen Dixon I've taken part in seven national elections, and my vote has never counted because my MP wins by a mile.

Susan Dixon
Timothy Dixon In the AV referendum the conservatives argued AV was confusing. PR is fair and easy to understand.

Andrew Doane
Su Dobney
Alan Dobson
Esme Dobson
Gillian Dobson Voting should be fairer so people will engage with politics like during the referendum

Peter Dobson
Stuart Dobson Alternative vote was a con, if you really care about representing the people of this country you need to 

introduce PR

Stuart Dobson
Nigel Dobson-Smyth The current system promotes regional division and invites corrupt manipulation of the electoral process as 

illustrated by the SNP landslide and maccivellian Tory gamesmanship in the last election, and

Anna Docile
Sandra Docker AV is not proportional. Please give PR an equal chance.

Christopher Dodd Fairer and more representative voting system. Eu ref and Labour leadership prove this will engage more people.

Chris Dodd
Kathryn Dodd As political allegiances are changing dramatically, PR is needed to reflect opinion so that voters believe their 

vote maters, whether or not they live in a marginal seat.

Lesley Dodd
Mal Dodd AV is not he best alternative to first past the post - others are superior to both

Si Dodd
Laura Dodd Wild
KENNETH Dodsworth
Sandra Doherty First past the post sems to make goverment too powerful and therefore they become corrupt -- Mrs May is using 

her position to force in a personal pet project ie grammer schools - not a policy the electorate.

Ann Doherty
Gavin Doig
Emma Dolan
Gerard Dolan
GORDON DOLAN Britain/UK is NOT a modern liberal Democracy; just like ancient Greece, only the powerful and privileged have 

the vote, guaranteed by FPTP.

Margaret Dolan
Rita Dolan
Kenneth Dolby
Barry Domegan
Stephen Dominy
Mike Dommett We didn't vote on PR, we had a stuff Nick Clegg vote. No attempt by Cameron to be honest

Michelle Domville



Alice Donald A modern constitution and a modern nation requires PR.

Robert Donald Every elector's vote should be as effective in terms of the number of MP's it creates

Alasdair Donaldson Proportional Representation is not to be confused with the Alternative Vote arrangement rejected by 
Parliament i 2011.

Ant Donaldson PR would lend greater credibility to our political processes, especially for the young and the politically 
disaffected, enhancing our democracy.

Jan Donaldson
Daniel Donegan Every vote should be equal and receive equal representation if we are to have true democracy in this country.

Mike Donelly
Elizabeth Donnelly
Martin Donnevert Having grown up in Germany where there's been PR for many decades, I find it hard to understand why this 

voting system is not universally adopted. The true will of the voters can only be represented in this way.

Joyce Donoghue Donoghue

Alex Doodle Because the present system and proposed system will not create equality of vote into seats. This is where 
change needs to happen.

Malcolm Doody
Tracey Dooley I want to live in an open, fair and equal society – so let's start with making the voting process FAIR for all with 

proportional representation.

Trish Dooley
Erin Dopp
jack doran The inadequacies of fptp are obvious. A new appraisal is necessary.

Paul Doran
Pat Doran It's a far more representative way of voting and electing people to make decisions on our behalf.

Janet Dore .

Peter Dore Far too many voters are effectively unrepresented in parliament - the present system is rigged in favour of a 
two-party state.

David Dorling Wales has proportional representation. Sadly the UK government is, in reality, not democratic because of its 
skewed electoral system.

Marc Dorman The current system disregards the votes of millions of people & is outdated and quite frankly a bit of a joke. A 
proper PR system is required, not like Alternative Vote!

Amanda Dormer
Michael Dorner
Peter Dornig I want EVERY vote to count as it did in the Brexit referendum!

Susan Dorrell The current voting system leaves so many people unrepresented.

Lee Dorrington
Kathleen Doubleday It's all a question of fairness and is as simple as that.

Chris Doughty With PR, your vote does count, unlike FPTP which leaves many people without a say.

Graham Doughty
Rob Doughty Governments should be representative of at least 50% of the eligible electorate.

Liz Douglas
susan douglas
Sue DouglasB Give each of our citizens a vote that counts. Civics needs to be taught with economics in schools too.

shonni Doulton
Paula Dove I want my vote to count. The AV referendum was not well understood and the system was a poor version of PR.

Gina Dowding
Barry Dowe Face the fact that we do not have a democratic voting system. Britain is supposed to lead the world, so why are 

we not like them in having proportional representation.

Ruth Dowley
John Dowling The current voting system delivers unrepresentative government which lacks a democratic mandate. It is unfair 

and effectively disenfranchises a large part of teh electorate. It need to change.

Brian Down
Jonathan Down The current system does not represent how the people voted.

Mark Downard
Kevin Downes
jim downey Without genuine PR there is in my view a significant risk  of rising social disorder by those whose voice is 

ignored by FPTP.



Andrew Downie 1.5 million votes = 53 SNP MPs ??? Hardly fair or proportionate

Malcolm Downie In 2015, 37% of votes cast elected a government with an absolute Commons majority (& therefore absolute 
control); 13 % gave UKIP one MP; 50% of the votes cast in Scotland gave the SNP all Scottish seats bar three. The 
"Winner Takes All" system is dangerous for democracy. Power corrupts less if shared. We need a constitutional 
convention to discuss these issues.

Thomas & Allison 
Downie

Georgina Downs
Roberta Downs My husband and I feel that proportional representation is a better system of voting and more representative of 

the voting public as it makes each vote count.

Derek Downton
Andrew Dowson The current system is flawed with many votes going to waste. The AV Referemdum was sabotarged by 

disinformation

Matt Dowson
Florence Doyle
Michael Doyle
Benjamin Doyon
David Drabble Wrongly Nick Clegg tried small change via AV. But it is not proportional. Only STV gives that and MP connection 

to constituency.

Joseph Drachenberg So that every VOTE counts ,to make us a truly Democratic COUNTRY, where each and everyone of us can make a 
difference

Joan Drage I want the H of C to represent the political views of the people. I want people to feel that it is worth voting. 
FPTP may be simple but is not democratic or fair.

Wendy Drage A much fairer system

Cyril Drake It simply does not represent the preferences of the individual voter

Coilla Drake
david drake Unfair representation,many people vote for the smaller parties and are not represented. Will lead to 

more/great unrest.

John Drake
Marjorie Drake As a voter for 50 years, my vote has never elected my chosen candidate, so I don't feel my voice has been heard

Jeremy Drake
Phil Drake Because the present system, in not genuinely representing the popular vote, is increasing popular 

disencahntment with politics- which is unhealthy for the survival of an effective democracy.

Robert Drane I am a Labour voter.  I live in a safe Tory constituency - why bother to vote?  My vote doesn't count!

Andrew Draper
Dan Draven
Mark Dredge
Nigel Drew People feel disenfranchised because political control is exercised on behalf of only a minority of the country. 

There is a danger of severe social instability without PR

Nigel Drew I hand a fair electoral system.  I want to see the power of the big parties destroyed

Mary Drew
Philip Drew I favour PR because then there are no wasted votes. The concept of wasted vote is a disgrace in a fair 

democracy.

Martin Drewry
Dave Dring
Andrew Drinkwater
Jess Drinkwater
Michael Drinkwater
Phil Driscoll
sylvain drouhot we need to move from archaic system !

Jane Drummond So l can be represented by someone I have actually voted for!

Mark Drummond
Robert Drury I want my vote to count to th is not democracy

Patrick Drury The Welsh and Scottish assemblies have a form of PR; why not England. A large proportion of legislation from 
Westminster applies to England only. It's not fair

David Dry



Dave du Feu Under the present system I have to vote tactically and cannot express my true preferences if I want my vote to 
count. This is very upsetting to me.

Beverley Du-Crow
Manek Dubash It is clear to me that our voting system fails to represent the vast majority of voters, because the view of all 

those not voting for the winner in a FPTP election are unrepresented. This is surely a poor way for a modern 
democracy to operate - and surely contributes to the political unrest we have experienced in recent years..

Geoff Dubber
Deirdre Ducker The Church of England used STV for elections on to General Synod that I experienced was very fair getting a 

good selections of candidates and opinions (churchmanship etc.)

Malcolm Duckworth Every vote should count

Andrea Dudding Every vote deserves to count, enhances democracy & representation & voter turnout

David Dudley
Sandra Dudley
Christopher Dudman
Christina Duermeier The current voting system is undemocratic and outdated and needs to be changed so that every voters vote 

counts.

Ray Duff The basis on which people choose to vote must be decided by  the people, NOT Party's nor politicians for their 
own convenience..

Tony Duffill
Simon Duffy I'd like a system where my vote counts for something; I live in a safe seat.

David Dugdale
Norman Dugdale proportional representation is the fairest government

Christopher Duggan Irrespective of party politics, it cannot be a true expression of or good for democracy for any party to be elected 
to office on a minority of the voting electorate.

Maria Duggan
Kate Dumbleton
Sue Dumpleton I would liike a voting system in which I don't have to vote tactically to keep someone out but where I can vote 

for the candidate who best represents my opinions and wishes.

Chris Dunabin
Gill Dunbar The first past the post system is obviously non democratic and contributes to disillusionment with voting.

Ian Duncan
JOHN DUNCAN the AV referendum was a con as AV is not proportional representation.

Malcolm Duncan make it fair deomcracy counts on it

Sandy Duncan
Megan Duncanson
Carol Dundas I want PR because the current system leaves large swathes of the population effectively unrepresented.

Colin Dunham
Chris Dunkley
Sylvia Dunkley Loads of people don't vote as they feel it won't make any difference to the outcome of an election

Andrew Dunlop
Alec Dunlop
Robert Dunlop
Douglas Dunn
Graham Dunn
Jeremy Dunn
alan dunn
Paul Dunn We need a fairer method of electing our representatives

Finbar Dunne The AV referendum gave a false choice. There are other better forms of PR to be looked at that can still offer 
stable government

Alison Dunning
Anthony Dunsdon
Samuel Dunstall I, as a tax paying citizen of this country, would like my vote to actually count for something.

Anji Durham Please make history by supporting a fairer voting system and ensuring more representative political 
representation. Our democracy needs it. Stop producing minority governments

Anthony Durkin 1st past the post means in effect that my vote is worthless. Bring in a more democratic system.

Martin Durman I want PR because unless voting is proportional it is not representative and is not truly democratic.



Carl Durose
Jack Durrant
Martin Durrell
David Duruty de Lloyd I feel we need PR, how can 4 million votes equate to 1MP?

TONY DUSTAN-SMITH
Andrew Dutch AV was sold as the final word on electoral reform, but was a sham. PR is the only fair way forward!

M Dutton
Barry Dwyer
Colin Dye
Jon Dye
Barry Dyer The Alternative Vote was not fit for the UK. We need true proportionality in our elections. The public *can* 

understand the concept if explained simply.

Ian Dyer
Rosalind Dyett We all want people to bother to vote.  If their vote doesn't count apathy sets in.

Barbara Dygnas
Gordon and Joyce Dykes First-Past-the-Post is so clearly unfair that it is time for a change.

Frankie Dysart
Will Dyson
Jack Eade Ours is supposed to be a representative democracy but can only truly be that if the country is proportionally 

represented.

Martin Eady The AV (Alternative Vote) proposal was not Proportional Representation and would not have changed the 
fundamentally undemocratic nature of the present system.

Monika Eady
Dilys Eagle
Ruth Eagle Living in a 'safe seat' I always feel my vote is useless - definitely time for that to change.

David Eagling
Stewart Eames
Darren Eardley
David Earl We have basically a two party system. One gets in, does very little, the other gets in & does very little. Whoever 

gets in only plans for five years. We need Governments who will plan for the future & take into account the 
views of ALL of the population not just their voters..

Sidney Earl
Gisele Earle Parties with widespread support across the UK gain proportionately many fewer seats that those with support 

concentrated in fewer areas. Not true democracy!

vic earle
Kenneth Earney The number of seats won mostly bear little or no relationship to the share of the votes achieved.

james earp The current system is an affront to democracy.

terry earthy
Judy Easdale The current voting system is not fair when you think of how many people in the UK voted for one party in the 

last election and ended up with 1 MP.

Chris East
Lynette East
Cliff Eastabrook Our current government were voted for by only 24% of the people. That is not democracy. PR please.

Joseph Easter FPTP is broken and archaic, millions of people have to resort to tactical voting.

David Eatock I think M.P.'s should  be required to resign their seat and an election held if they choose to switch to another 
Party.

Thomas Eaton
Christian Eaton
karl eaton
Lyndon Eaton
Jane Ebbett
Barry Eccles
David Eccles Parliament has seen many reforms throughout it,s history. If it is to truly represent the will of an increasingly 

large electorate then reform is once again required as has been demonstrated by recent EU referendum.

Mark Eccles We need a parliament that actually reflects how the British public voted; adjusting boundaries is not the 
answer.



Peter J Eccles
Tracey Eccles
Richard Ecclestone
josh eckert
Annie Eddington PR is simply the fairest way of TRULY representing the electorate.

Tom Eddington FPTP creates jobs for life and governments elected on low % of national vote. PR would ensure everybody's 
vote holds equal value.

Cherry Eddy
Malcolm Edge
Charlie Edgeworth
Garry Edmiston-Taylor FPTP is outdated and unfair. Disillusion with politics and cynicism towards politicians is damaging to democracy. 

Electoral reform is overdue.

Joyce Edmond-Smith The First Past the Post is not fit for purpose in a democracy . The AV referendum is not a reason to refuse a 
proper consultation on a proportional system AV is not a proportional system , the public were not adequately 
informed and there was no effective debate.

Kate Edmonds If Britain is to become a mature democracy, it must leave behind the "first past the post" system which 
disenfranchises the vast majority of the population. It's possible to keep the link to the representative with PR - 
let's make it work!

Ann Edmondson
Brian Edwards
Janet Edwards
Barry Edwards The UK needs a proper consideration, debate and vote on PR along the lines of New Zealand.

Carol Edwards
Chris Edwards
John Edwards The first past the post system is not properly democratic and never has been - time we had a better/fairer 

system

Daf Edwards We want representatives, not fixed executives!

Daniel Edwards
David Edwards
dominic edwards
Donna Edwards
Martin Edwards PR would be more equitable and more responsive. It would eliminate tactical voting. If the conservatives 

achieved  this change, they would be demonstrating true statesmanship in the National interest above party 
politics. Many voters would come back to the conservative party, myself included. It would also be an amazing 
legacy for a prime minister.

Andrew Edwards How can we call ourselves a true democracy, when we have a government elected by less than 25% of the actual 
electorate?

rory edwards
Gerald Edwards We live in a Democratic  Country, that means the majority rule, so carry out the  wishes of the British people.

Hugh Edwards
Janet Edwards The present system is unfair and undemocratic

Kerry Edwards
Michael Edwards partial PR works well in London Assemble and Europarl. WE MUST extend it to parliament if all votes are to 

count

Mary Edwards
mark edwards
Marion Edwards
Paul Edwards
Olive Edwards We need PR to make our system fair. More people would probably vote if we had PR.

Jeffrey Edwards If the PM wishes to see a fairer society, genuine PR is one way to achieve it.

Paul Edwards
Ruth Edwards
Richie Edwards AV is not PR !!

Richard Edwards The AV Referendum failed because it was a half-way house that please no one, not because of lack of desire for 
PR

Robin Edwards



Rosemary Edwards I want PR because I want the majority to choose who governs this country

Ross Edwards
Jo Edwards
Peter Edwards
Steven Edwards
Terence Edwards
Tom Edwards
Stuart Eels Democracy is not served in this country when a political party, two UKip and the Green Party  when over five 

million votes result in two MPs elected, yet the SNP return 56 and the Lib/dems return 8 on alot less votes.

Peter Effer
Dan Egelstaff
Carol Eggleton Politics is looking very bad at the moment, this will help..

Wendy Ekbery So many votes count for nothing in our current system.  The AV referendum was flawed & further debate is 
needed  please

Charles Ekin
Julian Eldridge One of the objectives of Vote Leave during the EU referendum was to reject the lack of democracy represented 

by EU institutions. However our own House of Commons lacks democratic credibility due to the shortcomings of 
First Past the Post. To all intents and purposes around 70% of the electorate are unrepresented by the 
meaningful presence a political party of their choice. We thus need a better, more representative electoral 
system. A proportional system. Please do what you can to bring this about.

Perry Elford
June Elks
Denis Ellacott Please consider reforming the voting system of  this country to became truly democratic by using a proportional 

representation type of voting system.

Patrick Ellen
DAVID ELLERY
Alison Elliott
Rob Elliott
Denise Elliott My vote has never mattered and I have lived in a number of constituencies. The current system is unfair and 

corrupt.

M Elliott So much hot air from politicians about the boundary changes and "fairness".  If you really want peoples' votes to 
count fairly then introduce PR.

Guy Elliott
John Elliott
Mike Elliott
Nicky Elliott PR will ensure that voters vote for who they want rather than against what they don't want.

Pam Elliott
Robert Elliott
T Elliott
Audrey Ellis
Kevin Ellis The current electoral system is simply incapable of giving the voters what they want.

Ian Ellis
Ayla Ellis
Howard Ellis
Daniel Ellis
mike ellis
ROLANT ELLIS The present system manifestly does not work.

Peter Ellis
John Ellis The populace are obviously disillusioned with politics and a large part of that can be put down to the current 

electoral system.

Brian Ellison Lets be fair and make our votes count

Gweneth Ellison This country needs a fair voting system not more gerrimandering.

Jennie Ellison
Kay Elliston
Michael Ellul
Cheryl Ellwood



Stephen Elms
Ian Elphick The system doesn't reflect the overall will of the people.  How can it be considered democratic when the 

Government reflects only around 25 of the votes cast?

alex elphinstone We wish to have PR for a true parliament, the status quo was never represtative

Richard Else Only a PR system will democratically represent the views and preferences of the British electorate.

Imke Elstner
Julie Elsworth
Mark Eltringham I believe that FPTP is no longer a fit syste in a multi party democracy. we no longer live in a 2 party system

Deolinda Eltringham It is a sick joke that the UK government MPs, refer to the Commons as the Mother of all Parliments, when it is so 
undemocratic and unrepresentative of the UK population

stuart elvins
June Emerson Now that the British public have fully realised what can be achieved by voting for what you believe in, it is only 

fair that their votes should continue to give a true representation of their wishes. First Past the Post is no longer 
good enough.

Juliette Emery
Stephen Emlyn-Jones As the AV Referendum was not for a proportional system there is no reason to have a further decision.After all 

we have been asked to reconsider our membership of the EU again

Andy Emm
elizabeth emm Smaller parties can recieve 2-3 million votes country wide yet only get 1-2 MPs, this in no way represents the 

proportionate wishes of those people, they are disenfranchised.

Sally Emmerson
Tracy Emmerson We cannot have truly democratic elections unless every single vote counts. The only way to do this is PR.

Gwen Emmerton
christopher emmins
Mike Emms PR will encourage more people to vote because every vote will count.

John Emuss
David England
John England
Matthew England Please, restore our faith in democracy!

Bill English I think that the current "first past the post" (FPTP) system allows power to end up with one party.  I think that a 
proportional system would give small minority parties and independent candidates a better chance of getting 
into parliament, which would mean that more people's voices would be heard and peoples votes would not be 
wasted as under the current system.

Dory English
Ray English
Harold Ennis Most people want PR and most people vote in elections, please listen to the electorate.

Margaret Entwistle
Rachel Entwistle our system is outdated, it is not a 2 party system anymore, let's make every vote count so all our voices are 

heard!

ryan errington
John Erskine
Michael Erskine
Paul escott
Bryn Escott-Allen
ESMAIL ESMAIL Proportional represantation is the only way forward.

Paul Espley PR will strengthen democracy in the UK and sustain the rule of law.

D Essame When I was at school in the 1950s, I realised (without being told) that our so called democracy was really a sham. 
Now is the time to redress the balance, and make our country truly democratic.

Daniel Estermann
Carol Etheridge
Adam Evans
Alison Evans
Andrew Evans
Brian Evans PR is the only way everybody can feel represented by an MP elected in their constituency who shares their 

views.



Carol Evans It is just not democratic that policies are decided by representatives (MPs) that do not represent anything like 
the majority of people

Christine Evans The young have disengaged and will continue to do so unless the system changes.  Is this the future we want for 
our country - government becoming more remote from the people it serves?

Craig Evans
Dean Evans
David Evans
Davina Evans
Emlyn Evans
Ev Evans Representative democracy  otherwise it's not democracy

lucy evans
kelvin evans
graham evans Please give us PR and make democracy fair.

Hilary Evans Moving boundaries to benefit Tory MPs only adds to the lack of democratic voting.

John Evans
Lloyd Evans
Lucy Evans
margaret evans I want minority views to be heard and fully considered and not to be repressed

Martyn Evans Government that represents the majority of citizens.  FPTP delivers minority governments.

Matthew Evans
Paul Evans
Paul Evans
Paul Evans
Rhys Evans
Ruth Evans
Sally Evans All we are asking for is fairness and transparency not world domination. It felt so amazing in the referendum 

when my vote actually counted for once.

Sarah Evans Our current system is completely unfit for purpose. I do not feel  represented. We need to find a better way.

Sarah Evans
Dean Evans
Andrew Evans
Steve Evans
Peter Evans
Tim Evans
Tim Evans Because PR ensures the votes of the population are completely reflected in parliament, and ensures parties 

have to campaign for every vote- no safe seats and consequently ignored constituencies.

John Evans It is so, so wrong to say that the AV vote proved we do not want Proportional Representation.  PLease tryt again.

Yara Evans Proportional Representation is a truly democratic system that ensures that voices and vote matter. Much more 
democratic than the current fiest-past-the-post.

Jonathan Evans-Jones
Vanessa Eve We need PR to give EVERYONE in this country a voice

Gordon Eve-Tatham The country needs an electoral system where we can vote as we want and know that our vote will count.  Only a 
PR based system can do this.  Something like the German system would suit the UK.

Adam Eveleigh The current system simply does not represent people as well as it should

Sue Eveleigh
Ben Evens Why do I have to keep seeing the minority party i vote for being so under-represented?

Colin Evered We badly need to restore commonsense into as many areas as possiblle! this is an important area, make each 
vote count

John Everett
Pam Everett
Brian Everett simply moving the boundaries will no achieve much. i would prefer the number of votes be represened by 

seats.

Richard Everett
Emlyn Everitt



Paul Everitt A PR based form of parliament will be more democratic than the distorting percentage required in FPTP. Britain 
is changing and our democratic needs to keep up.

Sarah Evers
Edward Evershed No democracy for me! I live in a safe conservative constituency, and my vote (however I vote) has absolutely no 

influence on the result.

Michael Evis
John. Stanley Ewards PR is a fairer means of voting and will give a more preportional form of government as the first past the post 

system is outdated in the twenty first centuary.

Chris Ewer A modern voting system is only truly democratic when every vote counts. Our current "first past the post " 
system is  not fair, and many people do not vote because they feel that their vote will be wasted. PR is the 
fairest system and the people of this country deserve to have it.

D Ewing The last general election proved that a large percentage of the population has ended up with no 
representation!

Ann Ewles
Dennis Exley
Richard Exton
Daniel Eyre
Nicola Eyre
Richard Eyre
Ann Ezzamel
Edward Fagan
Sue Fagg Where I live the bounday has changed 3 times but my vote never counts as it is so dominently conservative - 

should I just disconnect from voting for MPs and in fact also local councillors after voting for over 4 decades?

Charles Fairbank
Paul Fairclough It is time the makeup of parliament better reflected  the makeup of votes cast

Tom Fairey I believe true PR is necessary to enable the election of the fully representative governments we will need if we 
are to retain our position as a leading economy in the 21st century.

Alison Fairgrieve PR is the nearest we shall ever get to democracy. First past the post in any configuration will never be fair. 
Coalitions are inevitable, obliging all to work in harmony.

Heather Fairgrieve Proportional Representation is the right way to go if we are to remain a Democracy.

John Fairhurst PR, will give a for more balanced view foe all parties.

Matt Fairnie-Verran
Adam Fairris A democratic mandate should not be won when a majority votes against you

Susan Fairweather I am one of 1.1 million Green Party voters who have, effectively, no representation. My voice is not heard.

Francesca Falcini
John Faldo
Dorothy Fall A fair system is long overdue.

Joe Fallowell It is vital that the UK adopt a more democratic electoral system now - what we have does not work.

Peter Family Brewster This is the only fair and honourable thing to do :)

John Faraday For a long time I have been convinced that many opinions are ignored by the present system. I fully support this 
letter..

Jean Fardoe
Colin Farley We need an inclusive political system to enable us to achieve a fair society in which in which people can trust 

that their voice can be heard through the ballot box.

Caitlin Farley
Craig Farlow
Dave Farmer
Hilary Farmer AVR was not a fair system any more than the current system is. We need PR in order to say we have a true 

democracy

Michael Peter Farmer
Roger Farndon
Derek Farnfield
Margaret Farnon I want PR because I am 78 and have voted all my life but my vote HAS NEVER COUNTED so I don't know why I 

bother. This may be a reason so many people don't vote.

Nathan Farnsworth Voting for "the lesser of two evils" does not give a government representable to people's views.

Paul Farquhar



Neil Farquharson
Naomi Farr
Colin Farrell
derek farrell
FRANCIS FARRELL The ontentts of the letter are spot on and I totally agree.

Gideon Farrell The current system does not produce a representative government and incentivises "tactical voting" rather than 
voting on principles and policies.

Pat Farrington
Carol Farrow We have to make the voting system in the UK more representational of public opinion. That's got to mean PR. 

Reducing the number of MPs in the lower house whilst stuffing more Lords into the upper house is plain crazy as 
well as disproportionately disadvantageous to Labour.

Dan Farrow The current system has outlived its usefulness and no longer reflects voters wishes

John Farrow
Alison Farrow Fairness demands a system where every vote counts.

C Faulkner
David Faulkner
Jennifer Faulkner In constituencies with a large majority, many people feel it is not worth their while to vote - PR would mean 

that every vote counts

roy faulkner
Caroline Fawcett I boted to remain in the EU, as did the Green Party, with whom I'm a member.  With Brexit in mind, O believe a 

large proportion of the voting population were making a statement on there views of not being heard in terms 
of their opinions on how the country is run.  I believe that by adopting the PR system of party member election 
a wider percentage of the population will feel their political interests are being met.M

Andrew Fawcett A fraction of the electorate in marginals decide the election result. This cannot be democratic!

Bec Fawcett-Howitt gerrymandering is illegal so why are you insisting on this unfair and unjust operation?

Neil Fawson
Geraldine Fay
Martin Fay
Melvyn Fearn
Lynne Fearnley We cannot call ourselves a democracy without proportional representation.

Matthew Featherstone
Rachel Featherstone
Javi Fedrick
Joe Feely FPTP does not achieve reprasentitiveness, therefore it needs to be replaced by something that would do better.

Angela Feeney
Alan Feeney
A Feetham
Hugh Feldon We are leaving the EU because of a referedum where every vote counted and your Government is enthusiastic 

about implementing 'the voice of democracy'. We want every vote to count in every election. The propsed 
changes to constituencies are being sold as 'further democracy' when it is more ajkin to 'gerrymandering'

Andrew Fell
John Fellows
Alan Fellows
Zoey Fendt
Angela Fenn I really want my vote to count, wherever I reside. Everyone's vote is important.

Jeremy Fenn
Nick Fenn
Brian Fenton For a more democratic and fair society, we need PR now!

Peter Fenton
Sam Fenton-Elstone We need a democracy where every vote matters, where everyone has a say.

Natalie Fenwick
Sophie Fenwick-Paul In all constituencies there is no point voting for a huge proportion of the electorate, because their vote would 

never count. Some vote anyway, yet this disenfranchisement understandably forms a large part of voter 
disinterest in elections, as well as distorted and 'protest' voting patterns. Their votes don't matter, and it's a 
postcode lottery if they do. The EU Referendum, despite the confusion, complexity and poor information, 
strongly demonstrated the keenness of people to vote when they found their vote to be equal to anyone else's.



Stephen Fenwick-Paul
Gordon Ferguson
Ian Ferguson
Jacqui Ferguson
Matt Ferguson
Paul Ferguson
Adam Fermor
karin fernald
Paula Fernley We are supposed to be be a world leading democracy. Let's make it one.

andrew ferris
Sean Ferris If we want a full representation of the voice of the British people we need PR. Av is a watered down 

compromise. Lets evolve not stagnate.

Mike Ferro Things have got worse since the AV referendum: 3,800,000 votes = 1 UKIP MP; 25,000 votes = 1 Conservative MP 
in 2015

Rodney K. Ffoulkes
Shea Fiddes AV was a dog's breakfast that no one understood and fewer wanted. The EU Referendum seems to point to 

people becoming engaged when their votes count

Marilyn Fidler
Dave Field Please keep it as is. Regards Dave Field

Peter Fielder
Mik Fielding
miles fielding It is essential now to change our voting system to pr. When so many people are voting in a general election and 

not getting any representation  it is totally undemocratic. The brexit vote showed that so many people in the 
country feel disenfranchised because of the voting system and were rebelling. Now is the time for change .

ERNIE FIGGINS
Stephanie File
christopher fillmore
Nicky Fillmore
Elizabeth Filmer
DICK FINCH
Paul Finch
Ron Finch
Ian Finch-James
Margaret Fincham
David Fine The current system delivers an elected oligarchy, not a representative democracy. Only PR can deliver stable 

democratic government.

Andrew Finlay
R. Finlay
Rhonda Finlayson
Katrina Finn
Rebecca Finnegan This is incredibly important to make voting fair and representative. FPTP just doesn't work.

Gemma Finney
Lee Finnigan
Monica Finnigan
Malcolm Finnis To make our country's elections truly democratic

Paolo Fiora
Tracy Firby-Fisk One person. one vote is the only way to a true democracy.

Edith Firth Our system must reflect the views of voters other than conservative and labour in minority government. PR is 
essential.

Christopher Firth The current system is not democratic and effectively disenfranchises a great proportion of the population.

Zena Firth We desperately need full PR so as all voters feel that they are represented in parliament.

Tracy Firth
Andrew Fisher We need PR to modernise our democracy!  Making very vote count will encourage more to vote, especially our 

young voters.



Bryan Fisher Theresa May made an impassioned speech on becoming PM, stating she was looking after the disadvantaged. 
We voters are also the disadvantaged because often the majority in an election we are disenfranchised. Please 
work to make the UK fairer and better by promoting PR.

Claire Fisher
Jim Fisher We need a system that suits the people, not the biggest parties. STV is the way!

Janis Fisher
Jennifer Fisher
joanne fisher
Karl Fisher We aren't represented properly with the current first past the post voting system

Andrew Fisher
Peter Fisher
Ruth Fisher
Patricia Fisher When any Govetnment can get in on 37% of the vote then this need to change that and the fact that UKIP only 

got 1 seat at the last election. The current system is not democratic.

Edward Fishlock We need PR, so that more people feel it is worthwhile to get involved in our democracy.

Brian Keith Fiske My vote is always wasted because there is a large Labour majority

Helen Fitch
Charlotte Fitz-Harris
Christine Mary Fitze Because it's fair to the voters.

Janet Fitzgerald Optional preferential voting would be a simple and fair system to introduce.

Hugh Fitzpatrick Because it is more Democratic.

Julie Fitzpatrick
Kirsty Fitzpatrick
Paul Fitzpatrick The current voting system is both broken and archaic. Electoral boundy changes are open to party political 

influences that can be seen, rightly or wrongly, as nothing more than gerrymandering. We need a modern 
political system if fairness and transparency are to flouish.

Dominic Fitzsimmons
Patrick FitzSymons
Mark Flack FPTP does not give a fair democratic representation of the wishes of the people

peter flack the current system does not represent the voting desires of the those elligible to vote.

Susan Flack For people to be engaged in politics, they need to know their vote counts.

Gerald Flanagan This would make the voting system fairer and more democratic

Kevin Flanagan Since the AV referendum, we have had an election where two parties obtained 5 million votes but only 2 seats. 
Those 5 million probably feel another chance to fix the voting system is very much called for.

Patrick Flanagan
Suzanne Flanegan
Alan Fleming
Jennifer Fleming
Matthew Fleming
Philippa Fleming
Reece Fleming PR is the only way a government can have a true mandate.

Elizabeth Fletcher
cath fletcher
Clive Fletcher
Sarah Fletcher Reforming the voting system is fundamental to democracy and creating an inclusive society, the current system 

is broken but fixable

Alan Fletcher
Fred Fletcher the present system does not relect the views of the electorate

Irene Fletcher
Karen Fletcher
Kim Fletcher
MR FLETCHER
Sarah Fletcher
Richard Fletcher Voters have no confidence in politics, mainly due to our broken electoral system. We urgently need to restore 

democracy and make every vote count



Michael Fletcher
Tom. Fletcher Politicians and others bleat about democracy but we do not have it.  It must be some form of poportional 

representation.

Trevor Fletcher
Dan Flewitt
Patricia Flick Proportional Representation is fairer, the current system is not.

Steven Fligelstone
Polly Ann Flinders
Alan Flint
Michael Flint
Helen Flintoff
Wayne Flintoff
Jenifer Flintoft At the moment elections hang on a small number of swing voters in a small number of marginal seats.

Adam Floater
Bob Flood The current system leaves me living in a town but represented by a rural MP

Josephine flood
Jaki Florek This is an opportunity to go down in history enabling true democracy by making each vote count: proportional 

representation.

Mike Florin
Jack Florish
christopher flossman Give everyone a voice in our democracy, #TakeBackControl

Liz Flower So that everyone's vote actually COUNTS.

Phil Flowers
Matthew Floyd
A Flumeri
Joshua Flynn
Joe Flynn
margaret flynn pr would ensure true democrasy. the party with the most votes would rule the country.

michael flynn
Chris Foley
Eileen Foley My vote should count

David Foley
Martin Foley A government in power with only 24.4% of the electorate is not democracy. Over 3/4 of the electorate did not 

want this Government.

Paul Foley Make all votes count

Alan Folly I want my vote to count

Jon Foote
Andrew Forbes
Bernard Forbes
Rachel Forbes
Linda Forbes Locally I am a minority voter although across the UK my party preference is well represented. The system denys 

me a voice.

Robert Forbes Parliament does not reflect the voting in the country.   It is possible to have a voting system that does this and 
until this happens , there will be many people whose vote is irrelevant

Mike Forbes
Robert Forbs I want to see a democracy where no matter where you live your vote matters, the FPTP system doesn't deliver 

this.

Amanda Ford
andy ford
ann ford We need a fairer voting system asap!

James Ford Abolish the current voting system, and replace with Proportional Representation, a true democracy.

Lee Ford
Mike Ford
carrie ford



RUTH FORD PR will mean people are more fairly represented. The present system does not represent all the voters properly 
and is undemocratic.

Shirley Ford We need a fair voting system that will allow everyone's vote to count in every election. This is vital to address 
the widespread disengagement and anger with politics that resulted in the Brexit vote. People do vote when 
they know their vote actually matters. But the resentment that I hear so often here in the North East of England 
has clearly led to a situation that is dangerous for everyone. We cannot go on with one party councils like the 
one where I live, with no opposition - in this case Labour, but it is bad whichever party it is. It is bad for 
democracy and the whole society!

Charloltte Ford
Pamela Forde To promote democracy and social cohesion, every vote must count

Claire Foreman
Laura Forrest I'm from a "safe" constituency - my vote has never meant a thing!

Oliver Forrest Like countless others, I want to know that my vote means something at an election.

Robert Forrester
Judith Forrow A really fair system would be Proportional representation............and p[eople would vote, look at the 

referendum Doit

Carol Forsberg The present system is not fair representative of the actual votes cast.

John Forse
Alexandra Forshaw Living in a "safe" seat, it is pointless for me to vote because I can't affect the result.

Peter Forster
John Forster AV referendum was sabotaged by simplistic misrepresentations in tabloid press.  Please rise above that with 

clear principled stand.

Nancy Forster
Alex Forsyth
Rob Forth
David Foskett If we consider the UK a democracy we should introduce PR immediately.

Andrew Foster
Derrick Foster
Bryan Foster
Steven Foster
Frank Foster The current FPTP system must be changed

Nick Foster The AV vote was rejected because it was not genuine electoral reform. We need to seriously consider PR.

Julie Foster I'm concerned that people are becoming disengaged and cynical about politics which is because of the 
manifestly unrepresentative FPTP system.

Margaret Foster The present government does not represent a majority of the voting population and this needs to change.

Michael Foster
STACEY FOSTER
Peter Foster The UK has changed.  There are now several significant but under represented political parties whilst Labour, 

the 'official' opposition, is too busy with its own internal strife to effectively contribute to the political debate.  
We need proportional representation to prevent the UK turning into the sort of one party state that we 
condemn elsewhere.

Sue Foster I believe that PR is more democtatic than first past the post which was demostrated by the free vote in the 
referendum.  In addition I believe there should be more free votes rather than 'whip' voting.

Syd Foster
Simon Foster AMS for the Commons and STV for the Lords would be far more democratic than the current Boundary 

Commission proposals.

Geoff Foster  B.Sc.
Susan Foster-Collins
Tracey Fothergill
Lynn Fotheringham
John Fouhy I believe if the in/out referendum taught us anything it's when all votes count people vote

Steve Foulger For proper pluralist politics we need proportional representation, this is the only way to really make every vote 
count and help redress the democratic deficit

Charles David Foulstone
Charles David Foulstone
Margaret Fowkes please may we have proportional representation before the next century

Luke Fowler FPTP simply does not fairly reflect the votes of the electorate. It needs to change!



Teresa Fowler Our current first-past-the-post system efectively disenfranchises people who, like me, happen to live in a 'safe' 
seat for one of the parties. It also results in a parliament that does not proportionately reflect the diverse views 
of the electorate. Consequently, many people see no point in voting, if they live in a constituency where one 
party traditionally has a large majority. To me, this seems a very poor form of democracy.

Charles D Fowles-Towler Britain had a better grip on Democracy between the wars; Devolution to the regions and PR is the answer.

Anna Fox I feel I have no voice under the current system: it's frustrating, demotivating and undemocratic.  Please bring 
the UK into the modern world!

Adam Fox
susan fox So all parties are represented fairly. The 2011 AV referendum was set up to fail.

David Fox June 23 gave the majority what they believed in.It is now the time to allow the same majority the opportunity 
to elect a government to govern for all not just  the 32% minority that elected the last prime minister who has 
just vacated politics for good. A large proportion of UK citizens voted to remain and must now wait to see what 
the unelected prime minister has to offer,following a longer than expected and continuing  period of austerity.
Moving boundaries is not a democratic answer, it only enhances the corruption that is driving through our once 
great country and must be brought to an abrupt halt.Proportional representation is the one  step we must take 
to start the change this country needs.

Derek Fox Because FPTP makes voting a total waste of times for someone not voting for the dominant party in a safe seat. 
Ten percent of the votes should give you ten percent of the seats.

Elizabeth Fox
George Fox
V Kim Fox I know many people who voted against  AV who would have voted in favour of proper PR.

John Fox PR makes every vote count

Keith Fox No-one can justify a majority government with 24% of the electorate. No fancy systems, simple PR please.

Mary Fox As an older voter I have grown increasingly disillusioned with the first past the post system and being 
consistently governed by a numerically unrepresentative  government. My vote counts for nothing and I am 
seriously considering withdrawing from the whole election process as I feel my vote is meaningless. The onus is 
on this government to begin the process of engaging with young people many of whom feel alienated by the 
present system. It is incumbant on this government to heed the words of this petition particularily as it was 
initiated by a very thoughtful young person trying to make a difference within the system. To ignore this 
petition is to continue to provoke cynicism  amongst the young of the political classes and political elites. PR can 
enhance grown up government and maybe bring an end to all the barracking  that is so tedious and off putting.

Morgan Fox For an elected democracy to work it has to evolve and it has to reflect the real wishes of voters.

Eva Fox-Gál It is vital that we have a more representative form of democracy for UK elections, such as the single transferable 
vote.

David Fox-Meakin
William Foxon
Fred Foxon Living in a safe seat of a party I do not support, my democratic wishes are better represented at the supermarket 

checkout than at the ballot box.

Samuel Fradd Living in an ultra-safe Tory seat means voting against him is worthless. So why vote and engage?

Rose Frain
Joseph Frame
Marilyn Framrose I am over 70 and my vote had NEVER counted towards electing an MP. Is this fair?

Rosina France
Matthew France
Stephen France
Tim Frances
Sarah Francis
Huw Francis The Electoral Reform Society document says it all: https://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/file/1767/download?

token=cY4ruQ3t. Votes need to elect an MP: Tories 34244, Labour 40290, Lib Dem 301986; UKIP 3881129 - how is 
that fair or showing all votes are equal?

John Francis
Cathryn Francis This is not just for those of us who are dissolusioned with our parliament now but for the generations to come. 

Let's make our Great Britian a really Great Democracy with one man one vote

A Francis
Rob Francis
Elaine Francis-Truett
Matt Francomb
Maurice Frank



Nicholas Franklin
John Franklin
Marie Franklin
Rob Franklin
Steve Franklin
Carol Franks The open letter covers all the important points which I would make.

Wendy Franks
Andrea Franks because for too many people now,and everyone in a 'safe seat', their votes don't count. Other parties (eg 

Greens) must be better represented.

Ian Franzen
Janice Frape We will never have a true democracy without proportional representation.  I never vote for the major parties so 

my vote is wasted every time and my view is not represented.

Sheena Fraser Scotland never gets what they vote for

Sheena Fraser
Alexander Fraser
Carol Fraser The current system is archaic and needs modernising to reflect the country today

Donald Fraser
Hilary Fraser I have lived in this area for 20 years, and my views have never been represented in Parliament.

Ian Fraser
Ian Fraser
James Fraser The current FPTP system is broken and out of date. It is crucial that the democratic process is inclusive as 

possible. Please look again at Roy Jenkins thorough review from the late nineties and put a proper choice to the 
British people to decide.

Michael Fraser Not supported by widely reported independent analysis of FPTP's unsuitability in a multi party system.

Dr Ron Fraser
Pauline Fraser It is the only fair way to allow all views in a real democracy

Maggie Freake
Dave Frearson We are living in a fraudulent Democracy.  A ruling class has been created that is completely out of touch with 

the people they represent.  Convert the House of Lords into a purely proportional Representative system and 
give us the power to choose directly who the Prime Minister is.

Daniel Freear
Christine Freeborn
Bethan Freedman
Alan Freeland
Jane Freeland More urgent now than ever, with key parties divided on central issues, but forced to create 'big tents' by FPTP.

Matt Freeland
Alan Freeman The total power of Government with only 37% of votes placed is undemocratic. Every vote must count.

Adam Freeman Re-invigorate parliamentary democracy more ethan ever before by introducing PR. Make politics more 
interesting, make it more representative.

Colin Freeman
Edward Freeman There is little confidence in the institutions of democracy headed by Westminster as the Parliament itself is so 

notoriously undemocratic. This much change.

Gilly Freeman
Karen Freeman To take into account how people actually vote and end first past the post system

Glynis Freeman
Bill Freeman When 4 million votes in a general election only results in 1 seat in Parliament there is something drastically 

wrong with our system.It is most certainly undemocratic. If the aim is to make things more democratic this alone 
is the reason to create a proportional representation system. First past the post is totally undemocratic!

Reg Freeman I strongly believe that 2 party politics is history.  The time for introducing PR is now so that all are represented in 
government.

Rouben Freeman
Vince Freeman Ensure that a wider range of views are given a voice.

Graham Freestone A much more democratic way of voting would be: the Mixed member proportional system as used in New 
Zealand

Graham French Think what is fair for people and not for politics.

Martin French



Ruth French PR is the ONLY way to ensure that each vote has equal weight. Our current government achieved well under 
50% of the vote but has an absolute majority.

Robert French
Linda Freston
Jon Freyne voters have a wide range of views these are best represented by a PR system.

alex friend There is something wrong with an electoral system that deprives a very large number of the electorate minimal 
influence on the democratic process.  How is that it takes 4 million votes and 1 million votes respectively to 
elect one UKIP and one Green MP but only approximately 20,000 votes to elect one Conservative or Labour MP.  
Voters who find themselves in marginal seats have a huge influence compared with UKIP or Green voters.This 
setup isarbitrary and unfair. It's time for PR.

John Friend
John Friend
Kathleen Friend
Katy Friese-Greene
Andree Frieze
Kicki Frisch
Mark Frith
Mark Frith
Richard Frith-Macdonald
Lynn Frodsham
Ann Frost The present system is unfair. Although I have no sympathy for anyone voting for UKip the votes they had in the 

last election should have given them more than one MP.

Claire Frost The way the votes are shared out is nonsensical.

Jennifer Frost
Peter Frost In South Suffolk you could put a poodle for election as a Conservative and it would get elected. The last election 

showed  that. Roses are it is the same for Labour. My vote is irrelevant. Parliament fails to represent the people.

john frow The present voting system favours the politicians and not the voters.What has happend to the will of the 
people?.

Catherine Fry
Nick Fry I would like to live in a" PROPER DEMOCRACY" not one that says it is,, when it's not,,,,,,,,,

Roger Fryatt The misinformation peddled at the PR referendum was matched only by that during the EU referendum. We 
need a properly informed debate.

Keith Fryer
Ahmet Fuat PR is the only fair system just look at NZ

Richard Fudge Voting must represent equality of choice not just first past the post.

Myles Fullen Britain, home of the mother of parliaments, lags behind much of the democratically advanced world for no good 
reason. We need to change this.

Eric Fuller Brexit was about taking back control from unelected EU officials. The House of Lords needs PR. Do you agree?

Claire Fuller
Holly Fuller
Janet Fuller
Karl Fuller
Peter Fuller It is a matter of fairness and justice - aspects of what it means to be British.

Prue Fuller
Sue Fuller
Sebastian Funk We really need to introduce PR and move beyond the flawed AV referendum. This country desparately needs a 

modern system of representative democracy for people to identify with politics again.

Matthew Furey-King Vote against AV was a vote against AV, not reform. The  no campaign and David Cameron himself said many 
times that voting against AV was the way to vote in favour of better systems like PR, and was not a vote against 
reform.

Ian Furey-King
Kevin Furlong
Ed Furst Under the current system, too many people are refusing to vote.

Carolyn Fussell
Stuart Fyfe Institutional gerrymandering, Hah!



Jon Fyne FPTP is no longer fit for puropse - to become a modern, fully functioning democracy, the UK must reform its 
electoeal system

Harriet G
m g
Peter G All votes should count . Only then will the whole country pull together.  And we need this.

Eddie Ga
Hannah Gael We need voting to be fair and promotional to be relevant in today's world

Judith Gaffney
Christopher Gage
Christine Gaine We need PR to ensure people feel their vote counts and their views are represented in parliament.

Olivia Gainham
Paul Galbraith
Alan Gale All votes should count equally, but in the current system they don't, that's wrong.

Christine Gale
Denis Gale
Len Gale This is good for genuine democracy

Mike Gale This is the most important issue today, i would accept a Tory win if it was fair and just.

Peter Gale Respect for parliamentarians has diminished. Increasing numbers of people feel excluded and disenfranchised. 
Participation is the key to restoring credibility.

Charles L. Gallagher Like the UK, FPP voting system is a dead and grossly unfair duck

David Gallagher A vote against AV in the referendum cannot be assumed to be a vote against PR - I voted against AV because it is 
NOT a proportional system!

Lesley Gallagher
Margaret Gallagher Our present FPTP system is grossly unfair and excludes millions of citizens from parliamentary representation.

Penny Gallagher The Referendum was great becuse every vote counted, in elections most are wasted votes in safe seats so less 
people bother to vote.

Philip Gallagher Fair representation

Tony Gallagher Proportional representation will mean less wasted votes and a government which reflects the will of the 
people.

Roger Galley
L Galliano McInerney We need proportionate representation now.

Sharon Galliford
Simon Gallimore Fairer voting system that reflects the wishes of the people are essential to keep our democracy healthy.

Maggie Gallimore
Duncan Gallon
Daniel Galloway
Jim Galloway AV is not a PR system and I declined to vote

Robert Galloway
Robin Galloway Please consider this open letter unlike my MP Mark Garnier, who gave a very condescending answer which was 

totally unacceptable.

Sinéad Galvin
teresa gamblin I want my vote to count in a general election,not to just be outnumbered by my local population..

Rachel Gaminiratne
Martyn Gammage
christopher gammon Governments keep talking about a fair society. We can't have a fair society with an out-dated unfair electoral 

system. Proportional representation is vital to the life of Britain.

Sheila Gammon
Vic Gammon In many places I have lived I have felt my vote did not matter. It is not democratic that a few marginal seats 

decide the outcome of elections.

Hella Gamper
Peter Gander
Sarah Gann
Chris Gannon
Jim Gannon I agree emphatically with this letter calling for PR.

Mark Gant



William Garbet Make democracy fair

Peter Garbutt 2015 GE showed we need PR. The Referendum showed people vote when they know their vote counts.

Andrew Garcarz
Daniel Gardener
Terry Gardener It is a fairer way of voting ...

David Gardiner
D Gardiner
Gillian Gardiner
Tim Gardiner
angela gardner Every vote needs to count in a democracy. No cWe want true and honest debate and policy.. Then e will vote on 

what is best for the BRITISH PEOPLE not Corporations!hanging borders for advantage.

Brigid Gardner Don't just talk the talk, please make the effort needed to give us a real democracy.

Chiara Gardner
David Gardner The current system is undemocratic and does not fairly reflect the views and wishes of the electorate.  I am sick 

and tired of Governments and politicians getting into power with no clear mandate to govern and with the false 
idea that their policies and manifesto pledges have the support of the electorate. They do not!  Listen to us and 
make the changes now before all credibility in our political system is lost.

John Gardner Our present first past the post system does not fairly represent the views of the voting public

Martin Gardner
Philip Gardner
Barbara Garfi
Raymond Garfoot I was one of the million people in 2015 who were represented by only 1 Green MP.  You are alienating me from 

the political process.  You don't know where this will lead us., and I speak as a Methodist minister.

Anthony Garlick
Kathleen Garlingtonun
Craig Garner
Laurence Garner I don't believe the present system meets the varied interests and concerns of our electorate

Bill Garnett accountability

Jo Garnham-Parks
Lee Garrard Because if we could start again this is how we should do it - no single party should fear these improvements and 

it will improve public engagement with politics (and in doing so there own sense of a lack of voice / 
participation and trust in current politics)

Paul Garratt We need a system that gives representation to minority views.  A true PR system gives everyone a voice.

Anthony Garrett No government can claim democratic legitimacy while elected using First Past the Post, a system that grossly 
fails to reflect the wishes of the people when the choice is between more than two parties.

Claire Garrett
Daisy Garrod
Elaine Garrod Make my vote count. End tactical voting. Let us vote for what we actually want.

Matthew Garrretty
sara garside
Sue Garside
Steven Gartland
Ray Gartland The current electoral system does not deliver true democracy and should be reformed. Each vote should be 

counted equally and not within the boundaries of a constituency. If a party receives 25% of the overall vote that 
should equate to 25% of seats. Many constituencies are safe seats which often leads to low turn-out and it also 
means that it is just the outcome of voting in the marginal seats that actually determines the result of a general 
election. The proposed AV system which was unsuccessful in the referendum a few years ago was a poor 
solution which is why it was unsuccessful. The current system is a poor solution but it has suited the two main 
parties which is why it has not been replaced with a fairer, more democratic system. A voting system using 
proportional representation is the only way to deliver a true democratic voting system and to engage with a 
larger percentage of the electorate.

Jill Gartside
Rachel Garver
Janet Gaskell I am fed up with my vote never being worth the paper it's written on just because I live in an area that always 

returns a candidate from the same party to parliament. It's high time we had PR.

Rex Gaskell my view is you change boundaries to swing the votes simple as



ALAN GASPARUTTI Save our NHS. This belongs to the people and should not be treated as a business to be privatised. If you care 
about this country, please adhere to the Brexit pledge to increase the NHS budget substantially.

Sharon Gasparutti
Michael Gassaway
Susan Gassaway i have felt voiceless and frustrated in our elections for many years.  I am not hot headed, extreme or irrational, I 

just want a fairer method of voting so that more of the people feel included and less frustrated and angry with a 
system that just does not represent enough of us in a fair way.

Paul Gasson
Judith Gater
Diana Gates
Colin Gatrell
Nicholas Gaudin i do vote, but I would like it to mean something in this very safe seat.

Bob Gaught
David Gaunt Present system does not represent many people of the electorate.  Under PR policies can be NEGOTIATED so 

that everyone feels that they have some bearing on direction of the country.

Mike Gauntlett Present system is fails to represent how the electorate vote

Terry Gaussiat
Alexander Gavin
John Gay
Peter Geddes
Matthew Geen
Sarah Geere You will never engage the British public fully in democracy until each vote actually counts towards the 

government of our country. And without full engagement, there is no democracy.

HARRY GEIL
Graham Gemmell
Liz Gent
Diane Gent Proportional representation is the only way of making  every vote count.

Colin George The referendum on AV was too specific to effectively test the principle of support for PR

Graham George
Helen George The current system is unrepresentative and excludes to voice and concerns of the majority of the people. We 

need a proper public debate about how we encsure our government reflects a broader range of views.

Luke George
Maurice George This is a moment for courage. Can you rise to this opporunity ?

Michael George
Paul George
Tessa George Why are we disenchanted? Because only about 100,000 votes matter. A mockery of democracy!

clive Georgeson I have voted in every election since 1945 and every vote has been a waste of time as the result was pre-
ordained. Is it any wonder that so many just do not bother?

Magiee Georgieva
Mark Georgiou
Kevin Geraghty-Shewan I've lived in a constituency that was a safe seat and felt it was a waste of time voting - we need PR

Justin Gerlach
s p gerrard
Christopher Gethin
T Gethin
Massimo Giannuzzi
Simon Giarchi Please take action to make our great democracy stronger and more representative  :-)

Jane Gibb
Conrad Gibbens
Michael Gibberd
David Gibbon
Alison Gibbon FPP system is broken and no longer represents the wishes of the electorate. Time to get our own house in order 

before lecturing others.

Carl Gibbons PR is the only fair and logical way to go forward.



Patrick Gibbons put these principles into practice by making a full, fair and public assessment of our electoral system and the 
need for proportional representation. - See more at: http://www.makevotesmatter.org.uk/letter-to-
skidmore/#text

Andrew Gibbs
Anita Gibbs
Christopher Gibbs We need the electorate to feel their vote counts

Pete Gibbs I want a fair system where every vote is counted equally, rather than the current unbalanced system

Barbara Gibson
Daniel Gibson As i understand it, a democracy entitles EVERY voice to heard when asked its opinion.. our current voting 

systems laughs in the face of this principal. Stop making a mockery of and undermining the voices of the people 
you the politicians serve.

Eileen Gibson
Paul Gibson
michael gibson
Kris Gibson AV referendum was a totally different situation. Brexit vote makes dissatisfaction with current under-

representation of millions clear

Laurence Gibson
Lyn Gibson
Mark Gibson
David Gifford
MICHAEL GIFFORD
Liz GIFFORD Looks as if boundary changes benefit Tories. Prove you are as honest as you seem.

Karen Gilbert
Andrew Gilbert
Richard Gilbert Fairness of outcome and making everybody's vote count.

David Gilbey I want a parliment that listens to my views

Alan Gilchrist
Blake Gilchrist
Barry Gilder SYSTEM NOT FAIR TO VOTERS WHERE THE SITTING MP HAS A BIG MAJORITY

Patrick Giles
Rhona Giles
Simon Gilham There's nothing democratic in modifying the constituency boundaries to make election outcomes favour the 

party in power. Let's make if fair and proportionate.

Mark Gilkes We used to have consensus with first past the post. Now we get what very few want. Let's give more to more.

Christopher Gill
Paul Gill We currently have a 2 party State as a result of FPTP: let's make it truly democratic.

emma gill current system, never get change. AV was a joke that did not make sense. PR means more people will vote and 
more people will feel part of a system which right now most of us do not feel represented by.

Roy Gill
Chris Gill Scotland has shown the way; the UK should follow suit with a suitable PR system.

Julie Gillam
Richard Gillanders
Paul Mark Gillespie
Allan Gillespie When will the UK join the rest of the intelligent world and adopt PR?

Andrew Gillett
Irena Gillette Our present system is unfair and should be changed as soon as possible

Martin Gillian The system we have is now not fit for purpose and only represents a minority

Roger Gilliatt We want a more democratic system of voting, instead of the present system excluding many voters . Forget all 
the usual political rhetoric, we saw through that years ago !

Esther Gillingham PR is the only way we can make sure our votes count, and to ensure Britain has a democratic electoral system 
that politically represents all of us.

PETER GILLON
Matt Gillott
Kirsteen Gilman What' right is right and what's wrong is no ones right. I want to live in a fairer Britain. Thanks.

Alastair Gilmour We need PR to accurately reflect the voting popukation which FPTP does not

Ania Gilvary



Usha Ginda
Andrew Gineiks
Martin Ginever
William Ginter
Dave Girling AV is not proportional representation because it simply ends up moving votes from minor parties to the big 

two; thus it is even more unrepresentative of what people want.

crusty git its a fairer way the goverment is suposed to be elected by the people for the people but this lot seem to think 
they are there to bo what they like and must be brought dack in line

Mike GITTENS society is now multi cultural, the voting system has to take this into account, so every one has a voice.

John Gittins
Patricia Giusti Do the job you promised evoke artical 50  and prove u are worthy to be our primeminister

Jean Gladwin
Mick Glassborow
Andrew Glasson I think we should PR as a voting system due to the fractured politics we have at the moment.  PR would be a 

fairer and more democratic voting system than first past the post.

John Glazzard The iniquitous electoral system we have in the UK returns unrepresentative governments. Not one government 
since 1945 has had over 50% of the votes cast, even though there have been some massive parliamentary 
majorities in that time.

Sarah Gleave
Alan Gledhill The first past the post system does not offer tru and democractic representation. The parties receiving two 

thirds of the electorates votes should be denied any direct and meaningful representation is out of date and 
goes not reflect recent and , probable, future voting patterns. Governments should nbe more consensual, 
whoever receives the largest number of votes.s

David Gledhill We call ourselves a democracy but many of its processes, including the parliamentary electoral system, are 
distinctly undemocratic. There needs to be a fairer system of representation of the people before government 
and in Parliament.

Antony Glenister
Allen Glennie Bring fairness to the Electoral System and re-connect voters to the Administration.

Mike Glennon Government should be representative of the popular will.  38% electoral support should not mean 100% 
control!

Fiona Glennon this would be a good way to pretend the political system is not corrupt

Stephen Gleve
chris glover
David Glover Play the game properly, is this democratic Great Britain or not?

Jan Glover Every vote MUST count - it is the only democratic way.

Julian Glover For the sake of Politics, we need to make everyone's vote count and count equally. We must have PR.

Edward Glynn
James Goad
Joshua Goddard
Peter Goddard
Zack Goddard
Martin Godden I have been waiting in vain for over 50 years for a fairer voting system at least give one to my grandchildren

Karen Godfrey
Paul Godfrey I think I may not vote again,it does not count

John Godfrey
Mathew Godfrey-
Bawden

Nathan Godolphin
Rosemary Godwin I am glad you support an 'evolving democracy' but am very disappointed that you continue to peddle the 

untruth that voting down AV finished the discussion. Ijoined a political party for the first time because I believe 
in democratic voting and was horrified when Government made such a mess of it, frightening the voters and 
making embarrasing adverts.  When Westminster does not talk to voters (pace Brexit) then the voters need to 
be able to talk to Westminster.  It is rank cowardice to continue to stop this happening.  You may not like many 
small parties in Parliament but this would reflect the British population.

Solveigh Goett
Martin Goffe
Marlene Goffey In an area where the same party always wins the seat I am completely disenfranchised. Why bother to vote?



Melissa Gola In the current system many people's votes do not count if they live in a party stronghold.

Henry Gold
Steve Gold
Julie Golden
Mary Golder-Hayes
Paul Goldfinch
Jeannette Golding
Andreas Goldner All votes to count equally--always.  Not merely at a referendum.

Chris Goldsmith
Linda Goldsmith
Graham Goldstone-
Creasey

James Goldthorpe
Mark Golightly PR is the fair option 1PP is inherently unfair

Thomas Golley
Bryn Golton The above letter sets out the problem well.  FPTP worked wqhen there were only two dominant competing 

parties.  That is no longer the case and the electorial system must reflect that reality.

Angelika Golz If I Vote in my constituency, I know that my vote does not matter, unless I vote how the majority votes . I think 
that this is unfair

jose gonzalez current system is not democratic

Anthony Gooch
Dan Goodall
Heather Goodall
Maryse Goodall We need proper PR.Present system unfair and unrepresentative.Completely out of date.

Rodney Goodall
CLIVE GOODBOURN All votes should count not just those in the marginal constituancies

Harry Goodchild
Karen Goodchild Please support PR and give every voter an equal chance to influence the outcome of a general election.

Anthony Goodchild Make constituencies multi-member and thus fairer.  Communication with MPs is easier, now that horse travel's 
no longer necessary!

Ben Goode Alternative Vote Referendum <> Proportional Representation Referendum

Faith Goodfellow Please learn from the high voter turnout for the EU Referendum showing people will vote if it counts.

Alison Goodhew
Peter Goodhew AV is not the same as PR - it does not deliver anything like proportionality.

Sam Gooding
Mandy Goodlad
brian goodliffe
Stephen Goodman
John Goodman Time to do fair politics

Mathew Goodson
Alan Goodwin If you cant be represented you will eventually turn against the establishment.

Jean Goodwin
alistair gordon PR fairer for everyone involved

alastair gordon
Barbara Gordon
Gareth Gordon
Helen Gordon
Ian Gordon
Niall Gordon
Patrick Gordon
Philippa Gordon The number of people around the country wanting to have a political voice are at present unrepresentative.

Peter Gordon
Steve Gordon Fairness

Zena Gordon



Margaret GordonGU7 
2HJ

How is it ok for brexit to be implemented with 48% against but a conservative party can rule on only 23% of 
voters? Democracy.I DONOT THINK SO.

Edward Gore I would like an electoral system that takes account of the wishes of all voters.

Noel Goreham
Jenia Gorfunkel I live in a tory safe seat constituency and, therefore, feel purpetually unrepresented.  There are millions of 

people who do not feel represented, because FPTP does not provide for those who did not vote for the majority 
candidate.  We need true proportional representation in order to move forward coherently and in order to 
avoid situations such as the one which led us to Brexit vote.

Jack Goring
Jeremy Goring
Ken Gorman PR is the only fair way to represent the public's views.

Scott Gorman
Maurice Gormley
Howard Gorringe
Stewart Goshawk 3m UKIP votes = 1MP, 1mGreen votes =1MP, 1.1m Tory and Labour votes in Scotland =2MPs.  No-one can defend 

this.  Democracy of a standard that North Korea would be proud of.  Our current system was designed when 
there were just two competing parties.  FPTP does not work in a multi-party democracy.  We get a majority 
government able to do as it pleases that was voted for by about a quarter of the electorate.  We the people 
demand better.

Donald Goskirk
Chris Gostick
Mark Gott
Vanessa Gottesman PR is a much fairer system than the outdated unrepresentative system in use currently. A government that is 

more representative of it's citizens can only be a good thing for this country.

Anthony Gottlieb We live in a 'safe' seat for a party we do not support and our votes. therefore, do not count

James Goudie
Fred Gough
Roger Gough
Jonathan Gough
Peter Gough
Roseanne Gough
Susan Gough First past the post does not fairly represent the will of the people.  It is time for a change to proportional 

representation.

Alison Gould Unfortunately the vote carries no weight in many constituencies now where there is an ongoing majority and 
hence it is only in marginal seats where voters truly have an influence. There is no way this is democratic!

C A Gould Any referendum on PR must state 'Proportional Representation' and not confuse the public with 'Alternative 
Voting System'.

Jerry Gould I think AV is the best system; constituency link and more proportional representation.

Lee Gould
Tracey Gould
Graham Goulder
Robert Goundry
Helen Gourlay The present voting system is unfair

James Gow No government which claims to be democratic can endorse FPTP. In a true democracy every vote would count 
and proportional representation would ensure this is the case. Are we not a democracy?

John Gower I'd like to see a system where the number of members of parliament a party has, depends on the number of 
votes they obtain-seems much fairer than our present system!

Rob Gowland
Anthony Gowland
Ron Gowling It is time to stop manipulating votes!

Diana Gowney The current system ping-pongs power between established groups that seem content to disenfranchise a very 
large proportion of of the people. We hear a lot of "I want to see this or do that"very seldom, if ever do we hear 
"WE,the people would like our country to move in the direction  WE are happy with"

Charlie Grabham
Andrew Grace
Zulekha Grace



Mihaela Gracie Politicians are, by definition, representatives of the people in the decision making process. The political 
spectrum must include all views proportionally.

Barry Graham PR works well. I live in Scotland, we use it for Holyrood and local elections and it works well. Implement it!

Cath Graham
Charles Graham
jacinta graham We cannot be called a real democracy unless every single vote is important and counts. In the current system 

that does not happen.

Kevin Graham The current system is flawed, unfair and massively outdated.

Heather Graham
THOMAS GRAHAM If it is good enough for  Northern Ireland Assembly elections (as agreed by the U.K. Government on our behalf) 

it should be good for the rest of the U.K.

Roger Graham
Ronald Graham I want PR because it produces a more accurate reflection of the electorate's views and MPs who reflect these 

views.

Seumas Graham
Thomas graham
Harry Graham-Brown
Kirsteen Grainger My vote counts for nothing in this constituency. This is not democracy!

Janet Granger
Adam Grant
Ben Grant
Deborah Grant I want my vote to 'really' count. That is NOT currently the case.

Francine Grant
Adrian Grant I wanted PR but not AV

Kathy Grant
Marie Grant
Marie-Paule Grant
Martin Grant
Peter Grant
Peter Grant-Haysey
Barbara Grasmeder
Patrick Grattan The open letter says it all perfectly.

Thomas Graves
Michael Gravett
Ronald Gray It is the only fair way

David Gray
Dennis Gray First past the post is no longer a fit and democratic method of electing our Members of Parliament,

Deborah Gray
Eveline Gray So that my vote makes a difference

Ernest Gray
Kathleen Gray Please strengthen our democracy by making votes count.

Joshua Gray I'm no Ukipper, but 14% of the vote should mean more than one MP

Keith Gray With all due respect you were elected to serve all the people, not a small percentage of them. this country will 
never be Great,  ever.... unless you do as you say you are going to do,   represent the will of the people. This 
means all of them and not a part of them..

Lewis Gray The current system alienates voters based on geography. My vote doesn't matter in my area.

Barry Gray The last election was a disgrace. Proportional representation = Democracy

paul gray
Phillip Gray
Stephen Gray Please reverse the gradual disenfranchisement of the population that the FPTP electoral system is causing.

Tom Gray
Thomas Grayson-Smith
Stephen Greasley Proportional representation is the only truly democratic system, I have experienced the frustration of knowing 

that my vote was a majority vote but didn't even get a chair, this procedure needs to be made fair



Pat Greatorex It is only true democracy when everyone's vote counts.  The referendum was restricted to voting on one system, 
not the best.

miss l greatrix
Adam Green
Andrew Green
Suzie Green
Peter Green
Eleanor Green I believe the huge national cynicism with politics arises partly from FPTP, which disenfranchises much of the 

country, and also enforces a 2-party system under which parties have to appeal to broad groups of voters who 
then feel cheated. The population has become highly fragmented and many groups do not feel represented.

Eric Green
Colin Green
Simon Green
Ben Green
Michael Green
Jim Green
Linda Green
Margaret Green
Margaret Green Citizens turned out to vote when the believed it counted in the referendum. PR equals real democracy.

Martin Green
Martin Green
michael green PR leads usually to coalition governments which produce consensual rather than adversarial politics and 

continuity of policies and national projects

Nicky Green I want to live in a democracy where my vote counts

Paul Green
Richard Green GB should be  truly democratic rather than just in name. PR is the best alternative to the current inequitable 

system.

Robert Green
Stephen Green
Stephen Green
Stephen Green Please be aware that fairness matters to the citizens of Great Britain.

Susan Green
John Green we need a constitutional commission to consider how there can be a fairer representation of all people

Malcolm Green
Catherine Greenall First past the post systems mean that votes for non-major parties are wasted. We should not have to choose 

between the 2 'least worst' parties.

gabrielle greenall
Robert Greenall
rosemary greenall PR is the only way to ensure that all voters have a voice and are represented.

Nigel Greenaway Present system unfair to voters living in areas where their vote counts for nothing

Martyn Greenaway-
Rowe Under the current system, my vote has not been relevant for 60years!  Definitely time for PR in this country.

Paul Greenbank I like many voters usually vote on the basis of the least distasteful candidate who has a chance of winning in my 
constituency. I can understand why the two major parties want to keep the current system but it doesn't make it 
right. The current system is simply undemocratic and unrepresentative.

Keith Greenberg
Alex Greene Many Tory votes are wasted. PR would give them a voice. The last General Election was a good Tory victory, but 

imagine if you'd had PR and managed to achieve a decisive victory.

David Greenhalf It would reflect the wishes of the electorate more accurately and that, after all, is what democracy is about!

David Greenhalgh
Chris Greenhall Brexit gave everyone a vote that counted. Inspire those who do not vote parliament to do so please.

Rob Greenhill
David Greenhouse The current system encourages parties to compete in a small number of target seats only - not for the votes of 

all British citizens.

James Greenstein
Sophie Greenway



barry greenwood
Barry Greenwood The present system is broken

Daniel Greenwood Until the UK has PR we are not a democracy. The present system to elect MPs tp Paliament is wrong , wrong, 
wrong.

Henry Greenwood Proportional representation is the best way to restore faith in politics. Everybody's vote counted in the 
referendum, this needs to be the case in general elections as well.

Jayne Greenwood PR is the fairest way for people to have a say in who runs our country. My MP does not represent my views but 
my vote doesn't count, I have no say in who wins. The referendum a few years ago was on AV, which is not the 
same system as PR. PR is the fairest system we have available and much fairer than our present First Past the 
Post.

Katarzyna Greenwood There should be no 'safe seats' - everyone's vote should mean something!

Paul Greenwood PR is democratic. Under the current system the majority do not get the government they vote for.

Michael Greer
Chris Gregg
Chris Gregg The AV system was not a PR system - we need a new referendum just asking first "Do you want FPTP or a PR 

system? (yet to be decided)"

Cat Gregory
Janet Gregory
Hilary Gregory Stop gerrymandering and start listening. People don't want a lifetime of Tiory policies. The left and centre must 

have representation too

James Gregory
Russell Gregory
Stuart Gregory
gabriel gregory Ukip I seat, SNP more than 50 - indefensible! The people of the UK have never voted for a 2 party system. The 

Lib/Con coalition was the best government since t945.

Peter Gregson If we want to increase voter turnout, this is the way forward.

Melanie Greig
Terence Gresswell
Andrew D Grewcock
Frederick Grey You both know it is a fairer system , and represents the  correct result of the majority of voters

Daniel Greywolf We need a voting system fit for the 21st century, a voting system that gives proper representation to all people. 
It is time to make every vote count equally, no matter if you live in a safe seat or a marginal, no matter if you 
vote for a large party or a small one. Every vote should count.

Robert Grierson
Mike Griffin
Ruth Griffin
Sarah Griffin
David Griffith The current system of 'first past the post' voting results in powerful governments voted for by the largest 

minority party. This is an outmoded Victorian system that makes a mockery of Britain's claim to be a modern 
democracy.

Judith Griffith PR seems to be even more important with the collapse of  Labour and no viable opposition to hold government 
to account.

Linda Griffith PR is the only fair way to make votes democratic

Margaret Griffith
Achsa Griffiths What is the point in voting when you live in a constituency where there is a safe seat. The same party will be 

voted in and your opposition vote does not real!y count.

Andrew Griffiths
T Griffiths
Dafydd John Griffiths
Gareth Griffiths Our current system does not reflect the political will of Britain encouraging political apathy

Gerallt Griffiths Stop putting party interest before the country's. No amount of map drawing will ever return a representative 
result, which the old status quo don't want, of course. We need PR now, if we're ever to be taken seriously as a 
modern democracy.

Holly Griffiths Please allow PR to ensure we have equal representation of each party for a diverse range of people.

Martin Griffiths
robert griffiths How do we allow for single issue local candidates? i.e. Save our local hospital?

Charlie Griffiths



Ian Griffiths First Past the Post is too divisive - we all need to work together to build a fairer democracy

Catherine Griffiths It's the only FAIR way to have each voter's wishes represented

John Griffiths Proportional Representation is the only way our electoral system can be truly Democratic.

John Griffiths
Jonathan Griffiths It is time to catch up with the rest of the world.

Linda Griffiths
Marie Griffiths
Ruth Griffiths
Zach Griffiths
Ben Grigg
Ben Grillet This debate must be given a proper hearing. It will never go away and has become more urgent that ever - ALL 

voters must be heard and their votes be directly influential in ALL elections. FPTP is blatantly unrepresentative 
and no longer works effectively in such a multi-faceted political landscape

Bron Grillo
Alan Grimes Full and genuine democracy can only be achieved with a proportional voting system.  Quintin Hogg, Tory M.P. in 

the nineteen seventies, accurately described Britain's political system as an “elective dictatorship”.

John Grimes The Referendum was PR so why can't we have it in our election system.

corinne grimley evans I am strongly in support of a fairer more representative voting system, without which the democratic process 
will continue to wither.

William Grimwood Our current system is antediluvian. We need an electoral system that guarantees that, wherever you live, your 
vote will carry equal weight. other countries such as Germany and, indeed, Scotland, have systems which 
combine  constituencies with  Pr. It's not rocket science and does ensure a level of democracy which we 
currently lack.

Ian Grinham
Paul Griseri I urge you also to strive for a more responsible attitude on the part of all campaigning politicians, not to present 

deliberately distorted views, not to present falsehoods, not to encourage the victimkisation of opponents or of 
disadvantaged groups.

Richard Grist No wasted votes. Simple.

Val Grist
Joan Gristwood In last election UKIP received thousands more votes than the SNP but with first past the post. SNP got 56 seats 

UKIP 1.

susanne gristwood
Michael Gritzmacher
Joanne Groarke
Maggie Grogan I need my vote to count even if my first choice does not get elected I still have the right to vote for a second 

preference. My vote should not be negated as in all decision making I have a choice and always more than one. 
It's time right in deciding who governs my country. My vote should count!

Cathy Groom
Tarquin Grossman EU Referendum – just LOOK at how many people get involved when their vote matters!  That's real democracy 

(although I didn't like the outcome!)

Charlie Grosvenor
Wellington Grosvenor The purpose of a political party is NOT to "win elections" but to fairly "govern", I.e. "run" the country.

Cliff Grout
Ben Grove
Bob Grover
Dave Grover
Adam Groves The referendum, which did not mention PR and in which the anti AV side lied constantly, did not address this 

issue.

Lisa Groves
Lisa Groves
Bob Groves
S Groves
Virginia Gruitt Something to encourage our youngsters to vote.

Daniel Grundy
Christopher Paul 
Gubbings

Kelvyn Guest



Gillie Guest Unless we have proportional representation, there cannot be a truly democratic fair general election

Mary Guggenheim
Matthew Guillaume
Jill Gulland Yes, I do want every vote to count, rather than first past the post!

Cian Gullen
Graham Gullett
Susan Gullett Many people rightly feel that their vote is wasted. FPTP does not encourage them to vote. This is bad for our 

society & exacerbates division & feelings of alienation.

Jean Gulston As I remember it, the options put in the Alternative Vote referendum were limited, with a yes/no vote, which 
allowed no discussion. It did not ask the right questions.

Matthew Gumm You'll counter or ignore any individual comment. My signature is my support for this positive change.

Will Gunary In a true democracy every vote counts. A referendum is an example of this. 'First Past the Post' is not 
democratic. Only a system where the make up of a parliament by party is in the same proportion as the make up 
of the voting electorate is a true demcracy

Christopher Gunn
Denise Gunn FPTP can be open to abuse. Everyone entitled to a vote is also entitled to have that vote counted or there is no 

point in voting.

Katherine Gunn
A Gunson
Christine Gunter
Paul Gurley I am 70 years old and I just hope that there will be PR in my lifetime. If it is used in regional assemblies then why 

not for Westminster.

Chrsitian Guthier
Juliet Guthrie
N. Guthrie The Alternative Vote poll was nothing anywhere near Propotional Representation. Give us a FAIR VOTE by PR.

Ian Gutridge
Helen Gutteridge we need everyone to feel they have a voice, the present system does not allow that.

AJ Guy The currant system simply maintains the status quo. We must have proportional representation if we are to 
have a deceint democracy.

Christine Guy
wayne Guy
Nigel Guy
Jane Guyot PR is democratic.Our current system isn't.

John Guzzardi
George Gwynn Let us strive for a fair representation of the electora

Rob H Because we end up getting unrepresentative governments all the time.

Ferdinand 
Habersbrunner I strongly support this campaign for improving democracy, that´s all and that´s very important!

Michelle Haché I would like all votes to count, even though I know it will mean including MPs from parties I truly deplore

John Hack Brexit was initiated by a minority and undermined democracy through lies and xenophobia. Only PR can re-
establish confidence in MPs.

Richard Hack We are not a democracy if a government can get a parliamentary majority with a minority of the vote

Valerie Hackett
John Had smill Currently 35% of the vote is enough to win power. This is wrong.

Robert Haddon 3.5 MILLION SNP VOTES = 55 SEATS......3.5 MILLION LIB DEM/UKIP VOTES= 2 SEATS..WE INVADE OTHER COUNTRIES 
FOR LESS.

Patrick Hadfield
Vicky Hadland
Christina Hadleigh And get out of the EU now!!

Roger HadnamSS6OLA If you democracy back in Britain then introduce PR in the voting system please.wrinkles

Martin Hadshar It's just not fair and just.

Siân Haffield People are far more politically aware and votes should count.  Turnout would be greater if we had proportional 
representation.

Sue Hagley
robin hague
Thomas Hague The FPTP voting system has consistently failed Britain, resulting in completely misreprrsentive governments.



David Hahn If you really wish to represent all the voters then all their representatives must be in Parliament. Governing 
with only a minority of the voters supporting any governing party is not democratic.

Catherine Haigh
Ruth Haigh
Janice Haines Surely one vote/one voter is the only fair representation. It's a change that's long overdue

John Haines In this complex world we need a voting system capable of reflecting a wider range of views and valueing all 
votes equally.

Clive Haines
Lewis Hainey
Stephen Hake
Dr Steve Hakes
Elisabeth Halahan I want my vote to matter, it has not for the last 40 years.

Adam Halawi
phylis hale
robert hale
Steve Hale
Colin Hales
Alan Hall
Alan Hall
Alan Hall An absolute one-party majority in Parliament not backed by an absolute majority of votes is simply NOT FAIR!

Ben Hall
Chris Hall The first past the post voting system ensures that only some voters are represented in Parliement. Proportional 

representation is a much fairer system of voting.

David Hall
Derek Hall It's the only way we can really deliver democracy. The av referendum didn't receive enough votes to be valid.

steve hall
Fiona Hall Our democratic process is in a mess, we've lost faith in our MPs and MEPs - as a beacon around the world for 

democracy we must address our own weaknesses!

Frances Hall
Robert HALL .The present government does not represent the majority. At less than 40% of the votes cast it has no mandate, 

apart from one given to it by the EU referendum. AV was not an honest attempt to reform the current system. 
The choice was whether the people wanted AV or not. People did not want AV which did not answer the 
question, which was not asked, "Does the UK electorate consider the current system fair . Does it want the 
system to be reformed?" The referendum was rigged to give the answer the Establishment wanted

Helen Hall
TONY HALL If democracy means anything at all surely it means reflecting the will of the people. The votes of all citizens 

voting for minority parties is simply not reflected in their parliamentary representation. For this reason we have 
an increasing number of voters not participating in the democratic process because they believe their votes do 
not count. I am not a suppoter of the Green Party or of the UK Independence Party but in any truly democratic 
voting system they would obtain the number of Members of Parliament that reflected the total number of 
votes cast for their respective parties. ALL votes should matter. Not just those going to the two main parties.

James Hall
John Hall At 61 my vote has never counted in the election of a Parliamentary representative.  I'm no extremist!

Gordon Hall I am 91  years old and never had an effective vote. When I maybe could have had one I was in Burma as the war 
neared its end. And you say we have democracy. I have lived in "Safe seats" since.

Martin Hall A system where SNP gained 56 seats from 4.7% of votes and UKIP got 1 seat from 12.6% is undemocratic

Nicola Hall
Robin Hall
Stephen Hall We need a fare system not a first past the post

Philip Hall
steve hall For the sake of each individual and our society as a whole, we need a truly representative democracy.  It is not 

only the 24% in the last election who did not get any representation.  It is all those other voters who are 'turned 
off' because there is no chance of being represented.  It is difficult for the 2 major parties to accept this because 
it would very likely mean less votes for them.  But this is a societal issue and a moral issue and therefore is 
above Party issues.

Wendy Hall
Alyson Hall Yandoli The majority of the electorate feels unrepresented and after the last election and referendum understands 

better why we need to make every vote count with PR



Peter Hallett Parliament should truly represent the people. It can only do so if its makeup truly reflects how people vote. We 
need Proportional Representation.

Jane Hallett By the election in 2025 the number of electors in each constituency  will have changed again. We need PR  for a 
democracy not tweaking boundaries.

jeffrey hallett
F Hallett We currently have the inequality of 25% voters dictating to the remainder - no democracy there!

Sean Hallett
Ken Halliday I want a fair society. I want Proportional Representation!

Margaret Halliday Because the first past the post no longer is fully representative of the varying political views of the British 
people

Edward Hallinan
Terry Halls My constituency is a strong one for a party whose policies I completely disagree with, and although I have 

always used my vote, it feels like my views aren't represented. The previous AV referendum did not sufficently 
explore all of the options for reforming the electoral system.

Alex Halpern
Pauline Halsall
Susan Halsall
Jason Halsey
Valerie Halsey PR is very different from AV. Everyone's vote should count, not just the votes of those in marginal 

constituencies.

Ian Halverson
John Hambidge
Jon Hamblin
Kay Hamblin
Martin Hamblin
Noel Hamel PR is generally the preferede system in many modern states for ensuring that voting outcomes reflect voter 

preferences and give electors greater confidence in government and the importance of voting

Charlotte Hamilton
Colin Hamilton
David Hamilton
Ian Hamilton Far more people are likely to vote if we had a system where every vote counted, so let's have democracy, which 

is not what we've got at the moment

Jane Hamilton
John Hamilton 2 party system is finished.  Give us a say!!

Patrick Hamilton It works in Scotland. Why not England?

Richard Hamilton
John Hammond No system is perfect but one that excludes as many votes from representation as FPTP deos is especially 

imperfect. Change is needed.

Christopher Hammond If the Government is serious in its intention to reduce inequality in our society, equality in the value of each 
persons vote is an essential first step.

Cyril Hammond We need a change to reflect the society that we all live in.

Garry Hammond FPTP only really works for a two-party state. The gross over-representation of SNP voters, and under-
representation of UKIP and Green voters, in voting for Westminster MPs, must be rectified.

Richard Hammond
Jay Hammond In my constituency, usually when I vote, I can't make my vote count for my preferred candidate. Sometimes 

tactical voting may make a difference. sometimes it does not. First past the post IS broken. Time to go for PR.

June Hammond Britain needs a proper PR system so that millions of voters are not excluded from representation in Parliament.

Steve Hammond Democracy is the central tenet of our nation and I invite Parliament to take the opportunity to introduce a truly 
democratic approach election process.

Deborah Hammond Hunt We need a system that speaks for the people not the elite

Janet Hamnett
marie-claire hamon
Jeanne Hampshire PR is a fairer system

john hampshire
Skye Hampshire
David Hampson



James Hampson
Joan Hampson Electoral reform is needed not boundary changes . Please consider carefully

Stephen Hampson We need PR so that people can feel that whichever party they vote for it will be reflected by the split of MPS in 
parliament.

Donna Han
Ann Hancock
David Hancock
Rachel Hancock
Richard Hancock
Gemma Hancox
Clare Hands
Ian Hankinson
Dennis Hanley
Laurie Hanlon
Steve Hanlon
Richard Hann I want to live in a Britain that can be healed from the chasm in splits snd divides that are manifesting 

themselves one where I snd many millions are properly rrpresented.

Rosemary Hanna I'm really tired of being disenfranchised. I want my vote to count. Let's get everyone involved in the political 
process.

Leo Hannan Please help to make everyone's'

Jane Hannis
Susan Hannis Feeling that their vote doesn't count has turned the electorate off even taking part. Time to have PR!

John Hansen
Guy Hansford
Charles Hanshaw
David Hanson
Gwen Hanson
helen hanson
Judith Hanson
Lesley Hanson Our voting system is broken and archaic. A not the same as PR.

Elizabeth Hanson I don't feel properly represented by my MP.  I do feel represented by one of my MEPs.

Peter Hanson
Elinor Harbridge Because parliament represents less than 36% of the population, it is in danger of becoming alienated from the 

people.

Clem Harcourt
Jenny Hardacre
Shelley Hardcastle
Shona Hardie I've voted in every election in last 60 years but never for the winner. Don't feel my views are represented.

Hally Hardie I would like to see proper democracy in this country, first past the post does not fulfill the need.   It's way 
beyond the time we had a sensible form of Proportional Representation.

Phyll Hardie
Garry Harding
Brian Harding
Charles Harding This is long overdue. We must have a system that endures everybody's vote counts, and avoids tactical voting.

C HARDING PR would give meaningful representation to citizens whose views are not represented by the 3 main parties.

Jeremy Harding
John Harding Under 25% of electorate voted for present government.  'Stable government' not an argument: recent coalition 

was no worse than any.

Kay Harding In a progressive and fair World little voices should be respected and heard.

Nick Harding
Pete Harding If folk believed their vote would actually count, it would encourage more of them to take part in the democratic 

process.  PR is the fair way to achieve this aim.

Susie harding join the 21st century for proportional representation, the current system is not fair.

Pauline Hardman In want my vote to matter, please make votes fair with proportional representation

Jean Hardman



Michael Hardman Until we have a fair voting system, we will not have true democracy.

Alan Hardwick We need the Scottish or German electoral system.

Tony Hardwick
Alan Hardy
Karen Hardy
Rachel Hardy We need a fair voting system, fit for purpose. A voting system that gives more people a voice and  choice.

Regan Hardy The single transferable vote is a better system of proportional representation than the alternative vote system.

Hannah Hardy It's the only fair way of voting for the public.  Government obviously don't want PR in case it works against them.  
It's the people who vote for you (God  help us)  so at least make it  a fair vote.  You are OUR SERVANTS  after all.

Will Hardy
Jonathan Hargreaves FPTP & the of chasing swing voters makes all parties appear to be nothing but spin. PR would let politics get 

back to real-world issues.

Ginnette Hargreaves -
Lees I have felt disenfranchised for many years, because of the existing system

David Harker I see the latest vote on electoral reform resulted in PR being out voted. It does however seem a little ironic that 
the system of voting was proportional representation.

David Harker I want a fair system, not a "fairer" but a fair system the same as is used in the parliment, one hand one vote.

laura harland
Stephen Harlow
Marcus Harman
Oliver Harman I want people to feel like their vote will count with all parties

Roland Harmer
David Harmsworth I despair of parties riven by faction blocking PR - offering only AV was a party-motivated political manoeuvre.

Scott Harness
Michael J Harper equality!

John Harper
Annemarie Harper This is 2016 and we need change to ensure voters preferences are fairly distributed to our country's leaders.

Venetia Harpin
Avril Harpley
Jeremy Harpur
John Harradence When are we going to have a Government which is supported by more than 50% of the voters?

Dr C F Harrington We need a true democracy in this country, and PR is the best way to achieve this.

Ian Harrington
Michael Harrington It is outrageous that a party with less than 50% of the electorates support can believe they have a mandate to 

run the country as they please.

Robert Harrington
Alex Harris The alternative vote was not the right solution,  we need PR

Alison Harris I have always lived in constituencies , where , under the present system the result of the election is known 
before it actually takes place ( safe Conservative and Labour seats ). I have been eligible to vote for the last 60 
years ; I have always voted but always knowing that my vote counts for nothing ! I would welcome the chance to 
have a vote that counts before I die .

Nigel Harris
Emma Harris
Emily Harris
Gill Harris I have always voted.  I have never, ever, in over 45 years of voting, found that I've voted with the majority. So 

my opinion has never counted. I want PR because my vote should count too. We actually need a brand new, fit 
for purpose,  parliament building, somewhere central in the country.  Far fewer MP'S are needed now we are in 
a connected world, also. Thanks for reading,  Gill.

Raymond Harris Where I live there is no point in voting because the result is always a foregone conclusion

Tom Harris AV was a badly thought out watered down PR. PR proved it worked in the referendum with a higher turn out 
due to people knowing their vote would be counted even in locations which strongly oppose their view

Henry Harris
Helen Harris
Hilary Harris I strongly challenge your premis that the proposed boundary changes will make our voting system any fairer - 

the boundaries of the constituencies are not the problem, the problem is our First Past the Post voting system.  
The AV vote referendum was not a vote on Proportional Representation which is the only fair and democratic 
voting system.



Howard Harris
J Harris Various recent events have shown that the current system does not represent the will of the people.

Katherine Harris
Karen Harris
Ken Harris My vote, cast in every election since 1970, has only once been for a winning candidate. This is not democracy.

Lucy Harris
nick harris
Paul Harris
Paul Harris PR values every vote equal and is not subject to the Post-code-lottery of the current system..

Peter Harris At the moment election rules totally favour top two parties.  This is totally undemocratic and unacceptable.

Sally Harris
Steven Harris
Sid Harris
NJ Harris
Phillip Harris
Abigail Harrison
anthony harrison
Robert Harrison It's time.

Jennifer Harrison Why change the boundaries now, a lot of people will miss out on a vote and also have no local mp.

Felicity Harrison
Iain Harrison We do not have democracy in the UK. We were offered AV, but that is even worse than FPTP in may respects. 

Single Transferable Voting is the way to make votes matter and to make voting worthwhile.

Jacquie Harrison In the past, I have lived in areas where both Conservative and Labour parties when in power have "taken out" 
other parties representatives in parliament as part of constituency boundary reform.  Proportional 
representation - what ever form - will lessen this possibility in the future.ation will make this

James Harrison
Jan Harrison I am in a safe labour seat, I dont want to vote labour, I want my vote to count

Jenny Harrison Boundary 'tweaking' will always leave incumbent governments  open to the charge of gerrymandering.  
Proportional representation is clearly the fairer option.

j. harrison Britain is supposed to be a democratic country.

Jamie Harrison
maggie harrison We need PR because..we..are more than a two party country...and increasingly, Westminster does not 

represent us..we need a properly scripted PR vote...now!!

mark Harrison If its not PR  it's not true democracy

Martin Harrison
Michael Harrison So that my vote counts equally with others.

Paul Harrison I want my vote to count

Pauline Harrison
Philip Harrison
Rachel Harrison
Lynn Harrison Let us shift to a true democracy, rather than pretend we already have a democratic country.

Sue Harrison
John Harrison
Brian Harrison The current government has the support of only 35% of voters. This is a national scandal.

A.F. Harrold
Paul Harrop
Kathy Harrop
Annie Harrower-Gray The two Party system is outdated and no longer works. The referendum of 2011 was delivered too quickly and 

without proper explanation. Many, who voted did not know what they were voting for and just voted for the 
Status Quo.

Séan Harry I believe in true democracy, and this is one way to make everyone feel heard whatever their views.

Barbara Hart
Maureen Hart So that who we vote for is recognised

Danuta Hart PR means real democracy where every vote matters

David Hart



Derek Hart
Donna Hart
Dorothy Hart PR is a fairer method of making your vote count.

Jacqui Hart The current system is neither democratic nor reflective of the wishes of the majority of voters.

Julia Hart
Richard E. Hart
Anne Harte
Joan Hartfield I am interested in how my country is governed but I feel my views would be better represented by Proportional 

Representation.

Joan Hartfield
Adrian Hartley
John Hartley
John Hartley We must replace our unfair first past the post system with a system which reflects ACTUAL voting patterns.  Let 

people believe in politics again!

Judith Hartley We need a system which allows a wider choice of candidate and is more representative of a wider range of 
political opinion.

Pamela hartley
Rebecca Hartnell This was because it was build on lies, lies and statistics and is thus void.

Guy Hartnell
Lydia Hartshorn
Andrew Harvey At the last election the Lib Dems polled 7.9% of the vote and had 8 MPs elected. The Scot Nats polled 4.7% of 

the votes and had 56 MPs elected; the Green Party and UKIP each had 1 MP elected with 3.8% and 12.7% of the 
vote respectively.

Graham Harvey
Melanie Harvey
Lin Harvey
Martin Harvey I would love to see an end to goernment by minority voters.

Rob Harvey
Sharon Harvey Proportional representation is the only way forward today - it is fairer voting.

Simon Harvey
Yvonne Harwell its unfair

Christoph Harwood
Heather Harwood
Robert Hasell The AV referendum was not about Proportional Representation as AV is not a PR system. Many voted against it 

because they want better. FTP is undemocratic as many governments have won with a minority of votes.

Ken Haslam PR. Is a fairer system for democracy..

Paul Haslam
Rosemary Hasler Too many 'safe' seats means that people become disillusioned with politics and politicians, AV might not be the 

answer, but some form of proportional representation would transform democracy for the better.

Richard Hassall Only a system of PR can ensure that the views of the whole country are fairly represented in Parliament.

Janet Hassall We should not be in the position of having a government which attracted so small a percentage whereby almost 
75% of voters didn't support them! We are not being represented nationally

Fatima Hassan
Nabil Hassani
Alan Hassell
David Hassell
Sarah Hassenpflug
John Hastie AV was confusing and unrepresentative. That referendum is irrelevant. Our system is broken. We need PR.

Maggie Hathaway-Mills We have a system where as many as 80% do NOT vote for the MP. we need to change.

Thain Hatherly I've felt disenfranchised for decades, and have taken to spoiling my paper with 'None of the Above'.

Michael Hathorn
Mark Hathway
Christine Hatt
andrew hatton
Emma Hatton The current system does not serve the people and is not the democratic way we claim to live. We need reform 

even if it doesn't suit those who currently hold power in our names.



Lyn Hatton One man ,one vote! That is the only fair way so that every vote counts!

Lindsay Haveland First past the post doesn't make for a democracy!

Joseph Havlin
Alison Hawes
Emma Hawes
Emma Hawes
David Hawker Scotland already has a proportional system in place which works well, with MSP results in contrast to the MPs 

elected to Westminster.

Celia Hawkesworth
Jo Hawkey
Antony Hawkins
Carol Hawkins We need PR for the House of Commons, with Constituency link maintained via an elected House of Lords

Mark Hawkins
Roger Hawkins Let's have one-third of MPs elected from the votes that are presently wasted under FPTP.

Rosemary Haworth-
Booth PR is the only route to true democracy.

Ian Hawthorn
Anthony Hay Parliament does not reflect the people, and it should.

Gordon Hay
Ian Hay How can 50.8% of seats with 36.9% of votes (24% of the electorate) possibly be considered fair?

Malcolm Hay Parliament will be the stronger for being evidently more truly representative.

Nicholas Hay Fptp is Inherently unstable now as so many people feel disenfranchised. They won't put up with it much longer. 
Better for government yo address this now.

Brian Hay
Myre Hayden A fair and honest Britain from the start

Rhys Hayden I want my vote to matter

Robert Hayes
Dominic Hayes
john Hayes
Terry Hayes The  AV system offered was not an effective form of PR - I voted against even though strongly in favour of PR.

Jon Hayes It is patently obvious to anyone above the age of about four that proportional representation in a modern BritIn 
is the only way forward.

Mike Hayes We need bigger constituencies, each electing e.g. 10 to 20 MPs, in accordance with votes cast. That way every 
vote counts.

Paul Hayes
Ruth Hayes First past the post delivered results in the 2015 General Election that were even more skewed than usual, and  

highlights why much serious thought must be given to making a system that is fairer and more representative of 
electors' wishes.

Sally Hayes
Stacey Hayes
Tom Hayes Boundary changes are definitely needed to level things up. PR will ensure equity.

Tricia Hayes
Georgina Hayhurst
Susie Hayhurst
Arthur Hayles
Rob Haynes
sally haynes-preece
Helen Haysom It is the only unbiased way to ensure a fair democracy.

David Hayter To make democracy real every vote should count. Constituencies are important but we need a meeting 
representative system.

Abigail Hayward
Alison Hayward
CARRYN HAYWARD
Claire Hayward
Nadine Hayward



Olivia Hayward
Sue Hayward Make voting fairer use proportional representation so everyone's vote counts

Carol Hayward
Charles Haywood the av referendum was preceded by confusing misinfirmation - so many did not understand what they were 

being asked to vote for. We need PR not AV to be fair

Maura Hazelden if the welsh assembly can have both systems Parliament could AT LEAST have that

Brian Hazeldine FPTP produces more safe seats & so allows MPs to ignore the views of many or most of their constituents.

jack hazelgrove time for a truly democratic House of Commons

IAN HAZELL
Dirk Hazell
Geoffrey Hazelwood
Susan Hazlehurst Let us make a POSITIVE vote rather than trying to ensure that the worst does not happen

Kevin Hazlewood It's fairer and it represents who the majority of people want to run the country.

Jodi Head
Sandy Headey Because it was tacked on to another vote and the electorate were not properly nformed....somewhat similar to 

the Brexit vote.

John Headington Proportional Representation is the only fair system.

Michael Headon
Peter Heald The present system ensures the majority of seats can not change hands at election time. This leads to lazy MPs 

and poor Goverment. It will ultimatly lead to the break up of the UK

Mike Heaps
Sandra Heard Because my vote never counts and I am  fed up with that

Stewart Heard
Anthony Hearn
Deborah Hearn
Andrew Hearse
LEONARD HEATH I VOTED UKIP, SO DID FOUR MILLION OTHERS. IT CANNOT BE JUST, OR FAIR, THAT IN A DEMOCRACY THAT WE 

HAVE ONLY ONE MP.

Marie Heath I live in a "safe-seat" Labour constituency. My non-Labour vote counts for nothing, and never will under the 
FPTP system.

Paul Heath
Paul Heath
Steve Heath
Trevor Heath There will continue to be considerable unrest and dissent in Britain so long as our government does not 

represent the views of the majority of the electorate. More of our electorate will be encouraged to vote when 
each person knows that their vote will really count. I urge you to lead the way by moving rapidly towards a 
voting system that provides proportional representation.

Greg Heathcliffe We no longer live in a two or three party state - we need a fairer voting system.

Martin Heathcote Increasingly I feel that I have no effective representation in the government of the UK and thus feel ignored and 
marginalised. This is clearly undemocratic and must change.

David Heather True representation of the electorates vote is catagorically not being met by the FPTP system

Eddie Heaton
John Heaver First past the post is past its useful until date.

Ross Heaviside In a time where people are alienated from politics, PR is the perfect way to re-engage them.

John Heddle I would ask you to please bring our wonderful country into the 21st Century and adopt PR as a matter of urgency.

Murray Hedgcock Parliament should represent everyone - which PR will allow.

Maxine Hedworth
Helen heenan
Louise Heffernan
Alicia Hegarty AV was a watered-down version of PR, so that and lack of governmental support was the main reason it was 

rejected.

Robin Heighway
Sabine Heiliger Proportional representation would encourage more people to vote, so lead to more democratic government.

Andreas Heinemeyer It is absolutely appalling that the UK still prevents allowing proper democracy! Face up to it and allow the voice 
of all people to be heard and represented!

Paul Heinrich



Daniel Heland
Karen Helliwell
Robert Helson
Roger Heming
Vivienne Hemingway
bob hemming
Chris Hemmings An Individual voting entitlement, IVE, could be like the National Insurance Number, fully mobile, register it at 

any new address to instantly be on the local electoral register for any upcoming poll.  Westminster should 
contain MPs directly proportional to the National Total votes obtained by every party.

Rashid Hemmuth All citizens should have the right to have their representatives in parliament. Too many wealthy and from 
Zionist background are in parliament which is against the ethos of democracy

Jack Henderson Under FPTP a two-party state is mathematically inevitable and only swing seats have any influence on the 
outcome

Laurence henderson
Lynda Henderson
Sarah Henderson I find this adherence to FPTP quite deceitful - NB: not what Mrs. May has presented herself as. FPTP is NOT 

democratic & the referendum was a masquerade.

Rachel Henderson I've always lived in constituencies with a big majority, and felt my vote doesn't matter.

Tom Henderson Smith
Matthew Hendrickson
robert hendrie
Ray Hendriksen
Ian Hendry
Sean Heneghan I was not aware of the AV referendum, which is endemic in our electoral system. We need to have a serious 

review of how we promote voting and how we conduct it.

Eleanor Heney
Steven Henn
Ben Hennessy-Garside
Vida Henning At 82 my vote has never counted - why do I bother?

Carole Henry
John Henry
Paul Henry As the last remaining Country on the European continent still using FPTP for national elections, I believe the 

argument for change is conclusive.

Penny Henry
Margo Henry
Laurence Hensel We need a better voting system so we can trust politicians again!

colleen henshaw
David Henshaw
Irene Henson I truly feel that the present system - FPTP is totally outdated, PR is the way to go.

David Henstock I am passionate about a fair and representative electoral system and think only PR can deliver this.

Sheila Henwood
Johnny H Hepburn
Ralph Hepworth Politics has never been more partisan in my lifetime and, consequently, appallingly ineffective in framing 

policies that meet real needs. AV (STV in constituencies) can change this and was not given a fair hearing in the 
referendum

Peter Hepworth The democratic deficit has alienated great swathes of the electorate.

Sue Hepworth PR accurately represents the will of the electorate whereas first past the post does not

Margaret Heraty The FPTP system is inherently unfair and undemocratic, while the AV referendum was not a true representation 
of current British feelings on PR as it only offered one method of achieving PR. The population was then not was 
comfortable with using AV as they must be now that it is commonly being used, e.g. for mayoral elections.  It is 
time to reconsider the whole issue, including the best PR method to introduce.

David Herbert PR gives is fairer and every vote counts

James Herbert
Martin Herbert Parliamentry representation needs to reflect the democratic wishes of the voting population. This is currently 

not the case.

Glenn Herbert



Rosalind Herbert
Simon Herbert
Derek Heritage
Monica Hermolle We want every vote to countl

Austin Hernon I want democracy.

Austin Hernon Time for change, the first past the post sysem is controlling and undemocratic.

Fran Heron The current FPTP is the most unfair electoral system.  So many disenfranchised and voices not heard

Mike Heron Do the right thing and stop spending money on maintaining an unfair and unjust voting system!

John Herridge We need a system of representation that reflects the spread of opiniion. First past the post is a blunt instrument 
that excludes all those who didn't vote for the winner.  Time for change

Rupert Herries
Patrick Herring
S Herring
Raymond Herrington To end the domination of elections by the major parties

David and  Sylvia Herriott
Catherine Herron
Brian HESELDEN Like the rest of the 62% who didn't vote for a Conservative at the General Election my vote had no chance of 

counting under the present system.

Matthew Heselden I want a fair parliament that is representative of everyone. I want real democracy.

Joanna Heselwood I want a government which the majority of the electorate vote for and real democracy.

Justin Hesketh
Stephen Hesketh In the 21st century all votes should be of equal value and everyone's voice should be heard. Sooner or later 

Britain will have PR. FPTP and a resultant large percentage of the electorate not voting because they don't feel 
their vote matters or that it will change anything is no longer sustainable; indeed it is becoming a downright 
threat in itself to our very democracy. The power our elected representatives wield in either Parliament or at 
local level must reflect what people actually vote for.

vince hesketh In much of the country a vote has no meaning unless you are part of the majority in safe seats. Can we move 
away from binary politics to multi party parliaments that more accurately reflect the range of views across the 
country.

Joe Hesmondhalgh
Bridgid Hess Only non dual inclusive system where we all work together

Richard Hess
Nicola Hetherington
Gerard Hever We need change now to encourage full participation in the democratic process.

Penelope Hewett-Brown
Clive Hewitt Clearly - the last refendum on this matter did not air the range of more acceptable and effectkive options. A 

new one must allow all options !

John Hewitt We have seen the result of comprehensive voting in the refernedum, we need to make the elections as 
meaning full and not dependant on marginal seats only.

Christopher Hewitt
Susie Hewson
ruth hexter
Tim Heybyrne No wonder people are so apathetic towards politicians these days, as they are more knowledgeable of the 

unfair system we have where many people's votes count for nothing. Proportional representation is the only 
way forward for people to trust in politicians again..

Christopher Heyes The British people specifically rejected the AV system in 2011, they didn't reject the concept of electoral reform 
or PR.

Francis Heyes
Laurie Heykoop
Anna Heyman AV is not PR.  You are fooling noone. Stop making fools of yourselves and give us a proper chance to decide if we 

want you.

Anthony Heywood How can we say we have a democracy when around a third of registered voters don't vote, more & more young 
people don't bother registering, & the majority of thoise who did vote voted againt the winning party.

kathleen heywood
Adrian Hibbert
Terry Hibbird
Judy Hible



Phil Hick The Mother of Parliaments needs PR

Ian Hickey
Mary (Marette) Hickford With the old parties not leading with the authority they used to have, a fairer voting system is needed to reflect 

the changing political attitudes of the population which are more subtle and complex then 50 years ago.

Adam Hickman
Jacqueline Hickman We shall not achieve true democracy until we get proportional representation.

Maurice Hickman A government cannot say that it has a mandate to govern if it gets in with less than 50 per cent of the vote.

Tanya Hickman In this day of equality surely my vote should have the same weight as anyone elses regardless of which 
constituency I happen to live in? Fairness is the foundation of a cohesive society.

Julie Hickmott FPTP system is not representative of the electorate. Much has changed since the AV referendum, the format of 
that referendum was not appropriate and AV did not go far enough, proportional representation is required. 
Any MP genuinely acting on behalf of their constituents and for the good of the country would not have a 
problem with true PR.

sam hickmott
Greta Hicks
Gary Hicks The current system does not result in an accurate representation of the choices made by British voters. Fully 

accurate representation is, of course, impossible, but PR will be a step in the right direction.

Mrs M. Hicks It would be nice to think my vote counted as in the referendum.

John Hicks
J.G Hicks First past the post supports & maintains a two party system, this system is outmoded.

Jordan Hicks
Tristram Hicks I want to vote positively, to be proud to live in a democratic country with a representative government

J Higginbotham
Adam Higgins
Edward Higgins
jeff Higgins
JODIE HIGGINS WITHOUT PR WE CAN NEVER HAVE AN HONESTLY REPRESENTATIVE GOVERMENT

Margaret Higgins You have a wonderful opportunity to be more progressive than your predecessor, and make this country fairer 
and more democratic. I hope you will rise to the occasion.

MARTIN HIGGINS
Michael Higgins
Nate Higgins
Paul Higgins It is a better and fairer than we have now.

Andrew Higgs
Helen Higgs PR is the only true democracy

Yonatan Higgsmith Its time we had a voting system that voters can trust to count them.  Leaders are chosen with a better system 
than First Past The Post in every party. Why are we so afraid to reform our voting system?  Last change was to 
allow women a vote over 100 years ago. This is overdue.

Mette High
Colin Higham
Jeffrey Higham
Joseph Higton
Terry Hilder The alternative vote referendum was irrelevant as it was just a cross-party stitch up to provide a sop to the Lib 

Dems. It was not what the populace needed.

Rory Hildick
Nigel Hiley Differening caseloads for MPs would be solved by multi-member balanced constiruencies.  As will under-

representation of smaller parties.

alan hill
Andrew Hill
Chris Hill Distortion of voters' opinions, by first past the post. PR promotes smaller non-corporate owned parties to voice 

our wishes.

David Hill First past the post has now become a  denial of democracy

Stewart Hill
Betty Diane Hill
C HILL AV is not PR.  The AV referendum did not recognise PR as an option.  I did not vote for AV.  I would vote for PR.

Oliver Hill



Barbara Hill
William Hill The Current System is totally rotten

Laurence Hill We need to make our voting system more representative for the entire population.

Nancy Hill
PHILIP HILL Time we had a voting system that represents the interests of the people and not just the interests of the 3 main 

political parties.

Peter Hill
Jonathan Hill I live in a safe constituency for one candidate. My vote counts for very little.  If I lived in a marginal constituency,  

my vote would have much greater value. This cannot be fair or proportionate.

Rosemary Hill PR will make people feel that they have a say, whereas now so mant voters do not.

Samantha Hill
PHILIP HILL iN MY CONSTITUENCY IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT I VOTE, WE GET A LABOUR MP.

VINCENT HILL Give us REAL!!!!!!!! democracy and not a watered down version which only suits the big parties. All people 
should be given a voice through representation no matter their views.

Jane Hill
Keith Hillier
maureen hillier m

Chris Hilling
Clive Hillman To ensure my vote genuinely counts, I want to see PR in place.

Jon Hillman We need PR in this country now please !!!

Gareth Hills
Ian Hilson
Valerie Hilson
Roy Hilton
Vic Hilton
Den Hinchey
Mark Hinchliffe
Jessica Hind 24.4% of voters are represented by only 1.6% of MPs, and most of the time aren't entitled to appeal to them as 

representatives as they live in the wrong constituency!  This is not representative, nor is it democracy.

Robert Hind
K Hinde even FPTP is a misnomer few of Westminster PMs reach the 50% post

Alison Hindley
John Hinds
Michael Hinds FPTP means my vote is wasted and that governments are elected with only minority support from all potential 

voters.

Sam Hinmers Democracy above all

Dominic Hinshelwood
Frances Hinton A fair democracy, is that too much to ask for? The Brexit result helped people understand that every vote 

matters, in a way they hadn't before..

Tao Hinton The FPTP system strongly encourages voters to feel disenfranchised with the electoral system, inspiring voter 
apathy and general unrest. A revised voting system is needed to encourage voting and political engagement, as 
well as to uphold the ideal of the democratic system as a whole, which FPTP fails to do on many levels.

Paul Hinves
Derek Hircock
Susan Hird
Jonathan Hirst
John Hirst
Peter Hirst The AV referendum was faulty and the nation deserves a second chance to vote for PR.

Romilly Hirst
Simon Hiscock Maintaining that representation through a constituency MP is adequate looks increasingly absurd. When we had 

effectively a 2 party system there was a rationale, but even then if you found yourself living in a safe seat of a 
party you didn't support it was pretty galling and big disincentive for voting. But today the system looks 
embarrassingly shabby and it cannot survive in the long term; so I know there is a chronic absence of statesmen 
currently, but if just a few politicians could raise their ambition above self-interest to address this crucial issue 
we might get a system that is fit for purpose.

Terence Hiscox



Thomas Hiscox
Roger Hissett Currently half of the Scottish voters are represented by 56 MPs and the rest by 3.   This is not democratic.

Frances Hitch
Greg Hitchcox I find 3.8 million ukip voters only getting 1 MP to me says something not right

Malcolm Hitchens
Lynda Hitchman
Borys Hnatiuk
Andrew Hoad
Rosie Hoad This is the only way to make everyone's vote count.

Jemima Hoadley Great Britain should be leading the way in political democracy

Adrian Hoare Elections are democratically very limiting by their nature but PR would help to ease the widespread 
dissatisfaction with government.

Kate Hoare Our electoral system is no longer fit for purpose in an increasingly fragmented political landscape. We can't 
continue to ignore this undermining of democracy. Every vote should count.

John Hoare When 2 parties each secured over 1 million votes each and had 1 MP each, this cannot be seen as fair or 
democratic!

Chris Hobday MPs elected need to reflect the proportion of votes cast

Richard Hobrough
Angela Hobsbaum
John Hobson
Graham Hockaday I have had to vote for a party I did not want to win as their candidate was the only one that stood a chance in my 

area of stopping another party getting a win, for 35 years of voting it's been the same , my vote never really 
matters and I am now considering never voting again.

John Hockaday
Steve Hockey
Martin Hockey If the EU rferendum taught us anything, it is that people's voices need to be heard more effectively.

Rachel Hockey
Paul Hockie This is the 21st century . We can no longer sustain a government claiming a "mandate" with less than 30% 

support of the electorate representing a party and tot the majority.

Jason Hockley
Phillip Hockley Can we now implement a fair voting system that reflects democracy please?

Francis Hodges
Jill Hodges
Peter Hodges
William Hodgetts We shouldn't have to compromise our beliefs just to 'not waste our vote'.

Brian Hodgkinson
Mark Hodgkinson SNP 50% of the vote, 98% of Scottish MPs - how is this democracy?

Michael Hodgkinson
Paula Hodgkinson-Rowe
Barry Hodgson
Derek Hodgson
David Hodgson The current FPTP system effectively disenfranchises millions of voters.

Michael Hodgson
Victoria Hodierne In the EU referendum every vote counted; the same should be true of general elections.

Peter Hodkinson
Simon Hodkinson AV is not PR. We deserve a system that lets everyone's voice be heard.

Roberta Hoekstra
Marian Hoffman FPTP no longer reflects present reality, effectively disenfranchising nearly everyone who does not vote for the 

two main parties.

Charlotte Hoffmann If I vote for the smaller party I like my  vote is wasted, so I vote tactically. It is frustrating not be able to 
participate in a genuinely democratic process.

Wendy hofmaier
Richard Hofman The House of Lords an very expensive toy...so, how to rids of this?

Dieter Hofmann
Patrick Hogan



Peter Hogan Time for true democracy.

Des Hogarty To obtain a closer facsimile of democracy.

Sylvia Hogben With the current system, a vote for any party other than the major two has little impact. No real choice!

Andy Hogg
Mary Hoggard
Odin Hogsbro If you believe in democracy, then you cannot continue to defend FPTP. It's monopolising politics into a 

dysfunctional 2 party system that doesn't represent the country fairly and gives the 2 largest parties 
disproportionate amount of seats in the parliement. It's corrupt and really disrespectful towards the "demos" in 
"democracy". Any majoritarian voting system goes against the free market idea and makes the platform for UK 
politics biased and manipulated into appear democratic without being it.

Jennifer Hokins Too many people are disenfranchised by the current FPTP system which discourages people from voting at all.

Ian Holborn To ensure that the majority of the electorate are truly represented.

Alison Holbourn The only way to deliver true democracy in the UK is through PR. The current voting system has disempowered 
and disengaged our population, leading to poorer decision making and a polarised unequal society where many 
voices go unheard.

Andy Holbrook
Robert W Holcombe I am 78, have voted in every general election and my vote has never contributed to the election of an MP of my 

party

Paul Hold
Janet Holden
JOHN HOLDEN Can we please have a more fair Society by having proportional representation voting system

john Holden The "first past the post" system effectively disenfranchises a large minority % of the population, reducing their 
representation in our Parliamentory Democracy, to almost zero.

Margaret Holden Shoreham by Sea

peter Holder
Leon Holder FPTP is an outdated system for a previous Britain. People do not have a real voice today.

Jackie Holdstock Let the people's votes be represented in the results.

Ashley Holdsworth
Ursula Holdsworth
Glynne Hole
David Holgate The present system is broken and fundamentally undemocratic.

john holland voteing if applyed the same rules  for voteing goverment as rules you do have vote to go on strick then 
goverment voteing outcome would be very differant.

Annie Holland
Brian Holland
Paul Holland
David Holland In many parts of London Labour are elected with a minority of the vote for election and election and do a very 

bad job.  Please save non Labour voters in Islington and other London boroughs.

Victoria Holland
Walter Holland The current system does not enable us to have a representative Parliament.

Kimberley Holley I think that every vote should matter regardless of where the voter lives, I don't want to be lumped in with my 
local area and perhaps my vote be made void because other have voted a different way! Boundaries make 
voting unfair!

Mark Hollings
R Hollins The EU referendum showed what happens when people feel marginalised - what next?  Riots in the streets?

Erica Hollis PR works extremely well in Scotland, time for the rest of the UK to follow suit!

Peter Hollis Democracy is in trouble! Restore our faith in the value of our vote by introducing real PR (not the mangled 
version of FPP rightly rejected in 2011).

Alex Holloway
Paul Holloway
Bob Holly A system which gives greater relevance to an individual's vote will go a long way to overcome the current low 

standing in which our political representatives are held.

Jeff Holly
Andrew Hollyer
Gillian Hollyn PR is a much fairer system to use to decide who, and which party, governs our country.

Anna Holmes The last attempt to address proportional reprentation was 'kicked into the long grass'.  Democractic 
representation  deserves a better system than we have currently.



carl holmes every vote should count the eu referendum was perfect example pf how it should work we want PR

Dennis Holmes
David Holmes
Nicholas Holmes
john holmes
lewis holmes
Mark Holmes
Michael Holmes
Paul Holmes
george holt
John Holt FPTP has divided the country into smaller and smaller factions at a time when evidence based consensus is 

desperately needed.

Jonathan Holt We need a voting system that strengthens our democracy and makes votes count

Sue Holt
John Holtam
Jens Holtvoeth
John Homer
Helen Homersham
Lisa Honan There are many other preferable systems than the rejected AV system.  If people feel disenfranchised then this 

is not good for democracy -  only 26% of possible voters voted for this government - that does not make a 
majority.  I would various coalitions than the current unfair system.

mark honey
Aileen Hood I'm 62, I've always voted - but I've never been represented by the winner in my constituency.

Mark Hood We need a system where everyone believes their vote can bring change and make a difference. Our present 
system alienates massive sectors of society.

Andy Hood
Darren Hook
Peter Hook
R Hook Our current electoral system is based on a two Party electorate and is inappropriate for the UK's new multi-Party 

electorate.

susan hookham
Akradech James 
Hoontrakul

Ashley Hooper Tell us the truth for once let us live stop controlling us oh you with more than me you are not a god

Austin Hooper
Beth Hooper The British Public does want PR!

Christine Hooper 1st past the post is no longer fit for purpose in today's pluralist politics.

Denise Hooper
Janet Hooper
Malcolm Hooper
Kay Hooper
Robert Hooper Conservatism means CONning. PR is the ONLY way to go. A statisticians paradise and a hell for the rest of us,but 

more and fairer compromises will be reached with PR.

Jonathan Hooton Our present system, means that for many they are disenfranchised and the parties they wish to vote for will not 
get into parliament.  Many votes do not count.  When the referendum meant a vote would count many more 
voted.  PR is the most fair system and one that can not be manipulated by gerrymandering.

Mike Hope It is the future - it has to happen! First past the post is a historical anachronism.

Aidan Hopkins
C Hopkins
Dennis Hopkins This system is unfair!

Louise Hopkins
William Hopkins The previous AV referendum was a stich-up that Clegg compromised on and not effective PR

Stephen Hopkins
Clive Hopper PR Is the only fair system to represent all voters.

Les Hopper
Steve Hopper



Adrian Hopson
Anne Hopton Every vote should count if we want a real democracy. Only PR can achieve this.

Joan Hordon
Felicity Hornby It is time that every persons' individual vote counts towards the outcome of any election/referendum, 

something the current system fails to do.  It is the only truly democratic option and it might increase voter 
turnout if they know that their vote matters.

John Hornby
Alexander Horne PR meens my vote counts i live an area that returns the same mp every election. I now question the point of 

voting when it seems to make little difference.

Susan Horne
Steve Horner
Sam Horrell
Tim Horrox
Gemma Horsell
Eloise Horsey
Mark Horsfall
Crispin Horsfield
Peter Horsfield
Paul Horsfield Please explain why ministers do not know the difference between AV and PR systems when they answer 

questions about it.

Gaby Horsley Please make this country TRULY democratic

Emma Horton
Michael Horton UK is not a democratic nation without PR and a direct democracy.

Martin Horton
Glynis Horvath
Roger Horvath The present system results in many people not voting for the party they prefer.

Callum Horwood I believe PR is the only truly democratic electoral system.

Danny Horwood
Ronald Hoskisson
Howard Hotson The lack of  Proportional Representation has already done enormous damage to the UK.  If we had PR, there 

would have been no need for the Brexit referendum, since Eurosceptics could have expressed their views by 
voting for Eurosceptic parties in ordinary elections,  Please let's not wait until our broken electoral system 
causes further irreparable damage before fixing it.  We need to fix iti now.

Bradley Hough To improve Democratic Participation and Democracy in General in UK. By the People, For the People , of the 
People.

David Alexander Hough
Derrick Houghton
Dennis Houghton Remind of Prime Ministers statement that Her Government will listen to the people

Rex Grant Houldershaw Over the last 60 years our way of electing MP as in my opinion failed. Time to change,my country comes first.

Alison House
Raymond Houseago
Andrew Houseley The Alternative Vote is not a proportional system and is not the right system for the United Kingdom. Real 

change is required to prevent the United kingdom from breaking apart, and PR is one of the strongest possible 
vehicles for renewing our country.

Glenn Houston
Walter Houston
Paul Howard The current system doesn't represent the views of the UK public!

David Howard I'm fed up with living in an undemocratic country where my vote often doesn't count and the media distort the 
truth

David Howard It is obvious to the population that there is nowhere to hide regarding this proposal: to continue delaying its 
proper and honest resolution will be political suicide. Change the system to proper PR and your government's 
policies and actions to ensure you win under it.

David Howard
Terence Howard If Brexit was partly a vote against 'politics as usual' we need real change - not just boundary changes.

John Howard
John Howard The present system of FPTP is iniquitous and is unrepresentative of the wishes of the majority of the 

population.



Peter Howard
Robin Howard
Jim Howarth 48.1% of us can't all be wrong - 30 odd % who voted Conservative in 15 can't all be right?

John Howarth
Meg Howarth The present FPTP system is anti-democratic. Theresa May's apparent commitment to equality and fairness is 

meaningless without a commitment to Proportional Representation.

David Howe Also pease review the postal voting system.

James Howe The 2011 referendum was deliberately limited & not representative of all the options available. You cannot say 
the Public rejected Proportional Representation as it was not offered.

Dan Howe PR is the fairest system of representing the will of the people.

Martin Howe A National Parliament should reflect the National voting intention, not be distorted by early rounding (a 
mathematical error inherent in seat-based voting via FPTP). Alternative Vote was not and never has been a form 
of Proportional Representation. The results speak for themselves - some parties needed 4m votes to win a seat, 
while others needed only a few thousand. Whatever the options, FPTP is demonstrably no longer fit for 
purpose. I very nearly didn't vote last time as I felt my vote would be wasted and it was; in my constituency a 
vote for anyone other than Labour or Conservative carries no meaning under FPTP!

Josie Howell I want a political system that truly represents everyone's voting preference, rather than a government which 
represents a small proportion of the electorate, it's more democratic.

Philip Howell
sian howells
Javqueline Howes The present system is outdated and unfair.

debbie howes You cannot have democracy without it..........

IAN HOWES The present system is seriously flawed and doesn't reflect the voting publics choices.

Ruth Howie
Robert Howlett
Christine A Howlett
Martin Howlett I and all that I speak to want a fair system that gives us a voice, not the system we have.

Peter Howlett I know lots of people who refuse to vote as they say it is a waste of time 'where they live'. Please stop 
undermining democracy to suit your own party.

Naean Howlett-Foster
Tom Howorth Stop tweaking FPTP and introduce proportional representation!

VERONICA HOWORTH
Andrew Hoy First past the post is no longer fit for purpose.

caroline hoyes so many people do not bother to vote because they know in their constituencies there vote is against the local 
majority and so wasted.

Daniel Hoyland
Michael Hoyland It is unrepresentative if boundaries can be redrawn at the whim of the party in power.

Mary Hoyle
James Hrastelj
Rob Hubbard
Colin Hubbard
Jessica Hubbard
John Hubbard give the people a fair voting platform  be fair ???

Keith Hubbard A system where elections are fought on one or two subjects aren't feasable with today's complicated and varied 
issues

val hubbard
Saul Huck The current system is obsolete and unfair. We call our system a democracy, so why do can't we have democracy?

Sally Hudd
Andreas Hudelmayer
Andrew Hudson
Andy Hudson
Brian Hudson
Deborah Hudson The current system is undemocratic. People voted to withdraw from Europe because they felt unrepresented - 

yet ironically they were better represented as every vote counted. It is unfair that so many of us who vote a 
particular way have our voices ignored. This is the 21st century and we need up to date election system to 
reflect our community.



Derek Hudson We need a voting system that will cause the mixture of elected MPS to be proportional to the mixture of 
electors,

Russell Hudson To be a truly democratic country we need PR to be implemented as soon as possible

Ronald Hudson I believe that portion

Joseph Hudson-Small
Dave Hufton We need a fair system where every vote counts, so we need the PR system! Nothing else is acceptable

Jane Hufton Every vote should count and be fairly reflected in seats allocated, the current system does not reflect how the 
people are voting and needs changing with urgency, thank you

Craig Huggans I want some political representation. If nothing else please give us a PR second chamber and ditch the 
unelected House of Lords.

Ken Huggins I'm fed  up of my views not being represented in Parliament

Nick Hughes
Ali Hughes
chris hughes I have voted in every election for the last forty years. Never once have I felt that my vote could make a 

difference

Cyril Hughes
Daryl Hughes I am one of the millions of people who feel disenfranchised by our undemocratic FPTP electoral system

David Hughes
Dylan Hughes We need democracy for all

Peter Hughes
Gareth Hughes
Marion Hughes Only PR makes each vote count

Jeffrey Hughes We do not want a managed or a manipulated democracy. The idea is that it should be properly directed by the 
will of the people. Votes must matter.

Keith Hughes With so many non-voters, we need a system where each vote DOES count.

Louise Hughes
Martin Hughes
Michael Hughes The current system (first past the post) does not work. PR, surely is the only system to facilitate our multi party 

system and truly give voters a proper choice that will count. Not wasted votes that only advantage another 
party's chance of winning the seat!

Robert Hughes Some form of proportional representation will allow our democracy to deal fair with its larger 'minorities', the 
main failing in so called Western Democracy and the cause of so much political unrest.

John Hughes In 2015 GE the Green and UKIP parties won 5 million votes but were represented by only 2 MPs. This is not true 
democracy reflecting the voting proportion of the people

Sue Hughes
Tony Hughes
William Hughes Make every vote count.

Chris Hughes
Michael Hughes Johnson
Lindsay Hughes-Roberts It is obvious the voting system we have at present isn't working, so now seems a good time to go for 

Proportional Representation, which is fair, and shows what the people of this Country really want.

Bob Hughesf
Yatwan Hui A democratic system to reflect the 21st century!

Nigel Huish
Susan Hull The forthcoming boundary changes do not address the issues stated in this letter. Reducing the number of MPs 

is not the issue. PR, as in a referendum, gives an unequivocal voice to the electorate.

Jane Hulley Our voting system does not represent the people of this country fairly

Janet Hulme
Ed Hulse True democratic REPRESENTATION cannot be delivered with first past the post processes.

Susan Humber
Peter Humble
Louise Hummerstone As well as electoral reform, preferably PR, we need lying during campaigns to be made illegal

Bernice Humphreys political parties are currently showing the stresses of first past the post system, our democracy and political 
parties would be more robust the PR

Dafydd Humphreys
Keith Humphreys



Philip Humphry First past the post is disproportionately unfair to smaller parties !

Rosa Hunn
Lisa Hunnego
Jeni Hunneyball The UKi s diverse and our electoral system needs to reflect that diversity.

Andrew Hunt
Benjamin Hunt
David Hunt FPTP is unfair. I have always voted for one of the major parties.

Gerry Hunt
Geoff Hunt It's time for real democracy!

Ian Hunt
Veronica Hunt PR has been Lib Dems policy for years. It's well overdue. The Tories voted against in Coalition sadly.

Mary Hunt I want parliament to reflect the views of the British people effectively. It does not do this at present.

Patricia Hunt
Pauline Hunt
Rwth Hunt I really feel that my vote matters enough not to be swallowed up in the irrational majority that farmers and 

their families cast for a fellow NFU member.

Richard Hunt The Alternative Vote would have been an improvement on FPTP, but is very little if any more proportional.

Rob Hunt
Colin Hunter
Colin Hunter The whole Brexit disillusion is based on people feeling unheard & out of the loop with regard to politics.

Fraser Hunter
Ian Hunter
John Hunter
Valerie Hunter Councils are ruled undemocratically by less than a dozen people who decide everything - even same party 

councillors often don't know what's going on, or have a say.   Labour or Conservative dictatorship.   Start with 
them.  Easier to organise.  More chance of success.

Bryony Huntley True democracy will mean that every vote counts

Steve Hurd
James Hurford Because it means I am not forced to vote for the lesser of 2 evils to keep the worst evil of out

jackie hurman
Annie Hurn
Joe Hurr
Malcolm Hurrell We need pr to get true representation levels , not these distorted ones.

John Hurrell The last election (notably results for the SNP vs UKIP in terms of votes per seat) showed the pitiful inadequacies 
of our current system, where very few people's votes really count.  We can't hope to engage a new generation 
in politics if they have no opportunity to have a voice heard.  PR is the only way forward.

Maurice Husbands I no longer believe that I live in a democracy!  The 2011 referendum was a farce - few understood the 
alternative.

Farhad Hussain
Monibe Hussain
Beryl Hussey I would like MY views to have some representation in Parliament.I am tired of voting for someone with no 

chance of being elected.

Beryl Hussey It would be good to vote for someone who is elected.

Harry Hussey
Peter Hussey
françois husson
chetin hussyin
Caroline Hutchings
Phil Hutchings
Neil Hutchins
Barbara Hutchinson It offers a greater sense of representation of views

Lee Hutchinson
Judy Hutchinson
Laura Hutchinson
Nigel Hutchinson It has to be intrinsically more democratic than first past the post



Samuel Hutchinson Under FPTP, except in the safest of seats, most votes count for nothing in deciding the MP and ultimately the 
PM.

Brian Hutchison I'd like to have a government that genuinely represents the will of the people.

glenn hutton
Tom Hutton It will encourage change...

Martin Huxley Your party is in government through the votes of only 36/37% of the population of the UK. HOW CAN YOU 
JUSTIFY THAT SYSTEM; IT IS UNDEMOCRATIC?

david huxter The system is not fair, UKIP got nearly £4 Mill votes in the last general election and only got one MP. Compaired 
to some area's where MP's were elected for a small amount of votes, it speaks for it's self.

Candice Hyde
Penny Hyde
Philip Hyde
Rosalind Hyde
Suzanne Hyde
Paul Hyder
Trevor Hyett Everybody's vote should have equal weight, broadening the debate beyond certain 'key' marginals.

Richarf Hyman
Stuart Hyndes I know that it must seem that you are a turkey being asked to vote for christmass. But it is no good just parroting 

that we have a system that works when it is failing to engage large sections of the public. As one fact that came 
out of the referndum was that lots of people who had not voted came out and did because they knew they 
would be counted.

Dan Hynes
Mark Hynes I want all votes to count equally

Tam Sneddon I wont PR! Changing boundries wont give the electorate PR!

David Ibinson My concern is that nothing will change. MPs have no interest in representation merely  in retaining their own 
self serving power.

Jay Iddon We all need to feel truely represented in parliment.

Ewa Idzik
B. Iles
Ian Iles
Sarah Iles Proportional representation is there fairest way to ensure every voter cast counts fairly, I also believe it would 

encourage grater engagement in polotics if people knew there vote counted.

TONIA ILIA
Jeff Illidge My Conservative MP does not represent me. Only tows "the party line"

Corinna Illingworth If you want the citizens to vote for the party representing their wishes, you have to give these parties a chance 
to have a seat in parliament. With a 5% clause like in Germany, there is no need to be afraid of a variety of 
parties  working together to form the government.

David Ilsley
Brian Impey The recent referendum result clearly demonstrates that our representatives in Government, there by virtue of 

the FPTP process, do not hold views that are entirely consistent with those of the populace. This alone should 
cause electoral reform to be looked at seriously by all parties in the best interests of democracy.

Pam Inder
Peter Ing
John Ingham First past the post was fine in the 1950's, when more than 90% of the population, voted Tory or Labour. That is 

not the case now, and the system is not Democratic, which means many people don't bother voting. Just look at 
the turnout at the EU referendum, when every vote counted.

John Ingham
Kate Ingleby
Kate Ingleby
Michael ingleson
Liam Inglis PR is needed now.

Jo Ingold
Ian Ingram PR = better democratic representation. Old adage about coalitions has now been disproved by Tories' time in a 

coalition.

Doug Ingram
Robin Ingram
Patricia Innamorati



margaret Innes
Daniel Inniss
Deborah Irons I want a system where my vote counts, P.R. will make that happen.

Amy Irvine
Peter Irvine Because fairness, equanimity and justice go hand in hand in a good democracy. To vote for an election it simply 

doesn't make sense unless it's proportional representation.

Sylvia Irvine
Patricia Irvine If we want a true democracy then we need to change our voting system

Adam Irving Stop pretending that the UK is a democracy! The ordinary people do not understand the intricacies surrounding 
voting systems - the AV referendum was unbelievable inappropriate. Step up and deliver voting reform our 
beloved country so desperately needs!

Brian Irving
Joy Irving
Jacqueline Irving
patricia irwin This action is very unfair to people in less well off areas and although it would save some money surely the 

House of Lords is more overpacked and expensive!

denis irwin True democracy includes everyone,the strangle hold that Labour/conservatives perpetuate, is only about 
power,ie were is ukip's voice.

james isaac
Stefan Isendahl
George Ishmael
Dawud Islam There are many, like me, who are opposed to AV but still support STV and D'Hondt systems of PR. Having moved 

to Scotland and experienced both of these systems in action they are clearly fairer and give a more balanced 
representation of the peoples wishes. They are also clearly understood by the Scottish people and cause no 
confusion. In the recent Holyrood elections your own party derived great benefit from this system.

Sezgin Ismail I feel that the current system completely marginalises those like me who have major concerns about the 
environmental and health issues associated with intensive farming practised in this area.

David Ison I want people's vote to count. In my constituency there is no point in my voting, and the sitting MP. makes little 
or no effort becausdoesn't have to.This effectively disenfranchises me. Is this democracy?

Corinna Issuree
Jannicke Ive I want my vote to count!!!

Tim Ivorson FPTP pits bits of our country against each other, despite voters' wishes. It'll promote religious tension and end 
the union.

Anne and Stephen j We fully support the open letter. Such electoral injustice cannot be tolerated in a 'democracy'.

Miki Jablkowska
Ann Jack I would like a fairer system which enables every person who votes for whatever party has a say in the decision 

making process.there are plenty of examples around the world and one in Scotland,Northern Ireland had to 
become inclusive to enable peace to move forward ,I feel the two party system is costly when parties change 
one to the other,it's out dated and needs changed.there has never been a time when PR is required than now 
However being Westminster I fear they may even botch it up to some crazy idea of their own and not take 
examp,es of other successful systems

Robert Jack Individual votes count, thats why i want PR

Mike Jack We count ! Let's learn to count

Alan Jackson
Chris Jackson Out of concern to maintain and enhance our great democracy.

ROBERT JACKSON
David Thomas Jackson Because AV is a poor half-baked voting system: we need a truly proportional system fully reflecting the 

diversity of UK political opinion.

Finn Jackson
Gillian Jackson
Helen Jackson
Iain Jackson
Amy Jackson
Dominic Jackson
Marion Jackson The recent referendum showed how many people will vote when they feel that their vote really counts. We 

need a voting system for parliamentary elections that makes that a reality.

James Jackson the AV vote was NOT a vote for Proportional representation, we need another vote



Jo Jackson
Kaye Jackson
Keith Jackson
Leslie Jackson Majority rule is NOT fair - proportional representation IS!

marion jackson I want my vote to count

Riana Jackson
Nick Jackson If I ask you if you want Chinese for tea, and you say "no", that doesn't mean that you don't want pizza.

Peter Jackson Under FPTP my political views will never get heard as those of the majority of the population

patrick jackson proportional representation is the only fair and democratic way to hold elections

Robert Jackson Number of people not voting at all is increasing because they do not see the point when FPTP means there is no 
chance of their views being represented.

Daphne JACKSON
Gilian Jackson I have never been asked so I am telling you now I want PR so you don't have to spend millions asking me

Kevin Jackson
Steve Jackson
Tania Jackson
Christopher Jackson
Tony Jackson Retired

Jacqueline Jackson I constantly feel that the country I live in is getting more undemocratic by the year, votes MUST match seats

James jr Jackson DEMOCRACY,,,like hell it is

Tom Jackson-Eeles
Mark Jacob
Connagh Jacobi
Jenny Jacobs The EU Referendum showed that most people don't believe their votes actually count; "protest" votes are 

dragging us out of the EU! We need a system where every vote has equal weight and effect and where a part 
which only gets 24% of the votes cannot form a "majority Government".

William Jacobs
B. Jacobson Without PR, we feel disenfranchised and that it is too easy for the results of elections to be unfair.

Gx Jacques
Katy Jago The AV ref simply wasn't different or fair enough a system, hence the vote result. PR, whilst imperfect, is much 

better.

Leo Jago
Janet Jalil
carol jama Surely a fair voting system is what everyone wants else what is the point of voting, and indeed people have not 

voted in the past because our system isn't considered fair

Diccon James
Alan James
Amanda James
Katharine James
Arthur James
Barry James My vote has never mattered. Why should I vote in future?

Darren James
David James We need real PR, not AV, so we need a referendum on PR, as many who want PR would not and did not vote for 

AV.

David James
Euan James
Ian James Having a majority of MPs with only a third of votes cast is fundamentally unfair.

Neal James
Nick James
Owen James Make my vote count ;(

Robert James Concern for fair representation motivates the proposals to revise constituency boundaries; such concern must 
also motivate reform to achieve proportional representation.

Sarah James Turn out in general elections has fallen steadily.  Clearly many people feel disenfranchised by the current 
system. An engaged democracy is happier for all, whatever our political views.

David Wyn James FPTP is a quasi-democratic system which does not weight everyone's vote equally and is intrinsically unfair.



Diane James I long for the day when our view are justly represented - through proportional representation. Then parliament 
has a true mandate.

Mark Jameson
Peter Jameson
Ian Jamieson MPs agreed on Proportional representation for every new regional assembly. Please have the courage and self 

belief to bring to Westminster.

Lindsey Jamieson
Mark Jamieson
Rob Jamison Make every vote equal by setting up a truly proportional voting system

Barbara Janes
Paul Janke
Mathieu Jansen Every vote must count towards electing a government. If an electoral system is not seen to be fair by the 

electorate, it brings politics and democracy into disrepute.

Robert Janssens
Susan Jappie
Marilyn and Bob Jarrett
Patricia Jarrett
Bill Jarvis This issue has become even more important with the potential to introduce boundary changes. To make a real 

difference, be bold and introduce PR

Martin Jarvis
Simon Jarvis
Val Jarvis I want my one vote to count as one vote.

Gareth Jaxon Pr is the only fair and democratic way to decide elections.

Tony Jay We have the most freedom but the least fair democracy, this is no longer acceptable in our society.

Andrew Jaye Please, give all a fairer system of proportional representation. It seems the first past the post way of choosing 
new MPs is a really old system to decide MPs.

Michael Jayne
Paul Jayson Abandon your vote rigging for democracy!

Jean Louise jean louise 
taylor

Tim Jebb
Andrew Jefferson
Richard Jefferson
Richard Jefferson
Stuart Jeffery
Nicola Jeffery
Sal Jefford
Tim Jeffreys The referendum vote engaged people in politics, why? Because for most people this was the first time their 

vote would really count.

Simon Jeffs
Michael Jelbert I would like my vote to count.  In this current system it does not.

PR JELBERT Voters for a party of widespread appeal across the country have a vote which is of less or no value compared 
with those in constituencies where clusters of likeminded voters are gathered.

Lloyd Jenkin
Loveday Jenkin
Stewart Jenkin
Anne Jenkins
Bethany Jenkins
Christopher Jenkins First past the poll is one of the most flawed voting systems in the world, it's time we change it.

David Jenkins In theses times we desperately need a system where EVERY vote counts.

Heather Jenkins
Marian Jenkins Because it was rigged and  the public weren't offered the only fair option, PR.

Kathryn Jenkins If this is really to save money you need to look at the House of Lords

Lloyd Jenkins
Eiluned Jenkins



Mary Jenkins
Patrick Jenkins
Richard Jenkins
Robert Jenkins Our parliamentary democracy is based on an electoral fundamentalism that is completely unfit for purpose. 

Change is long overdue.

Steve Jenkins The present FPTP electoral system has no validity, disenfranchising voters and unfairly favouring the large 
parties.

Vicky Jenkins My vote is currently worthless - please make it count.

Richard Jenkinson A democratic vote should never rely upon where a person lives, but on the views held by that person.

Steven Jenkinson please give people a vote that actually means somthing.

Nigel Jenner The previous referendum should not be seen as a final point but need to review and ask the electorate again to 
ensure that all voters have an impact on the Government elected

Peter Jenner Everyone's voice should be heard, not just those who live inmarginal constituencies.

Anne Jennings
David Jennings
Stephen Jennings The current system is broken. Conspiracy theories abound re the Tories already rigging 2020.

Kevin Jennings
Mark Jennings
Richard Jennings
Zachary Jennings
LIN JENSEN No more weird election resuts as with UKIP. No violations. One ballot paper for all. Easier to count. MORE 

DEMOCRATIC !

Adrienne Jeorrett
Stephen Vetch Jeremy Democracy must start with PR

Barbara Jermyn
Diana Jeuda The electoralSyst

Jim Jewell
Jacqueline Jewell 
Nicholls Britain deserves real democracy, with smaller parties properly represented, ensuring that every voice is heard

David Jewitt
Andrew Jinks First past the post undermines the democratic legitimacy of the UK government which does not represent the 

wishes of the majority of those who have voted. FPTP further undermines our democracy because in safe seats 
there is little point in people who hold different views to the existing MP even voting, because they know their 
votes will be wasted. If we wish for greater participation in democratic politics it is vital that we move to a 
proportional system.

Clive Jinman
Christine Joachim 
Joachim

Judith John
Karl John
Catherine john
Brenda Johns
Duncan Johns AV is just as disproportionate as FPTP. We need a system that is PROPORTIONATE. It is no coincidence that 

countries reforming thier electoral systems reject FPTP.

Neil Johns
Mathew Johns
Simon Johns
Amelia Johnson
Brian Johnson
Nigel Johnson
Chris Johnson
christopher johnson
Christine Johnson
Christine Johnson
Connor Johnson
Sue Johnson



DR Johnson
Denise Johnson
Daniel Johnson
Daniel Johnson
David Johnson
elizabeth johnson We are increasingly have a populace that is not represented in elections.  There is becoming a strong bias 

towards successive Conservative Govt's having a strangle hold . This is neither democratic  or fair and will lead to 
a one party dictatorship.  I do not wish to  live in a country where a minority vote as in the last election leads to a 
majority of seats in Parliament.

Erin Johnson The suffragettes gave me my vote. Now I want my vote to count.

glenn johnson
Gordon Johnson Whose side are you on? The status quo, or the people of this country? This is your chance to take a stand!

graham johnson first past the post is now not the way to form a goverment

Guy Johnson We need an electoral system  which makes participating in politics, and voting, meaningful for far more people.

Harriet Johnson
James Johnson
Jackie Johnson
Jeremy Johnson
Clare Johnson FPTP is completely undemocratic and frankly ridiculous. Common decency requires that the system be changed 

to PR immediately.

Meryl Johnson It is quite clear that the current system is broken when more people vote for the opposition parties and less for 
the government.

ElizabethJulia Johnson
Keith Johnson
Lesley Johnson I voted against AV because I wasn't prepared to accept an option that doesn't go far enough, i wasn't prepared to 

settle for less.  I want full proportional representation so that every vote of every person in this country has 
equal weight.  The current system does not provide that and many people don't bother to vote because they 
feel their vote doesn't count.  I believe government by consensus across 2 or 3 parties will deliver fairer, more 
balanced policies.  If there is a clear majority for one party we can be sure that it is because their policies are 
what people want.

Matthew Johnson
Michael JOHNSON Only when we have a proportional syste, will the UK be able to call itself a democracy

Melanie Johnson
michael johnson The current system of electing a government does not potray an accurate view of the general puplic.

Nigel Johnson Re-engage voters by making every vote count.

Penny Johnson
Peter Johnson
Philip Johnson Politics has shifted. There is no longer a strong left-right dichotomy. A Classical Liberal like myself should feel 

voting for a third party is not a wasted vote.

Peter Johnson I favour the NZ system of PR as it retains a local connection as well as MP numbers based on the popular vote

Peter Johnson
Richard Johnson I am the eternal Floating Voter, finding common ground between politicians of various parties. However, it has 

sometimes meant that I have not felt like voting at all, depending on where I happen to have been living at the 
time, and therefore which particular politicians were competing. If I had had the opportunity to vote for 
policies, under a PR voting system, I would always have made sure to use the hard-won franchise.

Frank Johnson
Dave Johnson The population of the U.K. No longer feels represented by the politicians in this day and age,  it's either red or 

blue, with a little bit of Farage. This is no longer acceptable and possible, to run a nation like ours in such a 
unrepresentative and undemocratic way, I implore you to move forward with accepting the wishes of the 
masses.

Michael Johnson
Andrew Johnston I fully support the above letter. The failure of the current system to correctly reflect the wishes of a large part of 

the electorate must not be ignored.

Ewa Johnston How can we claim to believe in fairness above all when our system  forces people to choose between tactical 
voting or wasting a vote?

Daniel Johnston
Karl Johnston It is increasingly clear that the current system is not compatible with voter preferences and is hindering proper 

democratic expression.



Renata Johnston
Tamiya Johnston
Peter Johnston
Renata Johnston
Rose Johnston
Anthony Johnstone
robert joll
Norman Jolley In the hope of seeing a true democracy in the United Kingdom, I am interested in fairness and equalisation in 

the voting system.

Chris Jolliffe First past the post is not a fair system.   We need PR.

Aidan Jolly
Steven Jolly every vote should  count and Parliament should represent the views of the public,

Geoff Jollye
Carol Jonas
Andrew Jones The EU referendum campaign has clearly shown what unpleasant consequences can flow from widespread 

feelings of being undervalued and disenfranchised.

Alan Jones The time has come for PR to be adopted in the UK to put a halt to the extremely rich and the trade unions 
holding all the power. It is time for fair democracy.

Alan Jones
Alan Jones Because the present system is totally unfair as you very well know only the marginal seats decide who our 

government is to be.

Alison Jones
Richard Jones Yes, and the offer should be a real one, not one trumped up to put people off! As was the last PR referendum.

Barrie Jones That the people rejected the Alternative Vote is not a justification that we do not want PR. It is utterly 
predictable that the Tories will stand in the way of democratic change, since the status quo serves them so well. 
How a political party can justify a mandate to govern on the support of less than 30% of the electorate beggars 
belief.

Millicent Jones Everyone's vote will not carry equal weight until we have proportional representation

Anthony Jones
Anthony Jones Proportional Representation is pure democracy. British voters deserve nothing less.

Aud Jones Please make voting fair.

Basil Jones
William Jones
Carole Jones The British voting system stem is undemocractic. One person, one vote for the whole country - not just on area - 

is want is democratic. Also the House of Lords is also undemocractic - should be scrapped!!!

Chris Jones
Clive Jones
Alan Jones
Daphne Jones
David Jones
David Jones
don jones
Stephen Jones Only voters in marginals have the power to change the government.  Every voter should count!

Dorothy Jones
Dylan Jones
Mike Jones
Felicity Jones
Philip Jones
Gareth Jones We are a. Democratic nation every persons vote should have the same weight!!

Gareth Jones
Gary Jones Winning a 50+ % majority with less than 40% of the votes just isn't on.

George Jones
Hugh Jones
huw jones PR is the most democratic voting system and should be implemented by this government now.

Ian Jones First past the post, is a useless unrepresentative form of voting.



Ian Jones Current democratic system is not fit for purpose, need to engage more people and make each vote count!

Jacqueline Jones PR gives a fairer representation of the views of the electorate than the current system.

Jacob Jones
Jakkie Jones the referendum on the voting system gave an option that was no better than first past the post and that is why it 

was rejected

Jean Jones
Jean Jones
Jennie Jones Proportional representation is the only way to make Parliament truly representative of the people

Jenny Jones PR would be a fairer voting system for all. For so many our votes don't count. What sort of democracy is this?

Julie Jones People voted int EU Referendum because they felt that their vote counted. Even though I voted with the 
minority, I am pleased that we used a more democratic process than the one we have for electing our MPs. I 
really hope that you will seriously consider changing our electoral system so that it is more fair, representative 
and democratic.

Jon Jones
Alan Jones
Martin Jones When the Tory's get a majority on less than 40% yet greens get 25%, Plaid and UKIP also given a large share of 

the vote and virtually no seats then the system clearly doesn't work. Proportional representation please!

Simon Jones
Kathryn Jones Alternative Vote is not Proportional Representation. The public should decide our voting system and be able to 

make it a fair and representative one!

Kevin Jones everyone matters and a proportional representative system goes a long way to recognising that

Laurence Jones
Laurence Jones
Laura Jones As a Green Party voter, I am effectively disenfranchised, and the system for determinging BBC party political 

platforms exclused the Green Prty's crucial messages on the terrible consequences of inequality and climate 
change from being heard. This is fundmaentally anti-democratic.

Les Jones
Gillian Jones
Elizabeth Jones
Anne Jones Once again, we were LIED to. Can Wales have Wexit, ? controlling over our border, money raised here spent 

here&  abolishment of unelected aristocrats, ie the royals& house of lords. Sound familiar....

Huw Jones
Martin Jones
Martin Jones
Merryn Jones I feel the system is unfair and it should be that every person's vote carries equal weight.

Mike Jones
Nichola Jones
Paul Jones If you believe in true democracy and fairness then every vote should count or do you believe in a one party sate

nicholas jones
Philip Jones
Paul Jones
Lorraine Jones I want to vote in a way that I believe in, and not have have to vote tactivally for something I don't, merely to 

prevent a worse alternative. Please stop thinking of your own parties self-interest and truly think of the good of 
the country and wishes of the people.

Ronald Jones Now we have a New Start Let's Have DEMOCRACY in PR

Robbie Jones
Roger Jones I believe we need a better voting system than first past the post. I am a regular voter but do find in most 

instances my vote does does not count unless I vote for another party. I feel my voice is not being heard.

Sami Jones
Sandra Jones
Simon Jones AV is not PR. Full PR = STV with Multi-Member Constituencies.

Stephen Jones If we had PR all voters votes would mean something and give a true representation of what the population 
wants.

Simon Jones
Steve Jones First past the post is broken and should be replaced with PR to re-connect politics.

Stevie B. Jones



Suzanne Jones would like something that actually IS democracy!

Tess Jones The German electoral system offers stable and democratic representation. Designed by us!

Thomas Jones
Marjorie Jones The current system is broken and currently only represents the Tory voters properly. My preferred party polled 

3% of the votes and has one seat out of over 600. UKIP, who is most definitely not my preferred party, but was 
the preferred party of 12% of the voters, also has one seat. How can that be fair? The first past the post system 
belongs in the days of our feudal lords of the manor, which is where it originated. The 54% of people who did 
not vote Tory are effectively disenfranchised.

Valerie Jones Sick of my vote not changing anything, the system must be changed.

Vaughan Jones Currently substantial minority opinion is excluded. Healthy policymaking depends upon diverse and open 
debate. Exclusion results in alienation and extremism.

Victoria Jones
William Jones
wayne jones
Michael Jones The current system means that voices are silenced at a regional level on issues at a national level. If the people 

in the area where I live overpower my voice parliament do not hear it. Everyone should have a voice in 
parliament.

Matthew Jones
Zafiro Jones The system we have now First Past the Post is unfair and doesn't represent votes that matter to the people. We 

need Proportional Representation.

Marilyn Jones Barnett
Mike Jonmes
Ann Jordan
Bradley Jordan
Peter Jordan
Peter Jordan
Theresa Jordan
Edward Jordan
Carolyn Jordin
Hilary Jordon The EU referendum had large turnout because every vote counted - not so in our General Elections - let every 

vote count!

Jesper Jorgensen Everybody's vote needs to count - Proportional Representation is therefor Basic Democracy - anything else is 
not!

Alex Joseph
Alicia Joseph
Dana Josephson
Mike Joslin FPTP is rapidly creating a quagmire of a so-called democracy. It is time for the people to decide who they want.

Kay Jowett Our votes need to be heard,if our votes counted more people would vote,and it would be fairer.At the moment 
our votes are not having any impact on the way things are done.

Naomi Joy obviously PR is a much fairer system, please hurry to implement for a more democratic Parliament!

Philip Joyce
Hayley Joyce We have the right within a democracy to assure that every single vote is worth its intention for that voter.

BRIAN JOYCE
Patricia Joyce
rowan joyner
Richard Joynson I want my vote to count. I want everyone's vote to count. A fair & representative PR system is the only way to 

re-engage people with democracy.

Claire Judge
Karen Juers-Munby
Hilary Julian Our current system puts power in the hands of a government elected by a minority. The government then 

claims to have a mandate.

Rosa Jungnitz
Michael Just Everyone's vote should count.

Jade Kally I was under the notion this country was somewhat of a democratic state, evidently, with these corrupted 
boundary changes, the nail is firmly in the coffin for democracy for Britain.

Carol Kambites



James Kaminski PR will give a clearer voice to the British public.

Daanish Kanji
Sunil Kapur When Theresa May became Prime Minister, she spoke very directly about the need to listen to huge sections of 

the population who have been overlooked.  Many people don't see the point int voting and feel that the 
political and voting systems are biased against them.  Proportionate Representation would be one way to make 
sure that everybody knows their vote will not be wasted.

Vasileios Karaiskos
Mumtaz Karimjee
C. Karkoutli
I Karney
Victoria Karney PR works in European Parliament and many European counties why not in UK?

David Karniely
Lola Karpf
Monika Kasnickas AV not PR to say the general public have chosen is disingenuous.  People are disillusioned, want their voice 

heard, want PR, and are waiting in earnest.

Joanna Katsuno
Bob Katz It seems obvious, to me, that the Tories are trying to create a one-party state to rival those of Russia and China. 

A fair voting system and true democracy would put that in jeopardy. The young, of course, don't realise this is 
happening. We have to show that us old codgers CAN see what they're up to and need to oppose them, for the 
sake of our children. Yes, I know MI5/6 will watch me, for saying these things. But, it HAS to be opposed.

Jay Kavanagh
Patrick Kavanagh The current system is antiquated, undemocratic and unrepresentative of peoples voting preferences.

Noah Kavanagh
Ian Kay Parlimentary representation needs to be proportional to the number of votes actually cast throughout the 

whole UK.

Linda Kay
Tom Kay
Petra Kay
Susan Kay
Samantha Kay We must have a fair, representative system, that''s democracy!

Stefan Kay Present system is a travesty of democracy; PR works in Scotland, Wales and N Ireland - now for the UK surely!

Danielle Kaye First Past The Post takes NO account of actual numbers voting for any single party.

Stefan Kaye Our voting system needs to ensure that parliament genuinely reflects the views of the electorate!

Peter Kayes Without some form of PR our electoral system is little better than that of the 'rotten boroughs' of the 18th 
century.  We need reform to ensure our governments are legitimate and representative, a siuation which only 
really applied in recent times during the coalition government of 2010-2015, (even though I did not support 
either of these parties).

Geoff Kayum I want politics to reflect the will of ALL the people instead of a minority

Lesley Kazan-Pinfield AV is not PR

Rebecca Keane
Jane Kearns Because of the constituencies I've lived in, I have never been able to vote for my preferred candidate without 

feeling my vote was wasted. I therefore never felt truly enfranchised but PR would help remedy this.

Colin Keast Because the current system is unfair when a party only 25% want can rule the country

John Keates
Thomas Keating In a healthy democracy, the number of seats a political party holds in parliament must reflect the total number 

of votes the party receives. The Single Transferable Vote system achieves this and maintains a constituency link.

Lesley Keay The current FPTP disenfranchises millions of voters who like me live in "safe" seats. Our vote is meaningless. 
We need PR.

Richard Kedie
Emma Keef PR makes sure everyone's vote actually counts!

Martin Keefe
Michael Keel First Past the Post is not fit for purpose in this age.

Stephen Keeler
Christopher Keeley We need proportional representation in this country so that no vote feels like a wasted one as it does with the 

current system. I might want to vote Tory in Haringey but what would be the point?

Alison Keen
Michael Keen We need to be forward looking in our democratic process.



Marilyn Keen
Silvana Keen
Alan Keenan Democracy demands a fair voting system. Britain's is broken. Fix it by ending FPTP.

David Keenan
Deanna Keene
Chris Kehoe
Lorraine Keightley
James Keilt
Hugh Keith
Barbara Kell
jay kelleher i voted UKIP like 4 million others and got 1 MP a digrace

Veronica Keller
Dorothy Kelley
mark kellock
Brian Kelly
Dawn Kelly I want PR because the current voting system is neither fair nor truly democratic.

Daphne Kelly Real democracy regarding voting requires that each vote counts.  The Irish Republic uses the Hare system which 
ensures that all votes count. If you wish to restore faith in the political process, reform of the voting system is 
an excellent start.

Gillian Kelly
Jan Kelly I advocate a mixed system: constituency seats plus top up seats distributed proportional to the voting outcome.

Jim KELLY The UK is virtually alone among western democracies in retaining FPTP. Time it was replaced by a system that 
serves everybody

Bernard Kelly
Neil Kelly
N Kelly
Joe Kelly
David Kelly
Julian Kelsey
Nigel Kelsey PR will engage more, currently apathetic voters, in the democraric process including me!

Michael Kelshaw
David Kemball-Cook
John Kemp A mandate cannot come from LESS than 50% of the voters.

Johnathan Kemp I want my vote to count, with FPTP it never will. This is not democracy!

Eluned Kemp
Martin Kemp We must revive our lame democracy by making every vote count

Martin Kemp My vote in the Whitney constituency counts for nothing. Why?

VICTOR KEMP fairness

Nick Kempe
Heidy Kempe-Bottcher
Sandra Kemplen The realisation that each vote can matter under PRis incentive for everyone to participate in elections.

Peter Kempster To ensure that every vote truly matters.

Brian Kendall "First Past the Post" is cheating. The Labour & Conservative parties find keeping power more desirable than 
democracy.

Grace Kendrick
ann kennard
David Kennard
David Kennard The Referendum and what's happening in the Labour Party, show that people who don't usually get involved in 

politics do when they realise their vote counts. Improving the present first past the post system would maintain 
this surge of interest and involvement. Of course it's risky, as the result may bot go the way those in charge 
want, but it's healthy for our country.

Sylvia Kennard
Duncan Kennedy
Graham Kennedy
Isla Kennedy



Joe Kennedy If the government truly values democracy there is no argument against this.

Jonathan Kennedy The British people deserve an electoral system that reflects the plurality of political viewpoints present in our 
society

E Kennedy
ian kennedy
Morgan Kennedy
Peter Kennedy With PR each vote has an equal value, the main parties don't want it because it makes it more difficult to gain a 

majority.

Angus Kennedy It is about time they listened to the people after all it was us that gets them in power

Lee Kennedy i feel the government will never change from first passed the post voting as it almost certainly guarentees them 
victory, they need to realise they work for us and should do as instructed and we should be allowed to vote 
them out if they don't

Dr Michael Kennett
Roland Kennett
John Kenny I believe that every vote needs to count in order for us to feel part of a fair voting and election system.

Michael Kenny
Charlene Kent Every voice should be counted, not just those who vote for the big parties.

Joyce Kent As an octogenarian I know I have never been fairly represented by our present system. The Alt. Vote Ref. was a 
deliberate whitewash the way it was presented.My big 'bucket wish is to feel my vote will really count before I 
die.

Michael Kent Too many people in this country lose interest because they have nobody who represents them.

Penny Kent Millions of  voters ended up unrepresented in the last election. The current system is totally unfair and needs to 
be changed to proportional representation.  Tweaking the boundaries will still not right the matter.

Simon Kent FPTP is not suitable for our democracy.

Ricky Kent
Rosalind Kent How can you have a 'democracy' WITHOUT proportional representation?    The 'Alternative Vote' system was no 

more representative than the present FPTP which explains why the electorate turned it down in 2011.

James Kent Why might the Tories have rejected FPTP for their own internal elections, I wonder?

Geoffrey Kenward It's about time this country was truly democratic.  PR will give the majority a voice, that majority is, frankly not 
represented by those in power or who will stand in the next election.  I have no political affiliation.

Stuart Kenworthy
N W Kenyon
John Kenyon
Mark Keogan
Ronald Kercher We need a fair PR system in the UK which brings us into the 21st century, like many other progressive 

democracies in the world and our home nations except England) AV was not the right choice.

Stewart Kerr
Laura Kerr
michael kerr
Phil Kerr
Paul Kerrigan
Judith Kerry
Megan Kerry
Carolyne Kershaw The higher level of voting in the referendum demonstrated that when every vote can count the more people 

will vote.  The FPTP system means that those who live in 'safe seat' constituencies can only endorse a foregone 
conclusion or register a protest vote.

Rob Kershaw
Angela Kerslake I, liike many others, have been disenfranchised by the FPTP system for all my adult voting life. PR is necessary 

to elect the MP's people actually vote for.

Chloé Kerton
Ally Kessler PR is fairer and more accurate. Will encourage voting

Helen Ketchell The current electoral system has disenfranchised me for most of my life. We need to make every vote count!

Carol Kettles We need TRUE democracy!!!

David Kew
Simon Key I want to represented fairly and put an end to the disenfranchisement of the majority.



Daniel Key The current voting system is unfair and is causing social disparity and unrest. Please change it to keep the 
country together.

J Key
Roger Key If you can't win under PR you are fiddling the system to win!!

Simon Key
Thomas Keyton
Jacci Keyworth
Emily Catherine khoury
Darren Kiggins let's have an electoral system using PR that is legal.

Ludvig Kihlman
Martin Kilbey I do not think that most MP's feel obliged to consult their constituents under the present system - they are too 

confident of gaining a seat by standing for Party rather than policies. Most Manifestoes represent the wishes of 
a Party rather than those expressed by local voters. This is not democracy.

Chris Kilby
Sylvie Kilford
Adam Kilkenny Make votes matter.

Sean Kilkenny
Lindsay Killeen I wish PR to become a reality as it will give a voice to all sections of society. I am prepared, as I think all people 

who believe in democracy are, for the reality that this will bring about coalition governments. Ultimately 
whatever side of the political spectrum you are on I think we should all be grown up enough to accept that an 
input from across the political spectrum is more likely to come up with fair and sensible policies for all sectors in 
society, as opposed to whoever the government of the day is forcing their views upon society whether this is a 
left or right wing party. It is not acceptable in this day and age for us to have first past the post and I think in 
years to come we will look at this system with bewilderment very much the way we do now upon those dark 
days when there was not univeral suffrage.

Douglas Killeya
JANET KILLIAN
Tom Killick
Rupert Killick
John Kilpatrick
Malcolm Kimber The referendum only offered one complex system which put people off signing it.  FPTP is clearly 

unrepresentative.

Ken Kimber
Andrew King The time has come!

Antonia King Unlike FPTP, every vote mattered in the EU referendum - PR would enable us to vote for what we really want to 
see.

Diana King With  the system as it is, I feel disinfranched when I vote, as the area I live in is staunchly one party, and always 
will be. I do not want to vote for this party and my vote is wasted.

Ieuan King Proportional representation would mean that all votes matter equally. This change by the Tories is an obvious 
attempt to subvert the democratic process.

Jacqueline King
Jinni King I want my vote to really count.

june king
John King The last referendum campaign was mostly about denigrating The Lib Dems and in particular Nick Clegg. There 

needs to be a more reasoned and informative campaign as to the virtues of a more democratic system to elect a 
government that represents everyone and not just the corporate and media moguls interests.

Christine King
Martin King
Davy King
Nathan King PR is true democracy. Tories and Labour are disintegrating. We must give other parties a reasonable platform to 

break the popularity contest.

Janet King In this day and age it is an absolute greaves to that so many peoples votes do not matter.  "First pass the post" is 
outdated and although I voted against proposals under the AV referendum that was because the alternative on 
offer was not an alternative.  Proportional representation is the only way to go - so that every one believes that 
there vote counts.  I would also like to see an Australian type system where you have to vote - although if 
people truly believed that vote counted this may not be absolutely necessary.

Katie King
John King



Richard King Had the EU referendum been held under the present electoral system the view of the majority would not have 
been heard, just those of the undemocratically  elected MP's.  A change is vital for this country to move forward 
in the world.

Roxanne King
Stephen King
Pauline King I am sick of not being truly represented.

V King
Mark Kingsley If you really do believe in true democracy then please do all you can to enact a Proportional Representation 

system of voting which is fair to all. The current system of FPTP is woefully inadequate and undemocratic in a 
multi party country like ours. The AV Referendum of 2011 should not be the final word on this issue, as the AV 
system is flawed anyway.

Michael Kingsnorth
Natasha Kinley It is fairer!!!

Neil Kinrade
Robin Kinross The same party has always won this constuency by large margins. My vote has never made any difference. It's 

time to change this and give some power to voters.

Frank Kinsey PR will finally bring democracy to a system which has claimed to be democratic for some time. Yet how can it be 
when people are outvoted, not in numbers but by a postcode lottery on how strong your vote is? This is without 
a doubt a travesty

Andrew kirby
Martin Kirby
Rosemary Kirby
David Kirk
Rosie Kirk
Johnny Kirk
Martin Kirk
Richard Kirker Britian more often than not suffers from an elected dictatorship which is far removed from geunine democracy. 

Proportional Representation is democratic.

Jason Kirkham
Peter Kirkham
Jim Kirkpatrick Too many people are disenfranchised by the present system. A PR system will make every vote count and 

politics representative of the people.

Roger Kirman It cannot be right to effectively disenfranchise 25% of the population and expect voters to respect such a system

Roger Kirman
linda kirrage
linda kirrage
Helen Kirsopp I belong to a new minority party, which will have difficulty in getting it's voice represented at National Level. 

Before that I voted for other smaller parties so I feel my voice along with many others I know is drowned out by 
our present system

Yvonne Kirtlan The current system is far from representative.

Graham Kissack PR is a fairer system that 'First past to post' and has been used successfully in other countries. It should be 
implemented here in the UK as well.

Keith Kitchen We do not have a democracy until we have PR.

Ashley Kitchin We need proportional representation, make cuts at the triple lock pension scheme and not at the 
administrative level, number of MPs, which damages democracy.

Jon Kitchin
Max Kite
Ian Kitson This is the fairest way so that votes really count!

Valery Kitson PR would also address the 'seats for life' issue where it has been said that in safe seats you could put a rosette 
on a broomstick and it would win!

Ruth Klassen Green The mathematics of the current FPTP system make it a no-brainer that it is deeply unfair and needs to be 
replaced by a PR system.

Andrea Klein The Alternative Vote system does not go far enough to iron out the distortions of the first past the post system 
and that's why it failed to convince the people in the referendum.We need proper PR, similalry to Germany for 
example

Lambert Kleinjans
John Klosinski Because it's democratic - first past the post is a hoax.



Claire Knaapen - van 
Koppen

Dr Fred Knaggs More democracy, not less.Each vote must have its worth.

Frances Kneler I want my voice to be heard and recognised.

Sean Kneller
Robert Knibbs It's the only way to get proper representation

Chris Knight We have lived here for 36 years, always voted, but our vote has never counted because we weren't voting for 
the Tory MP

Jon Knight Please !

Derek Knight
Emma Knight
Horace Knight Please do something that the public wants.

Jackie Knight
John Knight
Kate Knight
mark knight
Alan Knight The present system is not fair

Ricky Knight Part of me is resigned to the Red/Blue pendulum swing but I refuse to believe that full PR will harm strong 
democratic government. Quite the reverse.

Roger Knight
Sandra Knight
Nick Knight FPTP was OK in 1915 with 2 dominant parties, but fails with 6 each polling over 1 million in 2015!

Tracy Knight
Ian Knight
michelle knipe
Ben Knott
Christopher Knott
Helen Knott PRwill engage more people who want their vote to count.

John Knott The current system does not reflect British fairness and justice, it only supports the establishment.

Jim Knott
Martin Knott First past the post is fundamentally un democratic and unfair

Ann Knowles I strongly believe that people will become more engaged in the government of our country and more 
predisposed to vote if they feel that their vote actually matters.

Dot Knowles
Lizzy Knowles
Ann Knox
Paul Koch
Richard Kock We need representation that is proportionate I have never been represented by the dominant parties and I 

would like my views heard

Delia Koczwara FPTP no longer fits our voting patterns and renders votes for smaller parties worthless, so undermining faith in 
democracy.

Stephane Kolinsky
Lukas Kollmer
Michele Kondakor
Stella Kordun
dorothy kornelis
Jennifer Kosarew The AV referendum only offered a choice between two unsatisfactory systems.  We deserve a choice between 

real PR and FPTP/

Peter Kosowicz The Brexit referendum has exposed the fact that a majority of British people do not believe they are 
represented by the current form of democracy and that their votes in general elections do not count.The only 
we to re-engage the people of this nation with their leadership is through PR.

Mustafa Kouzrite
Demeter Kraaij Apathy is not the reason why people don't vote: the problem is that the current democratic convention is not 

working.

Sebastian Kraemer Currently general elections are decided by a tiny percentage of the electorate who happen to live in marginal 
constituencies. The majority is disenfranchised. We must do better than that.



Simon Kramer Our current voting system has not changed in over 100 years, it is outdated, unfair, unrepresentative and 
undemocratic. I and many, maybe millions, like me views are not truly represented in parliment as a result

Gabriele Kreichgauer
Valerie Kristiansen
Gerlinde Krug It is time to give every vote an equal voice in this country!

Richard Kubala
Jaynie Kucharik
Dieter Kummerehl
Elria Kwant First Past the Post does not express the opinions of people in a general election - hence Brexit, where there was 

a direct relationship and voters inspired!

Allen l
Bev L
Kerry L
Rob L It would be nice to see a STV house of lords

Henry L'Estrange
John Laband Support PR and show that the Conservative Party can do something useful.

Neville Lacey I have been voting for main stream parties for 40 years and have have never had the representative I wanted. 
That cannot be democracy, surely!

Valerie Lacey
P.J.M. Lacy I have always voted but have often known that my vote would have no significance. This is destructive of 

democracy.

Riikka Lahti
Phillip Lai-Fang When each view is equal more people vote (see Scottish independence and EU referendums).

Philip Laidlaw
John Laidlaw When less than 37% vote for a party does it really have a "mandate" for anything!

Kenneth laidler
Brian Laing If you want a fair system then let every vote count the eu referendum proved that the largest number of people 

voted.All votes count Fair

hugh laing
Katherine laird
Pam Laity
Louise Lake
Roger Lake No government can claim a mandate which got only 37% of the votes in a General Election:

Warren Laker
Joy Lakin
Simon Lamb
Peter Lamb
Philip Lamb
Anthony Lamb Make all votes count, not just those first past the post

Gillian Lambe
Anthony Lambert
Camilla Lambert Pr delivers a more accurate representation of voter's support for different parties- critical as we move away 

from 2 paty politics to a pattern that may require more  of a coalition pattern of government

Stephen Lambert Our governments should be properly and fairly representative of the votes that we cast.

Mary Lambert
Dave Lambley
David Lambourn
Caroline Lancaster Proportional Representation is just that! Making every vote count.

David Lancaster
pete lancaster
jane lance
johanna lance
Roger Land It is the right thing to do.

Michael Lander The representation of the electorate should reflect the the total will expressed by the voters and should be 
decided by proportion of valid votes cast nationally.  Our current system is undemocratic.



Brenda Landers In a voting system that has more than 2 parties standing for election, first past the post can never give a fair 
result.  The referendum asking whether we wanted PR or not should have just asked that.  We can then discuss 
which form of PR is best.

ANTONY PATRICK Lane The On-Off / Right-Left light switch of our so called democratic parliament deliberately ignores full and proper 
debate. We need a change to P.R. in the UK now.

Jane Lane PR means every person's vote counts equally

Janice Lane
Rhys Lane
Marie Lane Most people feel that it is a waste of time voting because their votes don't count. Proportional Representation 

is a much fairer system,and more democratic.

Peter Lane
James Lang The change in boundaries is allegedly  to "make all votes equal".  With FPTP all votes are not in any way equal 

regardless of the boundaries.

mark Lang
Ute Lang Please give us a voting system where we all feel fairly represented

Andrew Langan
Justin Langford
Andrew Langhammer
Craig Langley
Gareth Langley
Nick Langley
Gilly Langley The people are not being fairly represented . So in the uk in 2016 tjis is the fsir way to do things.

Patricia Langman
Barclay Langridge I waant a fair system not one that has a party leading with only 24% of the vote!!!

Dave Langstaff
Anna-Carolina 
Langthorne I immigrated to GB from a country that has PR. It's better and fairer.

Juliet Langton
CLIFFORD LANTAFF Our current system has denied me representation for over 40 years of voting. It's time for P.R.

Clare Lappin
Alan Larman
Dominic Lash The fact that people feel their votes don't count is a key reason for the political apathy we hear so much about. 

A proper system of PR is essential to fix this!

Jeremy Lash It is vital that any democracy has realistic representation to ensure balanced debate and genuine reflection of 
the electorate.

Mandy Last
Rob Last
Phil Latham
Thomas Latham It is the only way to make sure that everyone has an equal say in elections.

Marion Lathan The referendum shows how many people vote when they know their vote counts, that they matter. Give us PR.

brendan latif
Richard Latto although voting dutifully in every election for 50 years, I have never voted in a marginal sear. So my vote has 

never made any difference.

Annabel Laughton The best way to create political apathy is having to vote tactically because a vote for the party you really believe 
in will be worthless. This is the system we have.

Craig Laughton
Mike Laughton I want MY VOTE to count - always

Marilyn Laurence
Ingrid Laurenson
Richard Laurenti
NJT Lauro AV is, was and will never be PR. Please stop requoting a redundant arguement.

Mandy Lavender
David Lavery
Paula Lavis



Charmian Law I couldn't believe it when I heard the Boundary Commission this morning on The Today Programme talking 
about the proposed changes to the electoral boundaries. These proposals will mean that our electoral system 
becomes less and less democratic and is patently a move by the Conservative Party to try to bring about what 
can only be described as a totalitarian state.  God help us!

Tom Law
Steven Lawless
Richard Lawley
Kevin Lawley I dislike the two party system we have now, we need a much more balanced and less confrontational 

parliament.

Ron Lawley For at least during 36 years of my life my vote has not counted. Proportinal Representation would improve this 
situation.

Lee-Anne Lawrance
Charles Lawrence With the current system I and many others are effectively disenfranchised. Not surprising that many are not 

interested in voting.

Geoff Lawrence
James Lawrence Please implement STV voting or a similar system, with larger districts and 5MPs per district. Thanks

Jane Lawrence
John Lawrence
Sarah Lawrence
Loreley Lawrence The syagem we have at the moment is totally unfair.

Peter Lawrence
Trevor Lawrence Moving boundaries has all the hallmarks of shady practice to me. Voting in this  country needs a full review in 

order to make it fair and  honest. It is currently neither of those things.

Margaret Lawrenson
Alison Lawrie The referendum gave each of us an equal voice, making us feel our vote really mattered. This is people power.

Ben Lawrie How can the Government have a majority with less than half the vote?!

Kit Lawry Kennedy
James Laws The current voting system cannot record the overall wishes of the electorate. PR would get a lot more people 

voting too. There might be no overall majority but that would mean that politicians would get to listen to/ 
understand another parties point of view. Maybe there would be pragmatic/free voting in the Commons. All of 
these things are good and would re-engage the electorate and get back their respect of & belief in the system.

Colin Lawson
Dennis Lawson
J Lawson We need government for all the people - the current UK system does not provide that and needs amendment so 

that it does.

John Lawson Make everyone's votes count, then they may actually vote to get what they prefer and accept outcomes that are 
not what they wanted.

Kimberley Lawson It is surely my democratic right, that my vote for the Green Party should count in a Tory safe seat.

Malcolm Lawson
Nicola Lawson The present system is undemocratic.

tony lawson
Alison Layland I am 52 and my vote has never counted at all. Recent events show we desperately need a proper PR system.

Alison Layland Surely the referendum has shown that we desperately need electoral reform for a fair system in which 
everyone's vote counts.

Gareth Lazelle
Richard Le Mare
Peter M Le Mare The present system will obviuosly favour the establishment and the consevative (small c) part of siociety. There 

can never be change or progress unless the VAST majority desire it such as after WW2. It can never be 
democratic in any meaning of the world and the government will always favour the minority of the vote unles 
itis only two distinct parties. Voting now is only of value to vote agianst the worst.

Christina Le Moignan I live in the South of England, which is a sea of blue.  I am not a Conservative voter, and feel completely 
unrepresented.  How can this be right?

Terence G Le Quesne With so much Corruption rife honest democratic representation is an essential and should always be reviewed

Bernadette Lea
Catherine Lea Please do not dismiss this, (as my own MP did) citing that the refusal of the AV option shows that Britain does 

not want PR!

Ben Leach People are angry with the establishment (please refer to EU referendum). PR an absolute necessity.



Malinna Leach
Graeme Leadbetter ludicrous and amounting to daylight robbery

Brian Leader F.p.t.p. Causes instability in local authorities by manipulation of their areas of control and responsibilities, and 
by encouraging and causing manipulation of political borders, it weakens locally elected M.p.s ability to engage 
with the electorate and to implement their proposals due to this instability.

Mark Leader
Gordon Leah I have felt all my life that I have been disenfranchised. Time for justice to be seeen.

Shirley Leak
Gerald Leake
Matthew Leam
Paul Leary
Robert Leather
Jeffrey Ledger I live in Durham and am sick and tired of living in an area where my voice, my wishes and vote does not count. 

The first past the post system has outlived its usefulness and it's time every vote counts towards a truly 
representative Parliament.

francis Ledwick
Alan Lee
Carole Lee
Christine Lee The present voting system is unfair.

Alan Lee
Fran Lee
gerry lee
Gillian Lee
David Lee
Ian Lee
Jim Lee Let's have an end to Gerrymandering.

Judith Lee
Jackie Lee
Kathy Lee 76% of those eligible to vote did not vote for the Conservatives.  The only fair system is to have the number of 

MPs any one political party has, directly proportional to the number of votes that party received.

Michael Lee Our present voting system is undemocratic, PR is democratic and much more representative of the population.

Sandra Lee I feel my vote is wasted at the moment as my area always has the same MP, not the one I vote for and so my 
vote is worthless!

Nick Lee
Robert Lee The only sensible solution is to introduce proportional representation so that everyone has an equal vote.

Richard Lee
Katya Lee-Browne Our country is still not a democracy!

Liam Leech
Janet Leedham
Les Leeds
Caleb Leeke
Veronica Leeke
Janine Lees
James Lees Democracy is served very poorly by the current electoral system and further alienates many younger voters

Marlyn Leese
Trevor Leese
Nigel Leeson PR ensures all votes count.

Robert Leeson I always vote(since 1977),local and national,but my vote has NEVER counted.

Derek Legg The infroduction of PR at national and local elections is vital to restoring the voters faith in a political system 
that has failed to govern effectively for many years and has lost the confidence of so many young people.

Alec Leggat Our electoral system must represent the interests of voters fairly. If we continue with the FPTP system then we 
risk continuing to alienate voters who already think there is little point in taking part in the democratic 
processes of their country.

Terry Leggett Too many people don't vote - they see no point with the current system



D Leggett The current system and the one proposed in the referendum (which few people took part in as it offered no real 
alternative) are no longer fit for purpose.  The diversity of the electorate is not being served and trying to 
maintain an anachronistic two party system of politics is undemocratic.  We need a new voting system to reflect 
this diversity of views in our parliaments and that system can only be PR.

Geoff Leggott
Toby Leheup
Elizabeth Leigh
Kevin Leigh
Mark Leigh Structural reform to make the UK federal is required post BREXIT.   PR should be part of that journey to ensure 

all voices are heard in pur democracy.

christine leighton
frank leighton
Sophie Leighton
Steve Leighton PR is the only method of conducting a democracy in which the voices of all people are given equal weight.

Ash Leighton Plom AV was not PR

Damien Leith
Chris Lemon
Darren Lemon
Patricia Lenci
Denis Lenihan
Bruce Lenman Were there ever a defensible second chamber, it would be easier and sensible to introduce a proportional 

system there.

Anthony Lenton
Graham Lenton PR guarantees a more diverse parliament, resulting in fairer societal outcomes.

Mel Leonis
Karine Leroux
Vicki Lesley
Brian Leslie
Stewart Leslie First past the post is simply undemocratic.

John Lester
Deborah Lesurf A friend recently told me, at his retirement party, that having voted all his life at every opportunity, his vote has 

never counted. Not once. The Lib Dems bargained away their major pledge to deliver a referendum on PR and 
gave us the AV option instead. As AV is not PR, this was clearly a false choice for people who support PR, 
between a system we don't want and another non-proportional system that we also don't want. The question of 
whether the nation as a whole wants PR remains open.  I believe they do; at the very least they should be given 
a proper choice in the matter.

Brian Lethbridge
Steve Lethbridge
Claudine Letsae We need one person one vote

Lesley Letts
Carol Lever
linda lever
Matthew Lever
Mark Levesley It is wrong when less than 30% of the population hold the remainder to ransom. Revise the voting system, 

please.

Mark Levesley FPTP does not deliver fair government for the majority. Please look for reform

Robert Levett
Jacqie Levin
Peter Levin
Marsha Levine
Mike Levins
Beverley Levy Please rethink P R, it is the ONLY fair way to veote in a Democratic country. Thank you.

Joss Levy We don't have full democracy until we have PR

Stefan Lewicki Nothing could be less fair than our current system!

Grant Lewins



Alexander Lewis Democracy surely involves rule by the majority with everyone's vote being equal.Minorities should not rule the 
majority as is often  the case with first past the postsystems

Alwyn Lewis
Chris Lewis
Christopher Lewis
Claire Lewis So few votes really count in a General Election - the many millions living in "safe seats" have no voice unless 

they support the incumbent party.

David Lewis Every time a change in Party,the work already done by previous govt. is scrapped or changed to suit the new 
politics.a waste of our money and unrepresentative of us,the voters,who are of all polital views,no wonder 
there is voter apathy,which allows extreem views to gain attention

David Lewis Our current system of FPTP has led directly to people being disenfranchised because their belief is that their 
vote doesn't count for anything unless they vote for one of the main parties. Proof of this can be seen in voting 
figures for the last General Election of about 35% Compare this to both referendums held Nationally and in 
Scotland and the turnout was huge. Why? Because people knew that their votes mattered and would affect 
their futures!

Terry Lewis
Frances Lewis When people feel unrepresented it can lead to disaffection and apathy and ultimately to antisocial behaviours.

Geoff Lewis
Geraldine Lewis
Harry Lewis
Jacqui Lewis
Joyce Lewis Without PR millions of the electorate are in effect disenfranchised and we cannot claim to be a genuine 

democracy.

Lance Lewis
Martyn Lewis I do not believe a system where a party can get a majority from 24% of the vote represents a true democratic 

representation of the will of the people.

Tony Lewis
Elizabeth Lewis My constituency has returned a Conservative since the start of the twentieth century and I really don't feel that I 

have the benefit of living in a democracy. Whenever I've written to my MP I've never had a positive reply. Many 
people feel there is no point in voting because their vote does not count.

Lynda Lewis
Louise Lewis
Matthew Lewis
Morag Lewis
Paul Lewis
Paul Lewis
Peter Lewis Personal Representation is the only way for a fair and democratic system which represents the rights of all UK 

citizens equaly, which does not frustrates the legislative purpose of Parliament statutes a body must not act so 
as to promote the purpose for which the power was conferred. Public authorities (Tory Party) are required to 
promote, and not use personal motives to frustrate the legislative purpose.

Tony Lewis Our broken system allows our very unbalanced and unfair society to perpetuate its ills

Richard Lewis
Roy Lewis Our system is claimed as a democratic example to the rest of the world when about a quarter of the population 

get the representation they want. How can that be justified?

Sandra Lewis
Susan Lewis
Morag Lewis
Sue Lewis
Thomas Lewis It's just fairer.

Valerie Lewis
Steve Leyland
Richard Leyshon
Derek Liddard It is important for democracy to work that everyone knows their vote will make a difference which they don't at 

present with FPTP.  If you live in a safe seat constituency and want to vote for a different party you feel as 
though your vote is more or less wasted.  No wonder so many of the electorate have given up voting.  We need 
PR.

Angelina Liddard
Edward Liddle It the fairest option.



Elmars Liepins
Joachim Liess
Clare Lightfoot To reverse the increasing democracy deficit.

Graham Lightfoot
John Lightfoot
Pam Lightfoot We must continue to evolve. The public needs to be allowed a voice. Democracy must be observed to be fair.

Sue Lightfoot AVR didn't go far enough. We've enough clever people in Whitehall to make one person, one vote work. 
Iniquitous that people vote and the boundaries preclude proper representation!

Stafford Lightman We need people ft feel listened to and represented

Frank Liles OUR MP IS NOT FIT FOR THE JOB NOR LIVES LOCALLY

Chris Lilley
Paul Lilley Let's have one man one vote, and stop rigging the system

Chris Lillywhite Proportional representation is the only true democratic voting procedure, first past the post and anything else is 
just a farce.

Daniel Lim
John Lincoln Voting in the UK must not only be fair but seen to be fair and that means Proportional Representation

Michelle Lincoln
William Lind
Lynda Lindfield This is rigging the results in advance. Shame on you.

Edd Lindley
Mike Lindley-French
Kristen Lindop
Crawford Lindsay The current system leads to anomalies where minority parties get majorities. It happens at every UK election. It 

should be replaced by a proportional system.

Pauline Lindsay
Mark Lindsey
Graham Lingley
Nigel Lingley It has always been of great concern to me that those elected do not fairly reflect total votes registered !

patsy lingley
Anthony Linington
Christoph Link
Anthony Linsell
Jae-Alexander Linsey Where's the democracy without proportional representation?

Mary Linthwaite If we want Parliament to represent the people then we need Proportional Representation.

Angela Linton
Archie H. Linton
Bill Linton
David Lintott
William Lintott
William Lionheart
Ioannis Lionis
Florence Lipin PR allows each citizens vote to be counted, allowing for a functioning democratic system.

Miroslawa Lipinska
Sheila Lisster
Ruth Lister
Nicholas Lister
Hayley Liston A "majority" with just 30 odd percent of the vote? Please.

Clive Litchfield
Brian Litrizza
Andrew Litt
David Little
Nikki Little I want to be able to vote for a party other than the two main parties and I want my vote to count.

Roger Little
Vivienne Littlebury The EU Referendum was a stark example of what happens when frustrated disenfranchised people get the 

chance to make their voice heard.  We need PR NOW!!!



Janet Littlefair I feel that people can truly vote for their local MP that truly represents them.

Jan Littlefair
alan littleford
Jim Littlejohn England is not currently a democracy.  That is very simply not acceptable.  Bring in PR please.

John Littler The "No to AV" campaign stated that AV was NOT PR and that it could be less proportional than FPTP. I find it 
extremely cynical that the AV vote is being painted as being against PR. The polls show most people in favour of 
PR. John Littler

John Livermore Parliament is not representative of the people who vote. As an example millions of people in the 2016 general 
election voted for UKIP and the Greens and yet they only have 2 MP's between them out of 650. How on earth 
can that be fair and representative of the wishes of the people. During the EU referendum debate it was often 
mentioned how undemocratic the EU was but perhaps we should be looking at our own voting principles before 
criticising others.

Patricia Livings we need a voting system that reflects the electotate fairly and accurately.

Tony Llewellyn Because the Alternative Vote isn't PR

Gillian Llewellyn We need to make everyone's vote count, which is far from being the case under the present voting system.

Drew C Llewellyn
Eleanor Llewelyn Keeps the Tories and Labour in, loads vote for us but we only get 1 MP. Better to let nasty Parties in as then we 

can see how bad they are.

Warwick llewelyn Without more fairnes in the voting system there will be more dissent. As people are better education and with 
the power of the internet the Parliament as we know it will become rapidly obsolete.

Royston Lloyd
Alexander Lloyd
Joy Lloyd please do not ignore this, just because it comes through an organised petition. organised petitions are a sign of 

democracy working and people feeling empowered and heard. if you ignore petitions, then you will stifle 
people and history will show the devastating results.

Daniel Lloyd HoC requires a numerical representation equivalent to national votes ratio. A lack of 80 UKIP MPs in 2015 
election part showed the problem. As political options increase with more communication, so method of 
government must diversify. Floating voter.

Denise Lloyd I live in an agricultural area where voter numbers are low, proportional representation is the only way that our 
votes can be effective votes.

Ivor Lloyd Let the result reflect the  votes cast; have a vote that,as far as possible, represents the proportion of votes for 
each party

Keith Lloyd
Konnie Lloyd
Michael LLOYD The current system produces unstable coalitions within the two major parties and unrepresentative 

governments. The AV system is not proportional.

Steven Lloyd The current system does not work. Votes are lost, people vote tactically, many don't bother at all. PR improves 
our democracy.

Martin Lloyd
Mary Lloyd
Teresa Lloyd
Christina Lloyd checkley This is more election fraud

Michael Lloyd-Jones
Philip Lloyd-Jones I am 61 & my vote has never made any difference - 3 different very safe seats. Best democracy?

Geoffrey Loach The boundary changes are party pol;itally inspired

Lesley Loader There are so many of us who vote knowing that our vote never counts.  It is time every vote counte

Raymond Loades for the sake of true democracy

sarah lobb
Anja Lobert
yvonna loboda
Marion Lock The present system, especially with the change of boundaries proposed, will lead to one-party Tory 

government.  Although this will be good for the Tories and their supporters, it leaves the majority of the 
population powerless in Parliament.  This cannot be democratic.

R J Lock
Janet Lockwood
Angela Lockyer
david lodge the views of the majority are discounted in the first past the post system



Deborah Loe I am not represented in the House of Commons

Frances Mary Lofthouse
James Loftus
Christie Loftus Our current electoral system means that only a small minority of votes truly matter (those in swing 

constituencies). There is an obvious problem when the Greens, UKIP and the Lib Dems collectively achieved 
28% of the vote, yet combined, hold only 1% of the seats in the Commons. We need to make votes 
representative and deliver a Parliament with a mandate to govern on behalf of the people.

David Logan
John Logan
Peter Logan
Geoffrey Logan To make my vote more effective

Richard Logan I live in Hackney and have NO desire to be forced into Islington- Neo facist states do what you're proposing- 
Shame on you

Linda Loganathan It's time for change.  Our system is not fit for 21st century.

Gerhard Lohmann-Bond FPTP stifles political engagement where I live. This is bad for democracy.

Kate Lohr The 'two party' system no longer works to represent what British people need in the 21st century.

JOHN LOHRENZ
Isobel Lomas The present system does not reflect the true views of the country. People vote tactically if they feel their true 

vote will be wasted.

Kristina Lomas Every vote should count in a democracy, everyone should have the same opportunity to make a difference 
through their vote. This system needs to change.

RAYMOND LONERGAN
William Lonergan It should not be possible to form a government with less than 51% of the vote.

Andrew Long FPTP is an unfair system which favours the two largest political parties and, as such, makes our democracy 
intrinsically undemocratic. The previous referendum we had to change from FPTP did not give the option of PR 
and as such can not be considered as being representative of the people's wishes.

Frances Long The turnout at the recent EU referendum was high, because every vote counted.  Turnout is usually low, 
because apart from in marginal seats, our votes are worthless

linda long the present system is patently biased

Thomas Long
Michael Long The only fair system of true democracy, where my vote counts the same as any other vote - restore faith in 

politics and the voting system now

Sue Long Government needs to serve all the public. It isn't about party politicians. PR is the best way to ensure fairness.

Gary Long
Diane Longbottom
Darren Longhorn
Josh Longhurst
Peter Longhurst Every person is entitled to vote. Before any change is made to Government Policy at least 50% of the electorate 

should support it.

graham longly
Jeremy Longsden
Mathew Look Itis my view that many that voted in the AV Ref were at best ill informed - I feel a PR vote system would gain 

more interest in the system, reducing the lack of trust which exists now.

Maria Lopez Proportional Representation is fair and it contributes to ensure that every vote counts. I appreciate your 
consideration to this urgent matter.

Peter Lord it more accurately reflects the views of the Electorate

Richard Lord-Navin AV was a cop out referendum ignoring the concerns of the public, what is needed is proportional representation 
with constituency allocations to preserve this link

Peter Lorenzo
Caterina Loriggio The last two elections and the referendum, and the following chaos on both sides of the House, showed that 

real change is needed.  People are becoming increasingly disillusioned.  They need to feel their voices are 
heard and their votes matter.

Pamela Lorimer
Joe Lotito
Frank Loughlin This will distort the system further in terms of democratic result. FPTP is not fit for purpose  these days.ne

Leanne Lovatt



Daniel Love PR would allow people the right to truly make an impact during an election. In the current system of you live in 
a majority Labour voting constituency for example it makes no difference what you vote as an individual. This 
works against many political parties as well as the public. It is unfair and also impractical and outdated.

Jonathan Lovelace
Louis Loveless
Mike Lovell
Susan Lovell
Tracey Lovell
Charles Lovell-Jones
chris lovett
john Lowcock We have just voted to leave an undemocratic organisation the EU and yet our own system is undemocratic in 

that many feel that they don't have a voice in Westminster. This is total hypocrisy and it needs reform.

Paul Lowdon It's not boundary changes we need to concentrate on for HONEST democracy, it's Electoral Reform. Then EVERY 
vote would count !

Christine Lowdon It's not boundary changes we need to concentrate on for HONEST democracy, it's Electoral Reform. Then EVERY 
vote would count !

Edwin Lowe
Dyan Lowe Only offering a choice between AV and FPTP was, in itself, anti true democracy and a waste of public funds.

Elizabeth Lowe UndUnder the present system, thousands of votes across the nation can count for nothing. Under true PR, every 
vote counts. AV can mean that instead of the most popular being elected,  it can be many people's second 
choice.

Ian Lowe
Christopher Lowe
Ian Lowe I believe more people will turn out to vote if every vote counts.

Edwin Lowe If we had had PR we wouldn't have been in the mess we are in now !

Terence Lowe
Tim Lowe
Leslie Lowes People who have voted often feel they have disenfranchised themselves because their personal vote counted 

for nothing. Make every vote count for something, so every vote has value and people will engage with politics 
instead of being frustrated by politics and becoming non-voters. Mend our voting system by using PR!

Paul Lowman No political representation for me in my adult life, time for electoral reform is long overdue!

Leonard Lowther
Felix Lozano Democracy needs to do more than seem to be working otherwise we compare our oppression to other 

discredited countries.

Alan Lu
adam lucas
Adrian Lucas
Rob Lucas I have voted at every general election for nearly 50 years and have voted for all of the main parties: NEVER 

ONCE has my vote counted for anything.

Joasnne Lucas Social mobilty relies on voices being heard: proportional representation allows for this to happen.

valerie lucas
Kelvin Luck
Sandra Ludgate
Ian Ludlam Electoral result does not reflect the diversity of political views of the people of England and Wales.

Helen Ludlow We need a fair voting system

Blake Ludwig
Adam Luff
Robin Luff FPTP is not fair or democratic.   PR might not be perfect, but is a lot more representative of the MAJORITY'S 

wishes.

Alan Lumb
Sally Lumley
David Lumsdaine
Peta Lunberg We've seen for years how first past the post has led to a shrinking of democracy, where parties aim to play the 

numbers game rather than stand up for what they believe.

Barry Lunn Please make our Voting system fairer and follow the will of the People.

M Lupton Our democracy should be fair



Steve Lury
Michelle Luscombe
S Lusty
Marilym Luther YOU WANT TO MAKE THIS COUNTRY FAIR? THIS IS WHERE TO START.

Diana Luther Powell Fair! The current system does not reflect voters's views.

Paul Luton The present system is manifestly unrepresentative

Katy Luxton
Simon Lydiard Participation in the EU Referendum shows that people will vote when they believe their vote will count.  The 

current first past the post system for Westminster does not allow every vote to count equally. I believe a change 
to PR will spark a huge interest in voting.

Nick Lyle
paul lynch
Helen Lynch
Stuart Lynch Democracy means every persons vote matters equally. FPTP doesn't achieve this.

Holly Lyne FPTP is outdated and not fit for purpose. Stop being self-serving and give us a modern voting system.

Jeremy Lynton I would like my vote to be equal to everyone elses.

Oliver Lynton
David Lyons Britain is facing increasing disengagement in politics, which may encourage cynical plotters out for their own 

gain, but which serious politicians should be worried about.  So many people see the polictical system as having 
no relevence to them as the first past the post system gives them no incentive to vote.  Please help us save UK 
politics and support moves towards PR.

Erika Lyons It is time for democratic change

Hester Lyons Please open up Britain to become a real democracy by committing to proportional representation!

Sangeeta Lyons
Terence Lyth First past the post system is now obsolete, Theresa and Chris, please embrace the future. You may one day in 

the future, be considered as the  great reformers of our time.

Catherine Lyth
L M The current system results in anomalies like the Brexit vote which was clearly a protest vote from many Leavers, 

their only chance to actually influence political events even with such a blunt instrument.  PR would create 
more stability and engage more of the population in the democratic process.

Dominic M'Benga If we are to flourish as a society, we need proportional representation, make politics true.

Robert Mac Lachlan
Niall Mac Parthaláin
Duncan MacArthur
Janine macauley
Martin MacBean
Martin MacBean
Charlotte MacCaul
Alexander MacDiarmid Tinkering with boundaries does nothing when you keep on adding hundreds of your cronies on to the house of 

lords wages bill ...and spending a fortune in doing the joint up!

Elisabeth Macdonald Without PR voting becomes completely poinless for countless people in many costituencies.

Mark MacDonald A Government elected by only 24% of the registered electorate (May 2015) is not acceptable.

Kate MacDonald It's time that the UK had truly democratic representation.

Laura Macdonald
Maggie Macdonald We need a voting system that is fair. Many people don't vote because they don't think their vote matters. The 

AV Referendum was flawed from the start

Robert Macdonald
Stuart Macdonald
Stuart Macdonald
V Anne Macdonald
William MacDonald
Toby MacDonnell
Lindesay Mace
Helen MacFadyen Parliament needs to represent a wider range of political values than it can under the first past the post system.

iain MacFarlane
Sue MacFarlane



Gregor Macgregor
Malcolm MacGregor Please restore confidence and trust in Parliament by implementing PR

Aly Macgregor
Tony Macinnes The current system is simply not true democracy.

Jane Macintosh
Janet MacIntyre Because it is fairer all round.

Malcolm MacINTYRE-
READ The very existence of "safe seats" denies the existence of democracy and AV is not, and never has been PR.

Michael Maciocia
Julie Mack
Anne MacKay PR would make each vote matter. Alternative Vote was not a popular choice, other PR systems are fairer and 

better.

Brian Mackay
Corie Mackay
alex mackenzie The voting system will only be fair when we have proportional representation.

Gus Mackenzie Single Transferrable Vote (STV) gives a truly proportional result and maintains a meaningful link between 
representatives, their constituencies and community.

jason mackenzie av+ is used in the rest of uk except england , why the difference  because you fear loss of power !

Kristine Mackenzie
Iain Mackenzie
Morag Mackenzie
Rosemary Mackenzie We need fair representation to preserve our democracy

ruaridh mackenzie
Aidan Mackey Many people are disenfranchised under the present system, and so deprived of representation.

Ann Mackie
Hannah Mackie
Mhairi Mackie
Anthony Mackie The present system means that too many voters are not represented by an MP that they support

Ewen MacKinnon
Ken Mackinnon I have lived under a stable system of government elected by PR.  European and Scottish elections use a version, 

so what's the problem?

John Mackintosh
Joe Macklin What we have now is merely a mirage of a democracy; pseudo democracy.

Oliver Mackmin
Alison MacLean
Liz Maclean
Karen Maclean
Janet MacLeod Trotter Our present voting system is moribund and has left the country feeling there is little point in voting because 

their vote counts for nothing - unless they are in a handful of marginal constituencies. Tinkering with 
boundaries won't change this. As a woman who values my right to vote and will be for ever grateful for my 
forebears who fought for that right, I want my vote to count. Now is the time to give us PR, please.

John Macmillan
Justin MacNeil FPTP is not fit for purpose in a modern democracy and the 2015 General Election proves it.

Malcolm Macourt we need representation that reflects the votes cast.

Andrew Macoustra
Barnabas-Francis 
MacPhail

Niamh MacPhail
John Macpherson I have lived in different parts of the UK but have never voted for the party I want. I think that PR would be a 

much fairer system.

Neil MacPherson I believe that  our voting system is old-fashioned and out of date because the majority of countries in the world 
use proportion al representation and this is a fairer and more representative sytem.I also stay in Scotland and 
the results of the EU referendum considering the way the majority of Scotland voted also illustrate how unfair 
our first past the post sytem is

Ray Macpherson I have always had to vote tactically, I want to be able to vote for what I believe in.

Iain MacRae



Ann Macys In order to remain truly democratic GB needs proportional voting, first by the post is no guarantee of true 
democracy, we need to move on with the rest of democratic countries.

Graeme Madden
kevin madden sir in the last election i may has well not have bothered to vote, as my vote was nullified by fptp, i believe the 

only true democratic way to vote is with pr, i there for ask that you, ensure that pr becomes the norm when 
voting in the uk, thank you for reading this i hope you make all endeavors to put this to parliament

Claire Madden
Theo Madden-Abbott
Zena Maddison
Malcolm Maddock
Paul Madeley
Anne Mader-Horne
David Madsden
N Madzingira
Darren Magee
Andrew Maggs
Robert Maggs As someone who has voted at every election for over 50 years I am frustrated by the first past the post system. It 

is time for a change.

Brenda Magner
Ian Magrath Real PR has to be an improvement on FPTP.    The AV Referendum was misguided: Nick Clegg knew he was given 

a dead horse to flog by Mr Cameron and had said publicly not long before the 'offer'.

Simon Maguire
Gillian Maher The differential in numbers of those voting in the 2015 General Election and the subsequent Referendum 

demonstrates how to engage participation.

Paul Maher
Suzanne Maher I want my vote to count, first past the post does not represent the majority.  we need a better  system.

Mira Mahoney
Robert Maidment-
Wilson The AV offer of 2011 was overly complicated. A simpler system would gain much more support.

john mail
David Mainwaring
Stuart Major
Alex Malcolm
Bob Malcolm The present system is simply unfair to minorities and therefore not representative: this is not democratic.

Davina Malcolm Changing constituency boundaries will make little difference in "safe seats", only PR will give us all a voice.

Margaret Malcolm We need to have PR to modernise our political system.  In a diverse culture like ours everyone should be 
represented.

Christopher Male
John Male
Jill Malenoir AV is not in any way the same as Proprtional Representation. We ask for PR.

Nasar Malik
Brian Mallalieu Please give us a much fairer democratic electoral system than the present.

Crispin Mallett Time for a real voting system, not a 25% one

Ian Mallett The alternative vote is not a proportional voting system, it's just re-inforced First Past the Post.  We desparately 
need a voting system that accurately reflects peoples opinions, even if that means that extreme left and right 
wing parties obtain representation in the House of Commons.  At least then we will really now the political 
opinions of the British people, which we currently don't.

jane mallett
Ron Mallinson Every election, more voters in my constituency vote against the successful candidate than for him. Yet, every 

time, the same candidate Wins!

John Malloch-Caldwell I want a fair and honest system that represents the voters, not a system that represents the two main parties.

Ruth Malloy
john malone SNP got 56 seats with a lesser vote than UKIP who got ONE seat! Time for PR!

Christine Maloney
Craig Malpass We know it's archaic. Be the government that brings Britain into the 21st century. AV was not an appropriate 

option. Let's do it right this time.



Bob Maltz
Jubin Mama
Steve Manchee You claim to have a political mandate but you had the votes of barely 24% of the elctorate - hardly a ringing 

endorsement. We need PR to enble a proper democratic outcome

Stephen Mandel
Gillian Mander
Joseph Mandeville
Helen Mandley
Angela Mandy I simply want to make my vote count!

Don Manhire
Moshe Mankoff
Adrian Mann
Andrew Mann
Mary Mann
maureen mann
Paul Mann FPTP means around half voters have views represented - hence disenchanted disenfranchised electorate; PR 

means over 99% have a voice - restoring confidence and a genuine mandate.

Roy Mann We need to join the 21st century - our present system of FPTP is grossly unjust... The AV referendum was based 
on lies and press distortion!

Adam Mannas Know that the people are asking for a greater share of the right to guide our country in the direction we want it 
to go. Politicians are supposed to serve and represent the people. But how can they if they are not 
proportionally representing us?

Ian Manning Irrespective of the fact that AV was denied in a referedum, whatt is completely undeniable is that FPTP is 
fundamentally flawed in terms of democratic validity. Put plainly, it does not allow for the views of the majority 
to be represented in psrlismrnt.  It is not a question of ignoring the view of the people, for it is the primary duty 
of any responsible government to put their narrow political ends before the genuine expression of the 
democratic will of the people. FPTP is a bad system and must be replaced with one that better reflects the 
wishes of the majority: this is what democracy is all about., surely.

Richard Mannion The present system is anachronistic and totally inequitable. It's time to bring us into the 21st century.

kathy manovitch
Andrew Mansfield
Richard Mantell Parliament needs to reflect the will of the people.A system of PR reflects this more fairly than our present 

system under which minority parties do not receive the representation which their no of votes deserve.

Roy Manterfield
Filomena Mantio
David Manwaring
Selena Mara
Elaine Marcell
David Marcer
Lindsey March The new boundaries make the existing system even more unfair. And the Alternative Vote  was never s good 

solution.

ailsa marcham I would like Britain to set the highest example of working democracy. It does not seem to work at present and I 
am not interested in a Conservative one party state that institutes change to suit the privileged. I believe we 
need a dynamic system that holds our representatives to account and which works towards fairness and 
tolerance not elitism and merit. What on earth do we do with those who are not judged to have merit? We need 
a system where every vote effectively weighs the same.

Alan Marchant PR is the option that would make sense, and I think people want after last years fiasco.

arthur marchant
Jeffery Marchant
Paul Marchant Let all votes count. Bring UK democracy up to best practice.

Philip Marchant More people voted against my MP than for them. PR would put that right, beyond debate, fairly.

Kerrie Marchington
Marcia Marcia Perspiration all representation is the fair way forward in modern Government

Eddie Mardell Every vote should count

Jean Margetts I would like PR so my vote can count for more

Anne Marigold Brexit and Labour melt down shows how the current system elects MPs completely out of touch with their 
electorate



Alan Mark First past the post elections are unfair and unrepresentative Time for CHANGE !

William Marker
Paul Marks Current system does not fairly represent the needs of the voting population.

Stephen Marks First past the post flies in the face of democracy

Judith Marquand
John Marriott
James Marsden It truly makes every vote count!

Graham Marsden We need a free and fair choice about how we elect our governments, not one that misrepresents voters' 
preferences.

Nicola Marsden
Gordon Marsh
Jonathan Marsh
S. Marsh
Patricia Marsh
A James Marshall First past the post devalues the vote of 75% of the electorate whose seats are not 'marginal' or swing seats.

Alicia Marshall The present system leaves too many people unrepresented, and consequently disillusioned and frustrated, 
leading to disenchantment with the whole system.

Anne marshall In a fair, democratic society, every vote should count.   This is not the case in the U.K, where millions of votes 
are simply discarded owing to the 'first past the post' undemocratic system.

Jonathon Marshall It is about time we had democracy in this country. It is a stain on the nation that in the last election two thirds of 
the voters did note vote for the Tories yet that is what our unfair and undemocratic voting system delivered.

John Marshall AV is an unjust system, as is FPTP. I want a just society for future generations. Such is our responsibility.

Helen Marshall
Julian Marshall
Michael Marshall
Morwena Marshall
Peter Marshall FPTP is a bad joke. We need a fair PR system (not the red herring AVR)

Steve Marshall
Marion Marshrons
Alec Marsland
Victor Martell PR makes all votes count and will encourage more people to vote , meaning a more representative parliament .

Annette Marti
David Martin
chris martin
Jennifer Martin PR is not AV.  Equating the two is a weak attempt to dismiss the publics calls for a fair and equal system.

Paul Martin
Adam Martin
Angela Martin
Barbara Martin
Brian MARTIN GRANTHAM AND STAMFORD

Kate Martin It is time to make our voting system more representative.

Christine Martin
David Martin
David Martin
thomas martin we cannot honestly call ourselves a democracy when millions of voters do not get the representation that they 

all deserve

Ginny Martin
Glenn Martin PR is and should be the only way to see parliament elected it is completely democratic in its process.

Gordon Martin If PR is fair for MEP's it's right for Westminster one rule for all

hilary martin
Ian Martin
YVONNE MARTIN
Janet Martin I am in my late 70s and have so far never had the satisfaction of seeing my vote count in any way. Please do not 

let this situation continue for all my life. I would dearly love to knwo that my vote counted for something.

Jenny Martin We can't call this country a democracy when the votes of so many people count for nothing



Julie Martin
Jill Martin It continues to be a great injustice to everyone who votes that our votes do not count for our views to be 

considered

Jon Martin
MIchael Martin
Ron Martin
Sam Martin Promotional Representation Now! Shame

Christopher Martin As you are in the position by non democratic means (i.e. No one voted for you to lead the country) surely it's in 
your best interests to champion democracy.

Antony MARTIN
gary martindill make how voting more fairer for all the vote so we get the right party in to run the country

Dave Martinson Take all votes into account its time the people had the chance to vote.ad the chance to h

Kate Martinson The size of local constituencies don't matter when the number of MPs do not reflect the proportions of the vote 
nationally

Nick Martlew Among many other virtues, PR would help defuse the sense of exclusion many feel in the UK

Salli Martlew
Fiona Martynoga
marina marvan I used to be against pr as it can give small paries too much leverage. however in the light of brexit it is clear 

peplle do not feel heard and pr is the only fair system.  After all it works in Scotland

Joan Mascord
Lynn Mash
Geoff Masher I want my vote to count.

Winston Maskell First past the post does not truly reflect the requirements of the electorate.

Beverley Maskell The number of party MPs should relate to the number of votes not a government in power with less percentage 
than the government wants to justify strikes

Archie Maskill
David Maskill First past the post is a half-baked system producing a clear, half-baked result

David Maskill In this country we always get a government that most people have not in the slightest way shown any support 
for via the ballot box. What a half-baked democracy that is!

Philippa Maslin We lurch from Conservative rule to Labour rule to Conservative rule to Labour rule and so on. That is not what I 
would call a fully-functioning democracy.

Gavin Mason I would wish to keep a link between MPs and Constituencies but this does not prevent Regional top-up MPs 
being appointed.

Ian Mason Because ALL views should count.

Jane Mason
Jenny Mason
Lorraine Mason
mark mason
R Mason
Rich Mason
Rosemary Mason
Sylvia Mason We need to find new ways of re-engaging citizens with the democratic process of elections, and PR is a way of 

doing that.

Nadine Masseron
John Massey Democracy

Andrew Massey
Alexis Massey-Ryan
caroline mast We are supposed to live in a democracy.... the 'first past the post' voting system does not back this up!

Daniel Masterman
lee masterman
John Masters
Philip Masters The Alternative Vote was the not proportional representation system we were promised a vote on, but a 

watered-down version

Emily Mather
Kwee Matheson
Lynda Matheson All voters matter, their votes should have equal value



Rod Mathews No democracy in my constituency.  The same party always gets in and it is the same with the Council too. Even 
passing down from father to son. This system is wrong and will have to change, especially now with the 
internet.  This is the only place I feel I have a voice. Hands up for the internet which I feel will be increasingly 
influential in politics.

Dr Tony Mathews Dear Mrs May and Mr Skidmore, I don`t think I can improve upon what Owen has written and so beg you to 
seriously consider his faultless logic and act accordingly. Looking forward to that, yours sincerely

Florence Matson I do not support UKIP but having only one seat in Parliament when the SNP obtained 50 for about the same 
number of votes is a travesty.

Philip Matthew
Bill Matthews AV is not PR, that is why it was rejected in the referendum

Alan Matthews First past the post is seriously undermining our democracy

Chris Matthews Each and every voters vote must count.

Cliff Matthews Everyone's vote should count whether they are a Conservative in a Labour stronghold or a Green activist 
anywhere etc The futility of voting (for some) undermines democracy.

Geoffrey Matthews PLEASE STOP DISPROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION. SCOTLAND SAYS TOO MUCH FOR SUCH A FEW NUMBER OF 
VOTES.

Mary Matthews Proportional representation appears to be a fairer more Democratic way of voting, as at the moment a lot of 
people don't vote because it makes no difference! So I hope you can consider a fairer system than what we have 
at present.

Rob Matthews
Roy Matthews
Sue Matthews constituency size does not influence democratic election - proportional representation of condtituent voters 

does - Its time to make that change.                                                                                        political

Roy Matthews
Lawrence Matthews
Trevor Matthews
Yvonne Matthews I want my vote to matter, at the moment I waste my time going to the polls.

Raymond Matthewson
marilyn matthieson
Jeff Maud The two party system no longer works!

MIKE MAUNDER Wigg + Tory = Democracy  /   More than 7 Parties with FPTP = Loss of Democracy  /   Urgent change required now.

Tom Mawby
Joe and Pat Mawdsley
Rod MAWHINNEY
Catherine Mawson
Antony May This is completly unfair and we should have PR

James May I do not consider the UK to be a democracy because so many electors voting for the Liberal Democrats, UKIP and 
Greens are grossly underrepresented in Parliament because of the FPTP system. The Conservative Party, and to 
a lesser extent the Labour Party, should be ashamed of their continuing refusal to block the introduction of fair 
and proportionate voting systems throughout the UK for all national, regional and local elections.

Nigel May
robin may
Tom May PR is fairest as it gives all groups a voice, isn't that democracy?

Dr Graham Maybank Present system doesn't work it produces a distorted and unrepresentative result.We should have changed 
decades ago.

Neil Maybin Because the MPs elected should reflect what people actually vote for.

Jenny Maynard My vote never counts because of the constituency I live in. My voice is therefore never fully represented in 
parliament.

Jenny Maynard Because of the constituencies in which I have lived (rural and with sitting conservative MPs - always male) my 
vote has never counted.

Dianne Maynard With Boundary Changes that seem to stand a good chance of being bought in, PR would be the most fair way for 
all voters in this Country in having a say in how are Parliamentary  Representatives are voted into Parliament.

Thomas Mayne
MR W E MAYO-BEDFORD
CHRISTOPHER MAYS A vote needs to mean something if democracy is to continue. Too many are disenfranchised under the current 

system



Jonathan Maytham Instead of lip-service we need genuine reform so people feel engaged with the process and believe in the 
outcome.

Michelle Mc Callion
Oliver Mc Caul. PR is the only way to ensure a fair voting system, one person one vote of equal value.

Dennis Mc Daid
mrs c mc donald mc 
donald we are deemed to be a democratic country!!! only PR.will ensure that.

Nick Mc Donough
Tom Mc Fadden
Susan McAllion
Lynn McAllister I want to be able to vote positively for a candidate and know that vote counts

Lyndsay McAteer
Lesley McAvoy
Joe McAvoy-Boss Votes should mean something... the current system makes people feel theirs doesn't count.

Connor McBriarty
Zoe McBride The present system is not sufficiently democratic for modern times.

Kay McBurney Under the current FPTP system, only a tiny percentage of the population who happen to live in "swing seats" 
effectively decide the outcome of an election. In the long term this will only increase disaffection with 
parliamentary democracy and people will turn to other more extreme measures to make their voices heard.

Brian McC afferety
Ewan McCabe Whilst I hate everything they stand for it is intolerable that ukip got 0-1 mpa with 3 million votes where as the 

snp got 50 with 1.5 million votes. It leaves those ukip voters with insufficient representation

viv McCabe
louise mccafferty
Stuart McCaighy
David Mccall
Patrick McCall
James McCallum
Diana McCann When a million votes achieves a single MP instead of, proportionally, at least 30 MPs, almost a million people 

are disenfranchised. FPTP is simply not a fair system.

Dilys McCann
Lizzy McCann It is time for a vote to count ,not in its constiuency but in its country as a measure of the voters will .

Margaret McCann
Rachel McCarron
Thomas McCarron
Barry McCartan
Fintan McCarthy
Derek McCarthy The people of this Nation many of whom are Conservative here by give our government notice that we want our 

democracy back !

Jacqueline Mccarthy
Michael McCarthy We need PR, a citizens' right to call binding referenda, and a democratised media system.  For starters.

Sean McCarthy
Penny McCarthy
Peter McCartney Governing by vote of 25% of people, 37% of poll, is illegitimate government, an embarrassment to "democracy"

Thomas H McCaughey
Matthew McClements
Fred McCluskey FPTP fails to represent any party or voter fairly. Government should reflect and represent the electorate.

Robert McCombe A more informed, and increasingly frustrated, electorate needs to be assured that their opinions will, in the 
very near future, have a much better prospect of being represented in local and national elections than is 
presently the case. This would, in my opinion have 4 major benefits: 1. The outcome would encourage decision 
making through inter-party cooperation, 2. Parliamentary decisions would be less partisan and more coincident 
with the majority of the public, 3. Voters would feel enfranchised, thus increasing the likelyhood of wider 
political engagement, 4. Though not guaranteed, the possibility of future civil unrest should diminish.

Thomas McConrey
Remy McConvey
Christine McCormick Quite simply, PR is more accurately representative and therefore fair.



Neil McCormick
Vin Mccormick Under present system more than 50% of the electorate end up in opposition to the government.

Louis McCoy
Kira McCoy
Alastair McCracken
Mandy McCrory
Harry McCulla
Aileen McCulloch Only PR can end the feeling that individual votes don't matter. There are better forms than AV

Alistair McCulloch Intriducing a form of proportionality into UK parlilamentary elections is key to increasing engagement and 
inclusivity.

James McCune
Reuben McCurdy 
Glanville

Liam McDaid
Dr John C McDermott Without PR, alienation of the electorate as evident in recent years, is inevitable. Worst of all, FPTP gives 

disproportionate representation to parties such as the SNP.

John McDermott The vote of every person should count towards electing those who represent us.

Paul McDermott
Bryan McDonagh It is time to make our system open and honest;it might encourage greater participation.

Sandi McDonagh Politics needs to be inclusive and every person needs to feel their vote counts.

alan mcdonald I voted UKIP. and by the results they should have many MPs now.

Alan McDonald
Fiona McDonald
christine mcdonald PR is a fairer representation of the voters as it would show just how many people voted for a certain party.  FPP 

does not give a true representation of what the British people want.  Also he current system is outdated as in 
modern society there are more electable parties where as in years past there were only two main parties to 
vote for.

David McDonald PR is the only way to get a more representative Parliament.

Danielle McDonald
Jean McDonald It's unfair for people to be elected on minute shares of the votes cast.

Trish McDonald
Shaun McDonald
Tony Mcdonnell
Peter McDonnell
Sara McDonnell
Marsha McDonough We do not have a democracy when the numbers of people represented in constituencies are so disparate.  For 

too long has changing constituency boundaries been used as a tool to enhance political parties chance of 
receiving a majority vote.

gordon mcdougall All my life I have lived in constituencies where my vote dd not make a scrap of difference.  I would like to feel 
my vote had some effect.

Ian McDougall
Elinor McDowall
Cieran McElhoney
Frank McEntaggart
Mak McErlain
Iain McEwan For me, the essence of Democracy is that we seek always the widest area of agreement, and are mindful of 

minorities.

Marcia McEwen
Thomas McFadden
Terence McGarrigle
Chris McGarry Its time for a change for real democracy

David McGarry
Tony McGarvey
Philip McGaw
Jacqueline Mcgee It's only right and fair and we the people are sick of the governments and their powers. Things need to change 

by the people that are now fed up



John McGee Give the electorate what they vote for.

sean mcgee There is an international crisis of representative government which has to be confronted despite the self 
interest of "in power" ruling parties.  Failing to confront this leaves democracy an empty sham, (as so many 
currently percieve it),  If the current government is acting in the national interest, as it claims, it is time to bite 
the ballot on this issue rather than continuing with ever greater disenfranchisement.

catherine mcgill
Dilys McGill
Andrew McGimpsey If Scotland, Wales & N.Ireland can have a form of PR, why can't England. The present system is no longer fit for 

purpose.

Lesley McGinley I thought we lived in a democracy, where every vote counts? Apparently not!  It cannot be democratic were 
everyone one TV says, in effect, these new boundaries will make it well nigh impossible for Labour to win 
another election!

Elaine McGlary
L Mcgoff I want my vote to count nationally not just in my region - my vote shouldn't depend on what town I live. P.R. Is a 

fairer system please.

Owen McGonigle
Abi McGough I want a government that reflects the way we vote. Each and every vote must matter in a multi-party system.

Russell McGovern
Anne McGrath
Gareth McGrath How can you defend: SNP: 1,454,436 votes equals 56 seats, or 25,972 votes per seat. UKIP 3,881,099 votes equals 

1 seat Greens 1,157,613 votes equals 1 seat Lib Dems 2,415,862 votes equals 8 seats, or 301,982 votes per seat

Ian mcgreal I voted to stay in EU but one person one vote shows how the status quo can be broken that's why PM will never 
be introduced

Ian McGregor
Sara McGregor
Angela McGuinness
Anne McHale
susan mchendry it needs changing, plus i also think postal voting should be stopped, as its causing problems, with invalid voting. 

least thats my view and the way i see it.

Lesley McIlroy
Lol MCILROY
Andrew McIntyre
Phaedra McIntyre
Dave McIsaac
Gregory McKay
David McKay
David McKechnie The Alternative Vote Referendum was a biassed question and the result was not an indication of support for the 

present system of first past the postt.

Patricia McKechnie The electoral system is not fair, is not democratic and we need proportional representation as soon as possible.

Paul McKenna
Pat McKenna Four million votes produce one M.P., need I say more?

John McKenniff
Alistair McKenzie
Stefan McKenzie
Mark McKeown
Kenneth McKie
Anna Mckinen We want out of the EU and close borders. We can't pay public services for mgiants unless they pay in for 5 years. 

And close borders now. Repeal 1972 and no deals. They need us . Please get us out and close the borders and 
deport all illegals now

dick mckinlay because you have no mandate

malcolm mckinnell
Daniel McKnight
Arthur McKown Constituencies have been tailored to give conservative party an advantage at election time. PR would be fairer.

Fergus C McLachlan
Andrew McLaren PR is the most fair and DEMOCRATIC way to vote!

J R McLaren



Toby McLaren
Calder Mclaughlin This old system barely deserves to be called democratic. We need a fairer voting system.

James McLaughlin
Jake McLaughlin We've crippled the country with our past political choices. We shouldn't be led by the least among us.

Charles McLaughlin
Karen Mclaughlin
Patricia McLaughlin
Dr.D. Mclean Our current system is a disgrace; we need PR.

George McLean
Gordon McLean
Graham McLelland
Eric McLennan Too many people are disenfranchised and disinterested under the current FPTP electoral system.

Jane McLennan Living in a safe seat, my vote just doesn't count

Andrew McLeod In the new reality of a true multi-party electorate, FPTP is so clearly biased in favour of the two "traditional" 
parties that it must be replaced by PR as soon as possible.

Julian McLeod FPTP is morally indefensible, as is AV. Without PR we cannot claim to be a democracy at all.

Michelle McLeod
Robert McLeod 36% of the vote = 300+ seats, 15% of the vote= 10 seats  - CLEARLY UNFAIR-  FOR DECADES.   WE NEED A NEW 

REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE ACT

Sally McLeod Please let us the people have a fair voting system.

Liam Mcloone
Cathy McLoughlin
anne mcmahon Government policy should reflect the views of everyone not just a minority - whether left or right wing. Any 

other system is inherently unrepresentative. No wonder so many people feel they have no voice and will never 
be heard.

Margaret McMahon
Martin McMahon Please make a system which fairly represents everyone's votes.

Mari McManamon
Christopher McManus
Davina McManus Being the party of government means doing the best for the whole country not what seems most advantageous 

for you Party.

Gareth McManus
Andrew McMaster PR is the only democratic voting system

Angela McMillan
Christine McMillan We can't criticise other democracies if we can't get our own right.

Jim McMillan I want an electoral system that creates a representative body reflecting the distribution of public support for 
each political party.

john mcminn I live in a "safe" constituency and my vote has never counted. I want my voice to be heard.

john mcminn I want my vote to count. I live in a constituency where my vote has never counted. I feel disenfranchised and 
unable to effect the outcome of an election.

Roseanna MCMinn There are very few things as unfair as FPTP in UK, time to change,

alicia mcmorrow
Keith McMurray
Malcolm McMurray A system resulting in a Commons majority with the votes of less than 25% of the electorate is inherently un-

democratic!

John McNabb I live in a constituency where a single party has provided the MP since Adam was a boy and there are no signs 
that that position will change in the foreseeable future. If you don't  want to support that party any vote you 
register will have no effect on the local or the national election. I feel disenfranchised.

Stephen McNair
Andy McNaughton
James McNaughton
Derek McNeil The current system does not represent the wishes of the electorate.

Gillian McNeil I agree with Owen Winter's points and argument.

John McNeill



Audrey McNeill After the EU referendum many people said it was the first time they felt their vote had counted and they voted 
to vent against the government. Proportional Representation may help people feel more engaged and less 
likely to vent in future.

John McNeill
Paul McNeilly
Anthony McNulty
Paul McPhail
Campbell McPherson It really is time we had a democratic voting system which reflects the principle that each vote should have equal 

weight at the national level.  The present system results in a large part of the population being disenfranchsied.

Stuart McPhillips My vote will only matter with PR and I have held this view for all my adult life.

Maryann McQuilken I think proportional representation is a more decocratic system.

Andy McQuoid
Alan McThredder The inevitable next step in our slow progression to Democracy is a version of PR. We need to have respect for 

our elected representatives - at the moment we don't.

Andrew McTiernan Because as a voter my influence on the future of the UK is limited and in some case misrepresented without PR

A McTiernan
Annie McTighe
Lynne McVernon The 'first past the post' system leaves thousands of voters feeling disenfranchised with many cases of widely 

supported parties not gaining proportional representation. It is unjust and inappropriate to our times to allow 
this to continue.

Jane McVicar The current system does not adequately represent the views of the British people.

Anne Mead
philip mead
William Meade
Geoff Meaden At 74 years old, I wish you could appreciate never having had my views listened to in parliament.

eluned meadowcroft
Maxwell Meadows
Philip Meadows
terence meadows it proves that PR as proven the fact that it works a lot better then first pass the post if every one in this fine 

country gets the right to say what they want were first past the post not every one does.

Sandra Meads
david meagher
Sue Mean Proportional Representation is the only truly fair system.

Joanne Meaney
Alan Mear The current system means that a small number of people in a small number of constituencies decide the 

outcome of our elections - this is a very undemocratic model for our "democracy".

Roger Mears I believe that the UK should benefit from a truly democratic vote

Wendy Medcalf People end up voting to keep who they dont want out- instead of voting for candidates they want to see in!

Roy Meddings Lets have a government that represents many more of the peoples wishes and not as in the past, a minority 
government by FPTP, its grossly unfair.

albert meehan
Louis Meek
Kate Mehanna first past the post only works in a two-party system

Andree Mehew
William Mehornay
Rishi Mehta We no longer have a 2 party system. Constant proportional representation is also better for the country than 

swinging  from opposing policies every 4-5 years

Andy Meikle The present system (especially with strategic boundary changes!) is FAR from democratic. More people DIDN'T 
vote Tory in the last General Election - how is that democracy????

Andrea Meireles
John Melhuish This government was elected by the votes of less than 25% of registered voters! - disgraceful!

Patricia Melia
Philip Melia
Tom Mellor
Val Melnyczuk
Val Melnyczuk



Nigel Melsom
Antony Melville
David Melvin
Helen Menezes PR is the future for participatory democracy. First past the post is  undemocratic and outdated.

Emma Menhinnitt
Brian Mentor The current voting system is failing true democracy. It's simply unfair!

Trevor Mepham The bell is tolling on this one - most votes are scuppered by the current system. This creates a very unbalanced 
and unrepresentattive form of democracy.

David Mercer
Ellen Meredith
Ann Merivale
Marcella Merrell When you live in an area that is mainly tory ,or mainly labour ,whats the point in votlng as you know your vote is 

pointless ,every single vote should count to make it fair.

Ian Merricks
Peter Merricks
Keith Merrington
Finn Merry
Nick Merry
Simon Mesner
Gaynor Messer Price
David Metcalf
John Metcalf
Kate Metcalf
Kathryn Metcalfe Only 37% of voters voted Tory in 2015. The rest of us are unrepresented.

Roy Metcalfe FPTP is clearly undemocratic and needs to be replaced by a system in which there is proportional 
representation.

Derek Metson I've been voting since 1962 and once in that time I voted for one MEP. I've never voted for a winning candidate 
in a British election - or even had a close chance.

Pamela Metson Most of the rest of the world has some form of PR or similar. I can't see a worse system than FPTP for fair, 
representative, government.

Julia Meyer FPTP is no longer fit for purpose now there are  more than two political parties, my vote did not count.

Julia Meyer The present system is no longer fit for purpose in a multiparty parliament.  What are you all so afraid of?

Richard Meyer First past the post is not democracy.

Craig Meyers
Andrea Michael
Jules Michaels
Maureen Michaelson
Danny Michel George 
Hoare

David Micklem
John Middleton I want my vote to really count, as it did in the referendum

Paul Middleton
Sarah Middleton
Emma Miello-
Constantine

Richard Mighall We live in a Parliamentary democracy; we do not live in a citizen's democracy

Margaret Mihara A proper system of PR is essential to a properly functioning  democracy.

David Mikhail I feel strongly we need to make people feel that tgeir vote matters. I am 53 and have voted all my life. Not once 
has my vote had any meaning

Tom Milburn
Alex Miles Proportional Representation is the only truly democratic voting system. The current FPTP system is broken and 

proposed boundary changes make matters worse.

Andrew Miles
David Miles
Julie Miles Time for true democracy where every vote counts!



Dr. Nigel Miles Everyones vote is equal in a mature democracy, which is an insuperable position.

Julian Miles
Sharon Miles To continue to clai,

Anne Miles-Eves Because I have lived in Nicholas Soames' constituency for 14 years & effectively my vote is meaningless.

Paul Miley Please give the electorate a fairer system

Andy Millar
Peter Millar I would like to live in a representative democracy.

Sara Millard
Clive Millard I want PR so that I can make my vote count towards a parliamentary representation of my views. I have never 

lived in a constituency where my vote has counted.

James Millard
Joyce Miller PR system is much fairer as it gives people one man one vote .

Brian Miller I want to see a fairer voting system. Where every vote counts!

Derek Miller No more governments claiming a mandate for their policies on receiving a fraction of votes cast at an election

Glenda Miller
Jonathan Miller
Keith Miller The current electoral system is democratically bankrupt. Urgent change is needed.

Keith Miller PR is the ONLY fair way to make every vote count and should also facilitate a better turn out

Leigh-Jayne Miller
Martin Miller
Allison Miller Many voters in this country go to the polls knowing that their vote will have no effect as there are many areas 

that are heavily biased in favour of one party. It is no wonder that people are disillusioned with the political 
system when they know that their vote will not count. As a 'civilised' nation we should aim for justice and 
fairness and it is important that our election system incorporates those values.

Mark Miller With FPTP, most people's votes simply do not affect the outcome, and they know it and feel disenfranchised.

Miranda Miller
Patrick Miller AV referendum advocated the wrong PR system

Peter Miller
Phil Miller
Alan Miller Current system Out of Date and grossly unfair ~ Democracy is supposed to be about fairness ~ Reform system 

and introduce Proportional Representation.

Ron Miller FPTP was for educated people to represent the mass.  The mass now have their own media.  Represent the 
individual!

Sandy Miller The current system is not democratic, and the only reason for it's continuation is the self interest of politicians.  
This is shameful.

Stuart Miller
Paul Milliam
Donald Millican
Chris Millichamp
Lou Milligan
Chris Millman Chris, I think you know that the intellectual case against FPTP is unanswerable because I remember your brave 

but futile attempt to defend it at Bristol Council House in 2011. This tide is turning, and I hope you will take the 
opportunity to put yourself on the right side of history.

George Millman The AV referendum suggested a system which many people didn't understand. We need full PR.

Graham Millman
Abi Mills
David Mills
dean mills
elizabeth mills I have never voted for the conservatives in my life.Iam scottish and we didnt vote conservative either .PR would 

give each country a fairer system than the present system. we should be represented

Fiona Mills All votes should count and seats should match votes.  A party with 30% of the votes should get 30% of the seats.  
This would also end tactical voting in marginal constituencies.

Greville Mills A more 'proportional' system of voting would lead to greater democracy and a feeling of 'worth' for those whose 
voices seldom get heard. If more people are listened to, they might get involved in the discussions and vote.

Jo Mills I find my vote no longer counts and I demand  proportional representation so that ALL votes count no matter 
where you live



Martin Mills
James Mills Proper proportional representation is essential to stop the apathy which overwhelms so many voters at the 

unfairness of the present system . This system was fine a hundred yeras ago - today it is an anachronism - but 
strangely is supported by the two parties which benefit most from its unfairness

Patrick Mills
Pamela Mills
Sarah Mills I do not believe the current voting system is democratic. If politicians want to represent their populations and 

restore some faith in them at a time when there is little, then some form of proportional representation would 
engage people and encourage younger people to vote.

shirley mills Proportional Representation is the only truly democratic system where every vote really counts

Steve Millson This Country needs PR desperately if we are to have any vestiges of fairness in our electoral system.

CLIFF MILLWARD
Elizabeth Millward Our current voting system is a travesty of democracy - please change it

Simon Millward-Hopkins
Shaun Millward-Hulme
Anthony Millyard
Claudia Milne
Piers Milne
Johnny Milner
Tobias Milrose
Brian Milton In Cornwall I and the majority of voters voted for parties other than the Conservatives, and yet we have nothing 

but Tory MPs, how can this be called democracy?

Chris Milton
Peter Milton
Bernard Milward The percentage of votes parties receive should represent the number of seats they have in Parliament.

Matthew Minns
Victoria Minton
Alan Mirren We could have such a vibrant engaged politics in the UK

A.J. Mitchell
Arthur Mitchell Promotional Representation is simply the fairest way to way for votes to reflect the will of the people.

Chrissie Mitchell
Christine Mitchell
Holly Mitchell
Luke Mitchell
Elizabeth Mitchell Proportional Representation is the only way to fully engage all areas of the electorate.

Peter Mitchell
Quentin Mitchell
Rupert Mitchell There is only one way to make voting fair and equitable and that is by giving every eligible voter one vote.  

Changing boundaries is only cheating.

Susanne Mitchell The system proposed in 2011 was not what campaigners had been asking for or simple enough to "sell" the 
referendum was a joke, desinged to ensure defeat

Trevor Mitchell
Mohamed Mitha
Richard Mitson
Eirene Mitsos
Roy Mittins
Sujit Mittra
Emily Mizen People's votes will never be equal until we have proportional representation

John Moane This is this is just another petition which you will ignore and not act upon.

Valerie Moffat The current system is no longer representative because we have more than 2 parties in contention.

William Moffat
Robert Moffatt We need a fair system so that we can make changes for the better.

Peter Moffett I think that the distribution of parliamentary seats should equate to the votes cast for each Party. Surely that is 
genuinely democratic.

Caroline Mogg



Katherine Mogridge
Nadim Mogul
James Mohan I had my first vote in 1950.  My party choice has never had any  chance in the system

Frances Mohsen
Michael Moir
Graeme Moitie I cannot put my faith or trust any politician that supports an antiquated loaded system that only works for the 

politicians who want a vote based on loaded dice and is not representative of the will of the people.

Vlad Moldovan First past the post system is obsolete

Jen Molinera
vicky moller no government can achieve anything lasting with an alienatied disengaged electorate. The failures of our voting 

system are a crucial part of teh frightening absence of intelligent engagement with civic politics. The system can 
be altered. Think about that and act on it, thanks

Colin Moloney
Francis Moloney
Rebecca Moloney
john monaghan
Elizabeth Moncrieff Voting for a party politician doesn't mean supporting the party manifesto.  I want more views represented.  

Current system unfair.

andrew moncur Proportional Representation will re enable people to feel that their vote matters and be a more democratic 
system

Isabel Monk
Jonathan Monk
Afron Monro
Barry Monroe
Brian Montague I live in a "safe" Tory seat and consequently my vote is of no consequence unless I vote Tory. I would feel 

equally disenfranchised if I lived in a "safe" Labour seat.

Fred Montague It is time to make every VOTE count

Myron Montague
Wendy Montague It is time for people to see that their vote actually counts.

Lizzie Montgomerie
Jon M Montgomerie The referendum was proportional - look at the turnout! Genuine Proportional Representation is essential to 

dispel public political discontent.

Ian Montgomery
Mary Montgomery
Peter Montgomery AV wasn't the solution. We need PR. I should not have to vote tactically.

Iain Moodie
David Moon
Jenny Moon
Penny Moon
John Moorcroft
Gary Moore
Allan Moore
Ann Moore I simply want and expect my vote to count. I live in a constituency where my preferred party never gets a look 

in, so essentially I might as well not vote. This has not changed in the sixteen years i have lived in this 
constituency. It must be the same for many others and it is not good for democracy. People must feel voting is 
important and in some measure reflects this action. Only PR can deliver this.

Ann Moore
Barby Moore
Bernard Moore
steven moore
Brian Moore We should make constituencies more representstive of the population geographics.

Colin Moore the current system is no longer fit for purpose.

Erik Moore You trusted democracy when you asked us about Europe, now do the same for all voting!

Sean Moore
Zoe Moore
Jack Moore



Jack Moore AV only lost because it wasn't PR. A new referendum with a true PR system would give a different result.

Judith Moore
Julia Moore We are not a democracy until every individual vote counts.

Julian Moore
Kevin Moore Every vote counted in the referendum.

Laura Moore
Francis Moore
Joseph Moore
Aidan Moore
Nicolas Moore The EU & AV referenda were won by votes AGAINST a belief. PR allows us to vote FOR a better future

Philip Moore
Richard Moore Please make our country more democratic

Sam Moore
steven moore
Jeremy Moore Under  FPTP our "democracy" is no more than a collective delusion. Our elections are decided not by the will of 

the people but by mathematical fluke. It is increasingly clear that vast swathes of our population are 
dislllusioned and alienated from politics because they feel the way they vote has no little or no effect. They are 
right to feel so. We must have a more rational and just electoral system. Part of the argument of the BREXIT 
camp was that we have no control over Westminster but we can control our destiny by our votes for 
Westminster. This is a fraudulent claim. Nearly 60% of voters chose not to vote Conservative at the last election 
and yet the Conservatives achieved a majority. Like many others I am fed up with being cheated by this utterly 
absurd and immoral system. I want to live in a country where democracy is a reality, not  a myth.

Chris Moores To vote for one party's manifesto must be a compromise. PR permits the expression of wider views.

David Moores
Norma Moores
kevin moorey i believe your motto is fairness for all so thus is a good place to start.

Catherine Moorhouse
Jessica Moos
Jaimes Moran PR has been long overdue, it's time for a new voting system.

Mary Moran
Michael Moran Saying no to one kind of reform does not mean a no to reform in general

Paul Moran
Vanessa Mordin It is time that ALL UK political parties from UKIP - Greens are able to have a fairer parliamentary representation. 

It cannot be fair that one party can currently govern with about 35% of the vote.

Derek Mordue
Jim Mordue
Adam Morgan
Colin Morgan I used to be convinced of the advantages of first past the post, but no longer. Democracy is under threat even in 

western Europe: reach out to the people, while you still can and make them feel their vote counts (no matter 
how eccentric it may be).

Daryl Morgan People around the world are waking up to global injustices. We need real democracy more than ever.

david morgan av was a poor substitute for fptp lets have proper debate!!

Frances Morgan
Glenise Morgan With the growth of small parties, we need PR in Great Britain - as in N Ireland.

Heather Morgan It is the only way an election result can be fully representative of the people's wishes.

Heidi Morgan Current system is wholly Undemocratic in an apparently democratic country.

Michael Morgan We must become what we aspire to be a truly democratic society and nation.

Karyn Morgan
Peter Morgan
Olivier Morgan We need a fairer system. Not a purely proportional system, but one that takes account of second preferences, 

allowing majorities but more representative ones.

Peter Morgan The present system is grossly unfair and does not accurately represent the will of the people.

Stephen Morgan
Anthony Morgan-Clark Without some form of PR we cannot claim to be a democracy. I've never voted for the two main parties, and 

therefore my voice has never been heard.

Sharon MorganGibson



Lucie Morin
Yvonne Morland
james morley the current system is not democratic

John Morley
Mike Morley
Nicholas Morley
Peregrine Morley PR is the fairest system for electing a representative body, as many organizations know.

Peter Morley 6 million voters don't want FPTP. To regain authority, MPs should be elected by Personal Representation (STV).

Dave Morley
Raymond Morley FPTP minimises involvement, safe seat, either side, forget to vote, doesn't matter. Support a minor party, 

totally disenfranchised. Need to make each vote count.

Mike Moroney It is clear to me and the majority of the electorate that if parliament wishes to re invigorate peoples faith in our 
democracy that Proportional Representation must be adopted at the earliest oportunity.

David Morphy
Lindsay Morrell I live in a Conservative/Ukip stronghold. My vote for Labour NEVER counts. I feel this is unfair and my vote is 

worthless in the current system of counting votes.

Sheila Morrell
Terry Morrell
Robert Morrid
Alison Morris Proportional representation is long overdue, and the only genuinely democratic option.

Allison Morris
Anne Morris
Barbara Morris
Chris Morris The First Past the Post system disenfranchis most of the electorate; proportional representation means every 

vote counts.

Darrell Morris
dave morris
Edward Morris
Janet Morris
John Morris
Jon Morris
Keith Morris With our electorate split increasingly FPTP gives ever more unfair outcomes.

Kevin Morris At the age of 53 my vote has only counted twice. I want it to count every time.

Mary Morris
Richard morris Fairness should be paramount in elections

Pamela Morris
Shosh Morris
Steve Morris To have a fairer voting system

sue morris
Alan Morris During the referendum I argued that I had a better chance of voting for a representative of my choice in Europe 

than in Britain. And that is before we consider the case of the unelected House of Lords.

Tony Morris The whole electorate deserve to be represented fairly.

Shulamit Morris-Evans
Fiona Morrison
Gavin Morrison
Jacob Morrison
Kirsty Morrison
Malcolm Morrison FPTP is out of date; it works well when there are ONLY TWO CHOICES.  When, as in recent years, ther have been 

SEVERAL candidates, a FAIR system must allow ALL votes to determine the candidate with the most support.  It 
cannot be RIGHT for a candidate to be elected that commands only a MINORITY of the votes cast.

Peter Morrison
William Morrison If it was decided that a form of proportional representation was suitable fo Northern Ireland I cannot see why it 

is not suitable for England.

Adam Morriss
Michele Morrod I voted Green so am seriously under-represented in parliament.



James Morrow
Rosalyn Morrow
Wendy Morse Proportion representation would make for a fairer society. More people would engage in polo

Lisa Mort Vickery June showed true engagement because every vote counted. FPTP will continue to alienate those already 
frustrated. AV is not proportional either and Clegg's tuition fees u-turn didn't help that result one bit.

David Mortimer
Chris Mortimer
jean mortimer
John.W Mortimer There has got to be some-thing wrong with our system when 4,000,000 people vote for a party and that party 

only gets one seat in Parliament.

Paul Mortimer I want to feel that my vote counts

marjorie mortleman
A. E. Morton
george morton i favour the AMS (Bundestag) system, despite the unfair 5% hurdle which disenfranchises all too many German 

voters. High time for UK reform !

John Morton The Alternative Vote Referendum (why was I not a part of that Referendum?!?) was not about proportional 
representation.

Joan Morton
Malcolm Morton
Peter Morton We need an electoral system which is fair and democratic

William Morton Margaret Thatcher come to power winning c.60% of the seats, with c.30%of votes.  Similar to the SNP in 2015! 
Fair???

Isn Morton-Jones It's about time we brought UK 'democracy' up to date.We need a new voting system and an elected Upper House

Margaret Moscrop FPtP disenfranchise s many if not most of the electorate, people fed up of politics, not good for social cohesion.

Dr Lars Mosesson It is just, it will reduce our democratic deficit, and it bring legitimacy to our political system.

Dan Moskovits
Paul Mosley It is unacceptable for a government for which approximately three quarters of the electorate did NOT vote for 

to assume they have a mandate to rule us.  Some form of PR system must be put in place bfore the next 
election.

Derek Moss
Finola Moss Every person's vote should be able to make a difference and it is the only way to achieve real democracy.

John Francis Moss When, for example, 1000 people vote for a candidate but effectively it counts for much less, that is ridiculous, 
very wrong & unfair.

Justin Moss
Martin Moss I want PR since we will be swamped by the SNP in Scotland

Dorian Moss The present system is grossly unfair to smaller parties and the 2011 proposal was poorly advocated and would 
have been hardly any better.

Susan Moss
SANDRA MOSTAFA FPTP is not fit for purpose. PR is essential for a democratic country. I want my vote to count!

Melissa Mostyn Let's campaign for a fairer and more accurate voting system!

Derek Mottershead
Brian Mould It is fairer

Matthew Mould
Michael Mould Fairness,justice equality.

Sarah Mould I have watched the deterioration in our political process for over 40 years, and it saddens me.

Geoffrey M Moulds
Dave Mountain I,ve voted all my life, with dice that are rigged....I want to vote for a party because that party represents my 

views, not because it stops another party getting in.

Frances Mountford
Philip Mousley
Daniel Mowat The current system does not allow for representation of all members of our society and I think it is contributing 

to disengagement from established politics and a worrying increase in popularism as people feel they are not 
being heard

Dennis Mowatt
Roy Mowatt
Marshall Mowbray



Amy Mower
Lucy Moy-Thomas No wonder voters despair of politicians when the two main parties refuse to change to a voting system that 

represents the views of the electorate.

Hannah Moynehan The AV referendum did not offer PR.  The EU referendum displayed how much more engaged people are when 
their vote definitely counts.

Gary Mudd
Katie Muddiman we need a voting system fit for the 21st century.

David Mudie We need a parliament that more closely reflects the way people cast their vote.

Luisetta Mudie People didn't understand AV and it's not proper PR. I want PR because that's what mature democracies have 
around the world. I want my vote to count regardless of where I live.

David Muir
Tracey Muir
Margaret Muirhead It gives a truer picture of how people have voted.

Peter Muirhead
jeremy mulford The present system produces unrepresentative government.

John Mulholland Only PR reflects the will of the people which is fundamental for true democracy.

Paul Mullarkey
Christine Muller
Benjamin Muller
Katie Mullin
Charlotte Mulliner
Michael Mulliner The only votes which count are in marginals. This is not democracy.

Jan Mulrenan I suspect many people eligible to vote do not bother because they think their votes are wasted under the FPTP 
system. FPTP needs a thorough examination; it may be the next stage in our democratic evolution.

Matthew Mulvenna Please let the people have PR as it is gives a fairer voting system to all.

Michael Mulvey
Sarah Mumford The disparate populations of The Union means that a PR system would represent better the differing 

expectations and views. The last two General Elections have shown how inadequate the present system is for 
balanced representation in Parliament. AV would not give the result sufficiently when consideration needs, 
these days, democracy requiring more than the same 2 Party system. People have been turned off voting 
knowing that nothing changes with FPTP systems do with so much info available to us all now we see a simple 
either/or and manifestos does not fill the bill.

peter muncey Reform is needed to encourage people to engage politically wherever they live and whatever their views

reace munds
Margaret Mundy
David Munnerley Lets have a real democracy, one in which millions of people arent ignored and in fact their votes matter as 

opposed to this shame democracy which ignores a huge % of the population.

Deirdre Munro
Will Munson
Robin Murch Look:- 600 MPs & 860 Lords. If we had  in 2015 PR UKIP =25 MPs. Greens+ 20.... BREXIT would have been debated 

in Parliamentment. OKentt

Marian Murdoch
Jackie Murdock Proportional representation will allow seats to be allocated according to vote share, making the system more 

representative of the whole population.

Cristina Muresan PR is the only democratic way to elect representatives fairly.

Barbara Muritu
Hugh Murphie If fairness is the reason behind these changes then an objective assessment cannot fail to see PR as the obvious 

solution.

Denis Murphy I fully agree with the the writer of this letter our present voting system is undemocratic and must be changed.

Dermot Murphy
David Murphy
Jennifer Murphy
James Murphy We are a two party state (just) in danger of becoming a one party state.

leslie murphy
Mike Murphy Its about time England updated to a modern fair system of voting.

Amanda Murphy



paula murphy
Peter Murphy
will murphy i feel part of brexit is the voicelessnes of the people

will murphy
Tameka Murrain
lee murray
Gillian Murray
Martin Murray No taxation without fair representation

James Murray I have never lived in a constituency that was a close call during elections. Either full on Labour or full on Tory. I 
am 36 and have never been able to cast a vote that matters in the UK. I have in NZ though, where PR ensures 
every vote counts and creates workable coalition governments.

John Murray
Keith Murray Proportional Represenation is the the only way for everyone to be heard and represented - FPTP is a sham 

under the guide of democracy.

Leonard Murray We the people have a right to a government of our choice ! And not one that is devised by boundary's that fix 
first past the post

Laura Murray
Liz Murray Parliament needs to represent the views of the voters, by having numbers of MPs that accurately reflect how 

people have voted at General Elections. Having a Government that two thirds of the country did not want is 
wrong.

David Murray
Michael Murray
Jonathan Murray
Rob Murray Our prime minister wants to make UK a fairer society. One place to start is with the voting system electing a 

more representative set of politicians to govern us!

Stephen Murray
Stephen Murray The current system is Broken!

Susan Murray It's time to make every vote count

t murray
William Murray
Barbara Murrell I think more people would vote if they thought their vote really counted.  The FPTP system is totally unfair

Robin Musgrave Our current government is based on a support from 24% of the electorate.  Absolutely bonkers!

Marie Musgrave
Marie Musgrave
Robin Musgrave
Ambrose Musiyiwa
Geoff Mutton If you want a disenfranchised electorate - continue to do nothing. If you want an engaged electorate - give us PR 

please.

Ben Myatt The current system is out of date and needs to be modernised

Janet Myatt
Kevan Myers
denise myhill
john myhre the current first past the post in my view is undemocratic and needs changing.

David Mylroiw
Zofia Myszkowski
J N for many years, Ilived in constituencies where my vote had no effect under the 'first past the post' system.  Now 

at least for Holyrood elections I can express a preference and know it will matter.  I would like to have the same 
say in elections for Westminster.

Khalid Naeem It is at the heart of democracy that each and every vote counts

Patrick Naish Please enfranchise those of us whose vote counts for nothing in the present system - change to PR

Lakkana Nanayakkara
Steve Nannery Seats for votes as simple as that

Andy Nash Not only is PR numerically fairer in terms of seats, but it Eil ensure that an elected government has MPs from 
across the country, rural and urban, not only areas of strength.

Vera Nash



Mark Nash-Williams 
(RevdO Neither FTP nor AV are satisfactory in a democracy: a form of true PR is needed.

Sarah Nason We need to know what people really think so their votes are meaningful and they feel listened to with 
everyone represented in Parliament proportionately..it is needed to save democracy!

Nigel Nathan
Lucy Nattrass Please consider how much more deomcratic our government would be if the UK voted by Proportional 

Representation.

Ruth Nattrass The current system means many voters are unable to make a difference if their constituency is a safe seat.

Gavin Naughton
Mica Nava The current system is unfair.

U Navidi if every vote is to matter, there is no other way to make this happen

Geoffrey Naylor
Graham Naylor Government needs a shake up.

John Naylor FPTP is obsolete. Current government not representative of the electorate.

Phil naylor
Uther Naysmith
mark neagle
Anthony Neal
Mark Neary
Lynne Neary
vivienne neary
Christine Nee
Patricia Needes It cannot be right that the vast majority of constituencies are 'safe seats' for one party or another, and only in a 

few 'swing' seats does every vote really count!  Countless millions of voters only have the choice of 'tactical' 
voting or a protest vote.  This is not true democracy at work!

Mary Needham To make votes count. Outcome of 2016 referendum consequence of people feeling unheard.

Ailsa Neely
Jan Negus
Valerie Neil It is a much fairer system

Christopher Nel The old system of FPTP is obsolete and favours only the Conservative and Labour parties. This situation can not 
continue if democracy is to flourish.

Tracy Nelms Living in a 'safe seat'' want my vote to really count. It's really disheartening that in a democracy my vote has 
never had the chance to make a difference, there are many I know who don't bother voting because they can 
never affect change in this safe seat and our sitting MP is happy to let this continue. He has an increasing air of 
arrogance because he knows he has a job for life

Laura Nelson For fair representation, the number of seats in Parliament should reflect the number of votes cast for that party.

Roderick Nelson PR does give otherwise unrepresented people a chance to be part of a democracy.

Paula Nelson-White PR is a fairer system

Ian Nendick The increasing disconnect between votes cast and seats obtained in Parliament is an affront to the democratic 
aspirations of the British population.  Please initiate a proper public debate on a resolution to this issue..

Madeline Nestor
William Nethercott FPTP ignores the wishes of anyone who votes for an unsuccessful candidate.  PR would rectify this so votes 

count equally.

Alexander Nettle
Chris Nettleship
John Nettleton
michael nettleton
Christian Neumann PR=fairer voting

Clifford Neville
Nicole Neville My vote makes absolutely no difference in my constituency and that isn't true democracy!

William Newall
david newall As there is no effective opposition party anymore to challenge the Tories PR must be introduced to tame the 

potential of a future one party state

Gill Newbold I support PR because I feel my vote is wasted and my views are not represented in Parliament by my MP 
because I live in a "Safe Seat" held by a party which I do not support.

Marlane Newbury PR would be democratic and make EVERY vote count which is not what happens at present.



Michael Newby
Joya Newcombe
Stephen Newell Please listen...Our democracy needs leaders with courage mot those who protect their limited support

John Newham We need a system that matches the seats gained with the votes cast.

Frank Newhofer
Mike Newing
angela newman
John Newman
Lucy Newman
Patrick Newman I am now 66 years old and have voted since i was eligible.  During this lifetime my vote has NEVER counted in 

the overall make up of the Government and I have NEVER been represented in Parliament as I live in a so called 
SAFE SEAT !

Tessa Newman Let's have STV

Paul Newman Make voting fair, and a true representation of the people's views.  Bring in Proportional Representation.

Bracken Idris Newman-
Hirst PR FTW

Adrian Newsum
Barbara Newton I have voted at all elections since I was 18, I am now over 60 and have for quite a lot of that time NOT been 

represented in Parliament or in the local council by someone who actually represents my political views

Clive Newton
Phoebe Newton I wrote to my MP Rishi Sunak about this, but he did not seem to be in favour. Perhaps in a safe Conservative seat  

it is not a particular concern

Michael Newton
Dave Newton
Peter Niblett I want my vote to count for one in my life, that is democracy! Get rid of this outdated system

Peter Niblett I need my vote for who I want to and not vote to stop certain candidates! I want my vote to count for once in my 
life!

Lorraine Nichol
Katharine Nicholas
Sian Nicholas Every vote mattered in Brexit, why is deciding on the Government of the UK less important?

Paul Nicholl
Shaun Nicholls
Harley Nicholls Who can claim to be a democratic party, yet actively suppress more proportional elections?

Kelvin Nicholls
Tony Nicholls In the last election a party got 3.8 million votes and only 1 seat that cannot be democratic.

Victoria Nicholls Only a very small proportion of the population is represented by this government and a PR system would make 
every vote count. If the German's can make it work so successfully, why can't we?

Maria Nichols
Cristina Nichols
Austin Nicholson
Ben Nicholson AV is not PR was one of the arguments used during the referendum to dissuade voters from settling for AV. To 

now say that the referendum represents a rejection of PR is obviously wrong.

Colin Nicholson
Glynis Nicholson It's time our democracy was brought into the 21st century.....

Dr Joseph T Nicholson I would like MY vote to count in choosing my government. It never has - and I am 75!

Lillian Nicholson Every vote should count and be fair

MARK NICHOLSON Not properly considering proportional representation is to deny true democracy rather than supporting and 
strengthening it.

Matthew Nicholson I am a pensioner who has voted in every general election since 18 June 1970 - 12 elections. At none of these 
elections has my vote had any impact on the outcome because the first past the post system has denied any 
impact. After the second world war the allies imposed proportional representation on West Germany in order 
to prevent a repeat of the third Reich, consequently Germany has prospered. In the same period the UK has 
declined dramatically as the unjust FPTP system delivered change by switching between the two extreme 
alternatives of Conservative and Labour. The recent coalition government established that two parties can work 
together to give stable government and prosperity. For the sake of the country please give us a proportional 
electoral system so that we can have a democracy instead of the limited choice of the two extremes which has 
served us so badly.



Sian Nicholson There are such good PR models out there, look to the National Assembly for Wales for guidance please.

Steve Nicholson
Stephen Nicklin
Alex Nicole
Alastair Nicoll
Tom Niedrum
Sarah Nield
Helena Nielsen
laurence nieto
Alan Nightingale The present system no longer works fairly. .time for a change to bring us a much better democracy.

Grant Nightingale
Jane Nightingale
Jack Nilsen If the UK Parliament is to be truly democratic & accountable, then PR is an essential reform.

Anna Nipper It is about time that we made every vote count. The public should be represented by people and parties they 
actually votes for.

Richard Noake I think this needs to be revisited as the current system seems to deliver a far to polarised democracy.

Gillian Nobbs To provide for the expression and enactment of wide alternatives and cause comparison,negotiation and 
compromise and to foster real democracy

Dan Noble
James Noble
nick noble
Anthony Noble No government will ever operate effectively, if only representing a minority of those entitled to vote.

Andrew Noblet Fairness matters. PR is fairer and will incentivise people to vote.

Les Noden All of the major parties claim to strive for a fairer, more representative society, so should fear nothing about PR.

Laura Noel AV is not PR in any way. In 2011only 42% of the electorate voted and only 28.6% voted to keep the current 
system, a small minority. We need the Single Transferable Vote System which gives every vote equal weight 
and actually improves the constituency link. Safe seats are inately wrong like rotten boroughs in history. For 5 
out of 6 of us there is no point voting as we never influence the outcome.This is fundamentally un democratic.
link

Julie Nolan
Nick Nolan
Claire Nolan
Stephen Nolan Make this country a true democracy

Lynda M Nolan M B E Democracy is all

jane noon
David Noone We need a system where every individual vote counts as in the referendum to leave the EU.

Brian Norbury
Helen Norbury
Andrew Norcott
Keith Norfolk
Reginald Norgan
Ann Norman Our voices have not been heard for40 or more years as we live in a Conservative 'safe' seat! This is not true 

democracy! Please usher in Proportional Representation

John Norman
Gillian Norman
JAMES NORMAN
Mark Norman Disillusionment with our current electoral arrangements is widespread - adopting PR would re-engage millions 

of our citizens.

Mik Norman Democracy requires fairness and true representation; we are currently and consistently governed by a minority.  
The Alternative Vote referendum did not reflect a choice for proportional representation as is desirable.

Derek Norman
Ruth Norman I spend a lot of time in Germany. PR works very well there and would here too

Sandy Norman
Nicola Normandale
Mark Normington
Chris Norris



Adrian Norris
JB Norris
Christopher Norris
Peter Norris PR is a far fairer way to represent people's views in parliament. FTP just doesn't make sense.

Valerie Norris My vote hasn't counted for over 45 years.  I want a voice.

Dave North A democracy that isn't proportionally representative is an oxymoron. It's outrageous. The change can't come 
soon enough.

Dominic North
Keith North Everyones vote should count - show you believe in true democracy by changing to Proportional Representation

Lesley North
Andrew North
Michael North
David North Proportional Representation would give a large majority of voters their first choice, thus strengthening the link 

between constituents and MPs.

Terence North
joe north
Christine Northey
Eric Norton It's quite simple for me. My vote has never mattered, since I live in a "safe" seat.  Whether I vote or not makes 

absolutely no difference to anything. In effect, therefore, the current system disenfranchises me. We need PR 
to make every vote (including mine) matter.

Michael Norton It is un democratic when a population may be administered by a party that reprosents as little as 1% of the 
electorate.

Nick Norton
Reggie Norton
jenny notley Democracy, democracy,democracy!!!

Les Nowak
Catherine Noyce
rose nugent
david nunn
Avril Nunns
David Nursaw
Sarah Nutt
Steven Nutt
James Nye
Benjamin Nye The current system turns the country into a one party state until a turnover to the other main party, tories or 

labour. And I am not represented by Aylesbury when I live closer to High Wycombe.

Caoimhín Ó Donnaíle The present system is pathetic.  All the campaigning effort goes into marginal seats.  It is not even worth going 
out to vote if you live in a safe seat.  Even in marginal seats, there is no opportunity to express shades of 
opinion, but only to choose one or other of the two leading candidates.  Any candidate standing to allow voters 
to express a different shade of the majority view is liable to simply split the vote and turn the result on its head.  
PR is working well in Scotland, Northern Ireland, the EU, and nearly everywhere else.  Why is it not used in 
Westminster?

Denis O Sullivan
CHRISTOPHER O'BRIEN Moving boundarys without a mandate to do so is undemocratic any change should be after an election including 

the proposals and/or leading to PR

Peter O'Brien
Michael O'Brien
Rita O'Brien
Stephen O'BRIEN
Teresa O'BRIEN
Terry O'Brien
Justin O'Brien
anthony o'connell
gavin o'connell the idea that the majority of votes are cast aside and completely ignored is obscenely undemocratic. ...as is not 

directly electing our pm or head of state

Barry O'Connell I live in a constituency where my vote for Labour is in reality pointless



David O'Connor It is not truly representative of democracy.

Colin O'Connor
Piers O'Connor
Roisin O'Connor Why are politicians so scared of the truth. Allow everyone an informed choice.

Loren O'Dair
John O'Donnell It is unfair and immoral for a party to receive a greater % of seats than votes

anthony o'donnell
Peter O'Donnell
Roger O'Donnell
Tim O'Donoghue
Patrick O'Donohoe Proportional systems enable more voters to influence the result (even it their first choice loses) lowering rates 

of disillusionment with the political system.

Kevin O'Driscoll
Peter O'Garr Aloist 30 years living in 'safe seats' - anti - democratic in their very title I have found myself in only one general 

election able to vote for the manifesto I wanted to see enacted and a candidate win who I wanted to represent 
me and my views. Continuing with the present system continues to deny a rounded, fuller democratic outcome 
... representative if the many varied political possibilities which are wilfully excluded presently. Standard 
bearers for justice, sovereignty and the voice of the 'people' ... not in my lifetime thus far. Either you have 
integrity and wish to represent all the nation, though not rule them, or you really are mere politicians. .

Neil O'Hagan FPTP is clearly undemocratic; it allows one party to dominate our country without a proper mandate. Make our 
votes count!

Ian O'Halloran The current voting system doesn't fairly represent the electorate. Only 24% voted for this government!

Sinead O'Halloran PR is a fair system and ensures minorities are represented.

Catherine O'Hanlon
Paddy O'Hanlon
Brigid O'Hara PR is the only democratic solution to our current unfair and undemocratic voting system

Andrew O'Hara
Daniel O'Hea The First-Past-The-Post system is inadequate, as proven by the disproportionate results of the last election.

John O'Heron
Dermot O'keeffe
James O'Keeffe
John O'Leary
John O'Mahony
Christopher O'maley Reform is needed

Benjamin O'Malley
Stephen O'Neale
Colin O'Neill
Aine O'Neill
Susan O'Neill Smaller parties need to be represented in proportion to the votes cast to make a fair system.

Jason O'Rourke
Neal O'Rourke
Neal O'Rourke
martin O'SHEA
Angela O'Sullivan We have PR in Northern Ireland, so why not in the remainder of the UK

Terence O'Sullivan For gods sake give us true democracy.

Michael O'sullivan The present system is very unfair & losing public trust.

Stephen O'Sullivan
Christine O'Toole
Allan Oakes
Dominic Oakes Democracy and FPTP are incompatible - I find it difficult to believe that you don't know this.

Jerry Oakes The AV referendum result is an irrelevance. My vote against was because AV is not a proportional system, and 
because adopting it would have effectively postponed adoption of a proportional system indefinitely.

john oakes
Thomas Oakes
Cliff Oakley



Simon Oakley
Rodney Oakley
MARY OBRIEN
Nick OBrien Please allow me to have a say in who governs the country because at the moment only one person has the 

chance to be my MP in my area

David Ockenden
David Odlin Like the Referendum, LISTEN to the people and their wishes and then act on them.

Clive Odom
Lily Oestreicher
Richard Offord
John Ogalbe
David Ogden PR is the only honest way forward for true democracy. What we have now is a grossly inferior imitation of true 

democracy.

jeremy Ogden
Lionel Ogden
Neil Ogden I want a fair system that meets everyone

Richard Ogden The Brexit vote proves how out of touch a parliament elected by FPTP is!

Richard Ogden
Sally Ogg The current system simply isn't democratic.

Natasha Ogilvie Vast numbers of the population live in areas which continue in the hands of a party they wouldn't vote for.

Michelle Ohlson
Jayn OIiff
Ruth Okine Everyone needs to be heard in the government or it is not a fair system and it is not democratic

Ruth Okine
Margaret Okole I'm tired of trying to convince people they should vote when they say quite correctly that it won't make any 

difference if they do.

Emily Okukenu
Chris Old
Anne Oldfield
John Oldfield The current system is undemocratic

Martin Oldham For a fair society we need a fair voting system. A system in which parties focus on a few marginal seats, but 
ignore the wishes of the many in 'safe' seats will never be fair.

Angie Olding
Chris Olende
Alan Oliver
Amy Oliver
David Oliver
Glenn Oliver Making each Labour and Conservative vote carry equal weight is not the same as making ALL votes carry equal 

weight.

Paula Oliver
Simon Oliver First past the post no longer represents true democracy in this country - over 1.1m Green voters, 1MP. 11.1m 

Tory votes 331 MP's.  Surely that is not a true representation?

Steve Oliver
Carol Oliver
Peter Oliver-Williams Through PR everyone has a democratic voice which will be heard.

Eric Olson
Christopher Onions Time to stop tinkering with the voting system and carry out a thorough fair and modern reform by introducing 

PR.

Brian Oosthuysen This is the only real democratic way to elect our MPs

Paul Openshaw PR will lead to coalition government.....and that means moderate, sensible and progressive government.

Peter Openshaw
Xan Ophis
Helen Oram PR would be a fairer system than First past the post

Sue Orchard
Peter Ordidge



Simon ORegan
Penelope Ormerod 36% of those who bothered to vote at all chose to vote Conservative in May 2015 - just over a third. Yet we have 

a government that acts as if it had a huge mandate to drive forward its ideological agenda. No wonder people 
are increasingly disillusioned with our "democracy".

Leonard ORourke
Stephen Orr
Margaret Orritt I WANT FAIR REPRESENTATION NOT GOVERNMENT BY DEFAULT

Neil Orrock
Julia Ortmans To achieve PR would be real democracy.  Thankyou.

Michael Ortmans
Laura Orton
Mavis Orwin
Jill Osborn In my local area, without PR, my vote is purely symbolic with first past the post voting. It is hypocritical and 

inconsistent that the system that was used for the EU referendum is not adopted for us to vote for our own 
government. The existing voting system no longer reflects the nuances of British politics and is undemocratic.

Richard Osborn
Vivien Osborn
Marion Osborne The present system does not seem to be working and voters are voting with their feet - away from the polling 

stations.

David Osborne
Patrick Osborne
Yvonne Osborne Because of where I live, my vote is worthless. That is not democracy. Things need to change

Nyinje Osel
Rosemary Osmon We know that PR is needed and AV is NOT the same. Polticians really must learn to LISTEN!

Miriam Osner
Linnéa Osterman
Robert Ostrycharz Just  over 50% votes in Scotland to non SNP candidates got electorate only 3 non SNP MPs - that's not democracy

Peter Oswald The EU referendum could be seen as - in some respects - a protest vote against FPTP; a cry of the 
unrepresented, and a cry for constitutional change.

Hugh Robert Otterburn
Charlie Oubridge
Elizabeth Oughton
Dan Ouliel
William Outhwaite
Christopher Outwin
Paul Overend
Wilfred Overson
Brian Owen Make all votes court

Michael Owen I want my vote to count, the present system is a gerrymander!!!

Gareth Owen
Gareth Owen
Jonathan Owen
Paul Owen PR is the only way to give me a real say who represents me at a national level

Roger Owen FPTP reduces what should be an expression of citizenship to a popularity contest.  Be truly radical: change the 
system!

Cathey Owen Cousins Please make Britain a true democracy by choosing proportional representation.

David Oxberry
Lyn Oxberry The FPTP system is extremely unfair and undemocratic. Please change the system to PR.

Stephen Oxbrow
Karen Oxley
Dianne P PR is an obviously much fairer system for electing our representatives. The reason so many people voted for 

brexit was because at last they had a vote that counted. The last AV vote failed because it was used as a political 
tool to discredit Nick Clegg. Shame on our political system for the way they twist serious votes.

Sarah P I would like to see our voting system fit for purpose reflecting the true proportion of votes for each candidate. 
For real democracy in the nation I love, this would be a step for the future that your government needs to boldly 
take.



Gill Pacey All parties including your own have many voters whose votes never count in elections because the seat is a safe 
one for an alternative party. Please give everyone a chance for their vote to count as a result of Proportional 
Representation. Thank you.

Giorgio Paci
David Pack Please stop me and millions like me feeling disenfranchised

D. E.. Packham Of the electorate 40% failed to vote in the general election; only 22% voted Conservative.

ralph packham
Michael Pacy I feel that in parliament, people with different views to those put forward by Labour and Conservative MPs 

should be heard. The current voting system is designed to keep one of those two parties in Government and 
favours them. I think it's important that all of society has a voice.

Vickie Paddle Congratulations to you both on your appointments! I don't feel my vote counts as I live in an area which has a 
historic voting pattern. I realise this would be a major upheaval for you in difficult times, but I do feel we gave 
lived with this antiquated system for way too long. Time for change!

Oliver Padel A representative voting system system  would make everyone feel their vote counted, and would thereby 
encourage younger people to vote.

Lyn Padley I live in a constituency where my vote is "wasted" so have no incentive to vote in most elections.  The EU 
Referendum turn out was high because people really felt they had a voice for once.

Sara Padmore
Sarah Pagdin
Henry Page The current situation is a weeping sore in terms of voter disconnect with the legislature. There has to be a more 

representative system than FPTP

Michael Page
Jamie Page
Martin Richard Page EU Referendum ~ all votes counted. 52/48%.  Government elected with 24% to 76%.  Democratic?  Hmm?

Sam Page I want my vote to count!

Brian Paget The Scottish situation is even worse with the dominance of the SNP. PR must be fairer.

Emily Paget
Christopher Paget
Maria Paglia
Ricardo Paglia
Phil Paige Living in North Somerset my vote against the Conservative Party is worthless, this is not democracy.

Lorna Painten Proportional representation is the fairest way for the electorate to have their say

Myriam Paish
Victoria Paleit This must not be a justification for any government to stay in power for ever

Malcolm Palfrey
Andrew Pallas
Daniel Pallordet FPTP is a grossly unfair system: millions of votes don't make a difference.

dennis Palmer
Mark Palmer
Helen Palmer I do not live in a democracy. I live in a constituency which is a safe seat for a party I have never supported. Never 

has my voice been heard.

Irene Palmer PR is more  truly democratic than other systems.

kathryn palmer I want PR because I believe our political system should be more democratic.  Many people feel their voice is not 
heard in parliament

Keith Palmer It's time for change!

Marie Palmer We are called a democracy but without proportional representation we are not democratic. One person one 
vote is democracy.

Andy Palmer
Laura Palmer
Helen Palmer
David Palmer
Sebastian Palmer
Stephen Palmer
Susan Palmer
Trevor Palmer The lead up to our Brexit referendum showed how extreme our politics has become. The Conservative party 

does not use "first past the post" to elect our Prime Minister. It is time to bring voting balance.



Jacqueline Palphreyman We need a fair voting system.

Elissa Palser Unless you live in an area where your views match the majority's you may as well not bother voting, it is 
pointless.

Patrick Pamment Green and UKIP have grossly disproportionate representation. Despite being Labour, I think that's highly unfair.

anna pandis PR is a fairer as it means that every vote is equal.

Louis Panero FPTP elections are outdated and increasingly exploitable. We need to explore as many options as possible, the 
AV Referemdum was only the beginning.

Jill Panes
Trevor Pannell The current system of 'first past the post' is unfair and unjust. Why should 11 million Tory voters dictate to the 

rest of the U.K. Electorate? PR is a 100% fair system and whoever your voting persuasion this effort should be 
counted and have representation.

Zoe Panting
Ismini Papageorgiou
Anne Papathomas Until we have a proper version of PR we will not be a true democracy. For me it is the most important political 

issue of our time and will continue to be until the position is rectified. Making every vote count will enable 
people to become more engaged with politics, to be empowered to feel they have a part to play and that their 
views are heard. It is no wonder that people switch off or don't vote when over the past number of decades 
when a large proportion of the population has to live under a government whose views they don't support. 
Please try to replicate successful PR systems in Europe and help our democracy to come of age!of

Anne Papworth Our voting system is undemocratic. Unfortunately no government wants to change it if it results in less MP's for 
them.

Byron Pardhy-Avis
Wendy Pardy
David Parfitt
Ian Parfitt THe current eydtem rewards those with the biggest budgets and political friends.

Giles Pargiter
Edward Pari-Jones First past the post is not working and is unjust.

Michael Paris PR is necessary to improve our democratic process

Charles Parish We need a fairer voting system. The referendum showed how votes that count encourage people to go to the 
polling stations.

Graham Parish
Sophie Parish
Aileen Park
Alan Parker Perhaps then we can go on to further refoms, our constitution and the House of Lords. Number of MP's

William Parker
Chloe Parker
Gillian Parker it isn't right that UKIP got 12% of the vote and only 1 seat while the SNP got over 50 seats with much the same 

percentage of the vote.

Ian Parker Please consider why so many people, particularly the young, are disillusioned with UK politics as practised now.

Helen Parker
Ian Parker
Jen Parker
Julie Parker FPTP works where there are only two parties. Where more exist - as is now the case in the countries of the UK - 

FPTP is undemocratic. Updating constituency boundaries to make constituencies equal in size is necessary, but 
not a sufficient measure to give us true democracy. The Alternative Vote referendum chose the wrong question 
to ask. The electorate needs to be given a fair and unbiased choice between the undemocratic status quo and a 
new voting system which ensures all votes count, and are of equal value. The UK is NOT a democracy - and 
chooses not to be - until all votes in national elections count.

Kim Parker
Steve Parker The implementation of PR is the only way to stop the disenfranchisement of society.

Jeremy Parker I want to bring an end to wasted votes in "safe" seats and engage everyone in the democratic process.

Shauna Parker
Chloe Parker
Tommy Parker
Antony Parker THE ONLY TRUE FORM OF DEMOCRACY

Michael Parker FPTP effectively disenfrachises more than half the population, including the majority of those who vote for 
non-Tory/Labour parties.



Kevin Parkes
Stephen Parkin
April Parkins
Sally Parkins
Christine Parkinson Our electoral system needs a complete overhaul but not the boundary changes you want. Proportional 

representation is the answer. AV wasn't.

Frederick Parkinson 4 Million voting for UKIP with a result of 1 seat is surely wrong.

Lisa Parkinson We must have a democracy that is inclusive, open and accountable, or it has no value at all.

neil Parkinson Surely the geographical map of brexit votes tells a story.

Philip Parkyn
Gabriel Parlour When the vote came around I was deeply disappointed that we only had the choice to vote AV and not PR which 

is what I wanted to vote for . They are entirely different systems and PR is the fairest and should be open to us 
to vote upon. Also, it was not explained to the uninitiated. Why is there so much dissembling and lack of 
transparency always!

Simon Parmenter
Derek Parnaby arguably we are more undemocratic than the EU - disgraceful !

Colin Parnell
Alan Parr
A Parr
Richard Parr In the EU Referendum every vote was of equal weight.  Why should it not be the same for Westminster 

elections?

william parr
Rod Parratt
Anthony Parris
Amy Parrish
Ken Parrock
Alan Parrott
John Parry
Lynne Parry
Mark Parry When 17+ million voted for Brexit a main reason was the perceived lack of democracy in the EU. 1st past the 

post does not give this. Quite often we are faced with governments elected with less than 1/3rd of the popular 
vote. PR is a system which prevents this and gives the people more power to hold the Government of the Day to 
account.

Merilyn Parry
Dr M Parry the constituency link can still be retained with some PR systems

Hugh Parry A vote is a valueless privilege. I am reduced to harassing those who claim to represent me. An odd democracy!

Anthony Parsons
Dave Parsons
Gordon Parsons
Jennifer Parsons
Peter Parsons David Cameron admitted on 8/6/16, in a referendum "every vote counts the same". The electorate deserves this 

for all elections, something which can only be delivered by PR.

Amanda Parsons TO FAIRLY REPRESENT THE VOTERS VIEWS.

Mary Parsons
Duncan Parsons
Tim Parsonson
Michael Partington Democracy is for ALL the people.

Gareth Partridge I want to know that my vote counts and we live in an actual modern democracy.

Neil Partridge I have little to say as don't believe the establishment really cares about peoples concerns or opinions.

Robert Pascall PR will encourage more people to vote as every vote will count!

Christine Pascoe The present system is unfair, change is needed, what are you afraid of? Losing your cushy jobs?

Roland Pascoe I would like my vote to really count

M. Y. PASHA
M PASHA
Ingrid Pasteur Under the current system, if you vote for a minority party, you actually lose your vote.

Bhavini Patel



Mohsin Patel Its in the best interest of the public

S Patel
David Paterson
Nat Paterson
Ron Paterson The present system is demonstrably broken, leading to a dwindling number of marginal constituencies ending 

up determining the national outcome.

Sandra Paterson We need a fairer electoral system which does not disenfranchised huge swathes of the public. We need a 
former of proportional representation

Syd Paterson I want my to count

Geoff Patmore
Beryl Paton When you live in a "safe seat" and vote for another candidate your vote is wasted.

wendy paton
Nicholas Paton Philip
Andrew Patrick FPTP is primitive, inefficient and undemocratic. The AV referendum was NOT a vote on proportional 

representation.

Vassillis Patrikiadis
Jan Patterson
Lynn Patterson safe seats lead to very lazy politicians and policy. The election is decided by a small minority of voters who 

happen to be in swing seats.

David Patterson
Bob Patterson The current voting system effectively disenfranchises a large proportion of the population. A single transferable 

vote system would make every vote count, yet maintain the strengths of constituency representation.

Tony Patterson
John Pattinson
Marion Paul PR would give a fairer chance for smaller parties to be represented in Parliament

Anne Paulizky I respectfully ask that my vote is valued, and that I will be fairly represented in Parliament

Robert Paulton Scotland and Wales already do this? Where's the problem?

martin pavey In 2011 we were offered AV which in no way equates to PR. Consequently it was not accepted by the voters. 
That does not equate to a rejection of PR.

Fred Pavone
Genni Pavone PR is the only Democratic electoral option!

John Pawsey
Angela Paxton Our votes are not fairly translated into which MPs are in parliament. PR will fix this, which is why I support it.

George Paxton
Wesley Paxton Getting a majority of seats with 36% of the vote is NOT majority govt.  The SNP needs to accept this.

Eric Payne This country needs the whole of the electorate to be represented in Parliament not just those who voted for 
which ever party happens to be in power.

H R Payne First past the post does not produce a representative parliament and is easily gerrymandered.

Martin Payne
Maureen Payne It is a fairer system.

Robert Payne Serving your Country should come before serving yourselves.

Ruth Payne I really like my vote to mean something.

Sandra payne
Chris Peach PR is the only way to ensure that when people vote it counts. Disinterest is caused by a FPTP system that 

ensures that only a 2 party system exists.  People need to know their votes count, by having PR politicians may 
actually listen to the people who they are supposed to serve!

Jane Peach
Cathy Peacock The voting system in any democracy should at least attempt to acknowledge the many different political views 

of it's citizens and politics should be aiming to involve the majority not alienate them or at best force them into 
a tactical manoeuvre.

Graham Peacock
Eileen Peakman It is time for true democracy every vote should count

John Peapell
david pearce
Natalie Pearce Because it's the right and fair way to do it. Otherwise it's just a corrupt democracy.

Joseph Pearce



Kenneth Pearce
michael pearce
Catherine Pears
Polly Pearshouse PR is fair for everyone.

Ann Pearson
Chris Pearson
John Pearson We need Proportional Representation is this country as we are living in challenging times when a 'First past the 

Post' system is almost neanderthal compared to other countries voting systems. It's time to catch up with the 
rest of the World!

Melvin Pearson
Michael Pearson The dangers inherent in the public losing faith in the political 'status quo' are obvious.  The system MUST be 

made more representative.

Patrick Pearson
Alison Pearson We need to feel our votes make a difference and this is the only true way that all votes will count

Diana Pearson
Roger Pearson
Stephen Pearson I feel everyone should be able to have an equal voice as to who runs the country.  At the moment this doesn't 

feel to be the case.

Susan Pearson
chris pearson
mike pease
Aaron Peat If a Party were could for a majority Government under PR it would truly reflect the Country.

Roy Peatman
Caroline Peck The current voting system is unfair and unbalanced, it needs to be reformed asap.

Fiona Peck Our government is becoming more and more undemocratic, we need a democracy.

Jeremy Peck
GEORGE PECKHAM Please respect our democracy! Theresa May has allowed it to take the "back burner" and we all want our 

democracy to show the whole world that we are a fair nationnn and that our decisions are always honest and 
truthful for us all living in this countey

Kathleen Peden
Manda Peebles Every vote should count, as it did in the 2016 EU Referendum.

Nick Peed
Deborah Peel Most people are fed up that because of where they live their vote doesn't count.

Simon Peel FPTP is an undemocratic disgrace.

Eric Peliza
Olivia Pembrey
Nicki Penaluna Such a good idea...makes the whole electoral system fairer

George Penaluna General Election 2015. SNP 4.7% of votes - 56 seats in Westminster. Green Party 3.8% of votes - 1 seat in 
Westminster. Only Robert Mugabe would argue that is fair.

Marion Pencavel
Marie Pender
Jennifer Penfold I would like to have someone of my own political views who I can ask to support causes that I see as important

Keith Pengelly I live in a Conservative safe seat and my views are rarely represented and I feel that I waste my vote.

Kathryn Pengelly I would like my vote to be of worth.  PR seems the best way to achieve this.

Luke Penketh
Caroline Penlington
Amanda Penman
Karen Penn We had this system years ago and it didn't work and is unfair, just to let Tories get their way.

Andrea Penna
Melvyn Pennell
Terry Penney
Colin Penny
Ruth Penny
Felicity Pennycook PR would give everyone a chance to feel their voice is heard without the need for referendums.

gabriel pepper



Lindis Percy We need a fair and democratic voting system.  It is not at present.  I urge you to pursue the fairer voting system 
of PR.

Jason Pereira
Simeon Pereira-Madder
Judith Perera
Rakel Perez
Jose Luis Perez Zapata
Miranda Perfitt
John Perkins The current system in unfit for purpose as was the Alternative Poroposal. Only PR will do.

Sarah Perks
Phil Perks
Pat Perks
Reg Perren My MP has yet again been elected by a minority of the votes cast, It cannot be right when more vote against 

than for the person elected.

Sarah Perrigo the last election distorted the election result more than any in history. We live in a multiparty system and the 
distortions we saw and the blatent unfairness will only get worse. The only solution is PR

charlotte perrin
Tony Perring
Richard Perrins We need to make our democracy better. Proportional representation is the only really truly democratic sytem.

Carol Perry
Christine Perry
dave perry Currently MPs are elected by the FPTP system even if the majority of voters don’t want them - this is 

undemocratic

Daniel Perry
Ian Perry
James Perry When the vast majority of European countries have successful PR systems our continuance of it is an 

impediment. It will inevitably go but waiting it out looks weak. Let's instead act now on what the majority of 
people want and ditch our out dated system.

Paulette Perry
Teresa Perry Proportional representation is the only fair and reasonable way forward.

Nikki Perry Because I don't feel heard or that my opinion matters under the current model.

Valerie Perry Please make the public's real political wishes possible!

samuel perry-falvey I want my votes to count and see the people represented in parliament

luiza pestana Electoral Reform needed for fairness please

Joseph Pestell Endorse the comment about last referendum. I did not vote for AV but would vote for PR.

Michelle Peters
Daniel Peters
Emma Peters I'm only 20 and already disillusioned by the voting system. I don't feel like my vote counts. I don't feel like I 

matter.

Helen Peters
Jeroen Peters Many voters under FPTP are not heard or represented. The Alternative Vote was not the only alternative. Please 

reconsider!!

Philip Peters
Ken Petersen People need to see that the system is open and fair

Marc Pether-Longman
Andy Petherbridge
Gill Peto
Michael Petri
Ian Petrie
Gill Pettitt We need a system that truly represents the people. FPTP is patently not capable of that.

Evelyn Petts It is totally wrong that a party, such as the SNP, has so many seats in parliament, which is no reflection of their 
actual votes.  It makes a mockery of our claim to be a democracy.

Bill Petty
Philip Petty
Josh Petzoldt
Catherine Petzsch



Thomas Peyton-Lander The current system is not democratic and is putting a lot of people off voting.

Maria Pfeiffer
David Phelps
ANGELA PHIILIPS
John Philip
Robert Philip
Philip P PR is simply logical and fair, and anyone who opposes it fears real democracy.

Barry Phillips
Alison Phillips It is not democratic giving an automatic majority to one party. Parliament does not represent the country 

properly.

Andrew Phillips
Carolyn Phillips As things stand not enough people feel it is worthwhile to use their votes.

Brian Phillips
Catherine Phillips
John Phillips
Mike Phillips
Nia Phillips
Terry Phillips . If you really believe in democracy you will introduce a system of proportional representation. It is fairer

Michael Phillips The boundary changes make an outdated system even worse, preventing the majority of voters from being 
represented.

wilfred phillips
ian phillips
William Phillips
Simon Phillips
John Phillips I would like to see an end to this regular and ridiculous gerrymandering of constituency boundaries in favour of 

a system of proportional representation in elections. Then we might better see how people actually feel about 
the political prowess or otherwise of particular parties. Allowing the sitting government to thus shift the voting 
goalposts is frankly laughable in this day and age.

Stephen Phillips At he next election I shall vote for the first major party to publicly espouse the cause of PR

Robert Phillips The current system is so massively unfair it cannot be ignored.

Tudor Phillips
Arthur Phillipson Proportional Representation (PR) is essential for a fair and democratic society.

John Phillipson
Paul Philo Minority parties are underrepresented in Parliament in relation to the size of their vote

valerie piacentini it's the fairest way

Alison Pick So many people I know do not believe that their vote counts in this First Past The Post system.

Caroline Pick The current system wastes my vote.

Stuart Pick The number of votes received by a party should be reflected by the number of seats they get in Parliament.

A Pickard
Celia Pickerden PR is the only voting system in which everyone's vote has equal weight. It should not be possible for a political 

party to govern without a majority. No wonder so many feel disenfranchised!

Andrew Pickering
Humphrey Pickering Disenfranchising so many people is dangerous to our society's future

Mrs IB Pickering
Jade Pickering We need a choice on PR, as the AV vote did not address the problem at all.

Margaret Pickering My vote has not counted for years - why should I bother???

Simon Pickering
Bob Pickersgill A new type of PR

Jeff Pickersgill Make all votes count. We don't want to be governed by a regime which has 30% of the popular vote

Alison Pickford I am nearly 70 and my vote has never counted. How would you like to be in that position. Please make it 
possible for my son and his children to have voted that sometimes count st least.

Thomas Pickford It's time that Britain practised what it preaches: true democracy. PR wil allow every community to be 
represented fairly and build a stronger democracy for Britain.

Stephen Pickles
Reece Pickstock



steve pickup In most elections my vote has not counted for anything. How can that be ok?

Anthony Pidden
Stephen Pidgeon
Steven Pidgeon
Andy Pienkowski It's time Britain implemented a true democracy which reflects the true proportion of the political population in 

the election process.  The Alternative Vote was not the final word on electoral reform because the Tories will 
do everything to undermine anything which erodes their power base; "turkies don't vote for Christmas" and it 
should not up to the any one political party to decide what's best for the country.  Give Britain the true 
democracy it deserves now!

Andrew Pierce The current system leaves millions of people with the feeling that their voices are not being heard, & is not fit 
for purpose. PR would help to counter the disillusion many feel with our democracy.

Brigitte Pierce Only Proportional Representation can provide true democracy.

IOLO Pierce
Andrew Piesse FPTP is disengaging too many from politics. There is a good possibility they will find alternative methods of 

expression

John Pike
rick pike
Stephen Pike I believe that PR is  a much fairer system and would more accurately represent the beliefs and political will of 

the public. Parliamentary majorities may become narrower however this again is probably a more accurate 
representation of what 'the country' believes. The Alternative Vote offered in 2011 was not a suitable 
replacement - it was not proportional. Thank you.

Tiziana Pike
Mark Pilbeam
Graham Pile
j pilfold
Greg Pilley
John Pilley
Will Pimlett
Miranda Pinch
Michael Pinchen Reform of our broken electoral system is essential and long overdue.

Arthur Pine Fairer representation is essential to make democracy work.

Nicholas Pini I don't trust the current system to represent the people of this country fairly and democratically. First past the 
post was a good starting point for democracy but it is time for it to evolve and move on.

Edward Pink
John Pinkerton PR is long overdue. We need to remove the tribalism in our politics. The issues are too big for it.

Alister Pinnock
Gail Pinnock
Jonathan Pinnock
Rachel Pinnock
Mark Pinnock
Dominic Pinto I am one of the 25% of voters whose voice is not heard in this House of Commons ......... and reflect that this 

government was elected by a minority of the UK electorate. I believe a full and fair evaluation would consider 
the PR options, the need for example for minimum turnout and thresholds if referenda are to continue as part 
of our governmental structures, and for a second chamber that is representative, and legitimate, to play its part 
- neither the present House of Lords packed with placepeople or a 'reformed' House of Lords.

Joy Piper I have never been represented in Parliament by an MP of my own political persuasion thanks to the present 
unrepresentative and unfair electoral system. When I first learnt about proportional representation in school in 
the 60's I immediately felt this was a sensible and fair system and have supported it in principle ever since. I was 
deeply disappointed this was not what was put the electorate when the question arose during the last Coalition 
government as I am sure people would have understood it better than what was proposed and more would 
have voted for PR. Please give us a proper democracy by introducing PR

Sue Piper I do think it woudl be a fairer system

Christine Piper
Ian Pirie
Veronica Pirie The "First Past The Post" System is flawed and does not reflect the democratic choices of the people who vote.

Lisa Pissochet I have NEVER been represented by anyone who shares my views (which are not radical!). I vote on principle, but 
I wonder why I bother with FPTP.



Elizabeth Pitchford the current system means that to keep a party I dislike from gaining power I have to vote for a party I disagree 
with instead of one i identify with - as I live in a place which disagrees with my views. when i vote for the party I 
believe in  y voice is not heard, whereas with proportional representation it would be.

Adam Pitera The EU referendum has made it clear that people like it when their vote counts.  We need to stop disregarding 
millions of votes at each and every election.  PR is the only consensus policy for both the leavers and remainers.

Sidney  Pitt Pitt I believe it's the fairest way to vote.

Trevor Pitt
Michael Pitt-Bailey
Sue Pitts We must have a properly representative system of PR if we are all to feel part of this country. Remember John 

Hamden's Ship Money campaign, "No taxation without representation"? Well i pay tax and I want to be 
represented, and living in a place where my vote is a "wasted"one, I want to count.I

Chris Plant
Joss Plant Make representation reflect actual votes cast

Andrew Platt FPTP is adequate for a two party system but not suitable in our modern multi-party democracy.

John Platt Too many voters are now not represented under the present system. Change is invariably challenging but 
especially so to those who fear it.

David Platt
Tristan Platt I am signing because the unrepresentativity of FPTP has become alarming and undermines the perceived 

legitimacy of government.

Michael Playdon
Jonathan Player
Julie Pleass The current system does NOT represent the choices of the British people. The Alternative Vote Referendum 

wasn't the final word, it wasn't properly managed and many people didn't vote because they weren't properly 
informed about how it would represent them.

John Plewes
Stephen Plowden it creates political cynicism to give UKIP one MP for 4 million votes and  the Greens one of one million

Phoebe Pluckrose-Oliver
Thomas Pluempe
Linda Plummer PR would enhance our democracy, helping people to feel their vote matters

John Plummer Voted in every election for 45 years in 4 different constituencies and never voted for a winning candidate

James Pocklington Parlimentary representation should fairly reflect the wide spectrum of ideas and principles. First past the post is 
an unfair and out dated way of selecting 600 MP's

Trevor Pocknell The AVR didn't give us the fair option of PR :-(

Jon Pocock I live in a marginal constituency so my vote does "count", but am often forced to vote tactically for a least worse 
option. PR would allow me to vote for who I really want.

Stephen Pocock
dominic poggi
Viv Pointon FPTP does not produce government that is representative of voter's views.

Andrew Polkey The FPTP system is outdated and undemocratic and needs to be replaced by PR.

Felicity Pollard
Trevor Pollard In the UK we have a 'democracy', but this system allows a party to consider it has a mandate having only secured 

37% of those who voted. THIS IS NO MANDATE!!

James Pollock
Jennie Polyblank
Stavros Polymenis I want a fair representation system, which is not gamed but used to present what people want from our politics.

Catherine Pomfrett
Mark Pond
Ben Ponsford
Angela Poole
CHRISTOPHER POOLE
Jack Poole
Helen Pope
Sylvia Popham The current system does not reflect the true way people have voted numberwise and all too often a party is in 

charge even though they have received less votes than the oppositon

A M Poppy
Christine Porath



Nick Portch
George Porteous To achieve a balanced representation in parliament

Steven Porteous Electoral reform is long overdue so let's get it done

Shirley Porter
John Porter
john porter
John Porter I would like to improve our democratic system to allow more people to be represented

Katerina Porter
Linda Porter PR is a fairer voting system, many Citizens with FPTP system are not represented. AV was not an inprovement 

on FPTP.

Simon Porter
Christopher Porter If you purport to be a government that is fair and just then PR is the way forward.

Chris Portwine
Jasper Post I'm from the Netherlands where we have PR, after 12 years still don't understand why the Brits have this 

system.

anthony postin
Ruth Pothecary I usually vote for Green Party if they have a candidate but I feel at the moment my vote and values have no 

worth

Luke Potter
MAura Potter
Amanda Potter I voted against AV as I believed the electorate should hold out for proportional representation as it is by far the 

fairest voting system, making each vote really count, as refendum showed.

David Potter With the advent of brexit, we should take this opportunity to implement a faorer voting system

Shonagh Potter
Harold Steven Potter Because I have not had a voice in my own country for many , many years I am sick and tired of having things 

forced on me , Politcal correctness / Multiculturism to namebut two .

Stephanie Potts
David Poulter I want someone who broadly agrees with my political ideas to represnt me in Parliament.

Edward Pover
Adrian Powell I would like to see Proportional Representation introduced  as our present "first Past the Post" system is on 

longer fit for purpose having been devised during the second quarter of the 19th Century when there were only 
two political parties and very few people were allowed a vote.This is no longer a system suitable for the 21st 
Century when we now have universal suffrage, five National Parties, Nationalist Parties and a number of minor 
parties. The Alternative Vote is neither the only nor the best form of PR.

Andy Powell Our current 'first past the post' electoral system is broken and unfair. It works particularly badly now that we 
have moved significantly away from a two-party system. We need some form of PR to ensure that the make-up 
of parliament better reflects the voting intentions of the electorate in a fair way.

William Powell
David Powell I am personally very concerned that our political leaders seem reluctant to enshrine 'legitimate 

constitutionality' - essential to long term good governance into our national, or (in England) local, systems of 
government.  Our system is increasingly populist, but without the safeguards of fair voting systems, and 
informative and truth telling media, and a consistent legitimate constitutional basis across regions and nations, 
parliamentary democracy is undermined and increasingly discredited.  Good governance, is increasingly unlikely 
without fair, proportional, voting systems.   The status quo, risks, in the end, subverting, not protecting, the 
parliamentary system.  A fair voting system would offer the opportunity to save it, and constitutional 
democracy, in a sorely divided country.

David Powell Illogical to accept the outcome of the referendum while rejecting the view that Parliament should reflect the 
popular vote.

Dave Powell
Ian Powell
Ian Powell Its time for UK to embrace inclusive instead of exclusive representation.

Judith Powell I want my voice to be heard, my vote to matter.  the current system is not democratic.

Marilyn Powell
Michelle Powell in the last election the majority of  people didn't vote for the Conservative party

Susan Powell Our current system of First Past the Post no longer represents the diversity of political opinion in this country. 
FPTP only works when there are are 2 or 3 parties. The electorate has changed - so must the voting system.

Terry Powell
Rhiannon Powell



Richard Powell As we no longer have even a 3 party system in the UK FPTP is no longer fit for purpose

roland powell I want to spend my declining years in democracy which is why I support this campaign.

David Powell
Fergus Power The current FPTP system is no longer appropriate for a modern democracy as it does not reflect the voting 

preferences of the electorate. This can most clearly be seen in the contrast between the SNP and UKIP votes 
and seats in the last election.

dennis pownall there are only labour and conservative candidates in my area so my vote is useless. we need PR.

Ruth Pownall Voting should be proportional as it would be fairer and more accurate

JOHN POYNTON At least have the same number of voters per constituency

Jim Pragnell You should act in the interests of the public not the Conservative Party

John & Clare Prangley
Jacky Pratt
Keith Pratt
Peter Pratt
Ron Pratt ensure all votes are considered in selecting our future reflects the populations ambitions.

Anna Praulitis
Simon Preece AV is one form of reform not the only reform and is not the same as proportional representation which is what 

was actually requested.

JOHN Prenton
Valerie Prescott
Monica Press FPTP is a grossly unfair and in my opinion, an undemocratic voting system, with large swathes of the population 

disenfranchised. For many, a waste of time going to yhe polls.

Alan Press
Ian Pressland We need to have democracy in Britain. Sadly the Brexit vote was the only referendum when my vote has 

counted for anything. Everyone's vote should count all the time. Don't hand us any more platitudes about MPs 
and the relationships with the constituents, most MPs are remote and not interested in local issues. I have had 
this proven again and again with Meg Hillier

Matthew Pressland
Richard Pressland The absolute nonsense of Nicola Sturgeon's SNP holding some 50 parliamentary seats on around 1 million votes 

toal against UKIP's over 2 million total is an aberration of democracy./

Andy Preston
Chris Preston
John Preston
Roy Preston
rob preston
Steven Preston
Stephen Preston
Zina Preston
ulrike preuss The current system is unfair to the majority of voters. Every vote should matter in percentage in parliament.

Craig Price
C Price
c price
Colin G Price PR would be a much fairer system giving a clearer representation of a majotity and would be far more 

democratic than the present  first past the bpost.

Craig Price Our current voting system is too unfair to the common person

Handel Price
Jeremy Price It is completely unfair to continue with an antiquated voting system that does not reflect the actual percentage 

of votes cast in favour of one party or another.

Julie Price
Juls Price
Michael Price
Martin Price In uncertain times, the only guarantee of democracy is that the vast majority of people feel that Government 

works for them.  In the UK it does not: we have no written Constitution, an unfair voting system at both national 
and local level, an unelected upper chamber with a power of amendment., even veto.  This is no way to meet 
the needs of ordinary people and to guarantee public safety, and even the continued integrity of the UK.

Nada Price



Gerard Price It represents a fairer and more importantly TRUER representation of the electorate's wishes

joe price FPTP has,time and again shown how unfair it really is,now is the time for change.

Phi Price
Phil Price Because it makes total sense !!

Sam Price
Sandy Price
Steven Price
Martin Priddey PR is the only fair system!

Dave Prince
Andrew Pring FPP has lost Labour and Conservatives its representation in Scotland which means it is governed by a party that 

has no pretence of having a mandate.

Catherine PRING I am fed up of voting in an area where I know my vote counts for nothing as we always have a Labour NO and 
have done for years.

Murray Pringle
John Prior PR is true democracy, with FPTP the result of a General Election is decided in a few key marginal seats.

Robin Prior Please, if fairness means anything, do the right thing.

Stephen Prior
Christopher Pritchard I belive that if voters were shown the merits and downsides of a selection of systems, via a non-biased 

information campaign, people would likely choose the one which most accurately reflected the way in which 
the nation as a whole voted. Parties could then claim beyond a doubt to be truly representative of the people.

Michael Procter
Trevor Procter
Martyn Proctor
r w proctor
dorothea Proffitt
Amanda Prosser I believe in fairness and thus every individual vote should count.

Margaret Proudfoot I would like to see a fairer system where every vote cast would count. I think more people would then be 
encouraged to vote.

John Proudlock
Stuart Provan
Marian Prowse Our present system is not fit for purpose. It is not truly democratic with our multi party system and we appear to 

be out of sink with other advanced democracies in the western world.

John Prowse Everyone's voice must be heard!

George Prudhoe
William Pryce
Lois Pryce I voted for UKIP and was upset at their resulting disproportionate lack of parliamentary seats.

David Pryce-Jones The current system leaves the majority unrepresented and frustrated. How can this Government cling to such an 
undemocratic system?

Ken Prydderch First past the post does not work

Robert Pryke
Margot Puddepha A large proportion of the electorate voted for the green party but only one mp was elected.  I would like to see 

more green party mp's in proportion to the number of people who voted for the party. Many thanks for 
considering this

John Puddifoot
John Pugh
Jonathan Pugh
Roger pugh
Norm Pugsley
Francis PULLEN
jean pullen first past the post is undemocratic, unfair....PR  gives a voice to smaller parties

Owen Pullin
Huw Pullin
Chris Punnett
John Puntis Time to give minorities more of a voice

Adam Puplett I am a member of Chris Skidmore's constituency and I firmly believe in reforming our voting system

paul purcell



Bill Purdue
Simon Purdy
Gerry Purnell
Andrew John Pursaill
Andrew Purser The previous referendum did not provide an option for a suitable alternative to the current voting system.

Nell Pursey The General Election of 2015 DID NOT deliver fair or democratice government by FPTP.  My suggestion is if the 
candidate who wins but only wins by a mere 2000 votes or under, then voters should cast their vote a second 
time.  Second time round, voting should only be between the First and Second Candidates and this time, the 
winning candidate must win by a 60% majority of the votes cast.

Richard Purvis Present system does not allow full expression or representation of the range of political preferences for a large 
minority of voters.

Reg Pyne The FTTP system is totally undemocratic.

John Quail
Corniel Quak-Winslow
Clare Quarman So many voters in "safe" congruencies feel unlistened to, voting has no effect for them

Nat Queen
dawn quince please give us PR. Not AV! first past the post no longer relevant, thanks

Ella Quincy
ALAN QUINLAN
David Quinn
DAVID QUINN
Ged Quinn The Mother of Parliaments but no democracy, Every voter's opinion should count!

Elizabeth Quinn
Gerald Quinney
Imran Qureshi
Dion R
Eli R This current system skews the results far from the actual spread of votes, and also encourages so-called 

"strategic voting" where people vote for the second place candidate in their constituency to stop the first place 
one getting in.

Graham Racher When I was a student I lived in an area where voting was pointless as the area always voted the same way by 
over 90%. Only true PR can overcome this.

Ivor Rackham I have no faith in poiticians wanting a fair system of government and you will ignore this letter. But I am signing 
anyway so history will judge you for maintaining this corrupt system despite the cries of opposition, and it will 
judge you as lacking.

Antony Radburn
Amoree Radford
Pam Radford-Lamb
Andrea Radman
Ruth Rafferty So far I've not made a vote that's actually counted for anything

Malcolm Raggett I am over 60 and have never been represented by anyone for whom I have voted. I don't consider FPTP worthy 
of the title 'democracy'

Peter Rahilly
Clive Rainbow
Jean Rainey
john raithby
Chris Rakoczi I want my vote to count in a General Election (just like in a referendum!!!)

Irmgard Ralfs
Michael Ralph In my constituency, because of the in-built majority of conservative voters, there will never be any prospect of 

those who do not support  the Tory party hsaving their voice represented, unless there is a change to 
proportional representation.  Although it suits the Conservative and Labour parties to continue with FPTP, 
enduring a spell in opposition from time to time, in no way can it be said to be democratic to deny those from 
other parties a Parliament whose makeup reflects the numbers of votes cast for each party.  We have PR for EU 
elections (while BREXIT is still not enacted), so that PR for national elections should be similarly democratic.

Alan Ramage Can there be a greater scorn for democracy than to abide by a referendum in which every vote counted but to 
reject the adoption of a system that ensures the same in general elections, where so much hangs on the 
outcomes in so few constituencies.



hari ramoutar the present system do not represent all the voters. the british government forced down PR down our throat .in 
guyana.

Carla Ramsay PR best reflects the views of all voters - no other system comes close

James Ramsay At present my vote counts for nothing. Such 'democracy' entrenches establishment networks and vested 
interests.

Peter Ramsey
Robin Ramsey
Kishan Rana
Victoria Rance
Eric Rand
Michael Rand
Ghislaine Randal
Cheryl Randall
Derek Randall
Elliott Randall
Geoff Randall PR leads to representation and not alienation and exclusion.

Steve Randall
Victoria Randall Our current voting system denies most people an opportunity to meaningfully shape their futures through 

voting

victoria randall Our current voting system denies most people an opportunity to meaningfully shape their futures through 
voting.

Seth Randall-Goddard It's a fairer system that would only strengthen democracy within our country and spread the political spectrum 
more fairly!

Nigel Randell
Duncan Ranger I live in a constituency where my vote has never counted. Why do you deny my right for my vote to mean 

something if you really believe in democracy?

Liz Ranger
Shazia Rani
Aidan Rankin
Anne Rankin In most constituencies,including mine,the election results do not give expression to the wishes of millions of 

citizens.

David Ransome
Wendy Raphael
Dale Rapley People feel disengaged with politics because in the majority of constituencies their votes do not count. If we 

are serious about representing people fairly, we must introduce a system of proportional representation, 
maintaining the constituency link, in which EVERYONE'S vote counts towards a meaningful and proportionate 
voice in parliament.

John Ratcliff
Dave Ratcliffe
karen rathbone
L j Rattigan With UKIP almost 4 million votes = one seat while SNP claimed over 50 seats with less than half the votes and 

this is democracy

Dan Ravensloft
Rowan Raw
John Rawcliffe
Christine Rawlings All votes should be equally important regardless of where you live and the politics of the area

Peter Rawlings
Thomas Rawlins
John A Rawlinson I have always been against unfairness but in sixty nine years I have seen nothing but that for too many

Martha Rawnsley
Alexandra Raws
Keith Rawson PR is fair to voters, the current system does not represent the wishes of the voters

Mrs Ulrike Rawson
Ann Ray We have been more fairly represented by MEPs in the European Parliament through proportional 

representation.  It is important for British democracy that this is extended to our Parliamentary elections

Sheelagh Raybone



Philip Raybould Our society in the UK is no longer class based.We need a party system that reflects multi opinions and 
standpoints.

Alan Raymond
Stuart Raymond The stability of society has to be the principle aim of any government. That aim cannot be effectively delivered 

by a government which has the support of less than a quarter of the electorate.

alan rayner
Shane Rayner
Stuart Rayner
Judith Raynham
Janet Raynor We're not a two-party nation any more; we need electoral reform

Baz Razzell
MIKE RAZZELL
Colin Rea Our electoral system is not a true representation of the British peoples' voice. It is an antiquated system 

urgently in need of review.

Ben Read
Susan Read
Adam Readwin As someone who has only ever lived in 'safe' seats my vote has never made a difference. I wonder why we have 

such an issue with voter apathy.

Jackie Real One person, one vote + majority count = winner.

Chas Reavill
Rosemary Reay Proportional  Representation would be much fairer than the present system. Many people may vote for a 

particular Party, but at present, no credit is  given  for coming  a close second.

Tanja Rebel
Stewart Reddaway My MP received about 50% of votes, which leaves about 50% not represented by an MP of their choice. Another 

way FPTP distorts voting is that many people vote tactically, not for their preferred representative.

Mark Redding
Matt Redgrave Every person's vote is important

Andrew Redhead
Frank Reding
Alexandra Redish
Jeremy Redman
Damien redmond
Christopher Reed
Campbell Reed Fairer representation

Paul Reed Proportional representation will make my vote count!

Frances Reed Because I want my vote to count

John Reed
Sarah Reed
Steven Reef
Howard Rees
Mary Rees The current system fails to represent us; vote numbers are not reflected in numbers of elected MPs.

Melvyn Rees
john rees
Veronica Rees Something needs to be done to address the serious - and alienating - democratic deficit in this country.

Jennifer Reeve
Bernard Reeves
Tony Reeves Everybody who does not have a vested interest in the status quo knows perfectly well that FPPP fails millions of 

voters.

Rob Reeves It is a far better system.

Reeves Whymark
Felix Reeves Whymark The last vote on the AV was not a rejection of PR systems but a very specific and illogical system. Please 

consider the possibility of true proportional representation

Susan Regan In our current system, percentage of people voting for any party does not correlate to number of seats gained in 
Parliament.

Andrew Reid



anthony reid
Robert Reid The current system of First Past the Post does not in ant way reflect the voting intentions or proportions of 

voters. N. Ireland had PR forced on it because Wesminster knows it is a fairer system giving some say to 
minorities.

Bob Reid The current system is so unfair!

Eilidh Reid
Elsie Reid I  agree wholeheartedly with the above

Thomas Reid
Gwynneth Reid
jeanette reid
Kiron Reid Our electoral system means most people's votes don't count and it does not usually give a plural democracy

KJ Reid True democracy

Matthew Reid
Pauline Reid
Mr.Raymond Reid I would like to see PR.voting system to replace the system we have at the moment because the present system 

doesn't reflect the will of the people.

Sylvia Reid The democratic defict under FPTP has brought us to the current Brexit crisis so please make all votes count.

corrin reilly
Heather Reilly In a real democracy, it's important every vote counts. First past the post is undemocratic. Seats need to match 

the votes!

Helena Reilly
Iain Reilly
Jacqueline Reilly
James Reilly
Christopher Remer
Pam Remon To make this country a little mor frmocratic

Andy Renals It is time to encourage people to vote by making their votes matter.

Cherry Rendell PR is the only fair democratic voting system to make each persons vote count

iain rendell I live in an area that hasn't had a change of MP for years and it has been the same party since becoming a county.  
There is no point in my having a vote.  No point in my joining a party other than the current party.  More people 
vote against government than vote for it:  That is NOT democracy

Clare Rennard-Cumming
David Rennie FPTP is totally dysfunctional now that there are no longer two parties – red and blue.

D Rennie My constiuency has been represented by a party I don't support since 1970, how can I say my vote counts? PR 
would let it count.

Peter Rennie
Saul Rennison
Jenny Renowden I use my vote although it is wasted every time and does not count.

Allison Rensch
Robert Rentoul The present system is extremely unfair.

Caroline Repton The first past the post system is outdated! The result of the last election was undemocratic. The Greens, 
LibDems and other smaller parties need more MPs!

Stefan Resner Thank God we are now seeing more partys emerging to break the domenance of the traditional two party 
swapping control. We now have to have PR to ensure the spread of votes is representative.

Alexandra Reuer Some people I have spoken to tell me that FPTP discourages them from voting at all, as they know that their 
vote will be wasted if they don't vote tactically for one of the two major parties. This is not democracy by any 
stretch of the imagination.

Antony Revill
Brian Revis No vote should be a wasted vote as it is under the present system

Melanie Reynard AV is not the same as proportional representation. My vote never counts, my voice is not heard.

Paul Reynard
JANE REYNOLDS
Bridget Reynolds For a country that prides itself on its parliamentary system the lack of democracy in the first past the post 

system does not make sense.

Fred Reynolds
Frances Reynolds



David Reynolds
Judith Reynolds
Jenny Reynolds every other democracy has some form of PR - we need it as well

Keith Reynolds Nobody I have voted for has ever been elected apart from at borough council level.

Ms E H Reynolds So important that an individual feels their vote will count and could affect the outcome of an election.

Michael Reynolds
Patrick Reynolds
Rose Reynolds I have been  disenfranchised for much of my voting life as I do not live in a marginal constituency.

Rosalind Reynolds
Jamie Rhodes
John Rhodes
Ken Rhodes
Jamie Rhodes-Simpson AV is not PR. We need PR so parliament better represents UK voters and to make every vote count.

Gethin Rhys
Cindy Ribchester
David Rice
David Rice
John Rich
ANDREW RICHARDS
Arne Richards
Billy Richards
Susan Richards In the referendum every vote counted, so people voted. Every vote should count in general and local elections 

too.

Isabel Richards I believe the current voting system is deeply undemocratic as it leaves millions of people without 
representation or a voice.

Kate Richards We need PR to make elections fairer and to make sure that every vote counts. Many people do not engage with 
elections as they feel disenfranchised

Lesley Richards
Paul Richards I did not vote for AV because I don't want AV. I DO WANT PR! I lived in a safe labour constituency for 19 years. 

Didn't matter who I voted for - Dawn Primarolo was elected.

Philip Richards
Irene Richards
steven richards
Graham Richards I want my votes to count. Our present 1st past the post system does not do that, a PR voting system is far more 

democratic. Please consider introducing this.

Louise Richards
Alan Richardson
andrew richardson This country lacks accountable and representative goverment this needs reformed so democracry can be more 

fair and make people feel more representated by their MPs

Ann Richardson
Evelyn Richardson
Ian Richardson Due to the nature of my constituency my vote has never been counted.  Proprotional representation would 

create 'democracy for all'.

Kenneth Richardson
Kathleen Richardson
Kath Richardson
Katherine Richardson Our political system is clearly broken & not fit for 21st C. The AV referendum was a farce, AV IS NOT proportional 

representation. We need a fairer, more representative system than PR, which is strangling any hope of efgicient 
& sensible planning & running of public services, & disengaging so many from voting at all as the end result does 
not reflect the population's wishes..

Paul Richardson Please do not use the excuse of the AV referendum to reject this letter, since it is irrelevant and invalid

Dr George Peter 
Richardson It really is time for a fairer voting system. Please!

Tony Richardson The UK badly needs a system that will promote the voice of the broad Centre. The Referendum's failure shows 
this.

Leo Richens-Limerick There are several ways of achieving proportional representation, so surely one of these would appeal to you?



Tony Richens-Smith
Marc Richeux Some proportional system would restore the belief that people's votes do matter and encourage more people 

to vote.

Anna Richmond It is time for fairness and ensuring that EVERY vote counts and has equal weight.

Kay Richmond This is why we should adopt the STV system, as outlined by the Electoral Reform Society.

Pat Richmond My vote MUST count

Robin Richmond
Robin Richmond We live in a representative democracy, we choose MPs as representatives of the people and PR would 

represent thoe views more fairly.  My vote and hence my views  count for nothing under the present system 
because it is and has been a safe constituency for years..

Tony Richmond It does not reflect the wishes of the majority of voters.

David Rickard I voted Brexit. That's why I demand PR: to take back control from unrepresentative elites!

Phillip Rickard Representation for the masses is true democracy, people who have actually lived life and not been isolated 
through  ignorance

Jonathan Rickels The lack of proportionality in FPTP was explained to me when 17, I'm now 68!!

Marje Rickerby I wish my vote to count, at the moment because of where I live I am disenfranchised!

peter rickett It is time for democracy in this country

christopher Ricketts
Mark Riddington
Anne Riddle I'm 63, have had 7 homes, always voted but never had my preferred candidate elected. My vote doesn't count.

Kenneth Rider
Matthew Ridge
Gerard Ridgway AV was a straw man, not a proportional system

Arthur Riding
Malte Riesch We are at the cusp of a one party state , which is even bad for the party in power as Ms May has herself stated.

British democracy is moribund without PR

Rebecca Riess
W Rietdijk
Richard Rigby
Peter Rigg
G M Rigler FPTP works well when there are only two strands of thought, otherwise it misleads unfairly

Gerry Riley I cannot believe that in a modern democratic country like the UK we are still using an antiquated system best 
suited to the 20th Century when the two party system largely dominated

Stephen Riley
Timothy Riley Universal suffrage was one of our finest political achievements. Leave a great political legacy: make all votes 

equal with PR.

PAUL RIMINGTON Please make my vote mean something, give us PR.

Victoria Rimington I have always lived in places where my vote could and did make no difference - South Elmsall in W. Yorkshire & 
WItney in Oxfordshire. The House of commons does not represent me.

Alan Rimmer I do not believe my voice/opinion/considered thoughts are heard in the present FPTP system - this is 
undemocratic.

Ian Rimmer
Zoe Rimmer
rosemary rimmer-clay The current FPTP system deprives the majority of us of a meaningful choice, making only a few marginals 

matter. This is profoundly undemocratic.

Carl Rings
Jonathan Mark Ringwood We deserve a fair system, not an unfair one.

Melanie Rintoul
Paul Rist
Campbell Ritchie If Theresa May meant anything when she said 'we believe in a union not just between the nations of the United 

Kingdom, but between all of our citizens, every one of us, whoever we are and wherever we are from.' she 
must support PR. The present practical disenfranchisement of millions benefits everyone, not the privileged 
few? This is Theresa May's litmus test.

Hilary Ritchie AV is not PR and it is PR that voters want and need. Equality for all please.

Joy Ritchie
Pamela Ritchie We no longer have two party politics and FPTP fails to reflect the electorate.



Jason Rive
Eric Rivron
Catherine Rix
Lee Rixom I voted tactically in 2015 and have regretted it ever since.  I wish to vote for my preferred manifesto in the 

future, and for my vote to count for something.

Kate Rixon
Sheila Robbins The current system is outdated and does not meet the needs of the electorate. First past the post is unfair and I 

am concerned that the Tory party does not wish to update and modernise the system.

John Robert Our present voting system is a distorting mirror.  Please legislate for the single transferrable vote - it's a long 
overdue reform

Sebastian Robert I am young, too young to vote in fact. However when it comes to my time to vot I will be faced with a major 
problem in my constituency that has left us with the worst performing MP I could ever see, help us, help me and 
help the country!

Samuel Roberts
Bryn Roberts
A C Roberts
Tony Roberts
Andrew Roberts
Carolyn Roberts I want my vote to count!!! This will only happen with proportional representation.

Cathy Roberts
celia roberts Without PR we dont have a fair and representational system.

Ceri Roberts
Cerys Roberts
Charles Roberts
Chris Roberts What's the point in voting if you live in a safe Tory seat like me in West Dorset for example and your a labour 

supporter lets say!

DEBBIE ROBERTS Surely you believe that we are all equal and that the vote of every one of us should have equal weight ?

David Roberts
David Roberts I want a government (not just parliament) that represents the diverse political leanings of everyone in the 

country.

David Roberts I believe " PR" is a fairer way of Voting!!!!

Gillian Roberts Over decades, governments "adjusted" electoral boundaries.  The result is disproportional representation.  This 
does not support "healthy" democracy

Tony Roberts Please be aware that there is very serious public anger at the obvious undemocratic nature of the "first past the 
post system. Please do something now.

Kenneth Roberts
James Roberts The existing system of First Past the Post is fundamentally flawed and needs to be reformed in the interests of 

true democracy.

Jane Roberts
Julia Roberts
Lesley Roberts
Elizabeth Roberts The current system is unfair and will never represent a true picture of the wishes of the voting population. I 

want my vote to make a difference.

Jarrod Roberts The current system simply disenfranchises too many voters. We need to banish to the history books the cry of 
"my vote doesn't count anyway". If it's a system good enough for the majority of the world's parliamentary 
democracies and legislatures then it should be good enough for us too.

Michael Roberts
Mike Roberts We need fair and equal democracy where each vote counts

Mike Roberts From the cradle of democracy to an utter failure to allow people to express it. The time is now.

Paul Roberts
Pauline Roberts I am sorry but it is a no brainier!

Peter Roberts
Peter Roberts First past the post' does not result in fair representation of the votes cast.

anthony roberts
Richard Roberts To make elections more democratic, AV did not address the lack of proportionality in the FPTP system

Sorsha Roberts We need to make everyone's vote count, no matter where they live.



Sue Roberts Politics is changing - we need a new sort of democracy in which every vote matters every time

Terence Roberts
Tracy Roberts
Brian Roberts No boundary change without PR

Helen Robertshaw Let's make every person's vote count!

Andy Robertson
Ben Robertson
Douglas Robertson The present system is  badly failing the population.......change is a must.

Doug Robertson True democracy means making every vote count. Please support this plea for PR.

Grace Robertson Every vote must count. PR is democratic. Why was AV not introduced? No unelected Peers

Greg Robertson Definately needs looking at.  Current system seems quite biased.

james robertson
John Robertson
Penny Robertson I want to truly feel that my vote matters. I don't at the moment.

Dan Robertson
Callum Robertson
Alistair Robertson
Sue Robertson Unless FPTP is changed fewer and fewer people will bother to vote - not healthy in a democracy.

Susan Robertson Smith
Jonathan Robertson-Fox PR has made other countries stronger, fairer and richer, look at Germany!

Ian Robertson-Molden
Jane Robins FPTP outdated for modern democracies.  STV allows more people to feel involved, even if more difficult for 

current politicians.

Tony Robinson
Robert Robinson
Cameron Robinson The system at present does not give an acute return of the political beliefs of the country's people.

Derry Robinson
Diane Robinson I would like to help make sure that in the future my children's voices and eventually those of my grandchildren 

too, will be heard and will be given the right to fair and just representation in parliament.

Hilary Robinson
John Robinson
Jacqueline Robinson Until we join the 83% of developed democracies which use some form of Proportional Representation, 

Parliament will remain unrepresentative of the voters.

Joseph Robinson
Ian Robinson the current system is anti-democratic

Leonora Robinson
Linda Robinson Only one elected representative actually represents my views on my behalf - ironically it's one of my MEPs!

b robinson
patricia Robinson
Richard Robinson No fair taxation without fair representation! Time for electoral reform, time for representation proportional to 

the public vote. Forget AV, time for P.R!

Richard Robinson
Neil Robinson
Stewart Robinson
Thomas Robinson Very Unfair system,   I would like my vote to count and not be overruled by boundery changes

James Anthony Robinson
Andrew Robson The current system stifles meaningful political debate and deprives the electorate of real choice. We need fresh 

ideas to take the country forward!

Georgina Robson More people will take part in our democracy if they know their vote counts

Luke Robson Unless I live in one of the very few a marginal seats, its simply a wasted vote. Give us PR.

Lisa Robson I  am fed up of so many votes and the outcome NOT representing the majority - we need revisions

David Robson Not wanting to eat liver is not the same as wanting to be vegetarian. Not wanting AV is not the same as not 
wanting PR.

Peter Roby
Pam Roche



Adrian Rochefort
Sue Rockliffe
John Rodd Just make it fair.

Katharine Rodda FPTP, the EU referendum... the UK really needs help with running its elections, doesn't it? The time for cynical 
jokes should be past.

Hugh Roderick As long as a proportion of the electorate feel their votes don't count there will always be disillusionment with 
politics and politicians. To have the kind of enthusiasm for politics that was seen during the EU referendum 
would be a shot in the arm for democracy in the UK.

Helen Rodgers I'd like everyone to get a fair vote that can't be manipulated by moving the boundaries of different voting areas.

Jon Rodgers Please consider proportional representation to ensure no one feels disenfranchised from the democratic 
process.

Toby Rodgers We have an unconstitutional government that lacks a majority public vote. This state of affairs cannot be 
allowed to continue.

Cathy Rodham
Ernest Rodker
Joel Rodker
Antony Rodriguez It's fair not unfair as the current voting system is

Sara Rodríguez Castillejo
Byron Rodwell
Nichola Roe Please make a real difference - unify this country once again with PR

Stephen Roe For every vote to carry equal weight, a proportional system is needed

Jessica Rogaly
Charlotte Rogers
Marc Rogers
Dane Rogers
David Rogers
David Rogers A fair system to ensure every vote has equal value towards electing an MP - not simply standard size 

constituencies!

Chris Rogers
Peter Rogers Every citizen's vote should carry equal weight

Steve Rogers AV is not PR! We need to be given the choice of real PR - STV vs.  Additional Member vs. the current system. 
There is no campaign to adopt FPTP anywhere in the world, because people who have PR recognise that FPTP is 
fatally flawed.

Tim Rogers Id like a fairer more democratic Britain and the present system doesn't accurately reflect the votes of the 
population. I'm sure this is reflected by voter apathy. If people really thought their vote would count and their 
views would be represented turnout for elections may be better and therefore more democratic.

Tim Rogers I live in a 'safe' Conservative seat, so my vote makes no difference, though I always do vote - I would very much 
like it to make a difference, & so far as I can see, PR is the only way

Warren Rogers
Michael John Rogers, B.
Sc., B.A. (hons. with 
Philosophy)

Barrie Rogerson
Derek Rogerson You know it makes democratic sense!

David Rollings
Frederick & Evelyn Rolph A system which could get more people voting.

David Romeo I'm 77 years old and have always voted in general elections but am tired of my vote never counting. I want my 
vote to carry some weight.

Rosalynne Ronaldson
Lesley Ronconi
Spencer Rooke We need PR for real democracy! And no more electionary fraud either!

Hugh Rooms My constituency  always returns a Tory, so effectively I have no constituency MP to represent my political 
beliefs.

Clare Rooney Justice is a matter of great importance to me and the system we have currently is patently not just!

Matthew Rooney We need a voting system where everybody's vote matters. If you live in a safe seat constituency, as I have since 
I became eligible to vote, it makes no difference if I vote or not. FPTP is an antiquated system. We should have a 
more democratic system in the 21st Century.



Patrick Rooney Current system means a party can win more MPs while not getting a majority in the popular vote. This is not 
democratic

David Roper
Joana Rosa
Ian Rosam
Andrew Roscamp
John Roscoe
Charles Andrew Rose
Colin Rose Our so-called democracy is in danger of becoming a clone of the United States ludicrous system, where every 

election fewer people bother to vote

Erica Rose I am 60 years of age, have voted in every election since 1974 and have NEVER been represented by a party I 
voted for. Democracy? I don't think so.

Fred Rose Succesive Governments pledge to create a fairer society, but do nothing about the unfair electoral system.

Geoffrey Rose "If it ain't broke, don't fixi t!"

Martyn Rose
Michael Rose
Malcolm Rose
Mark Rosenthal
Brad Rosentritt
Nicola Rosewarne Without some form of PR our democracy will remain broken. Parliament must reform to become be 

representative of the voters.

Jody Rosling Thereally is nothing going truly democratic about the current system.

PAMELA ROSLING Like most minority party members, I feel unfairly unrepresented in parliament because our total number of 
votes per MP elected is usually many times more than for the 2 dominant parties.

Patricia Rosol
ALASTAIR ROSS We are in the age of multi-party politics and our voting system should reflect this.

Chris Ross My vote does not count because I happen to live in a safe seat. Thisis a ridiculous situation. ALL votes should 
count. As it stands, they do not.

GILL ROSS
Gordon Ross
Ian Ross I am absolutely fed up with the fact that, wherever I have lived, my vote has never counted!

Ian Ross Every vote should actually count towards some representation

Iain Ross
J Ross The words of the people must be heard! My representative in Brussels wrote me telling me 'It is important that 

businesses investing abroad are protected from discrimination and unfair treatment,' he called CETA and TTIP 
an,  'opportunity to add £1.3 billion to our economy every year'. Please step down from office we don't want 
you, the only fair way is by introducing Proportional Representation. That way you will be able to hear the voice 
of the people in the UK.

Paul Ross
Tracey Ross I am fed up of voting tactically to keep the snp out. I want my vote to be meaningful. We need PR now to save 

our country.

Brian Rosser First past the post is fine when you have only two parties, when you have more parties with a lor of voting 
power you must have PR. The Lib dems let the Bristish People down with the alternative vote, they should have 
gone straight for PR and we would have it now and of course it is a much fairer system.

Hilary Rosser
Simone Rossi
Richard Rossiter
Heather Rostron I feel my views are not heard at all, with the first past the post taking much more than their fair share of power. 

It makes me feel very alienated from the system

Jo Rostron Had PR been in place, the outcome of the EU referendum could have been better prepared for, or different.  PR 
and MP accountability is essential for democracy.

L F Rotheram
Kieth Rothero I want my vote to count at very election not just some.

Alison Round I want a proper democracy, where my vote counts.

Greg Round want a fairer system matching seats to votes, but keeping constituency Mos

Bernice Roust The FPtP system is unfit for purpose. I campaigned hard for PR for the previous referendum and believe PR to 
be a far more democratic system for voting.



Amanda Routledge
eddie routledge My vote never counts because of the area I live in

Nick Rowden
Margot Rowdon As I live in a safe seat my vote is irrelevant. If we had PR then my vote would matter as it did in the EU 

referendum.  I would then feel I was represented. As it is I feel powerless and disengaged from the political 
process.

Colin Rowe
Eric Rowe End majority governments based on 20-30% of the electorate

Leslie Rowe We the citizens of the UK Demand a truly representative Government

Michael Rowe First past the post system leaves many people including my self feeling unrepresented. Please consider true PR.

Paul Rowe A TRUE Democracy is when the public decide what they want & who governs them. Proportional Representation 
is the only TRUE Democratic voting process, one that allows EVERY vote to count from EVERY member of the UK 
public. I & millions of others want PR for the UK... Any politicians that oppose it are obviously against TRUE 
Democracy & are 'playing the game' of the farce that the UK government calls Democracy.  Any minister that is 
against PR should be totally ashamed of themselves & the political party of which they belong!!

Sue Rowies More people will vote ifwe have PR

Adrian Rowland Current system grotesquely unrepresentative.  AV is not proportional representation; rejection of AV was in no 
way a rejection of PR.

Michael Rowland
Derek Rowlands
ALBERT rowles
Gillian Rowley What is needed is real proportional representation, not the second-rate and poorly understood AV system 

offered previously.

David Rowlinson Please give this more than a cursory answer.

Juliette Rowsell
Sam Rowsell
Alexandra Rowson
Lizzie Rowson
Carolyn Roy
Kevin Roy No more wasted votes,no more voting against a party but for one

James Royall FPTP works in a two party system. The UK is no longer a two party nation.

Leah Royall Be reasonable; be fair; become a true democracy

David Royle It's clear that the current government seems to think that we have already voted on PR during the Coalition 
government. We didn't. It was an Alternative Vote referendum. This is not the same thing and that referendum 
was manipulated.

David Royle WE NEED TO MAKE ALL VOTES REALLY COUNT AND FOR PEOPLE TO FEEL THEIR VOTE COUNTS. GOVERNMENT 
NEEDS TO RECOGNISE THAT THE AVP REFERENEDUM WAS NOT ABOUT PR!

Michael Royston Gamble
Michael Rozee
IAN RUBERY Is proportionality bad? Isn't the current system discriminatory? Could the AV Referendum wording have been 

any worse?

Nicholas Rubin
brian ruckledge
Neil Ruckman Neil Ruckman

John Rudd The only way all votes can matter equally is if we have a PR electoral system. Gerrymandering parliamentary 
boundaries to weight the system in favour of county seats is dishonest. It's not just parliamentary seats either. 
The area where I live in Gedling has been detached from the community on the other side of the road and 
added to a community which is 6 miles away across open country. This is not democracy: it's rigging elections.

Alison Rudkin
David Rudling Important decision making, such as choosing parliamentary representatives, should be made by the majority of 

citisens, not a minority

Richard Rudling PR is clearly the right way to go as the current system just does not fairly represent what people vote for - it is 
not truly democratic.

Kevin Rudman
Donald Rudston



Sue Rule Referenda do not make a democracy. Democracy is about electing people who represent your views and your 
interests to make the complex political decisions the ordinary man and woman in the street is not qualified to 
make. Our current electoral system so badly disenfranchises the majority that more people don't vote at all than 
vote for the party which makes all the decisions and holds all the power. This is creating a social powder keg 
which urgently needs to be addressed. A misinformed, disenfranchised majority excluded from the political 
debate will find other ways of making their voices heard, and these ways are likely to be very damaging to the 
interests of this country as a whole.

Denis Rumbold
william rumfitt
Glynis Rumley It is clear that the current electoral system is not fit for purpose and has resulted in voter cynicism and 

frustration. The outcome of the referendum was unexpected because people were angry and it was a way of 
expressing that aanger.

John Rummens
Diane Ruoff So often the majority of voters have not voted for the winner. I don't believe we should have to use tactical 

voting just to keep someone out.I would not do this so my vote is usually wasted as regards the election 
outcome.

Akash Ruparelia I feel I have no say because of my constituency. PR would address this significantly.

Lee Ruscoe
Beryl Rush Fair allocation of seats can only happen if every vote is taken into account - simple logic!

Helen Rushby We need our government to represent everyone not just a minority and act in the best interests of the country 
not their party.

robert rushton
sue rushworth the current votin system is so unfair and unjust. we dont want that for our country, please change this system 

that is so wrong

Patrick Rusk
bruce russell
Catherine Russell
Charles Russell Follow Scotland's lead on this, by doing the right thing and being fair to your electrate.

Dorothy Russell The system just now is totally unfair.

David Russell
John Russell
Ben Russell
Gabrielle Russell
Mark Russell
Paul Russell
Matthew Russell Multiple parties working together, representing the views of all voters, will be a strong democracy.

simon russell
stephen russell
Elaine Russell-Wilks I have always lived in 'safe' seats or have had to vote 'strategically' so my vote has NEVER counted! This is NOT 

democracy!

John Russocki
Jacqueline Rust
Bruce Rutherford
peter rutherford Do you want parliaiment to rewpresent the people? If "Yes", then support PR. Its that simple.

Carolyn Ryan
Chris Ryan
Geoff Ryan The FPTP system is not merely undemocratic but fundamentally anti-democratic. It is anti- democratic that a 

party which received only 38% of votes has a majority of seats in Parliament.

Kelly Ryan
Niki Ryan Please change our vote to a PR system.

Paul Ryan FPTP is only fit for an apartheid state or ministers not fit for purpose.

terry ryan
Carmelle Ryan-Sammon
tony ryder
Mark Ryder
Kevin Rye The current system doesn't value each vote, only the ones that are cast in the seats that are marginal. That's not 

democracy. It's a shamocracy.



Richard Ryland We need a fair and just system of voting whereby a winning candidate should be able to show more than 50% of 
voters support him/her.

Bryan Rynne
Julia S
C. S. To have 4 million voters without a voice is undemocratic! PR was not offered as an option in 2011.

Lynn Saad The only way to convince voters that their vote counts.

Amer Saad I want to know that we live in a proper democracy - wherever I live my vote will count.  Right now we have 
minority rule, which is not the example that the mother of Parliaments should be setting.

Pearl Saatzer
Refia Sacks
Christopher Sadler I am concerned that large numbers of the UK population go unrepresented in parliament due to the FPTP 

system. Also, that many people are forced to vote for a party they do not believe in because smaller parties that 
better represent their views are deemed "unelectable". Alternative Vote is not PR - the referendum was simply 
a tactic used to shut down the debate.

Brian Sadler A voting system that gives a very high degree of proportionality would mean that all voters were represented 
fairly. NB AV is not such a system.

Giles Sadler
Sheila Sadler
Sandra Sadler
Bren Sainsbury The referendum on AV v. FPTP was not an option for true Proportional Representation - thus many voted 

against AV as offering no better route to full and fair representation than the current situation does.  The high 
turnout for the recent EU referendum suggests greater engagement when voters believe their votes count and 
can make a difference.

Frank Sainsbury
Jezz Saint-James
David Saker
Rica Salamat Without genuine PR (not AV) we dont have genuine democracy unless we only have 2 parties. And just 2 parties 

isnt representative of all voters.

cob Salder
Rob Sale However you dress it up by sticking with PFP you are saying to the electorate our views don't really count

Mark Sally
Steve Salt I have been effectively disenfranchised for at least 2 deacdes as a result of the FPTP system. I cannot conceal my 

disgust that allows one party with only 37% of the votes cast being able to form a majority government taking 
decisiona with which I profoundly disgree.

Lesley Salt
Patricia Salt PR is a fairer system

Matthew Salter
Philippa Salter
Ryan Salter
Hazel Salters It would be fairer as wards and constituency so are not of equal number so not truly representative of public 

vote.

Ed Saltmarsh
Lesley Saltmarsh The AV Referendum was badly designed, poorly publicised and meaningless to a large proportion of the 

electorate. It was,therefore, not the final word on electoral reform. I canvassed in SE London and most of the 
people I talked to knew nothing about it and had no intention of voting in that referendum

Jonathan Sambrook Having deliberately excluded PR, saying we voted against it is bonkers.

Mustafa Sami Its very simple Minister, we cannot call ours a genuine democracy if a huge swathe of the voters go unheard!

Michael Sammes
Chris Sampson
Helen Samuels So many people's votes don't count as the system currently stands.  This is not fair.

Martin Sandaver We have had this ineffective first pat the post system for too long and it has resulted in a parliament that avoids 
dealing with proper legislation of anything and encourages pocket lining.

Laurence Sandeman
David Sanders The current system worked when there was only two parties, it is not suitable, fair or representative today 

where we have many parties.

Fiona Sanders
John Sanders



Roger Sanders It is a totally unrepresentative way of representing all the electerate

Ian Sanderson
christopher sanderson in a democratic country where a single party can gain power, with less than 50%of the total votes cast,  a need is 

proven, to set ann alternative system in place, to best represent the nation, of such systems that have thus far 
been devused, P.R seems to be a better and fairer system; than the Status Quo!

Ben Sandford
Emma Sandrey
Peter Sandwell
Peter Sandy
Julian Sanger Until this country adopts a more representative voting system we cannot claim to live in a true democracy and 

politicians will continue to be held in contempt. Please don't continue to hide behind the claim that the AV 
referendum result reflected the population's rejection of PR. This is evidently untrue. The AV referendum 
offered a vote for an unworkable voting system.The Tories actively campaigned against it and no information 
was given to the electorate about alternatives to the obviously unjust FPTP system.

t sanger its not fair and it will not work,  you have brought another shame to the party,

Richard Sangster
Daniel Sankarsingh
Clare Sansom
Peter Sansom This is no more than moving the goalposts...again.  If you really want a referendum that means anything to 

anybody ask them what THEY want

Tero Sansom
Rosemary Sansome There was a  high turn- out for the referendum because people knew that every vote mattered.  PR would 

ensure that this was true for our General Elections too.

Ethan Santos-Gardner
Roger Sapsford
Gloria Sapstead
Penelope Sargent The current system is  unfair to large numbers  who have no representation. For democracy to evolve we need 

better & PR fits the bill

Charlie Satow Green Party - a million votes and one MP is not fair!

Donald Sauders The current system is not giving a fair representation of the population's views. PR would be more 
representative,

John Saul Every vote should equal values. Currently voting is pointless in far too many constituencies

Adam Saunders The mother of all parliaments should be representative of votes cast.

Matthew Saunders Can you PLEASE replace our out-of-date FPTP system and PLEASE replace it with a fairer Proportional 
Representation voting system for every political party, and everyone to enjoy.

Chris Saunders
Donald Saunders
Daniel Saunders
Ian Saunders
jerry saunders
John Saunders The issue of proportionality is vitally important if the confidence of voters is valued. The current system is 

manifestly unfair.

Margaret Saunders To a degree it works in Scotland with both list and constituency MPs - surely, surely a fairer representation of 
what people voted for can only be to hte good of the country and help stem the flow towards extreme views on 
both sides or disengagement by so many

Jack Saunders
Robin Saunders
Jesse Saunders
David Saunders
Janet Saunders
Susan Saunderson
Steve sauvage
Connor Savage
Janette Savage Living in a constituency with a safe seat my vote counts less than that of those in other constituencies - that is 

not democratic

Samantha Saveall
Rob Savill



Andrew Savill
Barbara Saville So that every person who votes is represented by the results, unlike the current situation which disenfranchises 

the majority.

George Savona
Macushla Savvides So that voting is more democratic.

Paul Sawbridge
Mark Sawtell
Ian Sawyer
G Sawyer
Janet Saxby I have been voting for 45 years and was delighted that my vote actually counted for the first time at the recent 

referendum.  It would be great if that could happen again with PR.

Stu Saxby
Karen Saxl
Marilyn Sayer The Referendum finally engaged people in politics because their vote mattered.   People want one person one 

vote for our Parliament.

Christianne Sayers Every vote must count and our referendum on electoral reform didn't have pr as an option. If we want a strong 
democracy we need a strong turn out with confidence that our votes matter.

Elizabeth Sayers I want my vote and that of everyone else to count. With first past the post this is not the case. This is one of the 
reasons why many people feel disenfranchised. The referendum for AV did not put the case and  AV would not 
have been the system of choice for many people

Jennifer Sayers
Roland Scales
Simon Scales PR means that every vote counts, leading to higher voter turnout, so is more democratic.

David Scammell It cannot be democratic where the current voting system allows a group of parties to have almost 25% of votes 
but only gain 1.5% of seats in parliament

Hana Scammell
Kieron Scammell
Mary Scammell
David Scanlon Every vote must count equally. Anything else is wrong.

Frank Scarrott
Amelia Sceats
peter sceats so as everyone's votes count... not just those in marginal seats...

Lorraine Schaffer The two party system no longer works.

Fredrik Schedin Millions of votes count for absolutely nothing in the current system. This is not a democracy. Please make all 
votes count.

Maria Schiller
Diane Schlabitz
Andreas Schneider
DIX SCHOFIELD
Stephan Schonlau
Jerome Schooler
Brenda Schulman
Emilie Schultze
Heinz Schumi
R Schunemann
martin schwaller
Günther Schwarz Use the German Products system,it works and was designed by British experts

fabio scianna I don't believe the voting system is fair or representative as it is. I want to se real changes which actually make 
votes matter.

Rob Score
Julia Scotland At the moment I am disenchanted with what is described as democracy in the UK as I feel disenfranchised

Peter Scotland
Andrew Scott
Bernard Scott We need more effective forms of democratic government. PR is a step in the right direction.

Brad Scott



Beryl Scott The present system is totally unfair. We need representation of all the people and it is about time something 
positive is done about it.

Carolyn Scott So that everyone's voice can be heard

Diane Scott Our current FPTP is no longer democratic at a time where smaller parties are getting a greater percentage of 
votes.Votes that do not translate into seats in parliament. PR is very different from AV and has strong support

Charles Scott Because my vote is a waste - could put a monkey in a blue rosette and it would still win

Jane Scott
john scott it's about time that we had a system of PR in place to make every vote count and ensure we make all politicians 

work together for the whole country not just one party which has only managed to attain under 25% of the vote.

JUDY SCOTT
Karen Scott
Katie Scott
Lawrie Scott PR DOES NOT MEAN AV.

Lesley Scott
Helen Scott We are in need of a political overhaul if we don't want to become an archaic example to the rest of the world of 

how not to change with the times.

Margaret Scott
Mark Scott Please help prevent the UK becoming an international laughing stock!

Michael Scott
Phil Scott FPTP is a 'rigged market' - we need proper competition.

Paul Scott Single Transferable Vote in multi-member constituencies would be fair, and obviate gerrymandering

Peter Scott
Robert Scott
Roger Scott FPTP may have worked for a TWO-PARTY electorate but produces a wholly distorted outcome when, as now, 

there are FIVE, not counting the two nationalist parties in Wales and Scotland and the multi-party set-up in 
Northern Ireland.

Roy Scott Because I aam tired of living in a ‘sae seat‘ constiuitency. I feel as though my voice and my vote counts for 
nothing, when the electoral boundaries aqllow so many ‘safe seats‘. Our current voting system is not fit for 
purpose in the 21st century.

Tricia Scott Moving constituency boundaries smacks of Gerrymandering. What we need is a complete overhaul of the voting 
system. The only way to make sure every vote counts the same is by proportional representation

Ken Scott The current system is not democratic and until it is changed, any government elected under it will lack 
legitamacy with all the problems that brings.

Janet Scott-Phillips
Jason Scott-Warren
John Scotten
Linda Scown
J Screeton The first past the post system is not democratic and is grossly unfair. It renders the votes of millions of people in 

the UK useless and denies them representatives of their choice in parliament.

Ian Scrimgeour Make every vote count.

annick scriven
John Scriven
John Scullion
Ian Seabridge Current political representation is failing democracy. It's time to change before all faith is lost in politicians and 

democratic structures.

Rose Seabury
Ged Seacombe There is clearly a democratic defecit in this country, and many people feel disenfranchised and alienated from 

the system. This includes voters who live in constituencies for whom their preferrd politcal choice will never be 
elected, and supporters of smaller parties who find it almost impossible to make and sustain a breakthrough 
under the current "First past the post" system. The Alternatice Vote system that was rejected in 2011 was an 
inadequate system, and various types of "list systems" may also lead to the centralisation of Party power. 
Instead I urge you to look at a really proprtional system such as STV, the preferred method of the Electoral refrm 
Society. Only a truly representative system in whih individuals feel a sense that they have contributed as 
citizens can rstore the very serious democratic defecit that is blighting current politics in thus country.

Shane Seagrave
Garry Seal
Ian Seale
Christopher Sealey Most important way of tackling the feelings of alienation from the political process felt by most people



Valerie Hannah Sealey
Alistair Sealy
Alison Seamer
David Searle There needs to be change to make every vote count and be relevent.

Daniel Searle Hi looking forward to your response on PR

Rob Searle
Nina Sears
Winifred Mary Seaton
Christine Seddon
Vicky Seddon The seats in parliament should reflect the number of votes casr for that party. PR is the only system that delivers 

this

Jo Sedgwick
Lydia Seetulboseea in many constituencies - there's no point voting, it counts for nothing.  PR would be fairer, then we could vote 

FOR a candidate, rather than tactically.

Jan Seewoonarain
Jack Segal Our electoral system is archaic and unfair.  Please consider the arguments for reform.

Richard Segall Jones
Mohammed Seghir
Ian Selby
Julian Self If we want to live in a true democracy then we need Proportional Representation - anything less is a sham.

Tristan Self The people are not represented by the current voting system.

Jocke Selin
Isaac Sellens
Kevin Sellers
Norman Sellers Ensuring that Parliament better represents the views of the voters would help to overcome the distrust in our 

politicians and apathy on our political systeml

Jasper Selwyn We cannot call ourselves a true democracy when parties get a lot of votes but few or no seats.

Clive Semmens
Andrew Senior
Bruce Senior General elections generally decided by a few constituencies. People want their vote to matter.

Eva Senior
Nicky Senior
Nick Senior Voters feel disenfranchised by FPTP; tactical voting, taking of liberties by incumbents of safe seats - and 

eventual anarchy - will follow.

Gail Senior
Alan Sennett
Wouter Servaas
Jonathan Sessions We have faith in you politicians to represent ALL our views. Please step up. Cooperative PR is the polar opposite 

of divisive FPTP. Embrace the differences, represent us all, reconnect the electorate �

Moira Lavinia Settle
Chris Seviour In the referendum every vote counted ... and that made all the difference!

David Sewell
Christopher Sewell FPTP is a demonstrably fractured example of democracy. Please establish true PR for Britain's voting public 

whom you serve.

Roger Sewell The Random Dictator system (Gibbard, Econometrica 45(3) pp 665-681) (1977) would avoid all the problems of 
FPTP, STV, AV, AMS, ...

Lorna Sewell
Tanya Sewell AV was a poor offering, disguised at PR. It is categorically not proportionally representative and therefore the 

British people have never been given a true choice. The recent EU referendum has shown how disenfranchised 
a lot of the British people are from politics. A lot of us are so fed up with voting our whole lives for that vote to 
never count for anything. This is about giving people a voice, making us proud to be British by giving us a truely 
democratic system and making politics fairer and more representative. The more people are alienated from the 
system, the worse things are going to be become. We need people to feel included, to be a part of decision 
making more than ever post BREXIT. Please reconsider PR.

Jacqueline Sexton This is not the way democracy works, poorer areas need more support than the wealthy areas.

Jonathan Seyghal



John Seymour We need to revitalise a failing democratic system with one that better represents the widest held views.

Nigel Seymour
Nigel Seymour
Roger Seymour
Barbara Seymour You must see the old system is not fit for purpose.   E.g. I voted for UKIP and the Scots got many more seats in 

Parliament ment

Mari Shackell I have long been a supporter of PR. In my opinion, this is an idea whose time has come!

Julie Shackson
Kunal Shah
Susan Shah I have always lived in one party's or another's "safe" seat. The only time my vote has counted for anything was 

in the recent referendum. This is not democracy.

Valerie Shahilow
Andrew Shail
Peter Shakespeare All votes should have equal effect.  That is not currently the case and this causes massive non-proportional 

results.

Susan Shakespeare To make it fairer and more democratic which is why you are changing the boundaries supposidley

Thomas Shakespeare
Mike Shallcross
Bob Shand FPTP is not a democratic way to elect our MPs. It under-represents the views of large sections of the electorate.

Freddie sharkey
Johanna Sharman I wish for my vote to count.

Kelvin Sharman The only way for all votes to carry equal weight is PR - we need this now.

Nick Sharman
Alan Sharp I f  we were to hold a referendum on proportional representation now, being the referendum season,I am 

absolutely sure there would be a clear majority for PR. No question about it.

Hugh Sharp
Jo Sharp I have always exercised my right to vote but wherever I lived in the UK my vote has NEVER counted. For decades 

I've felt disenfranchised by fptp. The only democratic elections for UK citizens ironically were the European 
ones. We cannot call ourselves a modern democracy when any party (of whichever persuasion) can claim a 
mandate to lead with such a small percentage of votes.

Sarah Sharp People in safe seats don't bother to vote as they know their vote won't count. Ever. In generations. This leads to 
huge disengagement and lack of interest in what is going on in the country. This in turn leads to powerlessness 
and a feeling that people don't matter. We don't all matter if we don't have PR.

Keith Sharp In a true democracy, the majority not a minority, should be the election winners.

Adam Sharpe
Judy Sharpe I would like to see that my vote actually counts.

Keith Sharpe
Martin Sharpe
Matt Sharpe
Peter Sharpe
Richard Sharpe
David Sharpe As a proactive and engaging civilian, who cares for the future of this country, I urge you to ensure, as our elected 

officials, that ALL of our voices are heard equally. This is the cornerstone of a 'democracy'.

Peter Sharples The First Past the Post Electoral System, id designed to give the illusion of the people having  a say in the choice 
of Government, while keeping power in the hands of the ruling minority!

C.K. Sharples In a representative democracy parliament ought to reflect proportionately, electoral decision or preference.

Graham Sharples Citizens should have their views expressed in Parliament by representatives who hold those views. PR would 
put this into effect.

Paul Sharples
Rachael Sharples
susan sharples In these uncertain times, we need a thoroughly representative democracy  so everyone feels they have a stake 

in the country.

R. Sharrock
William Shatwell
Angharad Shaw Proportional representation is vital for the long term stability of our country. To some extent at least, the 

present chaos is a result of the failure of FPTP. AV was a fudge, and was never designed to work. We need true 
PR, and we need it now.



Annie Shaw Lack of PR is distorting our present democracy, and causing many people to become cynical about politics.

Bea Shaw Make evrey vote count equaly, please.

C E O Shaw I voted against AV in that referendum, but I would vote for PR if I were given the opportunity to do so.

Colin Shaw The two party system is broken.  Proportional representation will make every vote count and destroy the view 
that some votes don't, so why bother.

Colin Shaw PR is a more democratic and fairer system and would reengage many people with the political process

David Shaw FTP results in a government of the least unpopular minority. For a truly democratic representative Parliament 
we need a PR system

David Shaw As a perpetually disenfranchised LibDem voter, I hope that you will address this issue conscientiously.

Fiona Shaw
Glyn Shaw Our present system is clearly broken and out of sync with the times we live in.

glenn shaw
Ian Shaw If democracy is to progress we need for all voices to be heard, not just a minority.

Jacqueline Shaw
Izabella Shaw We need a fairer voting system where every vote counts, so people do not feel disenfranchised  and so our 

democracy is strengthened.

Mark Shaw
Michael SHAW First past the post is not fit for purpose. It serves no one. We need a new system to unite the country and allow 

us to make progress in this post Brexit age, where there is confidence in our politics & politicians

Mick Shaw
Robert Shaw
Michael Shaw PR is also likely to increase participation in elections, especially in seats which are not marginal.

Nicholas Shaw The majority of the population does not vote for the party in power, this is clearly not a democracy

Nigel Shaw
Peter Shaw
Adrienne Shaw
John Shaw A party can get a million votes and yet have no representation in Parliament.

Trevor Shaw
Zeki Shaw Alternative vote is tricky to understand; PR gives a parliamentary spread based on votes and voters opinions

John Shea It would bring a more balanced system and greater democracy.

John Shea
David Sheard
robin shearman
Geoff Sheddick
Katharine Sheehy Brade FTPT only reflects the wishes of swing voters in marginal constituencies; we need to allow all votes to have 

equal influence.

David Sheen
Teresa Shelford
elinor shelley
Jennifer Shelley Safe seats' mean mine is a wasted vote. I have never been represented by someone I voted for. We need PR 

now

Stephen Shelley
Raymond Shemilt
Andrew Shenton Proportional Representation for a more representative democracy

Janet Shenton
Allan Shepherd
Angela Shepherd Too many people feel their views are not represented nationally, contributing to alienation from politics.  We 

need a PR sytem on the German model.

Anna Shepherd
Jenny Shepherd The House of Commons does not fairly represent the political views of the electorate. That is one reason why 

fewer and fewer people are voting. This undermines democracy, that depends on popular participation

Hilary Shepherd To be truly democratic our voting system needs to change to Proportional Representation, and surely true 
democracy is what we all desire and need.

Joe Shepherd With multiple active political parties, 1st past the post is a completely undemocratic method of electing a 
parliament. The alternative vote referendum did not provide a viable alternative - PR is the only suitable 
alternative and democratic method.



Matthew Shepherd I hope you will put the country's interest in real democracy before party considerations.

NICHOLAS SHEPHERD Without proportional representation there is no democracy. The last General Election has proved this.

Richard Shepherd
Will Shepherd
Martin Sheppard Current system only fair in two party system, we have many parties now.

Elizabeth Sheppard I want a truly democratic vote not one which doesn't reflect the wishes of the people

Rachel Sheppard Our current electoral system is not representative, to protect and strengthen our democracy a proportional 
system which reflects actual votes is essential

Stephen Sheppard The current system is simply unfair and undemocratic. The AVR referendum was not on proportional 
representation.

Linda Shepperd
James Sherburn
Jack Sherer-Clarke PR is essential as the worth of an individual's vote should not depend on where they happen to live any more 

than it should depend on sex, race or creed.

Richard Sherhod
David Sherlock The "first past the post" voting system in the uk is no longer fit for purpose in the 21st century and maintains the 

two party state.

MARK SHERLOCK
Phil Sherry My vote has meant nothing for 60 years. PR is the only way all votes count which has to be democratic.

David Sherwood
Humphrey Sherwood It is time we had a political system fit for the 21st century, not the 19th!

Ian Sherwood
John Sherwood All votes should be equal in which case proportional representation is the only solution.

Gavin Sherwood
Deepa Shetty Cameron's sham of a voting referendum was insulting in the extreme!  We demand Proportional 

Representation and we demand it NOW.

David Shevels
Graham Shevill Because FPTP  is not  democratic as  it  allows Governments to be elected by  minority of  electorate.

Jenny Shevlin
Hilary Shiabata
Tony Shield This issue more than any other will help ensure that people do not feel disenfranchised and disengaged from 

politics

Nina Shields I have not been represented in Parliament for years. Please change this by introducing PR.

Louise Shiers
Lawrence Shillingford
Chris Shipgood
Benjamin Shipley
David Shipman
Suzy Shipman
Rebecca Shipp
Kenneth Shipway
Roz Shipway FPTP does not represent all citizens; leads to short term policy making; wastes talent.

Ann Shirley
Sean Shirley-Smith
Maggie Shirran Society increasingly complex, old political party divisions  no longer relevant.  Without change more people will 

become disengaged, bad for democracy.

Kenneth Shone
Dave Shore Now in the 21st Century the needs for real true democracy involving modern technology is vital and EVERY 

voting adult vote should count.

John Shore I live near Taunton and have never been able to vote for the party I support, due to the poor level of candidates. 
This means I do not live in a democracy. I have always had to vote for a party I don't support, but who stood the 
most chance of preventing the 'nasty' party being elected.

Alan Short
Joe Short



John Short First past the post distorts the popular vote in an unacceptable way. The AV system offered nothing to address 
this - we need a fully proportional system and one which includes multi-member constituencies so that all of 
the electorate are likely to have candidates who represent their views.

Peter Short FPTP  is not working.  Too many people feel their vote doesn't count..  Don't use the AV Referendum of a few 
years ago as an excuse for thinking no change is necessary. Our democracy is in crisis.  We need a workable form 
of PR urgently.

Philip Short
roger short
Tim Short PR would reduce tactical voting because voters would vote for the candidate that they really want.

Beth Shouler
Carole Shrigley The recent referendum has shown that by applying PR everybody has a say in the decision making process and 

means that their vote counts. It gives back some power to the people who then feel engaged with the process.

Elliot Shubert We need a true democratic voting system for a multi-party system in the UK.

Phillip Shukman My country needs a voting system which reflects the wishes of the voting majority by numbers and not by made 
up boundaries

David Shurlock Please make the 'safe seat' of FPTP a thing of the past. All votes should count equally.

Ronny Shutt - Schouten
Andrew Sibley
doug siddall
Robert Siddle Alternative Voting is not Proportional Representation. Please do not treat your electorate as idiots!

Alex Siddy
Rachael Siegenberg
patricia silicz
Natalie Silk
Christine Silkstone
Elaine Sill The current system is wholly undemocratic

Ronan Sill The current system is patently broken.

Antony Silson
Christopher Silva
Jez Simans
Christopher Simco We will never live in a 'democracy' until every person's vote counts

Dave Simcox
June Simington
Neil Simmonds PR is the best option as we would get fair representation of all views and a fairer method of government.

Geoffrey Simmons When a government can be elected by less than 30% of the electorate there is something wrong with the 
system

Anthony Simmons FPTP could be a suitable approach for the second chamber.

Shelagh Simmons
Mark Simmons-Jenkins we are now governed by a party who had a mere 23% of the population voting for them, time for change!!!

Jake Simms
Karunavapi Simnett
debbie simone I  would love to see a system a bit like in the London Assembly with a mixture of Regional MPs and top up PR - 

there are lots of groups in society who are totally unrepresented so having PR would mean that there could be 
more diversity in Parliament

Brian Simons If we are to have genuine democracy, each person's vote must count, must be felt to count and seen to count. If 
the electorate are to become engaged rather than remai. disengaged they need to know their vote matters and 
has an effect.

Tony Simons It is long overdue fr the "First past the post" to be binned it is one of the many items turning us off from politics.

Brighid Simpkin I want my vote to count

AJ Simpson
andy simpson
colin simpson The two party system is dead.

David Simpson
Iain Simpson
John Simpson You and your boss were elected by almost nobody. This is not democracy. Do something about it.



Katherine Simpson The current voting system is unrepresentative and undemocratic.  We are supposed to be the mother of 
democracy.

Kate Simpson
Keith Simpson Proportional representation means we would no longer feel the need to vote negatively against the party we 

dislike most & instead feel free vote positively for a party that best represents our views; without that vote 
being wasted.

Matthew Simpson
Robert Simpson Please don't tell us the people spoke at the AV referendum. We are talking about TRUE representation.

Ewen Simpson FPTP is inherently unfair. In so called safevc seats, an individual opposing vote will have no meaning. This is 
wrong. Eavcvh vote should have meaning. Together with PR, I would recommend Compulsory Voting. Together 
the result would totally represent the will of the people qualified to vote.

john simpson for fairness

Mark Simpson
Nick Simpson
Danny Sims
David Sims The Brexit vote shows that people don't feel heard - and they won't while we are ignored by the current voting 

system

Tom Sims Long overdue REAL democracy is needed. AV was just to shut people up.

Peter Sims
Joe Sims
Richard Sims Many people believe government is unreal. You must listen to voters or your actions will make you terminally 

unelectable, res ipsa loquitur !.

Ceiteag Sinclair When over half of the members of parliament are in a party that was voted by less than than a quarter  of the 
electorate , it is no longer a democratic system. Boundary changes only stack the odds more in favour of one 
party or another, they do not make our votes count

Heather Sinclair I want to see an honest and direct link with the votes I cast.  Simple.

Marc Sinclair
Tina Sinclair
Sandra Singer
Azia Singh
Greg Singh Government allowed proportional representation (PR) for EU Referendum, therefore PR should be acceptable 

for a General Election.

Liv Singh To legitimise government huge improvements are needed in the democratic process, PR is essential in doing 
that.

Gurmeet singh
Seth Singh Jennings
Veronica Singleton I want to be ablee to play a part in the electoral process but in more than 45 years of elections my vote has 

counted for nothing.  Time for a change.

Tanya Sinnett
Kris Siwiec
els sixma
Stephen Sizmur The outcomes from the last election demonstrate that a better, fairer system of representation is essential - % 

MPs does not currently reflect % votes

Liz Skedd
Olga Skeffington
Lisa Skeggs
Tim Skelcher
Margaret Skellern
Paul Skelton The referendum showed people want to engage with politics when they know their vote counts.

Paul Skelton If I wanted a one party state I would live in Russia, China or North Korea! PR now.

Liz Skelton
Paul Skinner
Paul Skinner
Bryan Skinner
Ruth Skipper Please make all votes count so that all groups in the UK have a chance of being heard. Thank you.

Jason Skirvin



Jack Sklar Please make this reform happen so people know their votes are counted and their representatives are more 
accountable!

Paul Skrgatic Without PR we risk a divided nation when now we need collaboration

Richard Skulina
Tony Skuriat
Eleanor Skuse I want to live in a true democracy where my vote will count. I knew nothing about voting systems when we last 

had a referendum on electoral reform, and it was clear that the government didn't try to give voters much 
information beforehand. The voting system is now a sham, and needs serious reform.

Stuart Skyte Although a member of a major party, I've always supported PR even though my own party will lose out.  It's a 
matter of principle.

Chris Slade
Maria Slater
Joan Slater The only democratic, fair and  truly representative electoral system is PR as in Wales, Scotland and most of 

Europe . We need it now, sooner if possible. Let every vote count, otherwise its a no vote.

Eileen Slater
Vicky Slater I personally feel disenfranchised as I live in a Tory stronghold, so my vote counts for nothing. Previous 

governments have made councils, trade unions etc.,vote using PR and yet the rest of us are supposed to believe 
that the government elections should be exempt. I can think of no good reason, other than fear of losing, that 
general elections should be different

Robin and Dinah Slatter The 'democratic deficit' of our current system needs addressing urgently.  The FPTP system has not been 
preferred in our devolved parliaments - why not?

Ben Slattery
regine slavin
Andy Sledden
David Sleet Are you brave enough to make election results really fair?  I sincerely hope so!

Nancy Slessenger I want PR so that we are fairly represented

Simon Slinger
Pamela Sloan six weeks canvassing for the referendum showed me peope WOULD vote if they felt their vote counted

Robert Sloan UKIP and Green Party 1 seat each...SNP 52 seats...!!!

Richard Sloan
Paul Sloan
Chris Slowe
Chris Slowley
Joe Smail
Gary Smale We need PR anything else is unjust

Norman Smale I live in a "Safe Seat" constutuence but I still want my vote to count.  Proportional Representation is the only fair 
way.  Every one is equal.

Christopher Small We surely must consider the possibility that the is a fairer electoral system out there, or one we can construct 
that will serve us better than FPTP.

Teresa Smallbone Every vote counted in the last referendum so many more people participated. I want every vote to count in the 
next general election, to strengthen our democracy.

Lauren Smallcalder
Doreen Smalley It is not fair

Melanie Smallman If the British people are ever to believe we are genuinely, democratically represented we need PR; the AV 
referendum options offered no real choice and no democracy.

Lyn Smalridge
Alexander Smart The present system is undemocratic, unrepresentative, unfair and outdated .

Richard Smart I have never voted for the party I want. Lets have pure PR for the Lords and AV for the Comons

Ernie Smart The system as is does not represent the opinion of the population and is not fair. PR would change the face of 
politics by giving voice to these opinions, as is the major political parties benefit . They do not want a fair 
system.

david smart The fptp is manifestly unjust. Any fair minded person can see this. That is why pr is adopted in every country 
seeking to be democratic. End this injustice in UK

Sandra Smedley Simply every vote should count

Gary Smee pr is the only fair way

J G Smid



John Smith Who ever is in government, %votes=%seats will assist in re-establishing trust in representation at Westminster, 
it will be fairer and seen to be fairer too. All in one stroke, without coming up with clever policies for social 
cohesion.

Amanda Smith
Antonina Smith I'm not a Conservative voter but my constituency is a safe conservative seat. For 35 years my vote has been 

fruitless.

roger smith
Andrew Smith
Andy Smith
barbara smith We so very much need to amend our voting system as a part of the essential work of including everyone so that 

more people take resonsibility for the vital decisions to be made as climate change advances and affects us all.

Barbara Smith It is time to be fair with all the electorate

Barney Smith
Bernard Smith
Brenda Lana Smith
Brent Smith
Brian Smith In this current climate of political division and polarisation it is even more important that everybody feels that 

they have a voice which they should, of course, always have.

Charles Smith For democracy to work, every voice must be heard and that means that every vote must count, not just votes for 
the major parties.

Catherine Smith I have never in all my long voting life had an MP who represents my political wishes. I might just as well not 
have voted at all for all the difference my vote has made. More people in my constituency voted for candidates 
other than the one who was elected. How is this democratic? I want my vote to count. We need a system of PR.

Jack Smith
Ingrid Smith I always vote in elections, but my voice is never heard. PR would address that issue.

Tom Smith The AV referendum was NOT a mandate against PR!

Margaret Smith FPTP is not a true reflection of the people's opinion and as such does not represent true democracy.

Daniel Smith
Dagan Smith
david smith
DAvid Smith Two party politics smcks of corruption.

David Smith The referendum showed that people will turn out to vote if they believe their vote counts. In the vast majority 
of constituencies in this country it is impossible for other voices to be heard.

Deborah Smith It's time to make each and every vote count. Then maybe more people would vote as they could be sure it 
wasn't a wasted vote and a waste of time.

Sue Smith The current system does not accurately represent the people. We are governed by a party the majority did not 
vote for!

Andrew Smith
Elaine Smith
Eleanor Smith
Emma Smith
Emma Smith In a political system that is quickly moving away from a two-party system it is vital full PR is implemented to 

continue proper and fair democracy. FPtP does not work for our politics today.

fran smith
George Smith
Glen Smith
Glenys Smith
Graeme Smith Reinvent democracy! PR in the commons, reform the House of Lords, veto trade deals with secret disputes 

tribunals

greg smith
Heather Smith The current system is undemocratic and turning people off politics and voting.  I am a floating voter and I have 

decided that I will never again vote for a party that does not support proper Proportional Representation.  
Democracy is the most important issue when it comes to politics and voting.  If I were to vote again for a party 
which does not support PR, then I would be voting for a non-democratic party and a means by which a minority 
can form a majority government.

Graham Smith
Janet Smith I want my vote to matter, like it did in the EU referendum.



Jason Smith AV was rejected because it was not PR not because it was. It was a mess. First PT Post can be (is) minority rule 
and undemocratic.

Jennifer Smith
Jenny Smith
Jamie Smith
Joshua Smith No to AV is not no to PR!

Justine Smith The current system is not representative of the views of the people and needs to change to engage more widely

Jacqueline Smith Neither AV nor any "party list" system could offer a truely democratic system.

Karen Smith
Tom Smith
Keith SMITH
Kevin Smith
Kevin Smith
Kim Smith
Douglas Smith SIMPLY NOT FAIR.

Ken Smith We are told we live in a democratic society so let us have a democratic voting system.

Paul Smith
Lisa Smith The government are always talking about fairness, we need the voting system to be fair!

Maire Smith
Mark Smith FPTP is antiquated and undemocratic, and produces parliaments that do not reflect the will of the people who 

voted.

Mark Smith
Maurice Smith
Michael Smith
Michael John Smith
Paul Smith
Nicola Smith
stephen smith Ratio of MPs should represent ratio of votes. This is long, long, l...o..n..g overdue.

Neil Smith We gave PR to Northern Ireland as all sides could not argue that it is the fairest, most democratic system, so it 
should be applied across the whole of the country.

Peter Smith Lets have a real democracy!!

Patrick Smith We want true democracy

Paul Smith The strongest economy in Europe is that of Germany which has had a form of PR since the end of WW2

Paul Smith
Paul Smith
Peter Smith
Philip Smith
Phil Smith
Leslie Smith
Pat Smith Recent events have shown how politicians don't know what the public think so now you need to ask us about 

proportional representation.

Michael Smith
Lorraine Smith
Richard Smith
Richard Smith
Susan Smith I have never lived in a constituency where my vote made any difference to the outcome of an election.  I would 

simply like to have a say in how we are governed.

Rosalind Smith
Roy Smith
Ruth Smith
sam smith
Sheila Smith under the current system millions of people are effectively disenfranchised, their votes do not count. Fairness 

surely demands a reform.

Siobhan Smith
angie smith



Edward Smith
Gregory Smith Boundary changes won't make all votes equal, and you know it. Make elections fair.

June Smith
Sandra Smith
Susan Smith
Joseph Smith
Micheal Smith To ensure Parliament reflects the voters choice not the politicians . The present system is out of touch.

Zak Smith
Sara Smith
Steven smith It's not fair that parties can get thirty odd percent of the vote and have a majority government.

Terry Smith
Ciaran Smith
Thomas Smith
Timothy Smith
Tim Smith
Victoria Smith
Trak E Smith This is the 21st Century - Electoral reform is essential. Now.

Jonathon Smith
Yolande Smith
Avril Smith PROBABLY would give a voice to those disenchanted by the major parties

Maureen Smith-Price Until we have proportional representation we cannot say we have a democratic  government. Ruling  with under 
25 percent of the population  vote is an autocracy

Bronwen Smith-Thomas Our politics is changing and PR would allow a more representative Parliament for the people of Great Britain.

John Smith-Warren PR is the ONLY fair way to properly represent the wishes of the voter - it must be introduced asap for honest 
representation of the electorate.

Paula Smithe
Fran Smitherman
Rod Smithj I long for the day when I can vote knowing my vote really carries weight.

Josephine Smoldon We need a more balanced government that will only be available if PR is introduced.

Luke Smout
Terence Smyth
Robert Snape The current system denies many people of all parties any real representation in the term of a parliament. Under 

proportional representation it would still be possible for a party to have more votes and thus more power but 
this would not be as absolute as is the case at the moment. The big advantage is that many many people would 
be more likely to vote -surely something that is good for the long term future of the country?

Clive Sneddon Many of those who wanted Proportional Representation voted against the Alternative Vote because it is not 
proportional. Please look at the arguments for PR.

Jean Snelgrove Trees are very precious, they are not only beautiful but contribute to the well being of mankind

Nicola Snell
Andrew Snelson
Xxx Snezz Because it makes sense

Chris Snith
Gordon Snow
Alan Snow
Christopher Snowden FPTP continues to deliver election outcomes which do not properly represent the views of millions of voters - 

our democracy (if it can be called that) urgently needs reform.

Herbert Snowden
Hugh Soar The First past the Post system disenfranchises up to a third of the  voting public. It is clearly time for change.

Antigonos Sochos
Melissa Softley
Barbara Solomon It is not right that Ukip voter's got only one MP. Where is the fairness in that.

Martin Sones I don't support either of the two main parties but I still want my vote to matter.

Perabjout Singh Soni
Yasmin Sooby



Marianne Sorrell The current system is simply NOT democratic when parties win with a very small minority  percentage of votes 
nationwide.

Soteris Soteriades There is absolutely no sensible argument for distorting the results of the popular vote, since it dictates the 
electorate's will and opinion. FPTP does distort the results and PR is the only voting system that can 
unequivocally guarantee that the parliament will geuinely and accurately represent and correspond to the 
popular vote.

Judith Soulsby This is the fairest and more useful move you can take to promote democracy in the UK!

Ramiro Sousa
Ben Sousek
Celia Sousek
Caroline Sousek The British public are not stupid, stop treating us that way. We need a fair system, PR is the best way forward.

Joe Sousek
Paul Sousek
Thomas Souster
Clive Southern
Gail Southern
Chris Southwell
Anne Southworth I want all votes to count.  First past the post is an unfair, archaic system.  Proprtional Representation is vastly 

different to AV.

kelly sowden This is an illegal move, it's known as Jerrymandering. Thatcherism is alive and well.

Richard Sowman At the age of 64 I have never had any representation by use of my vote, though I have always voted. If you value 
a stable society you must introduce fairness. Our system is primitive and archaic and deeply deeply unfair to the 
many who have a contribution to make.

Mary Spain
Ray Spanner Scarcely one in four of the electorate cast their vote for the Conservative party. Yet that party was able to claim 

a 'majority' and form a government..

Jill Spanton
Victor Spark
Stephen Sparks
C S Sparks l believe that the Alternative Vote Referendum posed an unfair question in that it offered only one alternative 

to the current outdated system.

Matt Sparrey
Kevin Sparrow The present system does NOT reflect the views of the man on the street!!!

Peter Sparrow The current sytem is not fair and I do not feel represented!!

Caroline Spear I want a fairness that allows everyone's voices to be heard.  Even if I don't agree with them!

Kate Spear
Bob Spearman
Matthew Spears PR for real fair democracy

MARGARET SPECTOR I want my vote to be counted and  to have an effect.

Keith Speight
Chris Speiser
Kim Spence-Jones A quarter of voters represented by just ten MPs? Shameful!

Andrew Spenceley
Odette Sylvie Spenceley This is in the interests of democracy.  The current system isn't.

C Spencer This is not a democracy when so many of our votes do not count.

Howard Spencer First past the post leads to some terrible distortions in representation, and what has flowed from that has been 
some bad decision-making. Please put the long-term health of Britain's democracy above immediate party 
advantage.

John Spencer
Kim Spencer I can't remember when I last had a vote that counted, and I'm 64 and have voted in elections since I was 18. I 

would love to feel that my vote could actually make a difference, and PR would go a long way towards this.

Susanna Spencer
Linda Spice
roberta Spicer I would like to see a much fairer way of appointing governments.  A huge number of people voted UKIP but with 

the present system, only 1 MP emerged.  This is not acceptable as the current two party system is not working.

Martin Spiers Every vote counts



Dominic Spillane
Anita Spillane I believe that every voice needs to be heard in order to truly call ourselves a democracy. I believe that true PR 

provides us with that. Thank you for listening to us, the people.

Heather Spiller The Alternative Vote Referendum should not be the final word on electoral reform.

Jim Spiller
Maxine Spilsted This current government does NOT represent what the voters voted for. Therefore this is NOT a democratic 

government.

Allan Spink
Christopher Spink
Greg Spinner Politicians need to find the courage to subject themselves to a fair voting system

Peter Spiteri
Val Spouge
Jim Sprague
Janet Spreadbury I would like my precious vote to count , at the moment it is a foregone conclusion.

Peter Spring Many abused the Referendum to rid us of Cameron-Osborne's Austerity; if every vote counted via PR, such 
desperation would atrophy.

Doug Springate
Frank Sprules
Emma Spurgin Hussey
Peter Spurrier PR means that every vote counts and parliament would reflect the actual support for each party among the 

people.

Bob Squires We deserve and need a parliament that properly represents people's votes. The present arrangements are 
becoming more and more unrepresentative and urgently need reviewing.

Steven Squires I am 54 and have always believed in PR. It's right that more voices count and stop the fight for votes in target 
seats.

Hugh St John
KATHLEEN ST JOHN I don't remember when I last believed my vote counted for anything, and have voted for a party I did not wish to 

govern so that another party would not.  The current system is broken and discourages people from voting.

Adrian Stabler
Julie Stace I am fed up of being disenfranchised because my vote does' count.

Raymond Stacey
Julie Stacey It will give a truer representation for voters and I think more people will vote as their vote WILL count

Chris and Rosemary 
Staddon

We are very unhappy with the current system which does not reflect the way votes were actually cast. Over and 
over again we end up with a government that did not receive an overwhelming mandate.

Melanie Staddon
Jane Staffieri Though commanding a large number of votes those standing for smaller parties are not fairly represented in the 

first past the post system.

Keith Stafford
chris stagg
colin stainton
Henry Stamp I could vote in three constituencies (as long as I only vote in one), but in all three my vote would be wasted as 

they are all safe seats. Only those lucky people in max.100 out of 550 constituencies have votes which count, 
and that will reduce when constituencies reduce to 500. I understand that Margaret Thatcher accepted her Lord 
Chancellor, Lord Hailsham's PR proposal for the House of Lords, but not in that Parliament (and then it didn't 
happen) so PR can't be that bad. At least it would have made everyone's vote count in some way. Look what a 
high turnout there was at the recent Brexit referendum when everyone's vote did count compared to General 
Elections.

allan stamper
Christopher Stamper
liz stancer
Joe Stanek
Luke Stanley
Sean Stanley
Wayne Stanley
Ray Stannard Increasingly PR is the only way to stop the situation where 'the winner takes all' with support from only 1/3 of 

the electorate.

Jean Stansfield PR brings democracy.



David Stanton Lets make the voting system fair and represent the views and values of everyone.

paul staples
paul staples
marshall stapleton
Jules Star We need a system that is fair for EVERYONE ~ an "inclusive" system.

Robert Stark Democracy in the UK is a sham. No party should have absolute control on 33% of the vote.

John Starling
Susan Startin We need an electoral system where everyone's vote counts, not just a few voters in marginal seats.

Graham Statham
Seamus Staunton
Charles Stawell
Maggie Stead
Michael Stead
Michael Stead PR is a much fairer way of voting the change to the constituent boundary mean it reduces labours MPS by 60  in 

the Tory favour,

Nathan Stead
Eve Steadman The current FPTP system disenfranchises a large part of the voting population through the wasted votes of 

voters who did not vote for the "winner takes all" candidate. Because of the absence of compulsory political 
education in schools in the UK, very few voters had any idea what the AV voting system was, but instead were 
led by the media to vote against it.

Paul Steedman Every vote should count equally!

Kenneth Steel The current system is unfair as your vote has not effect, if you live for instance in a safe seat and you vote  for 
another party than the one your than the one in power in your area your vote will make not difference. You 
might as well not vote at all.

Penelope Steel I voted against AV in that referendum precisely because it was not PR, and PR was not on offer.

Margaret Steel
Alan Steele The make up of the current parliament shows the unfairness of the FPTP when you look nationally at 

percentage of votes cast against seats held. Simply moving boundaries will not address this.

Sue Steele
Fred Steele Our System is FAR from being democratic as it is claimed to be. Brexit is only supported by one-third of the 

Electorate because many declined to vote on it not wanting to be foolish enough to vote on something that 
even the Brexit Leaders could not define. We are left with a situation of one-third of the Electorate dictating the 
future of the other two-thirds....That is NOT democratic !

Martin Steer People are feeling unheard and getting angry, that is dangerous.  PR goes a long way to giving every individual a 
voice.

Christine Steers It will encourage my children to vote as where they live, it is wasted.

Stephanie Steevenson Our electoral system is broken. True PR needs to be brought in.

Margaret Stein
Mary Steiner FPTP means there is no point voting in a safe seat, and we constantly get majority governments with 30 odd % of 

the vote - both make a mockery of democracy.

Shaun Steiner-Goldberg
John Steley
Roy Stemman If it was good enough for a Brexit vote, the same voting system should be used for all issues in a democratic 

system.

Jonathan Stemp
Susan Stent Quite obviously current system does not represent the views of the population of the country.

Andrew Stephan
Ian Stephen Vital to our democracy - fptp is not fairly representing public opinion and thus leading to polarisation and 

frustration - by comparison the PR system adopted for election of the Scottish Parliament combines voting for 
your local representative with fair representation nationally based on total votes cast.

Wendy Stephen We need a fair proportional representation electoral system, the offered Alternative Vote is NOT was than FPTP 
in cases. Electorate have right to be fairly represented

Daniel Stephens
Joshua Vance Stephens Having a voting system based on proportional representation would make voting more appealing especially to 

younger people, make people feel as if their votes count and end the complacency parties have in their 'safe 
seats'.

Philip Stephens I have never been more impassioned about politics but neither have I ever lived somewhere where my vote 
could affect the outcome of an election.



Richard Stephens
Rob Stephens
Margaret Stephens
Luke Stephenson It is quite simple - if 30% of the electorate vote for you, you should be alloted 30% of the seats

Rosemary Stephenson Proportional representation gives a more accurate reflection of the general will of the citizens.  Current system 
tends to distort.

Suzanne Stephenson
Peter Stepien
Andrew Sterling
Adrian Stern
Tony Sterne
Ben Stevens Proportional representation would allow peoples voices to fill heard, parties such as the Greens should be 

represented by more than 1 MP for over a million votes.

Jenny Stevens We need true democracy to take Britain forward.

Jacob Stevens
Matthew Stevens Strengthen democracy, no safe seats, ensure that each mp represents the majority of the constituency voters.

M Stevens PR is essential today with so many different parties to vote for. Some people that vote for the smaller parties 
never get any representation in government. AV is not PR and therefore unwanted.

Michael Stevens All votes should matter, all votes should count

Paul Stevens
Philip Stevens It is the only fair way to assess voter opinion.

Jacob Stevens
Sheila Stevens The current system disenfranchises millions of voters.

Paul Stevens The last referendum rejected AV -  a specific, inadequate system. PR is different, and widely supported.

Tom Stevens Speak your terms instead of hiding behind folderall

gordon stevenson
Ann Stewart Any government should be elected on a majority of votes cast for its candidates across the country so that 

voters are fairly represented.

Douglas Stewart
Dianne Stewart I want the no of MPs to reflect the voting patterns.

Elspeth Stewart The most fair model which represents the wishes of the majority of voters should be used.

Hannah Stewart
John Stewart
David Stewart FPTP is not fit for the 21st century and needs to replaced with a system that ensures everyones vote counts 

regardless of which party they vote for.

Phillip Stewart
Rosemary Stewart
David Stickells It's the only way we can sort out the '1st past the post' mess that our voting system is in at the moment

George Stickney
Drostan Stileman Democracy is about the will of the the people through a voting system. If a large percentage of people vote for 

something it should count, instead of being ignored because they happen to vote in particular constituancy

Michelle Stiles The current system just isn't representative.

Robert Stillwell
Bryony Stimpson
Barbara Stimpson We need PR because the current system is unfair

Ralph Stimpson
Clare Stimson
Karl Stirland We need a fair system for voting , the current system of first past the post is totally undemocratic.

David Stirrup
John Stobbs We live in a morediverse society than in 1945, and the present political parties do not reflect  modern society 

and toa certain extent are out of touch with modern society.

Sebastian Stobbs PR is the way forward in a democratic society. Please enact real change

Alan Stobie
David Stobie I can't see anything wrong with becoming more democratic.

Patricia Stockbridge



Nigel Stockdale In a modern democracy people must feel their vote has full and unconditional value.

Brenda Stocker
Geoff Stocker Please recall that AV was quite different to a PR voting system.

Janet Stocker
Isabel Stockton Because the need to vote strategically stifles political engagement in a representative democracy.

KELVIN STOCKWELL Only about one in four of the population of this country actually voted for this Tory omnishambles. We are 
supposed to be a democracy. Lets become one in word amd deed.

Jane Stoggles
Deborah Stoker I personally have felt more than frustrated with the British voting system.  I grew up in West Germany in an 

Anglo-German household and was consequently very familiar with proportional representation. The sense of 
civic duty and also opportunity is very strong there and young people are proud to be able to vote and directly 
participate in the democratic process. Since returning and living in Britain,  I have still continued to vote but 
know that my vote has never counted, as I would have to vote as most of my neighbours for it to be  recognised 
and to make a difference. Not only have I felt this to be highly undemocratic but further it has made me realise,  
why so many people feel disenfranchised from politics and no longer even bother to go and to vote. For years 
people have told me that 'PR would not work for Britain' . This bears the questions 'For who?' and 'Why? In a 
civilised modern society politics should be better than that. I would therefore emplore you to seriously  
consider a reform to the voting system. This will not only make the voting system more democratic but help to 
restore faith in British politics and politicians. I sincerely hope you will consider these points and bring us closer 
to true democratic proportional representation.

Nigel Stokes if every vote counted then more people would vote. leading to a truer democracy

Isobel Stokes
Pat Stokes-Smith
Caleb Stone
Charles Stone
graham stone please change this unfair voting system ,and make my vote count

Chris Stone I live in an area where my vote doesn't count

Lindy Stone
peter stone
Rebecca Stone
Nick Stone
Yvonne Stone
Ian Stoneman More than ever reform is needed to secure the future of our democracy. So many of the UKs public feel 

unrepresentative and therefore frustrated that we must make radical reform.

Lionel Charles Stoodley
Juliana Storace Last election 4million of us voted UKIP. Yet we only have 1 MP.  The SNP had Around 1.4 million votes and have 

56 MPs. We are not being represented due to an unfair system.

Alison Storer
Clare Storey
Clare Storey
Ian Storey
pamela storey If you are confident that your policies are right and represent what the people of the UK need and want, then 

you should not be scared of PR. And if its implementation poses that you may have to relinquish power, then so 
be it, you must bow to that with grace, for that is what a democracy looks like: work harder on your manifesto. 
The foundation of a free and fair state is democracy, I believe we should always strive for it.

Iain Stormont In Berlin today. Timely reminder of what happens when ordinary folk lose faith in democracy. Can happen 
again!

Claire Storrow
Joan Story Will make voting fairer and more truly representative

Robin Story
Glenis Stott
Simon Stott
John Stow
Pogle Stowell The current system is wide open to Machiavellian political manipulation.

Allison Strachan
Nadia Strahan



Jayne Strange I feel completely disenfranchised by the current system, and increasing constituency sizes will only make that 
worse. I feel that to base constituency size on the number of registered voters is to permanently 
disenfranchised a huge number of people who work hard and contribute greatly to our society, who have felt 
let down by the current system for many years. We need to engage these people in politics, not cut them out of 
the equation. If we really are all in this together I just can't see how this can be justified. The fact that the 
number of lords has increased greatly over the last few years makes me question the idea that less MPs are 
needed.

Andrew Strange
Tristan Strange People will not engage properly with democracy until they feel there voices are heard.

Tom Strathdee
Marcel Strauss
Olivia Straw
Peter Strawson
Sarah Streatfeild PR is more democratic and would bring parliament together. The current FPTP system is so adversarial and 

unproductive - watching a session of parliament is farcical in its childish carping.

Damian Street
J Street
Guy Street
Jane Street Having spent some years in Australia where they have proportional representation I know it's the only fair and 

honest way

Ian Street FPTP suits a two party system; this is no longer the case

gareth john streeter Its in the title make votes matter. All citizens will then vote honestly and not politically. It will represnt the 
feeling within.

Lee Streitberger Play fair for once

Susan Strickland
Granville Stride
Daniel strike Many of us our effectively dis enfranchised by the current voting system-little wonder there is growing cynicism 

ref politics in this country.

Ann Stringer
Carol Stringer We are no longer a democracy when one party gets elected by number of seats NOT individual votes.

christine stringer
Joan Strong
Susan Strong our voting system is undemocratic and at last the everyday citizen has realised.  The changing of county borders 

to suit individual Parties is obviously unfair.  PR  is needed

Paul Stronge Effectively the present system disenfranchises  millions of voters across the political spectrum. PR a naural step 
towards a more mature democracy.

Andy Stroud
Judy Stroud
Keith Stroyde
Richard Strudwick
Toby Strudwick
Alison Stuart Make each vote count - that is what true democracy means.

Andy Stuart FPTP means most votes don't count, this must end for politics to become engaging once more.

Juliet Stuart
Jo-Anna Stuart Our system is not fair. I am one of the 75% who did not vote conservative - and yet I have to live with them in 

power!

Rich Stubbings
Allison Stubbs
Richard Sturch
RICHARD STURCH
Anita Sturdy One person one vote is fair.

Jean Sturgeon It's time we as a country moved into the 21st century.

Peter Sturgess
Gary Sturgis I want PR so that my vote counts. I understand that it will lead to coalitions but the last coalition was the best 

government we've had in my lifetime.

Elaine and Robert 
Sturman Present system is not democratic and does not give everyone an equal voice.



David Sturtevant
Martin Stuthridge jerrimadering is not going to satisfy the electorate the silent majority is stirring listen or pay the price,we think 

for ourselves nolonger told what to think

Jackie Stuttard
Emma Styles I don't believe that FPTP is democratic, and figures from the last general election confirm this.

Richard Styles Let's have PR and not this 5 yearly lurch from right to left politics & policies

David Styles
Ann Sugden I want PR because the current system is not a fair one !!!.      Why was the alternative vote referendum not the 

final word on electoral reform ??.     I want a government who listens to what the public want,  not what the 
government want.          Truth and honesty count for a lot in my book.

Colin Sullivan It is completely undemocratic that a party with just over one third of the votes cast should have an overall 
majority in a five year parliament. Next time it could be a left wing Labour Party with a similar majority.

Frances Sullivan
Mark Sullivan
Allan Sullivan
Andy Sullivan I have capaigned for PR for over 30 years, I support this open letter

Anthony Sullivan the current system is not representative of true democracy and needs to be revised to ensure all votes matter

Julie Sultana
David Sumbler
David Summers We live in a system which allows us to chose a dictator every 5 years. This is not democracy!

Jon Summers
Louise Summers
Lyn Summers
John Summerscales
Paul Summerson The Conservatives are fixing the system because they find it difficult to win elections fairly.  PR is The ONLY 

alternative

Sandra Sumnall
Jacqueline Sumner
john sumner
mike sumner
Muriel Sumner
Penny Sunderland
Robin Sunderland
Lorraine Surringer PR is more democratic!

Jackie Surtees
Sean Sussex I have never known anything other than a conservative MP all my life and without voting reform I suspect that 

this will always remain the case. My vote doesn't count.

Mathew Sutcliffe
Matthew Sutcliffe
Thomas Sutcliffe A system that allows a party with the votes of 24% of the electorate a 'majority' is clearly flawed.

Alan Suter The Boundary Commision proposals mean a government can be elected on an even smaller population 
percentage than the present government.

Gil Sutherland
James Sutherland At present only a few voters in 'swing seats' make a difference and the two main parties are regularly elected 

with less than 40% of the national vote, simply not democratic.

Lindsay Sutherland
Adam Sutherland FPTP is an out-dated, unfair and undemocratic system.

Andy Sutton Current system of first past post is clearly unfair.

Paul Sutton I vote at every election but my vote does not count as I live in an area overwhelming represented by anther 
party so I am effectively disenfranchised.

R SUTTON
paul sutton The present system is seriously flawed.

alan swain I don't want anyone else voting for me. My vote should count.

Dominic Swain



John Swainson A governement that has taken power after gaining less than25% of the votes cast by the electors does not have 
democratic legitimacy .   Seats in Paliamnet should be awarded according to the share each party wins of the 
popular vote.

David Swanepoel Britian as it stands, is NOT a democracy.

Molly Swann AV was an awful option, but it didn't mean we didn't want PR.  Please review the alternatives.

Michael Swarbrick Every person's vote must count and the only way that can be done is by proportional representation, no half 
way measures, complete proportional representation.  Power must not be in the hands of the few, parties must 
be encouraged to work together, PR will do that

Ian Sweeney We need a simple Proportional Representation at Westminster. Like what we have in Scotland, not like the 
complicated version the Lib dems proposed.

andrew sweet
Jason Swerling
Joseph Swift
Kim Swift I firmly believe that the only way the people  in this country can really be represented is by  proportional 

representation .

Marcus Swift
Pam Swift
James Swift Some form of PR is used by the majority of the world's leading democracies.

richard swift I want PR because without it the Tories will rule forever.

Teifion Swift
Martin Swinbank
Anita Swingler
Tom Swithinbank
Tom Syder The fact that voters did not want AV does not mean that they are happy with FPTP.

Bevis Sydney
Robert Sykes
Craig Sykes
Craig Sykes Too many people feel their vote does not make a difference

Derek Sykes
Eliot Sykes P

Trevor Sykes Lack of proportional reresentation means that votes are, essentially, being wasted. Everyone's voice is not 
being heard.

David Symes Those who oppose peaceful revolution, make violent revolution inevitable.

anthony symmons because we need a fairer system

Peter Symonds
Nicholas Symons As long as we are stuck with FPTP, election results will be heavily dependent on geographical quirks and 

manipulations!

Richard Symons
Nigel Synnott Only vested interests (the main political parties in particular) gain from FPTP - the electorate do not. The case 

for PR is undeniable. AV was a poor substitute and was poorly supported by MPs.

Eva Szatmari
Cynthia Szynal
Patrick Szyndel If people vote for a candidate within a catchment area and the magority is what is needed then it doesn't matter 

how many people are within that area. This is not democratic, but proportional represention would be. Moving 
boundaries is like moving goal posts.

Shona T
C T
P T
Kieren Tabor I want my voice.

John Tacon When did the UK last have a government elected by the majority of voters? We simply aren't a democracy !!

Moray Tadman For over 40 years my vote has not been heard. I live in a true blue shires constituency

David Taffs
Richard Tagart Under FPTP, your vote only counts if you live in a marginal constituency & more than half of electors in each 

constituency may find themselves represented by an MP they didn't vote for. This is not democracy. It is 
'shamocracy'.

Philip Tagg



Desiree Tait FPTP distorts voting patterns and does not represent voters intentions across the country.

Janet Tait If PR works well in many european countries I see no reason why it should not work for us.

Karen Tait Every vote must count to ensure true democracy

Paul Tait
Gavin Talbot
Elaine Talbot
Lina Talbot Our current system if old-style British - hierarchical and letting 'them' speak for 'us'. It's not modern European.

Rosalind Talbot
Benjamin Talbott
Elisabeth Talbott The 2011 referendum did not offer true proportional representation

Avril Tallett PR would be a fairer way to represent the people.

Graham Talling
Sze Tan
Richard Tannenbaum
Matthew Tanner
Nick Tanner Voters need a voice. My FPTP MP does not represent me.

Felicity Tanous Proportional Representation would ensure we have a fair election system.

Barbara Tansey
Awa Tansie A false idea is being broadcasted to the country that their votes matter~ 51winning over 49% is a terrible 

representation

joan taplin
Alec Tappenden PR is the fairest, most democratic voting system

James Tapper
Ron Tapper
Grant Tarbard
judith tarbuck PR is a much fairer voting system, enabling more people  to feel that their vote actually matters.

Janet Tarling
Carolyn Tarlton Proportional representation is the only fair way for people to have their views represented

Bob Tarn Living in a safe seat my voice is never heard please make the changes needed to make us truly democratic.

Helen Tarratt We need a more balanced government to face the huge challenges ahead for the economy, society and world 
peace

Goran Tasic
Peter Tasker
Michael Tassell Too many constituencies where the result is predetermined resulting nationwide in millions of wasted votes.

Richard Tassell Our current electoral system is profoundly undemocratic-4 milion UKIP voters 1 MP;1 million Green voters 1 MP;
Your government elected on 24% of the total available vote.The proposed boundary changes will make no 
difference to the unrepresentative nature of our sysyem.Proportional representation is a tried and tested 
system which more fairly reflects the views and aspirations of the electorate.

Marc Tassinari Fptp is an outdated and corrupted system that's a relic of our past, our democracy need to evolve, now!

Ivan Tate
John Tate Good enough for Brexit,so good enough for paliament.

Adam Tattersall I want my vote to count and at the moment it doesn't as I live in a constituency where all the combined votes of 
other parties wouldn't be enough to beat the  incumbent

glynn Tattersall
Neil Tattersall
Alexandra Tatton-Brown voters will vote when they think their vote matters!  Safe seats encourage cynicism, charges of cronyism and  

discourage voting!

joe Tatton-Brown
Tom Taussik Please consider a fairer, more open voting system that provides what the people need.

Adrian Taylor
Simon Taylor
Alison Taylor I want our parliamentary representatives to be truly representative.

Anne Taylor Taylor I could not vote for AV in 2011 because I support PR.

Carl Taylor



Colin Taylor How can 'The Mother of Parliaments' claim legitimacy when such an undemocratic method is used to elect its 
members?

Darren Taylor
David Taylor We should have a parliament that reflects the votes cast. We should also re-enfranchise voters such as myself 

who live in a safe seat, our votes are effectively wasted.

David Taylor
Richard Taylor
Martin Taylor The 2011 vote on PR was a stitch up, offering a sort of PR lite, which confused the voting public.

Gabby Taylor The rejection of the AV option was, and should be recognised as, a completely separate issue to the call which 
large sections of the electorate are making for a change to genuine proportional representation.

Jackie Taylor
Jacky Taylor Everybody's vote should have the same weight.

Jane Taylor Please let's have a proper Proportional Representation system put in place. FPTP does not adequately represent 
the will of the people.

Jacqueline Taylor
julia taylor
Jon. Taylor I would like electoral reform that enhances the democratic process.

Jem Taylor
John Taylor It's high time for common sence AND fairness in our voting system.

Jon Taylor
Josephine Taylor
Karin Taylor
Mary taylor Every vote should count.If you are a minority in an area that is firmly supporting one party,there is no point in 

going to vote.We should have the Australian system where everyone has to go to the polls.

Kevin Taylor
J Taylor
Dorie Taylor
Martin Taylor Living in a strong Tory seat, I always feel like I may as well not vote at all if I dont want to vote Tory. I therefore 

feel unrepresented.

Mark Taylor
Mechthild Taylor
Matthew Taylor
Nick Taylor
N J Taylor
Valerie Taylor
Pat Taylor
Peter Taylor In 2005 Labour former a majority government despite only attracting 35% of votes cast. In 2015 SNP secured 

fewer votes than UKIP, but won 57 seats to UKIP's 1 seat. The Brexit referendum showed yet again that 
parliament is unrepresentative and FPTP is unfit for purpose.

Mrs Brenda Taylor We  have a lawful right to have PR in our Country.

Ron Taylor
Ron Taylor I have voted in every General Election since 1954 but not once has my vote succeeded in electing the candidate 

of my choice, even though it has been for a member of one of the major political parties.

Ross Taylor
Simon Taylor Electoral reform offers the best opportunity to restore life and relevance to our political system

Sarah Taylor
Colin Taylor
Sophie Taylor
Adam Taylor
Ken Taylor
Maggie Taylor It's the only true and fair form of voting.

Jeremy Taylor PR is a simple but essential prerequisite for the level of democracy that the future demands.

Andrew Taylor
Patricia Taylor
Terence Taylor
Wendy Taylor



William Taylor
Denise Taylor-Roome
Graham Teague
Alison Teal Our current system is not democratic. Many voters preferences are unaccounted for by the FPTP method.

Tim Teasdale
David Tebbett I want my vote to count. We need a democracy and economy more like Germany.

Joan Tebbutt The referendum was used as a generalised protest by people feeling voiceless. Individual votes must count in a 
true democracy.

Ivan Teblin Gov stop lying about 2011 AV Referendum! Be adults and take responsibility for your words more seriously.

Mike Tector
Ina Telford
John Telford
Rob Telford Millions of people in this country are not being heard or having their interests served in Parliament. Reform is 

needed!

Paul Temme
Barry Tempest Proportional representation is the only method of getting true democracy in the UK

Andrew Temple This deliberately warped system has had its day and needs to stop.

Mark Temple Our current system is an undemocratic farce and as long as it remains we cannot hope to arrest the dramatic 
decline in respect for all our society's institutions.

melissa Temple Smith
Andrew Temple-Smith Please finally allow genuine PR, it is the only true democratic method to elect MPs.

Mick Tems Your Tory gerrymandering is utterly evil - we want PR, which is fair, sensible and totally honest.

Jenny Tepper
Stefan Tepper We need a fair and firm representation of the people, PR does this

Jane Terry I resent the fact that my MP is in many ways opposed to my point of view.  I would like to feel that I am in some 
way represented and that my vote is meaningful.

Ted Terry
Carey Tews
Mridu Thanki I want my vote to count - I want my interests to be represented in the Parliament

Neil The-Hippy
Riggs Thearches
Andrew Theobald It's the only fair way for everyone's vote to truly count.

Robert Theobald The need for a fairer system has been obvious, but ignored, for as long as I can remember. Can something be 
done soon?

David Thew
Stephen Thickett Please help me to make MY vote count.

Aaron Thierry
Ulla Thiessen Not representative of the majority

Mike Thirde
Roderick Thirkell-White First past the post devalues most people's votes. Genuine PR would make votes matter.

John Thirlwell Fairer voting delivers fairer results and helps restore voter engagement with politics. Boundary changes won't 
change the trust deficit.

Nancy Thirsk
June Thoburn Have always voted for 1 of 2 main parties but still consider present system unfair, undemocartic + discourages 

voting in large parts of country. New boundaries likely to make this worse

Matthew Thom
Andy Thomas
Anne Thomas The voting system must engage the electorate in genuine informed political debate. Our current tribal 

adherence choices fail to achieve this

Beverley Thomas I want an electoral system that I can believe in and trust.  I don't want or trust 'First Past the Post'.  It doesn't 
work in today's political landscape.

Albert Thomas
Ceinwyn Thomas
David Thomas I am about to retire and have voted in every election since leaving school but have NEVER had my vote turned 

into an MP of my choice.



Dominic Thomas We need a form of PR to engage people with politics again and stop the disillusionment that the two unlicensed 
feels towards the political class.

David Thomas
Gavin Thomas
Brian Thomas Very high turnouts  in the Scottish and EU referenda, people really felt it worth voting - every vote counted.

keith thomas
Griffith Thomas
Ieuan Thomas We need to ensure we are a fair and open democracy to move forward in this world.

Joe Thomas
john thomas
John Thomas The government of the UK has never been elected by more than about 43% of the people who voted. PR makes 

politicians lives more complicated but it will make the government representative of the people, and bring back 
unrepresented voters.

James Thomas No government can be truly legitimate unless it represents as much of the population as possible

Ken Thomas
christine Thomas Current system is totally unfair and the AV almost as bad

O Thomas
Marc Thomas
Megan Thomas
MIKE Thomas
Martin Thomas I want parliament, government and the cabinet to represent me and to note my desired outcomes.

Owen Thomas (AV is not PR, don't make yourself look as ignorant on the matter as your predecessor)

Pam Thomas Proportional representation is the only way that one cancall the British electoral system truly democratic.

Richard Thomas 1. My Westminster vote doesn't have any impact. 2. Coalition governments lead to higher growth and better 
societies.

Robert Thomas Please make all votes count!

Rosa Thomas If you really believed in democracy, you would be in favour of PR.

Sinead Thomas The current system is undemocratic

Paul Thomas
Stuart Thomas You are an un elected Prime minister who should not make decisions for people who did not vote for you

SUSAN THOMAS
Damien Thomas
Rhodri Thomas I believe that a more democratic system of government will lead to better government.

Dean Andrew Thomas I would like a fairer democratic system please

Meg Thomas Not fair that voting in a safe seat is a waste of time

Timothy Thomas
Anthony Thomas AV is not proportional representation and in certain electoral conditions, such as landslides, can produce a more 

disproportional result

Vaughan Thomas Time for Voting Reform and a Progressive Government

Vince Thomas
Phil Thomas
Cariad Thomas-Cooke There was a significant increase in the population that votes in the EU referendum. Please encourage, rather 

than disilusion, those new to or currently not voting by introducing proportional representation and ensuring 
that everyone who votes continues to have an equal influence on who represents us. It could also reduce the 
need for constant boundary changes (which recently led to all of my councillors as well as MP having to be re-
elected last election) and avoid the proposed boundary changed excluding those new to voting in the EU 
referendum as your proposals are based on the lower proportion of those regisetered to vote in the last 
election.

Peter Thomassen
Andrew Thompson



Angela Thompson AV as a voting system was as flawed as FPTP. We need a true proportional system to re-engage the masses who 
believe (rightly in some caes) that their vote has no value.  I as a Labour voter living in Herefordshire  feel my 
vote and my MP will never represent my situation or my political beliefs. The ridiculous situation of the last 
General Election must never happen again, where a party that drew a large percentage of votes only got 1 seat 
in parliament, and another party with a similar propionate of votes gained many more seats. That is unfair and 
outrageous. I have a funny feeling that in 2011 we were given the AV vote so that the question of a real PR 
voting system could be dismissed using the result of that vote. Don't underestimate the public.  Many of us 
know when we are beng conned. Please give us a fair and balanced voting system and a true democracy.

Dr Anthony Thompson I do not intend to vote again in future unless the system is changed to a fairer one - the currrent one is a 
disgrace!

Claire Thompson
Donald Thompson Why should voters in 'safe seats' bother to vote? Why should they waste their time.

Daniel Thompson
Joan Thompson Make constituencies equal by number of voters and then have PR which would mean that individuals vote really 

counts.

Eddie Thompson
Andris Thompson Speaking as a mathematician, FPTP quite obviously doesn't work.

James Thompson
James Thompson
Peter Thompson I want a voting system that breaks the stranglehold of the two big parties and opens up representation to the 

millions who are effectively disenfranchised in UK elections

Peter Thompson
Graham Thompson Trigger article 50 make that vote count,then impliment PR

RON THOMPSON
Steven Thompson proportionalk representation is essential to make the election process much more democratic. Parties winning 

power with ony - or less than - a quarter of the vote is scandalous and destructive of democratic accountability

Paul Thompson
Andrew Thompson
Daniel Thompson
Gordon Thompson
Mark Thompson
Eric J. Thompson, CB
Anne Thompson29649 in a true democracy Proportional Representation is essential

Ryan Thompsonparry Having looked at the evidence it looks as though boundary changes will still allow corrupt parties to win 
elections with a minority's share of the vote

Guy Thomsom The existing system no longer fairly represents the spectrum of political opinions and social interests in the 
country.  PR will allocate representation much more fairly and lead to better governance and the avoidance bad 
decisions such to allow a referendum to determine the future of the United Kingdom. With the current system 
we are heading for social disorder and economic crisis.

Brenda Thomson
David Thomson
Liz Thomson FTPT disenfranchises huge swathes of the population and is wholly undemocratic. Reform of our voting system 

is essential, particularly in light of clear evidence of Tory election fraud last year.

Sam Thomson We need PR, not AV (both sides of the AV campaign were a shambles)

Maureen Thomson
Neil Thomson Isn't it about time we were all fairly represented rather than just the minority?

Rowan Thomson
Sarah Thomson
Sarah Thomson People feel disenfranchised. I believe this led to  a lot of people voting Brexit as a protest vote.

Tom Thomson
Tim Thomson How badly do we want a fair democracy?

James Thorburn Proportional reprsentation is a much fairer way for people to vote for a candidate

Liz Thorley Tweaking boundaries is clearly not the way forward. The public need proportional representation; it may not 
suit the politicians but they are there to serve us, any system is not there to prop up the elected members in a 
comfortable system.

Roger Thorley The system should serve the electorate, not politicians. Such is not the present case. We need proportional 
representation.

Anthony Thorley



Dougal Thorn
Nicholas Thorn More people will vote if they know it will count, and the corruption caused by "safe seats" will end

Mark Thornber
Jim Thorne In my constituency about 45% of the population is effectively disenfranchised by FTP.

Peter Thorne The alternative vote referendum was on too narrow a question. There were a lot of faults with AV and a move 
to a better PR system wouldm get far more support..

david thorne
Sally Thorne
Debbie Thornhill
john thornhill
Stephen Thornhill We are not an uneducated mass and we see the govenrment cheating us every day and removing important 

rights while taking our money wasting it PR is a vital tool

Rachel Thornley
Christopher Thornton 2015 GE left five million voters represented by only two MPs. FPTP is evidently unrepresentative and unfair. PR 

now please!

Edward Thornton
Andy Thornton
JS Thornton
Michael Thornton Delay is not acceptable

Robert Thornton Present voting system (FPT) does not reflect nationwide opinion in results. It is thus unfair and 
unrepresentative. STV much better democratically.

Vanessa Thornton
William Thornton
Robert Thornton-Kaye For every person who wanted the Tories in, 3 did not. Without accountability, the govt will become increasingly 

corrupt and cruel.

Janet Thorogood
Margery Thorogood PR would include MPs representing other interests and be more inclusive so a healthier more informed de 

abate might ensue.

Karen Thorpe
Thomas Thorpe
Barry Thorpe To have a government elected by a minority of those voting is the antithesis of democracy - yet this has always 

been the case (except in the case of coalitions). Instead we have a system of dogmas causing lurches in policy 
from one extreme to the other. Hardly efficient, either.

Sarah Thorpe
tracey thorpe
Phil Threlfall-Holmes
Chris Throup
Mark Thrower i live in a safe seat - my vote never counts - my voice is not heard, its ignored!

Gill Thundow We cannot call this a democracy when the voices of so many of us go unheard.

Saila Thuren Absolutely  silly and very undemocratic.

Rebecca Thurgur
Sue Thurston
Susan Thwaites
Steven Ticehurst
LESLEY TIDEY
Philip Tidman Without PR our democracy is a sham.

Patricia Tidmarsh All votes should carry close to equal weight, as shown by the Referendum.

Michaela Tiernan
Elaine Tiffin
Karen Till
Tony Till Please consider any voting system that will make individual votes count and get the country involved in its 

future.

Christopher Tilley
Graham Tilley It cannot be right to have elections decided by a system where almost every constituency has an MP with fewer 

than 50% support and where governments are usually in place with fewer than 40%.  Our system is not 'first past 
the post', but nearest to it, if we put the winning post at 50%.  It really means 'least unpopular.'



Ian Tillson
Jan Tilsley I want my vote to count - not feel it's been wasted.

Jim Tilt
Malcolm Timperley FPTP is the only system which guarantees that the majority of voters don't get what they want - every time!

Jane Tims With the proposed boundary changes I feel that now more than ever it is time to move to a system of voting 
that will reflect the views of the electorate.

Roy Tindle
Jennifer Tindle Why not give proportional representation a try! Let's have real democracy.

Mathew Tinkler
Zoe Tinkler
Sophia Tinn
Alec Tinsley
Andrew Tinson There is no post in First Past the Post, it is simply getting one more vote than the other candidates - there is no 

threshold to be reach, no post!  This can only be fair when there are two candidates.  The UK now has multiple 
parties standing.

David Tisdall
Angie Titchen
Ken Titley The government was elected on roughly the same majority as Hitler, he had the correct proportion of seats, 

usinghis stormtroopers to impose his policies.

Keith Tizzard
Anastasia To
S J Toal Archaic and unfair at present.  PR is the only truly fair way.

Aidan Todd
Allan Todd If the EU referendum was so democratic because every vote counted, then we should have PR so that every 

vote counts in ALL elections.

joseph todd
Frances Todd
Mary Todd
Georgina Todd
peter todd the current voting system is clearly not fit for a democratic society which is witnessing a transition from a two 

party system to a multi party system

Malcolm Todd Because FPTP is a distorting mirror that misrepresents us nationally, regionally and politically.

Tristram Todd
Suzanne Toft
Sara Tokunaga The present system is unfair and does not truly represent the voting public.

Ashley Tolin
Robert Tollemache
David Toller First past the post does not give equal weight to all votes leaving many thinking their vote is wasted.

Margery Toller We have had many governments recently that were elected by a minority of those voting. his is not democratic!

Heigo Tolppa Make everyone's voice heard and represented in the government

Jared Tomkins
Michael Tomkins PR is a fairer system much needed in this day and age.

Andrew Tomkinson Proportional Representation is the only voting system that will enable all voters to be represented in 
parliamentary democracy.

Richard Tomkinson How can we preach democracy to other nations when 24% of voters have only 1.5% representation. The 
Altrnative Vote Referendum was deliberatly designed to be an unaceptable and equally undemocratic method 
of voter representation.

Jenny Tomlinson PR allows every vote to count towards the candidate that the voter voted for. Our current system is 
undemocratic and unfair. Please consider PR in your discussions

Matthew Tomlinson
Heather Tomos
John Gwyndaf Tomos I support PR because it is not true democracy when a govenment can be formed with well bellow 50% of the 

vote.

Penny Tompkins
John Tompkins First past the post is NOT representative & does not reflect the will of the people?

Nick Tonge



Denise Tonkin
Max Tony No sharia law this is Britain our laws out country

Hugh Tooby AV is NOT PR - so we still need to consider the latter.

Roisin Toolan
Elizabeth Toomsalu
Rona Topaz I believe PR is fairer when there are more than 2 parties to choose from.

Ian Topham
Simon Topp
Linda Topping As a non Tory living in the safeTory seat of Wokingham, my vote has no effect. That is'nt democracy!

shasha toptani i want my vote to count to get me reprentensation

Jennifer Torpey
Rod Torr If you do this, your slowly killing your democarcy by the back door; Riots will ensue, please tyr to do the right 

thing by the country, and not just by yourself, or you'll end up without one at all (just mayhem)

David Torrance Proportional Representation. One person, one vote, none wasted, all equal.

Cristiano Torti Let's put fix our broken political system one step at a time.

Colin Tosh
Mario Toto
Tony Toubkin Our democracy is broken. That's how Brexit happened!

Mike Towers The Alternative Vote Referendum was not the final word on electoral reform because it focused on only one 
form of electoral reform!

Vicki Towers
Anthony Town
Steve Towner
Freya Townsend
Geoffrey Townsend We should follow something like the German model.

Lisa Townsend It is time for democracy, we have not had true democracy and the people of this Country need and expect more. 
The current system is not fit for purpose. PR should be the way forward for a true democratic society.

Neil Townsend
Sally Townsend
Ted Tracey The current constituency system is archaic an, in this age of communication, completely unnecessary. My 

constuency MP no more represents me than the man on the moon.

Graham Tranter PR is a fairer system and each vote really would count!

tessa trappes-lomax I have read this letter right through and support the message and the spirit in which it is written.  Referenda 
have many problems, especially if the questions, terms and conditions of success are not very precisely 
defined.  However, what is so interesting about them is their ability to engage individuals in political debate.  
People really feel their vote will count and so they are prepared to make the effort to use it.

gary traynor
Joshua Treacher
Nick Tredwell
Mike Tregent Our democracy is broken, we need PR to get people engaged again!

Jane Tregoning This would be a truly democratic voting system. If it's good enough for the Brexit vote why not for general 
elections?

Katherine Treherne Political parties are not represented accurately, and therefore the UK is not really a true democracy.

Deborah Treloar
Sheila Tremlett There is no rational nor democratic justification for maintaining FPTP. It results in scandalously disproportionate 

outcomes, discouraging political participation.

Christopher Trent
John Trent MP's do what THEY think is best, without consulting constituents. People have no say!

Vanessa Trentham When a party can have a majority on less than 1/4 of the vote & there are so many safe seats something is 
wrong. I've read 1st past the post doesn't work in multi-party politics (its for where there are 2 parties).  AV is 
just 1 form of electoral representation so the referendum was meaningless on PR in general & even on AV it 
wasn't properly done when it came to explaining it to folk who aren't in the know so they really didn't know 
what they were voting for or against

cathie Trevan
Pretoria Trevarton stop messing around with boundaries and give us a fair voting system which reflects the wishes of us all

Peter Trewhitt Never in some forty years of voting have I been represented in Parliament by someone I have voted for.



Eva Trier For voters to engage withe the political process in between elections, they need to see theirs views 
represented in Parliament at least through a strong opposition.  This can only be achieved through PR.

Peter Trigg Democracy should be real not twisted by those in power as part of a power game. It should represent the British 
people's view. 1% are extreme in right wing views and as much as I dislike their stance it should be represented 
in parliament.

Nicola Trigger
Eddie Triggs Don't just talk about democracy, grant us it!

Robert Triggs
Sheila Triggs
Caroline Trim
Tim Trimble PR is a much better reflection of the will of the people. The situation in Scotland illustrates perfectly the 

problems of the First Past The Post system. There needs to be a change so that people feel they are not left 
behind. I do not feel my MP really represents me at all. Rather she upholds the interests of big business and the 
'establishment'. AV is NOT Proportional Representation, rather it is a different way of slicing a FPTP system.

Michael Trimmer
Oliver Tringham We need Single Transferable Vote PR - nothing less!

Roger Tringham I would like PR because under our present system large numbers of people have no effective representation in 
parliament

Tony Tripp To make the system fair

Frances Tristram Many constituents justifiably feel that their vote 'does not count' - the FPTP system does not serve society well 
and leads to widespread discontent and disenfranchisement.

john tritton
Julie Tropman I  believe that if a political party has an overall majority, then it should be reflected and represented in 

Parliament, last years election was an absolute farce, as UKIP had a majority of the votes but this wasn't 
reflected in the amount of M.P's represented, where as the S.N.P had a minority but got more M.P's than UKIP.

Gavin Trott
Roy Trott I have never lived in an area where I have felt that my vote counts.

Charlie Trotter
Graeme Trotter The Brexit vote was I believe in part a protest against the current FPTP system i.e. people do not believe their 

votes count and this was an opportunity to protest. A fairer system when any vote will count and make a 
difference is vital if we as nation are to come together again after the divisive vote on 23rd June and non 
representative government voted in at the general election. A PR based system must be the way forward to 
bring our flawed version of democracy into the 21st century.

Helen Troughton
Ian Troughton
Doug Troup
SA Trouse
Matthew Trout
Martyn Trow We need a parliament which serves the people, not a parliament which rules the people. Only a system of 

proportional representation can deliver this.

Paul Trow
Stephen Trow
Andrew Trower
Alan James Trowers
N. TRownsend There are too many seats where the result is taken for granted. To be truly democratic we need a system where 

ideas count and change is acceptable.

Steve Trudgian
Andrew Truelove
Peter Trueman I realise that abandoning FPTP is like turkeys voing for Christmas, but just look at the disgraceful 

disproportionality evidenced in the last general election.

John Truman We cannot consider ourselves a truly democratic country when we are always ruled by a party which secures 
only a minority of the votes cast.

Markus Trunk Unless you think voter apathy actually benefits you, then the charade of general elections being decided in a 
few marginal constituencies has to end!

Bryn Truscott
Kasia Trykozko
Alison Tsang To engage more voters, we need change!



Angela Tubb
George Tuck End the CORPORATOCRACY and give us democracy. This is the ONLY way!

Sarah Tuck
Axel Tucker Fptp is simply an unfair voting system. This not democracy

Martin Tucker
Paul Tucker
Will Tucker
Sean Tudor
Vaughan Tudor-Williams It's the fairest way to ensure that every vote counts for something.

Helen Tuffin
Anthony Tuffin STV provides proportionality between all groupings that matter to voters, maximises voters’ freedom of choice 

and strengthens the constituency link. See https://stvact.wordpress.com for more details.

Robert Tuffrey
Alan Tullo I want PR because our current system results in so-called safe seats where it's not worth bothering to vote.

Rodney Tulloch I shouldn't have to guess how others will vote - lest I "waste" my own. FPTP enables established parties to 
scupper new ones.

malcolm Tully The voices of the informed electorate are more important than MPs, give priority and just value to of all views!

David Turley
Archie Turnbull
Ken Turnbull P.R is the only fair way to assert the public will.

Roy Turnbull
Adrian Turner
alan turner
Claire Turner
David Turner
Dr David Turner All political parties are uncomfortable alliances and in the present situation with cross-party views on Brexit 

taking centre stage, the old style politics is fast becoming irrelevant to so many voters.

Dorothy Turner I live in a 'safe seat' so my vote doesn't matter.   I am effectively disenfranchised.  PR could encourage more 
cooperation among MPs.

Gillian Turner
Brian Turner Politicians and political parties serve the electorate. First part the post is just an excuse to power grab. Not 

Democracy

Hugh Turner
Ian Turner FPTP system brings unstable flip / flop government always changing policies. PR will bring fairer, more 

consistent direction delivering continuous improvement over long periods of time.

John Turner Individual choice is a pillar of a democracy and should be the cornerstone of our society

Jon Turner The FPTP system consistently delivers minority rule. To support cannot be democratic as it declares that you 
have no interest in the expressed intent of the electorate.

Susan Turner
Kieran Turner
Mandy Turner Surely T May should be called 'The Interim Minister'

Phil Turner Time to be a proper democracy

Pip Turner
Paul Turner
keith turner pr offers more democratic choice between more than the present two-party system;   it reduces the number of 

disenfranchised voters who live in very large constituencies and corrects for impact of population movements

Richard Turner The evidence of the 2015 General Election alone shows that voters (4 million Ukip = 1 MP  and 1 million Green = 
1 MP) are inadequately served by FPTP.

Robert Turner The system of first past the post is unfair and doesn't represent the country as a whole.

Simon Turner
Patricia Turner
David Turner As a supporter of PR I found it difficult to vote for AV.  It is not proportional voting. What is wrong with what 

people put in the ballot box being reflected in the make up of our parliament?

Andy Turner We need some sort of PR because with FPTP system so many people's votes do not count.

Jane Turner
victor Turner



Mark Turney
Philip Turnock
Steve Turok
Paul Turpin
Rhianon Turrell I know that my vote never counts in general elections-not much of an incentive to vote-although I still do

Ann Turtle
Tom Turton
Richard Tutin
Amina Tutton
John Tweed I want as many people who vote to be represented in our parliament as is possible. The Alternative Vote 

referendum was a farce. I would like to see a change to the STV system, as used here in N. Ireland in elections to 
the local assembly.

James Tweedy
John Twigger
Tony Twigger
ANNE TWINE
Jenny Twist I want a true democracy where every vote counts, not one that is rigged to favour the Tory party

Victor Twist I want my vote to count

Julie Tye
Andy Tyler
Stuart Tyler
Vicky Tyler How much was spent on campaigning for the EU referendum and how much on the Alternative Vote one? Didn't 

know it had happened until it was over.

Richard Tyler-Jones
Richard Tynas
Michael Tynemouth
Paul Tyreman You say you want evrry vote to count. Tinkering with boundaries won't do that.

David Tyrrell
Paul Tyrrell
Peter Udall I think it's absolutely disgusting that UKIP (the party that I voted for) got nearly 4 million votes and yet only 1 

MP. The First Pass the Post system is now bankrupt and needs to be changed to a PR system.

David Uden The present system effectively disenfranchises so many people who then lose their interest in politics.

Mary Umney I have lived in Australia , where PR is the voting system, I found that the electorate are more engaged and 
interested in the running of the country. First past the post leaves the majority of voters disillusioned, angry or 
both.In the 21st century we need an electoral system fit for purpose.

Adam Underdown
Gaynor Underhill I feel that my vote does not count. Every persons vote should count so we need a proportional system. The AV 

referendum was not offering a viable alternative to the first past the post system. Please let's make our country 
democratic.

Peter Underwood
Kathryn Unswirth
Pippa Unwin
Robert Upshall First past the post is intrinsically unfair and favours parties with regional support, like the SNP, over parties with 

national support like the Greens. So that with very similar votes can get vastly different representation in 
Parliament. Labour and Conservative also have geographically segregated support with Labour getting most of 
its support in big cities and former industrial towns and the Conservatives in market towns and rural areas. Both 
would get far fewer seats if their support was distributed evenly and that is wrong.

Neale Upstone
David Upton
Sally Upton
Andrew Urmston
Jon Urry Make the voting system fair. It is time for change.

Justin Uttley
Matthew Valentine first past post produces tatical voting and means some voters don't vote for who best represents their views

Alexander Valentine Let the Uk electorate see that this Conservative government can actually embrace true democracy, unlike its 
predecessors, by adopting a genuine proportional voting system, such as STV.



Pat Valian
Gianpietro Valorsa Many people do not vote because they know that in the current system their vote do not count. First pass the 

post is not a fair system

Jacqueline Van I truly feel that too many voices are not represented in parliament

Monique van Beek
Des Van Den Berg
Rien van den Hondel It is a travesty to call AV Proportional Representation. Give us real PR!

Marc van der Kamp
Michael van der Sanden
Luc Van Dijck
Marcus Van Doorn May the oldest democracy in Europe finally become truly democratic and make politics less self-serving.

Edward van Duyvenbode UK is undemocratic with ~30%  governing the 100% under current system!

Dr RW van Nues
John van Oosterom
Lars van Pelt Big parties will never pass PR because in doing so they will lose power!

Danny van Read
Bracken Van Ryssen
julie vanberkel I believe Teresa may can be a promise of better things to come for EVERYONE in our society.I have great hopes 

for her as our leader.

Alan Vance
Clare Agnes Vance
marion vandenberg
Darryl Vanderhoof
Nina Vangerow It is of the utmost importance that any vote is counted in a fair and representative way.

Anthony Vann Our current voting system (FPTP) is an international embarrassment. Very few MPs (or councillors) were 
supported by any sort of majority of voters in their constituency. FPTP gives rise to instability (a few votes here 
and there in marginal consituencies tip the balance from one extreme to the other). And it is too difficult  for 
'new parties' to get established, despite the successes of the nationalist parties and UKIP. There are many 
different forms of PR available each with its merits, but all giving a better representation that the primitive and 
grossly unfair system cuirrently in use.

syann vanniftrik
Thom Vanstone
Robert Vardill
Peter Varley
Richard Vasey
Rob Vasey
Synnove Vassiliades
Martyn Vaughan First Past The Post is not democracy

Patrick Vaughan I want wider participation of the electorate in General Elections:  PR will encourage people to believe that their 
vote actually counts.

tom vaughan
Jason Vaughan-Philipps
Jemma Vella The AV referendum should not be the last word on voting reform. The public sought PR, not AV but it was not 

offered. Furthermore the referendum had very little media attention so many people did not know what they 
were voting for.

john venier
Conrad Venn PR will ensure that everyone knows that their vote counts.

Steve venters
Rishika Verma
Ann Vernau The FPTP system is quite simply undemocratic

Biff Vernon
Reginald Vernon Some form of PR is essential for fair representation of voters but it is unlikely to provide strong governments as 

there will always be the necessity for alliances with minority parties having disproportionate effects on policy 
making.

Phil Verrill
John Vetterlein



Sebastian Vetterlein
Pierre Vicary Democracy has to be "real", not a fantasy.

Steve Vickars
joan vickers It's wrong because the party that gets to serve the country may have a small percentage  of the total vote.

Peggy Vickers
Tanja Vierthaler
Peter Vile With so many people saying that they won't vote because their vote means nothing, the ONLY way for their vote 

"to mean something", is for the introduction of a PR system.

Jane Vile
Karen Villabona
Robert Vince
David Vince The only way to make every vote count is Proportional Representation! Please do the right thing.

Ann Vincent
Geoffrey Vincent
Ivor Vincent
Julian Vincent Our current voting system is anachronistic. There is no technical or democratic reason for not having 

proportional representation.

susan vincent
Richard Vine
Francis Vine If you do a simple head count, more people in the UK actually wanted to remain in the EU than to leave. If we 

had proportional representation as our voting system we would not be in the sorry mess we are in now, having 
to leave.  PR is the only fair and just way forward  for true democracy.

David Viner I want a government that repesents ME! PR is a road to that end.

Jenny Vinson We must have Pr now. Nothing less will mend the UK broken politics. The people are losing patience. 
Something news to change.

Srikanth Viswanatha Revised consitituency still suffer from the deplorable voting mechanism that is FPTP. We need our parliament 
to represent the will of the people and the only way we can achieve that is using aleternative voting methods 
PR being one of them.

Hugh Vivian
Timo Vlot
John Volleamere
Kristian Volsing
john von garner All natural persons should have a vote that counts.  The present FPP system doesn't work democratically. It is 

time for change.  \kind regards john v. g

David von Geyer Your government was elected by 11.3 million voters, that's not democracy

Sheila von Rimscha The precise form of PR is not at the moment the issue.  We just need to start from the premise that the First past 
the post system does not allow the many thousands of voters who live in very safe seats to feel that it is worth 
voting at all.  That is surely not a way to strengthen our constitutional processes.

Claire Voss-Bark
Silvia Vousden It is unacceptable that hundreds of thousands of people can cast a vote and still end up with a government that 

does not represent them.  Only 26% of the electorate voted for the Conservative party, and yet they are in 
power, excerising a mandate that a majority of the elecorate do not agree with.  This MUST change.

Judith Vowles
Joanna Vroom
Nikki W
Peter W
Eleanor W-B
Anthony Wackett
Iain Waddell
Margaret Waddingham FPTP is no longer democratic and we should be ashamed that so many votes just do not count.  We need a body 

independent from Government and properly funded to inform people on the options prior to a referendum on 
a better system

Kim Waddup The membership of parliament does not fairly reflect the views of the country, we need an element of PR

Derick Wade People will start to feel they have an influence, and will start to participate without joining extreme, single 
issue groups

Pete Wade
Elizabeth Joan Wade



martin wade PR ensures a fair representation of peoples votes

Stewart Wade
Janet wadham I want a fairer voting system where each vote matters and not because of the area you are in, I also DO NOT 

wish Cornwall to be amalgamated into Devon. Leave our boundary stay where it is no politician can adequately 
look after the views of both Cornish and Devonians at the same time as we have different needs and views

Dave Waghorn
Steve Wagland
Debra Wagner Recent elections and referendums have shown that the current system ignores many peoples wishes, time for a 

change.

Markus Wagner Under FPTP, many voters end up voting for 'the lesser of two evils', rather than for what they actually believe in! 
This needs to stop!

Neil Wagstaff The Alternative Vote isn't the ideal version of PR - even Nick Clegg said this, when it was offered to him during 
the coalition government. What we need is true PR - one in which every vote counts! Government isn't a sport. 
The winners shouldn't make ALL the rules. Laws, etc, should be made equally by all, by real representation, and 
not for a minority.

Adam Wahby
David Waine
Jenny Wainwright
Jenny Wainwright
Lucy Wainwright
Andrew Wainwright
Patricia Wainwright
Mala Wainwright I would like PR to make our electoral system more democratic.  The current system is too easy to manipulate 

and mens we are ruled people that the majority of us did not vote for.

Malcolm Waite We do want FULL PR!!

Billie Dale Wakefield I voted against AV because I didn't think it was an improvement on FPTP, and wanted PR, why is that 
referendum being used to suggest that it was a vote FOR FPTP?  The question that should have been asked was 
between FPTP and PR period, leaving the choice of the form that it takes to a further referendum.

Emily Wakefield
Max Wakefield Our voting system is clearly not fit for purpose, the anger of Brexit showed us that. The need for change is 

urgent.

Tim Wakeford
Josh Wakeham
Caroline Wakelin
Hanna Waldbaum
Phil Walder Stop tinkering with the system. Make real changes to ensure our system is fair and representative, and that 

people feel their vote counts

Mike Waldock It's the best way to increase voter engagement. Help people believe that their vote actually counts!

Chris Waldon Some form of PR is needed to allow proper representation in government

Edith Waldon The FPTP  system does NOT make every vote count, leading to apathy and unwillingness to vote.

John Waldron
Mark Waldron
Antony WALEY When 5 million people voted UKIP and got one MP, the system is not working. Btw, I am NOT a UKIP supporter.

Christopher Walford We need PR to offer a wider range of policy representation. We NEED PR; the nation needs PR.

George Walkden
Andrew Walker You need to strengthen democracy

Tony Walker
Brian Walker
Jacqueline Walker I would like my vote to count, please support PR. I do not want AV, it is a very flawed system. I want true PR. 

Thank you for listening

June Walker
E Walker
elena walker It's fair

Garry Walker
George Walker
Jayne Walker People need to feel they have a say in their future, every vote should matter



Justin Walker
Elizabeth Walker I want my vote for my choice to count. I don't want to have to vote tactically.

Margaret Walker
Matt Walker
Lesley Walker
Philip Walker
Rory Walker I would love to know that my voice mattered no matter what my opinion. I hope our nation can remain as one 

strong country but without PR I believe we hand England to the tories and Scotland to the SNP.

Kevin Walker Respect for MP's is the lowest I have ever known so this change is needed

James Walker I want to vote for the candidate I want not have to vote against the candidate I don't want.

Suaad Walker The current system is unfair as it results in an outcome that does not accurately (if at all!) represent what the 
majority of the population actually wants.

Val Walker I have lived in the same constituency for nearly 40 years, and because I don't Tory my vote nev

Eleanor Walker A system which allows a candidate most people don't want to get in is blatantly unfair.

Ann Walker The present government was elected by less than 25% of the electorate. That cannot be right. We all work much 
better when we work together .

David Walker-Collins
Anna Walklate
Charles Wall
Delys Wallace
Donna Wallace
Ian Wallace
James Wallace Let us become a democratic country.

John Keith Wallace I have lived in the same constituency for over 34 years and my vote has never elected a candidate. Only in the 
referendum did my vote count. Is this democracy?

Julie Wallace
Kevin Wallace
Maggie Wallace The FPTP system of voting isn't democratic. Change it for true PR, not the bowdlerised version we  last voted on.

Michael Wallace
Nat Wallace
Pamela Wallace
Shirley Wallace
Leodhas Wallace-Sayers We pride ourselves on being a "democratic" nation but without Proportional Representation that's just a 

falsejood we parade to make us look good

Jenny Wallen The current system is unrepresentative and leads to many people feeling disenfranchised and therefore less 
likely to get involved.

Ben Waller
Maurice Waller
Michael Waller
Neil Wallis
John Wallis It's time to stop the see saw effect of first past the post.  This is even more important now with society being 

more divided than it has been for so long.  Single transferrable vote is my preffered method which should stop 
extremists getting in I hope.

Pat Walmsley I am (and have been for most of my adult life) one of those who is disenfranchised by the current system.

Sarah Walpole
Simon Walpole
Carole Walsh
David Walsh
Julie Walsh
Barrie Walsh
Richard Walshe
Peter Walshe
David Walter
Robert Walter PR:a first step in countering the democratic deficit all acknowledge.

Sibs Walter



Hannah Walters In Scottish local elections we rank parties we trust - it's not difficult to understand and gives a balanced result.

Jordan Walters Please!

Bill Walton
Vaughan Walton
Paul Walton
Paul Walton
Linda Walton One person one vote should count

Roy Walton The current voting system fails to represent millions of people.

Rob Wanek Virtually all democracies discredited and rejected the 2011 PR system.  UK needs best proved PR system, not the 
worst.

Philip Warburton
Anthony Ward With the introduction of PR perhaps more people would vote. They would then believe that their vote would 

indeed count.

Carol Ward 60% of constituencies are 'safe' seats giving jobs for life to their Parties and NO REPRESENTATION for anyone 
else.

Carol Ward We need a fair voting system for Democracy to truly work the people should be listened to.

Chris Ward
Elizabeth Ward Considered a fair system of voting for Northern Ireland which is integral to United Kingdom. Equal opportunity 

for whole country!

Thelma Ward
Ian Ward If you truly want the public to re-engage with politics pr is the only way forward

Jeremy Ward
Robert Ward
Anne Ward As I'm Irish and we've had PR (ironically ever since the British imposed it on us in the nineteenth century!) so 

I'm totally in favor. Also I'm a Lib Dem and campaigned hard to get PR adopted as our voting system during the 
coalition.

Martin Ward
Kath Ward
Nick Ward
Robert Ward
Shane Ward No more 'safe seats' We need politicians to work for the people - not corporations.

Susan Ward
Joan Ward
Alex Wardle
Marguerita Wardle
Michael Ware PR is the only way of making every vote count and therefore everyone's opinion meaningful

richard waring 4 million UKIP votes and one MP.

David Waring I just want what's fair, and the current system ensures this doesn't happen.

Stephen Waring I believe we need a system that makes every vote count. FPTP can not do that. Let's have a propoer national 
debate with information presented in a fair way.

Stephen Waring If democracy is to survive we must end the unrepresentative first past the post system

Alan Warner The P M's speech in front of No.10 spoke of fairness for all, PR voting is the fairest way!

Alistair Warner
Christine Warner
john warner
Claire Warnock I did vote AV but the concept was too complicated and detached and the debate too muted for people to 

engage with.

Wendy gr Warr The present system is not a fair reflection of the  way people vote.

christine warrand
Bee Warren We are currently under a 24% elected government. That means 76% of us are not being served. This is not 

democracy.

Jen Warren
John Warren
Rebecca Warren At present the votes of some people are worth more than others. This is fundamentally undemocratic and 

unfair.

Moira Warren



Paul Warren
sue warren
Susan Warren
Angela Warren-Jones
Andrew Warrender
David Warrington This is the kind of change I still dream of.

RoseMary Warrington
Richard Warson
Christopher Warwick Without proportional representation the cannot be democracy

Jenny Warwick
Marek Wasenczuk
Brian Washington
Peter Washington
Ruth Washington I want my vote to count!

Sadiq Wasin Can we please have another referendum for the EU as a lot of people regret there decisions thank you dearly.

Celia Waterhouse We NEED PR! FPTP cannot give fair representation to our now diverse electorate. The proposed Boundary 
Review will make elections even less fair!

Cynthia Waterman I have voted all my long life but none of my votes have counted because of the present unfair system.

Carolyn Waters FPTP results in a Parliament that does not represent the way people actually voted.  It is unfair and NOT 
democratic

daniel waters
Eliza Waters
Neill Waters
Nick Waters
Stephen Waters
john waters
Jan Waterson First past the post worked pretty well when there were two major political parties, but in theses days of 

multiple parties the system  no longer adequately reflects the preferences of the population. Whilst I am not a 
support of UKIP, it does seem grossly un just that they have 1 MP while the SNP has over 50.

Sarah Waterson
Jenifer Wates The present system makes my vote meaningless - utterly frustrating. More discussion needed so people 

understand.

David Watkin We neeb PR to fairly represent the voters of Britain

Ashley Watkins
Peter Watkins
ROWENA WATKINS
Ruth Watkins
Richard Watkins
Keith Watkinson
D Watkiss
Peter Watsham Surely it's time to move on from the primitive form of democracy we see in historical dramas.

Andy Watson Like the recent EU Referendum, every vote should count equally going forward.

John Watson Because the first past the post system is unfair in that it does not represent the views of the majority.

Christine Watson
Colin Watson FPTP is demonstrably unfair, in that it does not allow alternatives to the two main parties to grow and flourish. 

That's good for the two main parties but not good for democracy. The British people are perfectly capable of 
understanding and voting in a proportional election, the European Elections, and producing results which better 
reflect the nations political preferences. It's time to have a proper debate and to come up with something 
better than the last rigged referrendum on our voting system.

David Watson
Derek Watson
fraser watson first past the post is complete rubbish , everyone must have representation in government .. x fraser

Geoff Watson Democracy must be seen to work. So every vote must cont

Graeme Watson Let people be represented appropriately in parliament



Stephen Watson I've voted in every possible General Election election for over 40 years but thanks to FPTP, I have never been 
represented by a candidate for whom I voted. That is not having my voice heard! The referendum on PR was no 
such thing; it was a vote for AV or FPTP. We need a referendum on FPTP and ALL the PR options - choice is good, 
is it not?

John Watson
Joseph Watson
Ken Watson
Linda Watson No government has been brave enough to implement PR. Think of the bigger picture and be progressive. PR is 

the most democratic way to go.

Mary Watson I want my vote to count. The referendum was a clear and powerful example of this. I always vote even though I 
live in a safe seat and the vote always goes against me and I am absolutely clear that more people would vote if 
they thought their vote would count.  Coalition is not necessarily a bad thing, a disconnected electorate is.

Mayann Watson
Nadine Watson The current voting system - first past the post - does not reflect peoples choices of MP and is, therefore, not a 

democratic system.  People would be more inclined to vote if they felt their vote actually counted.

Natassija Watson Until this government implements Proportional Representation it will continue to fail to uphold democracy in 
the UK and the will of the people.

Peter Watson Brexit showed, that when people feel their vote is counted they will turn out at the polling stations!!

Ray Watson
Richard Watson It shouldn't be possible for politicians to fix the results!

Geoff Watson I wish MP's would LISTEN to the people, rather than pretend to

Patricia Watson Please make every vote count EVERY time, look at the turnout it elicited for Brexit!

Graham Watson
Sarah Watson
Joan Watson
David Watt
Julie Watt
Leah Watt
Phil Watt FPTP Simply is'nt Fair

Robert Watt
Denis Watterson Why tinker with a voting system FPP that is not fit for purpose.

John Wattis Where I live, it doesn't matter who I vote for we always get a Labour MP - thatcan't be right.

Bill Watts
Fred Watts
laura watts
Michael Watts
Dr Rodney Watts I would kindly point out that this nation has never voted on proportional representation (PR), only AV. No more 

excuses please.

Karen Watts
Andrew Watts-Jones
Heath Watts-Robinson
Andrew Waugh
Caroline Waugh
DAVID WAY
Lydia Wayland I've lived in several "safe constituencies", where I might as well spoil the ballot paper.  I'm disenfranchised..

june wayland
Cecilie Wayman I would like to feel my vote counts!

Richard Weale I am fed up with lurching to the right or to the left every 5 years. Its time for politicians to work together for the 
country and not for the narrow interests of their party,

stephen wear the current system is outdated and unfair

George Weatherston
Carol Weaver Îd like to see a true representation of voters in parliament so that all are represented fairly.

Ms S R Weaver If your true aim is to create a situation where everyone's vote has equal weight, then go for proportional 
representation. Simple. If you don't want proportional representation, change your slogan. Simple.

Nick Weaver We're told we can vote out politicians we don't like. I want to vote in people who do represent me.

Philip Weaver



Susan Weaver
Nicholas Weaver AV is not PR, so the result of the  AV Referendum isn't the final word brings. Present system is deeply 

unrepresentative. AV should now be properly, publicly, assessed.

Terry Weavers
Ben Webb
Brian Webb
Christopher Webb Nobody voted for this.

John Webb
Kenneth Webb We need PR to bridge the gaps within and between parties

Matthew Webb
Peter Webb
Joy Webb I have voted in every election since 1970 but am wondering why I bother when so many parliamentary 

constituencies, including some I have lived in, have been safe seats for all that time so like many other people 
my vote doesn't count.  Fiddling with the boundaries won't change that either.

Rowena Webb
Russell Webb In a democracy, 'you know it makes sense', logically. Also, elides the distinction between 'us' and 'them'.

Madeleine Webb
Mark Webber Everyone's vote should count. FPTP denies most people's voice.

K Webber
Valerie Weber
JOHN WEBSTER The first past the post system works ok with two main parties ,but not when there is more

Kelly Webster
m webster
Peter Wedge
Graham Weekes
Janet Weeks The results of the 2015 General Election demonstrated that the present system ignores the wishes of large 

numbers of voters.

Eshani Weeresinghe
Stephen Weigh Make all votes count for true democracy.

Terence Weight I want parliament to be truly representative of all views.

Michael Weipert
William Weir
Mary Weir
Dan Weisselberg
Martina Weitsch Proportional representation works!

Simon Welander This is the only way to regain true democracy in the UK in modern times.

Peter Welberry Smith A first past the post election method is simply not a fair representation of the populations wishes.

Peter Welburn
Gavin Welch
Jack Welch
Kyle Welch
Phill Welch Right now my vote makes no difference. There is no point in me voting. The current system clearly does not 

provide true democracy or balanced government. The Alternative Vote Referendum was a very weak 
compromise that was less than half-heartedly presented. The two major parties up till now like the current 
system since it suits their vested interests but now with the proposed boundary changes and the rise of the SNP 
Labour will not provide any worthwhile opposition. This is NOT democracy. We need a PROPER, TRUE PR system 
& we need it now,

Martin Weller
Keith Wells
Roger Wells To make Parliament more representative, preferably using the Single Transferable Vote..

David Wells It is untrue that the 2011 referendum gave the British people opportunity to have their say on PR. I want PR, but 
voted against AV, because AV is not PR.I am 59 years old, and have never had a local MP who represented my 
views, thanks to the "winner takes all" system. It is simply not fair.

Charles Welsh
Arthur Welsh
Pat Welsh



Alicia Wemyss
Peter Wemyss-Gorman In the past 60 years  as a voter in 'safe' seats (and 40 as a Green party member) I have never felt that my vote 

counted

Hilary Wendt I leave in a safe seat. I feel my MP would be more responsive to issues I raise if there were PR. I currently feel 
effectively disenfranchised.

Terry Wentworth-Wood
Ursula Werner
Susan Wesley
Christine West
Christine West Please ensure fair representation ... through PR .... Our current constituency boundaries have been skewed over 

the years and many voters are not fairly represented.

Ian West Parliament must be representative, and sovereign, so that we do not need referendums

Mal West
Philip West
Trevor West We were not given the option of proportional representation previously, only alternative vote, which is not 

proportionate.

Martin Westall
Matthew Westbrook
Tom Westbury
Michael Westcombe
Michael Westcott Inequality is rampant through our electoral process and I have never felt truly represent. I have a party and a 

prime minister I never voted for and to continue down this road is undemocratic and bias.

Stephen Westcott Pr is simply the way forward.

Anne Westerberg
Diana Westerhoff The current system often leaves the majority of voters dissatisfied, like now.

Zoe Westhead
Joseph Westlake
Peter Westlake As a Green Party voter I am especially affected by this.

Dawn Weston
Janet Weston People do not feel their vote counts where one party is strong in an area - the EU referendum showed that 

people felt they had a voice at last!

Amanda Weston
Stephen Weston Having voted in every general election since I turned 18 in 1988, living in five different constituencies, not once 

has the candidate I have voted for been electern.   How is this democracy working?

Stewart Weston
Jonathan Westwood
Jon Westwood
Judith Weymont
Alison Whale I want my vote to count wharever constituency I live in and whoever I vote for. FPTP does not result in a 

government that represents the voters. Many of our voices go unheard.

Sandi Whale
Brian Whall
Alison Whalley Whatever our political affiliations  if we believe in real democracy we need proportional representation. Our 

FPTP systems are no longer fit for purpose. The AV referendum was not the final word because the political 
landscape has changed radically since then and AV is not  a good system of PR anyway.  Parliament historically 
was the mother of democracy but we cannot say that now.

John Whalley I have been banging on about this for 42 years

Bob Wheatcroft
Susan Wheatcroft
Rob Wheatley Where there are 3 or more candidates, first past the post winner often represents the minority

John Wheaton
Charlotte Wheatstone Only PR will give us true democracy

Anne Wheeler
Kimberley Wheeler I live in a safe seat so my vote has never counted. That should not be possible!

Mike Wheeler
Oliver Wheeler Whilst PR is by no means the 'silver bullet' to fix our democracy, it is essential to renew fairness.



Alan Wheeler PR is good though Alternative Vote worst option

Thomas Wheeler First past the post effectively gags much of the population, a proportional system would help ensure people's 
views are heard.

Stephanie Wheeler PR is a much fairer system, every vote counts

S. Wheeler
Jo Wheeler
Mark Wheeler
John Wheway
Matthew Whibley
Margaret Whidden
Steve Whiley PR is the only true form of democracy, as EVERY vote counts.

Chloe Whipple
james whitaker PR is the only way every ones voice is heard.

Niccy Whitaker
Ros Whitaker
Andrea White
Bernard White Our voting system is draconian, to say the least, why not be the the PM to to be always remembered

Ian White
Carla White
Denise White Too many voters disenfranchised by present system. I'm a Labour voter in a strong Tory constituency so my vote 

is wasted almost.

David White It is unfair nonsense to persist with the inequitable and iniquitous FPTP voting system nowadays.

Douglas White
Christopher White
Ian White No party can claim a majority when only 39% of those who voted chose it as their preference.

Judith White i am now 76 years old and have voted in every election I have been eligible for or in the country for.  In all that 
time I have never felt that my vote has counted in this system.  I can quite see why people don't bother to turn 
out at election time.

Julie White
david white
Lois White
Mark White
martin white
Matthew White Four of last five elections produced Governments supported by an average of 39% of those voting – this cannot 

be fair.

Nick White Our current electoral system is wholly undemocratic and is long overdue for a complete overhaul - under FPTP 
we can not call ourselves a democracy!

Richard White Let my vote give me representation.

Sean Sebastian White
Stuart White
Stuart White
Jeff White People robbed of a fair voting system will find other ways of making their voices heard.

Jim White
Mike White
anthony whitear ukip got 4 million votes only got 1 mp is that fair

Linda Whitebread
ian whitehead
James Whitehead
Jenny Whitehead
Pamela Whitehead Smaller parties often get quite a lot of votes but don't end up with any MPs.

Steven Whitehead
David Whitehouse
John Whitehurst There is more to democracy than winning in an unfair electoral system. I feel disenfranchised because of the 

first past the post system where all but a narrow set of ideas and policies are demonised.

Rebecca Whiteley



Neil Whiteley-Bolton
Ian Whiteside
Susan Whiteson We need to change what is now an unrepresentative and outdated voting system in order to represent the 

views of the whole country.

Diane Whitfield
Eve Rose Whiting We need a fair voting system as only 24% of people voted for our present government.  This means many 

people feel disillusioned with our present voting system.

Julie Whitley
John Whitney We must try to move the country into the 21st Century, not languish in the 19th!

Pamela Whitney We need a fairer form of representation than the current one. PR is fairer.

Roger Whitney
Chris Whitrow Without PR, we do not have a functioning democracy at all.

David Whittaker To enable more choice and better democracy

John Whittaker The question was not resolved by the Alternative Vote Referendum because the alternative that was offered 
was inadequate and unattractive to most people seeking change.

John Whittaker At present, the voting system is not representative of the public will. The Alternative Vote Referendum 
proposed a solution that was even less acceptable to most people, and in no way proportional. A way of voting 
like that in other countries would be more democratic.

Ellen Whittle
Alan Whittle
Holly Whyte I want to have a chnace of being represented in government.

Keith Whyte My votes in all the general elections held in the last fifty years have not counted, because I have always lived in 
a constituency which is a safe seat.  The AV referendum was not on PR.

Nyx Whyte
Brian Wichmann The proposed changes depends too much on the Boundaries rather than the voters!

Peter Wickenden
Zulma Wickenden
Chris Wickens
Jeremy Wickins All votes should carry equal weight. PR does this much better than FPTP.

Joanna Wickson
Phil Widdall
Kieran Widdowson PR is vital to ensure all voices are heard across the country

Fred Widdup
Patryk Wieczorek
Andrew Wight
Paul Wightman
Jessica Wigley
Roger Wilby
Sue Wilby The current voting system is simply undemocratic.

Matt Wilce FPTP does not represent me. AV is deliberately semantically twisted, we need a Proportional Representation 
Referendum. Are you in favor of democracy or not?

Andrew Wild
Jo Wild
John Wild
Jenny Wild
John Wild It is the only fair way to peoceed!

geoff wilding
Piers Wildman
Veronica Wilds Significant parties outside the two party system have little or no impact on our National Policies

David Wiles
Dave Wilford Only one word,----"GERRYMANDERING".

Mia Wilkes
Tom Wilkes
Hilary Wilkie
Adam Wilkins



Betty Wilkins We should have a fair voting system what we have now and what you propose is not

Jon Wilkins
Martin Wilkins
Naomi Wilkins
Paul Wilkins
Rocky Wilkins
Ros Wilkins
Tracey Wilkins
David Wilkins We need a fair voting system what you propose is not

Wendy Wilkins
Dawn Wilkinson
Daniel Wilkinson To make democracy fairer

Robin Wilkinson
Trevor Wilkinson
Valerie Wilkinson Decisions are often made with too little,or skewed information. If the govt. wants fairness voting has to be by 

PR.

Phillip Wilkinson PR is a much fairer system and ensures that one party don't gain power despite the will of the nation.

Carole Wilkinson Too many people in our country feel disenfranchised. The EU referendum result was proof of that. This must 
change.

Chris Wilks
George Wilks Unless you voted Con or Labour, you are totally unrepresented in parliament.  This has to be wrong!

Hadleigh Wilks
John Wilks The diversity of political opimions held by the British electorate cannot be represented by a single party in 

power, but needs proportional representation.

Leonard Will As a supporter of a minor "centrist" party, I feel that the present system disenfranchises me.

Raymond Will
Raymond Will
David Willcocks
Mike Willcox
Anna Willett
Peter Willetts The AVR was a sop to the Liberals as it would have made an unfair system even more unfair.  Full PR would be 

fair.

Damien Willey
Andrew Willgoss
Alan Williams
Alan Williams In our democracy the nation's voice as a whole should be Sovereign not that of special interest groups.

Alex Williams
Allan Williams
John Williams SNP got 50 seats, Greens and UKIP got one each, with roughly similar votes nationally.

Anthony williams Proportional Representation is fairer to smaller parties. First past the post is outdated.

Allen Williams AV is rubbish; I voted against it. But I am all for a proper PR system!

Anthony Williams Elections for the Assemblies and Scottish Parliament use a form of PR so why is FPTP considered the only 
system suitable for Westminster?

Amanda Williams I want my vote to count in a general election for once! The EU Referendum vote has demonstrated that people 
will engage with politics when their votes count equally. AV is not the same as PR and it makes our Government 
(and my MP) look ignorant when they don't recognise that.

Martin Williams
David Williams It's the only fair way !!!!

David Williams
Gareth Williams
David Williams
Helen Williams It's fair.

Huw Williams Whilst I worry about the consequences of giving more power to small groups (such as UKIP), the current system 
needs reform so that everyone feels that their vote matters.

Derek Williams



James Williams
Janice Williams Unless the voting system is prorportional, how can it be democratic?!

JEN WILLIAMS
Colin Williams THE NEW PROPOSED BOUNDARY CHANGES ARE A DISGRACE !!!! WE NEED PR NOW !!!!

Joan Williams "First past the post" is not a valid option whenever more than two political parties are competing in a General 
Election.  Very many people feel disenfranchised.  This  does not make for a happy electorate, or a fair society.  
For the sake of democracy  (albeit representative)   every vote should count.

James Williams
Karen WILLIAMS
Karen Williams
Lindsay Williams Britain is a democratic country and should remain as such.

Lynne Williams During the referendum for membership of Europe, many people commented that it was the first time ever that 
every individual vote mattered. For those of us who live in areas where one party dominates, our votes haven't 
counted for years. PR is essential to give everyone.a voice.

argot Williams
Margot Williams
Mark Williams
Mathew Williams
Mave Williams
Michael Williams The result  AV referendum is being used to say that the British people don't want a PR system to replace the 

FPTP. This is simply not true, the AV referendum result simply says that Britsh people don't want AV!

Michael Williams
Mike Williams
Morgan Williams FPTP will always ensure that the result is not entirely reflective of democracy.

michael williams
Mark Williams
Nick Williams
Nick Williams
olwen williams I do not currently live in a democracy.  Iwould like to do so.

PAUL WILLIAMS
Michael Williams
Philip Williams Let's show the world that we have a fair and representative democracy.

Robert Williams
Roger Williams
Roger Williams
Stephen Williams It's about time the mother of democracy had something better than a semi-democratic electoral system.

Lisa Williams
TOM Williams I voted UKIP along with four million others, yet I do not have a voice.  This is not fair.

Anthony Williams
Tom Williams Your scullduggery and scheming is just smoke and mirrors for the electorate be open and honest !!

Ms Vanessa-Anne 
Williams

Gwyn Williams
Stephen Williams
Sandra Williams
Zak Williams
frank williamson
Scott Williamson
Ian Williamson
Irene Williamson The present system does not deliver real democracy in the form of fair representation of the electorate.

Stella Williamson I know we live in a society where democracy is not popular with our elected leaders as it appears to deliver 
"popularist" results which are not popular with politicians, however two world wars were fought to achieve 
democracy.

Neil Williamson I've lived in safe seats all my life.  Please let my vote have an effect on national issues.

nicholas williamson



Paul Williamson
Ronald Williamson
Robert Williamson Improper representation drives voters in ever more extreme directions. You can fix this.

Terry Williamson Elections need to be fair and seen tobe so. This proposal is not.

Tim Williamson I'm 72, always voted but never had an MP to represent me - so effectively disenfranchised, like women before 
1928 or black Africans in Apartheid.

Graham Williamson We can never claim to be a democracy whilst we avoid our legislatures broadly reflecting the national political 
demographic.

Martin Willis
Clive Willmott PR allows all votes to count.

Alan Willock
Harry Willoughby
Paula Willoughby
Naomi Willows
Dixe Wills I'm tired of not having my vote count because, although my party does reasonably well nationally, I live in a 

constituency where we have no hope of winning.

James Wilman
Clive Wilmer I have been voting in General Elections for nearly 50 years, but, though I have always voted for mainstream 

parties, I have only once voted for a winning candidate. That means that like millions of other voters my vote 
has almost never counted.

Penny Wilsher
Larney Wilsnagh Please put the principle of equal votes into practice by making a full, fair and public assessment of our electoral 

system

Adrienne Wilson A/V referendum was NOT the final word. It didn't offer genuine PR and was not preceded by informed debate.

Chris Wilson We all have our strong opinions on what is best but we need a parliament that properly represents all views

Dave Wilson
Deborah Wilson
David Wilson
Michael Wilson
Drew Wilson Without PR the Scottish Parliament would have over 95% seats taken by the SNP. Everyone in England should 

know this.

David Wilson
Andy Wilson Changing boundaries to win power doesn't reflect the will of the public! Fairness is paramount!

graham wilson With the current system not always the best candidate wins

Leslie Wilson I feel our system was designed for a world that no longer exists. The German electoral system delivers real 
representation and is the kind of opportunity I'd like to have here.

Karen Wilson
Kenneth Wilson We need a fair, representative system wherein all votes are valuable - not just those in key marginals.

Linda Wilson
Ben Wilson
Martin Wilson Durng the AV campaign my MP said he would support PR (STV) but not AV

Matt Wilson A large proportion of the electorate are effectively disenfranchised by FPTP - supporters of all parties. A PR 
system will help us develop a more dynamic and inclusive democracy.

Maggie Wilson
Mark Wilson
Pauline Wilson
philip wilson
Raymond Wilson Making every vote count is true democracy

Rob Wilson
Robin Wilson FPTP discredits and weakens the House of Commons.

Sarah Wilson
Steven Wilson
Wendy wilson
John Wilson
Judith Wilson
Jon Wilson



Steve Wilson
Yonni Wilson
Yvonne Wilson If we are a democratic society, then the issues raised in this letter should at least be discussed with the public 

not just ignored.

David Wilton I am 46 years old. I have voted in every general election since I was able to.  But I have never been able to use 
my vote to influence who was the winner of those elections since I have always been in a safe seat. That is not 
what I call democracy. The referendum on AV was not about PR. AV is not PR. It would never have made much 
difference to the constituencies I have lived in.

John Wilton
Peter Wilton Please bring democracy to our political system. I want my vote to count.

Brian Wimpory
Nigel Winborne
frances winch
Simon Winder The referendum on Alternative vote was to either vote for a bad system or a worse system, hence the reason I 

chose not to vote. PR is the only fair system where every vote matters.

Eric Windgassen
Jill Windle
Michael Windle
MIKE WINES
Malcolm Winfield Boundaries are moved so that more MPs to that gov do you really think the Tories would want it fairer no chance 

that's why they move them another big CON

Anthony Winfrow
Ian Wingfield The present system alienates voters as it doesn't represent actual votes cast which is undermining trust in 

parliamentary democracy.

Julia Winn I always vite even though i know that where I live it's a waste of time.  i would like my vote to matter.

Denise Winser
Paul Winship
Maureen Winsley The EU has been described as undemocratic, this is dupicitous when considering how our own government is 

currently undemocratically elected.

Tina Winstanley
Nicholas Winstone
Alison Winter
Alexei Winter
Andrew Winter
Chris Winter
Dominic Winter Changing boundaries isn't "money saving" if its proven to skew results.

Owen Winter Every vote should count and count equally. First Past the Post means most votes don't matter! Not democratic!

Lillian Winter
Helen Winterburn
Helen Winters AV and PR are not the same thing. We would like a vote on PR for true electoral reform. FPTP is outdated, unfair 

to all parties, and not truly democratic.

Martyn Winters
Simon Wintle I am angry that my vote will never count for anything, as I live in a "safe seat". This must change!

Claire Wintram Results end up being completely unrepresentative, voters effectively disenfranchised. Greater fairness is 
essential.

Hannah Wisby My vote means nothing without Proportional Representation

Mat Wise
Mark Wiseman
Steven Wishart
Pete Wisher
John Witcomb With P.R. the government will be elected by a true majority.

Paul Witcomb PR ensures that no vote is wasted

Tony Witham
Jim Witt Living in a constituancy that always returns a labour MP, what is the point of my voting?

Sven Wittevrongel



Henry Woledge IF I PREFER  A REJECTED THIRD CANDIDATE, WHY SHOULD I BE DENIED A CHOICE BETWEEN THE FIRST AND 
SECOND?

Alison Wolf People deserve transparency in Government

Georgina Wong
G Wong
Wailim Wong
Adrienne Wood
A Wood Proportional representation enables a more nuanced form of democracy, more suited to today's complex world.

Brian Wood
Becky Wood
Christopher Wood The referendum on AV was used to avoid changing the broken system and was not a referendum on PR.

Chris Wood
David Wood I have been waiting for a proper voying system since studying politics at Durham 50 years ago.

Denise Wood
Derek Wood
Duncan Wood Democracy in the 21st century needs to be dynamic and responsive, it needs to evolve to engage more voters.

Frank Wood
Geoffrey Wood
David Wood
Michael WOOD
Ian Wood It's ever clearer, in particular after the EU referendum, that we need the voters to decide what is important for 

government to act on and implement. The current 1st past the post system only allows for voting on party lines - 
its time for something more sophisticated.

Jeffrey Wood
John Wood AV was rejected because it was not truly PR. We need a system that more accurately implements the votes 

made.

Richard Wood Completely unfair

Linda Wood We need one vote one person representation as we have seen in the Brexit Referendum

Elizabeth Wood I believe in democracy

Judi Wood PR is the only fair and democratic option in our failing electoral system

mike wood please allow us the privilege of having true democracy

Mike Wood Proportional representation is more likely to lead to policies that are good for the whole UK in the long term

Philip Wood
Philip Wood PR means people can be confident that their vote matters. Without it, there will be increasing unrest at the 

failure to respond to the otherwise voiceless.

Rodney Wood My vote doesn't count because I live in a traditional strong Con area.

Ron Wood In my constituencymy vote is of no significance as one party dominates locally, I should not be disenfranchised.

Matthew Wood Without PR we do not have a true democracy. AV is not PR and the AV referendum result does not mean that PR 
is not supported. I want my vote to matter.

Stella Wood There is no voting system that is absolutely perfect but surely we can do more to make every voter's voice really 
matter resulting in a more representative parliament.

Stephen Wood
Kelly Wood
Susan Wood Britain is a proud democracy, and "First-Past-the-Post" is demonstrably not democratic.

Susan Wood Our current 'first past the post' system is demonstrably unfair. Of the other options, I favour Proportional 
Representation as the most fair system - so what's stopping you implementing this?

Sylvia Wood Please do not copy your predecessor on this matter.

T David S Wood Aged 81, & after voting in every election, I still have to vote for my elected MP!

Tony Wood FPTP does not give the electorate a representative parliament.

Elizabeth Wood I have voted in every election open to me since 1970. Not once has my vote had any effect on the outcome.

Colin Wood
Martyn Wood-Bevan
Helen Woodall
Carlton Woodcock
Enma Woodcock



Helen Woodcock
Jo Woodcock
Kevin Woodcock
Sheena Woodcraft
Carolyn Woodford Proportional representation is the only fair way for individual voters to have a chance of being represented in 

Parliament !

Malcolm Woodgate
Andrew Woodgate Justice requires a reform of our outdated voting system

David Woodhead Our current electoral system is unfair & unsatisfactory for the 21st century

Keith Woodhead
Adrian Woodhead Surely we can create something better than an alternating 2 party winner-takes-all system?

Johnpaul Woodhead Due to the current system, I am not represented in parliament.

andrew woodhouse
George Woodhouse
John Woodhouse It is urgent that the electoral system is radically reformed.  We currently live in a democracy in name only.

Alan Woodhouse
Shane Woodhouse
Agnetha Woodhouse-
Kelleher Proportional Representation is fairer.

jane woodin
Stuart Woodin I feel completely disenfranchised living in a rural area where the same party get in every election.

Matthew Woodroof I feel totally disenfranchised with the current FPTP system. Please engage millions like me.

Michael Woodroofe We ned a fairer system that more accurately reflects how people voted.

Tim Woodruff
Chris Woods In my 45 years of voting the present FPTP system has meant my vote has never counted, we NEED PR

Jacky Woods
Ioonah Woods
Jenny Woods You want to change the boundaries to make consitituities equal… whats more equal than every vote actually 

being classed as a vote. It worked for the referendum why not the elections

John Woods It is important that every eligible voter should want to vote, yet many feel their vote is wasted. Only some form 
of PR will address that problem. There are a number of PR systems already in use for the EU and the Scottish 
Assembly. Please pick one and implement it for the 2020 General Election.

Joshua Woods I ask that the Tories dont do such an unfair thing as to redraft constituency boundaries. This will only lead to 
deep distrust in the election system and it the Tory party in the future!

Bob Woods We need to know each vote counts to improve democracy

Anthony Woods
Anthony Woods Our antiquated voting system is not fit for purpose, it does not recognise the people's  wishes

john woodvine A proper PR system is required particularly since the current government is on supported by 24% of the 
electorate yet has a majority in parliament. Where is the UKIP, Green, Lib Dem, representation?

Clare Woodward
Mary Woodward The current Westinster government in no way reflects Scottish voters' wishes

Margaret Woodward
Richard Woodward
Rob Woodward
Nicola Woodward We should be proud to be a democratic country, so we need to act democratically.

Ziggy Woodward
Ziggy Woodward
James Woodward-Nutt
Gary Woodwards
Fred Woodworth
Josh Woodworth
Mark Wooldridge
Alexander Wooldridge 
Smith As I live in a Conservative stong hold my vote, if it is not Conservative, holds no power whatsoever.

Alex Woolf



William WOOLGAR
Anthony Woollard
June Woollett First past the post is NOT democratic and you are the person who can instigate change for a fairer system.

June Woollett If you are really concerned to make voting fair, you MUST introduce a PR system. Boundary tinkering won't do it.

Chris Woolley
David Woolley Please let us have a FAIR voting system where every vote counts

M Woolley The current system is outdated and not fair

Mary Woolliams
John Woolsey
Jo Woolsey
John Woore I was one of the millions of disenfranchised voters who made sure they voted and then found that the party 

they voted for ended up with hardly any representation in our national parliament.  Please make our system of 
voting more representative.  Most people understand that all the alternative systems have faults but our 
current system is terminally flawed.

graham wootten
Patricia Wootten
Mike Wootton
Paul Wootton
maurice worley
Stephen Worrall
Erik Worsley We need a system that engages people in the political system. PR does this FPTP does not. �

Margaret Worsley Theresa May stressed her wish to lead an INCLUSIVE government when she became Prime Minister. The present 
voting system in which so many people's vote does not count is by no means inclusive and does not encourage 
those who do not normally vote to do so. This is inimical to democracy.

Mike Worsnip
Charles Worth
Jean Worth "First past the post" makes a mockery of true democracy - more people would vote if votes really counted!

M Worthington 1997 huge labour win, massive unchecked power but with only 30% of the voting age population.  Scotland, 2.5
m votes all the power, UKIP 4.5m, 1 seat.

Mike Worthington Only PR can resolve our present political mess

Carol Wotherspoon I feel that PR is far more democratic as each vote counts towards the result in its own right.

David Wotherspoon
Dr. Paul Wotton The engagement of people in Scottish politics and the referenda shows how we value systems where each vote 

counts;  some form of PR is essential for true democracy in the UK

Paul Wotton
Murray Wrathmell
Peter Wratten
Peggie Wratten
Brian Wray
Julie Wreford
Tony Wren Now aged 80, many of my contemporaries have never had an MP who represented their views;  utterly 

shocking!

Alan Wrench
Tony Wrench
John Wright As can be seen across the world, there are now many anti establishment movements because people are 

loosing faith in so called "democracy" only PR will change this.

Val Wright
Craig Wright
Dan Wright
Dawn Wright
David Wright
Gill Wright Despite its longevity, it is very clear to millions of us that the current system is not fit for purpose.

Gary wright
sharon wright Governments are said to be concerned that so many people do not vote, this is one of the reasons, people do 

not feel that their vote counts.

John Wright



Jeremy Wright Single Transferable Vote works in the Republic of Ireland. First Past The Post fails in the UK.

John Wright
John Wright Like the recent Referendum it would ensure every vote counts.

joanna wright
Kenneth Wright
Kevin Wright
Laura Wright The current system is totally unfair and not very democratic. We usually end up with an outcome where the 

ruling party received less votes than the number of people who voted for a different party, or who didn't vote at 
all. So only the ministry are properly represented. Also there is very low voter turnout. Turnout would be much 
higher with pr.

Linda Wright It has been increasingly apparent over the last few elections that the old 'two main party' system of electing our 
representatives no longer reflects the breadth of opinion in the electorate. For democracy to prosper, people 
need to feel that their stance on issues gets proper representation in parliament. Many other countries 
successfully operate such a system - New Zealand is one such. I believe any party which grasped the nettle on 
this issue and really updated this country's system to one suitable for the realities of the 21st century would 
gain a lot of kudos with the electorate.

Norman Wright
Paul Wright
Sophie Wright The last election showed that our present system did not fairly represent the smaller parties

Tim Wright Parties that get millions of votes don't get fair representation under the present system.

Tony Wright FPTP is a practice which wastes votes. PR ensures that our votes COUNT.

Martin Wright
jennifer Wrightson
Susan Lesley Wrightson
Stephanie Wrightson First past the post is a simple system suitable for small, simple groups. It is wrong for a sophisticated society

Graham Wroe I am one of many people who voted against AV in the referendum because I want a system that is proportional.

Nina Wroe
Daniel Wunderlich AV or first past the post are not proportionate voting systems. Make every vote count please.

Dave Wyatt
James Wyatt
Julie Wyatt
Mary Wyatt I want PR so that there is a fair representation of views by Parliament.  The first past the post system does not 

provide this.

Paul WYATT Nobody should feel disenfranchised. AVR did not offer a solution

Steve Wyatt
John Wylde
Neil Wylie
Freda Wyn PR is the only way to give truly representative results of what people in the UK want

Mario Wyn-Jones
Seph X The current system is undemocratic with governments being formed that represent a minority of the 

populations

x x x

Ireene-Sointu Xxxx
Caroline Yapp
Nick Yapp Democratic Elections must represent the wishes of the electorate. we need Proportional Representation asap.

Mustafa Yasacan
Claire Yates
Malcolm Yates
Paul Yates politics has become too detached from the people, envigorate it with PR

Philip Yaxley PR is simply the only fair way and the most democratic.

Carol Yeadon
Mike Yeadon
Yusuf Yearwood
June Yeatman
Martyn Yeatman I believe everyone's vote should count not just those in a few marginals.

B Yelland



Pete Yorke Proportional representation and constituency politics aren't mutually incompatible - just PR democratise the 
Lords so we can have them both!

Joseoh Young Our democracy needs reform urgently. FPTP serves none except the ruling party. Do the right thing...

Christopher Young At present many constituencies have no chance of changing their party representation. I believe PR would make 
MPs more accountable.

Dennis Young
COLIN YOUNG The current system of Voting is all wrong and should be changed to Proportional Voting in all parts of the United 

Kingdom including Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales

Gary Young Without PR democracy doesn't exist. The Conservative party are in truth ruling by dictatorship dressed up as 
democracy.

John Young
Joseph Young If the virtues of PR as an alternative to the deeply flawed FPTP system were pointed out, most citizens would 

vote for PR!

Linda Young It is the only fair way over 4million votes for 1 MP.

Mike Young
Michael Young
Nick Young Every vote counted in the European referendum. Only full proportional representation can make every vote 

count in parliamentary elections.

Philip Young It is important for fairness but also is part of making our MPs more accountable

Poppy Young
Rachel Young
Richard Young First past the post is failing democracy, it is time for change.

Shirley Young I wanted PR but the option when we were given a vote on the matter was not a satisfactory option. Had you 
asked us whether we wanted PR I would have voted yes. Currently my voice is not heard in parliament. My MP 
does not represent my views - even though I have written to her on severl matters and I wish to be able to vote 
in manner where my vote counts. I may not have liked the outcome of the recent referendum but at least my 
vote did count in the final outcome.

sue young We need proper democracy,where every vote counts.

Wendy Young
Raymond Youngs Democracy, the present system DOES NOT represent the will of the voters thats why we need PR.

Ruth Yule
Penny Zapata We sorely need a voting system that represents the public in a fair and proportional way.

Ben Zealley The membership of the House of Commons should be the most accurate sample of our populace that is 
achievable.

Helen Zeitlin
Wenye Zhao
Anna Zimmerman
John Zlosnik Key concerns such as the Environment and Social Justice are under-represented

Ludvic Zrinzo My vote should matter and should not be buried in manipulation of constituency borders

Walter Zuk
Lorraine Zuleta It is indefensible for parties to obtain a substantial share of the vote yet have few or no MPs.

Veronica Zundel


